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Introduction

In early 2001, the State of Illinois initiated construction of a presidential library to honor
the life and works of our country’s sixteenth president, Abraham Lincoln. The site for the
proposed Abraham Lincoln Presidential Library (and Visitors’ Center) was a multi-block area
located in Springfield’s downtown commercial district within sight of the Old State Capitol and
the city’s central business district (see Figure 1).

The library and visitors’ center consists of three separate sections, each located on a
different city block. The Presidential Library (which houses the Illinois State Historical Library
and the Lincoln Collection) has been constructed predominately on the north half (and projecting
slightly onto the south half) of Block 12, Original Town Plat, Springfield, Illinois. The
Presidential Museum and Visitor’s Center is located on the adjacent Block 1 (Original Town
Plat) immediately to the north. The Presidential Library and Visitor’s Center complex is
bounded by Madison Street on the north, Sixth Street on the west, Seventh Street on the east, and
Washington Street on the south. Associated with this two-block library and museum complex is
a large multi-story parking garage. As originally planned, this parking garage was to be an
underground facility located in that area south of Union Station and west (across Sixth Street) of
the proposed Visitors’ Center (on Block 2, Original Town Plat). As parking needs were re-
evaluated, it became obvious that this space was not large enough, and a new above-ground
facility was designed for the half block immediately north of Union Square (on the east half of
Block 2, Ninian Edwards Addition to the City of Springfield and bounded by Mason Street to the
north, Madison Street to the south, Sixth Street to the east, and the mid-block alley located to the
west). As the parking needs for the complex continued to be re-evaluated, it again was enlarged,
re-designed, and expanded to the west, past the alley and encompassing the entire Block 2,
Ninian Edwards Addition to the City of Springfield.

In compliance with provisions of Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act of
1966 (36 CFR 800, et. seq.) and Section 707 of the Illinois State Agency Historic Resources
Preservation Act (20 ILCS 3420, as amended, 17 IAC 4180), it was the responsibility of the
Illinois Historic Preservation Agency to assess the impact of the proposed construction activity
associated with the construction of the Lincoln Presidential Library Complex on the historic
resources within the proposed project area. With this in mind, the Preservation Services Division
of the Illinois Historic Preservation Agency (IHPA) determined the need for the assessment of
archaeological resources within these multiple project areas.

Fever River Research, Inc. (Springfield, Illinois) conducted the cultural resource
investigations for the Abraham Lincoln Presidential Library and Museum Complex project over
a four-year period beginning in early 2000. As the project area was located within an urban
environment—and completely encapsulated by the built environment (buildings and pavements),
the project presented several obstacles to archaeologists. Due to the lack of ground surface
visibility, a traditional Phase I archaeological survey was not possible. In an effort to assess the
proposed construction activity on the potential below-ground subsurface resources within the
multi-block area, the IHPA contracted with Fever River Research to conduct a literature search
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to identify potential archaeological resources that might be expected within the greater project
area. The results of this literature search were presented with an historical context for the early
settlement of Springfield as well as a predictive model for potential archaeological sites within
the three-block project area. This report was entitled “A Cultural and Historical Study For the
Proposed Site of the Abraham Lincoln Presidential Library, Springfield, Illinois” (Mansberger,
Stratton and Wresch 2000). As a result of the literature search, subsurface archaeological
investigations (consisting of a hybrid Phase I survey and Phase II testing strategy) were
recommended for each of the three individual blocks within the greater project area. Over a
three-year period, Phase II testing and subsequent archaeological mitigation was conducted on
all three project areas (library, museum, and parking garage).

As originally designed, the Abraham Lincoln Presidential Library and Museum’s parking
garage was to be located below ground on the adjacent Block 2 (current site of the Union Train
Station). As plans were developed, it became apparent that the parcel of ground was not
sufficiently large, and a new site across the street to the north (on the East Half, Block 2, Ninian
Edwards Addition to Springfield) was chosen. As this parcel of ground was not covered by the
original literature review, a new literature review was conducted for this parcel of land
(Mansberger 2003). As the archival research indicated, this parking lot was located immediately
north of the original central business district and, by the 1840s, was the location of two dwellings
(each occupied by a prominent merchant class family) and a large commercial structure occupied
by the Farnsworth House—which was a boarding and/or public house catering to the better-class,
albeit transient visitors the newly established state capitol was drawing to the community. Based
on the revised literature search, subsurface archaeological investigations (consisting of a hybrid
Phase I survey and Phase II testing strategy) were recommended for this area also (Mansberger
2003).

Over a three-day period in July 2003, ten backhoe trenches were excavated in the area
thought most likely to yield information regarding significant subsurface features within the East
Half Parking Garage project area. Backhoe test trench locations were based on the
recommendations from the earlier literature review, and in consultation with the Illinois Historic
Preservation Agency’s chief archaeologist. These test trenches documented the presence of fill
deposits of varying depth overlying the original circa 1830s ground surface. At least 15 privy
pits, multiple cisterns, two wells, and several house foundations were documented by this
fieldwork. Based on the literature review, these features were believed to be associated with
early domestic as well as commercial components. Besides merchant class housing, the
literature search documented the presence of an early public or boarding house (the Farnsworth
House) in the project area. Based on the Phase II testing, the site was determined eligible for
listing on the National Register of Historic Places.1

1 An archaeologist defines an archaeological “ site” as any location of human activity. In large urban areas, the
archaeological “ site” is, in essence, the entire community. Unfortunately, the analytical utility of such a large “ site”
becomes relatively cumbersome. As such, the site limits in an urban area is oft en defined on the level of the city
block. Block 2, Ninian Edwards Addition to Springfield was assigned the number 11SG1301. This number is the
Smithsonian Institution’s Trinomial System for identifying archaeological sites in the United States. The first
number refers to the state (in this case, the “ 11” refers to Illinois), the second set of l etters refers to the county (in
this case Sangamon); and the third number refers to the actual site documented within that county.
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During the months of September and October 2003, Fever River Research conducted
Phase III archaeological mitigation on the proposed site of the Lincoln Presidential Library and
Museum’s parking lot—then envisioned as being located on the East Half, Block 2, Ninian
Edwards Addition (fronting North Sixth Street). As part of this work, the greater part of five city
lots were stripped of overburden, and a wide variety of subsurface features exposed and
excavated. Results of the Phase II archaeological testing and mitigation conducted on the east
half of the Parking Garage are discussed in the report entitled Block Technical Report III:
Archaeological Investigations Of the East Half Parking Lot Project Area, Abraham Lincoln
Presidential Library and Museum, Springfield, Illinois (Mansberger 2008). The existing report
describes the results of that work.

Shortly after completing the archaeological mitigation of the east half of the block,
project designers determined that it, too, was not large enough for their needs, and the west half
of the block was incorporated into the project design. The earlier literature search for the east
half of the block was again expanded (Mansberger 2004), and based on the new archival
research, Phase II testing was recommended for this area as well. Subsurface archaeological
investigations (consisting of a hybrid Phase I survey and Phase II testing strategy) were
recommended and carried out during a two-week period in March and early April 2004. Upon
removal of asphalt and gravel parking lot overburden, a relatively thin historic midden overlying
an intact nineteenth century ground surface was encountered throughout almost the entire area
investigated. Additionally, several subsurface features (including at least 33 privy pits, one
cistern, several trash pits, and the brick foundation walls of an early nineteenth century dwelling)
were documented. Based on the Phase II testing, several of these features appeared to date from
the 1830s to 1840s period, and the site was determined eligible for listing on the National
Register of Historic Places.

Beginning in mid-March and continuing through early June 2004, Fever River Research
conducted Phase III archaeological mitigation on the second and/or west half of the proposed site
of the Lincoln Presidential Library and Museum’s parking lot (West Half, Block 2, Ninian
Edwards Addition). This work was conducted in two phases—first the parking lots were
stripped and exposed features excavated. After that had been completed, and the extant
buildings demolished, the areas located beneath these structures were stripped of their
overburden. The construction of a large commercial building and associated parking lots during
the early years of the twentieth century had encapsulated the earlier nineteenth century cultural
deposits. As part of this work, the greater part of four urban lots was nearly completely stripped
of overburden exposing a wide variety of domestic features—including the relatively well
preserved remains of three pre-Civil War houses, several ancillary outbuildings, and multiple
privy pits. These features document the transition of the neighborhood from one dominated by
upper class, single-family residential dwellings, to a combination of working class multi-family
residential and commercial buildings. Results of the research conducted on the west half of the
Parking Garage project area are discussed in the report entitled Block Technical Report IV:
Archaeological Investigations of the West Half Parking Garage Project Area, Abraham Lincoln
Presidential Library and Museum, Springfield, Illinois (Mansberger 2008).

This report summarizes the results of the Phase II archaeological testing and mitigation
work conducted by Fever River Research (Springfield, Illinois) on the east half of the block for
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the Historic Sites Division of the Illinois Historic Preservation Agency (IHPA) and the Illinois
Capital Development Board (CDB) in preparation for the construction of the Lincoln Presidential
Library, Museum, and associated parking garage located in downtown Springfield, Illinois.
Separate reports detail the results of the archaeology conducted on the other three project areas
(Library, Museum, and East Half Parking Garage) (Mansberger 2009b, 2009c, 2009d).
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Figure 3. Pre-construction site plan for the East Half and West Half Parking Garage Project illustrating the location of the
extant structures present at the time of the archaeological investigations, and the extent of the Phase III archaeological
mitigation work, Block 2, Ninian Edwards Addition to Springfield, Illinois. The extant buildings are indicated in blue,
whereas the location of the excavation blocks are indicated in orange. The results of the work undertaken in the East Half
Parking Garage project area are presented in a separate report.

East Half Project AreaWest Half Project Area

325 North 5th St.

300 North 5th St.
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Figure 4. Three views of the extant building located at 300-303 North Sixth Street
(northwest corner of the intersection of North Sixth and Madison Streets) immediately
prior to the construction of the Presidential Library and Museum Parking Garage. This
building, which was constructed in circa 1905, was determined to be not eligible for listing
on the National Register of Historic Places.
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Figure 5. Two views of the extant building located at 323-325-3275 North Sixth Street
(southwest corner of the intersection of North Sixth and Mason Streets) immediately prior
to the construction of the Presidential Library and Museum Parking Garage. This
building was determined not eligible for listing on the National Register of Historic Places.
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Research Methods and Project Philosophy

Prior to the initiation of the archaeological research, the extant buildings within the
project area were evaluated as to their National Register of Historic Places eligibility. At that
time, extant buildings were located on Lots 19 (southwest corner of North Sixth and Mason
Streets; identified as 323-325-3275 North Sixth Street) and 24 (northwest corner of the
intersection of North Sixth and Madison Streets; identified as 300-303 North Sixth Street;
constructed in circa 1905). The remainder of the project area at that time was a paved surface
parking lot. As a result of this earlier building assessment (which was conducted by the
Preservation Services Division, Illinois Historic Preservation Agency’s staff), both buildings
were determined not eligible for listing on the National Register of Historic Places.

Although urban environments often are overlooked for their archaeological potential
(particularly in Illinois; see discussion in Volume I), significant archaeological deposits (both
prehistoric and historic) can often be located in an urban setting. In heavily built-up urban
environments, where most of the ground surface has been paved and/or covered with extensive
fill deposits (such as the current project area), traditional Phase I archaeological reconnaissance
surveys are difficult to conduct—often requiring extensive disruption of the existing landscape
(such as the excavation of backhoe trenches) to accomplish the survey. This was, indeed, the
case with the current project. The surface visibility for the Lincoln Presidential Library and
Museum Parking Garage—as well as with the other project areas—was 0%, as the entire area
was covered with a surface parking lot or buildings. Nonetheless, a quick preliminary
assessment of the 1854 City of Springfield map illustrated that this half-block project area was a
well-developed residential neighborhood by that date.

As the project area was located within an urban environment—and completely
encapsulated by the built environment (buildings and pavements), a traditional Phase I
archaeological survey was not possible. With this in mind (and in conjunction with discussions
with the Preservation Services Division, Illinois Historic Preservation Agency), a “hybrid”
approach to the survey (Phase I) and testing (Phase II) of these urban lands was developed and
implemented.2 The Phase I archaeological reconnaissance survey for the current project area
was divided into two separate phases (referred to as Phase IA and Phase IB/Phase II). The first
part of the survey (Phase IA) consists of an archival exercise. By looking at the many historic
documents available for this area (such as late nineteenth and early twentieth century Sanborn
fire insurance maps) and the character of the existing buildings (such as presence or absence of

2 Traditional CRM (Cultural Resource Management) compliance archaeology is conducted in three “ phases”—
which consists of Phase I Survey (Identi fication), Phase II Testing (Evaluation), and Phase III Mitigation
(Treatment). The first phase (Phase I) is the survey, which is conducted to locate and/or identi fy cultural resources
within a given tract of land. The second phase (Phase II), which is often referred to as archaeological “ testing,”
consists of a National Register of Historic Places (NRHP) determination of eligibility. The third phase (Phase III),
which is usually referred to as “ mitigation,” consists of the archaeological excavation (also known as “ data
recovery”) of those areas of a signi ficant and/or NRHP eligible site being impacted by the proposed construction
activity.
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deep basements), an historic context for early Springfield and a model for predicting the
probability of intact historic resources in the project area was prepared. This predictive model
helped identify areas that had high potential for intact archaeological deposits, and was used to
help guide the placement of the Phase II back hoe trenches. Once the areas of high
archaeological potential were identified, the archaeologist could more efficiently conduct the
ground disturbing subsurface investigations. The fieldwork phase of this survey (Phase IB/Phase
II) required the excavation of several backhoe trenches and/or excavation blocks within the areas
of high archaeological potential as defined by the previous archival research. This strategy
worked very effectively. One of the results of this revised strategy was the realization that areas
we thought might be disturbed by later construction activity, were often encapsulated by the
construction of buildings that lacked basements (and built slab-on grade).3 The results of both
the Phase IA and Phase IB/Phase II research conducted for the Lincoln Presidential Library and
Museum Parking Garage West Half project area were presented in Mansberger (2004).4

The objectives of this Phase IA archaeological reconnaissance survey was to 1) conduct a
literature and/or archival search to assess site-specific documentary records pertaining to the
project area land use through time, 2) develop an historical context for the project area to assist
with the evaluation of potential resources, 3) prepare a predictive model of potential
archaeological resources within the project area to assist with the excavation of backhoe
trenches, if warranted, and 4) prepare a report that discusses the methods and results of these
investigations.

Ultimately, the objectives of the cultural and historical resources study were to identify
historic properties potentially eligible for inclusion on the National Register of Historic Places in
the three-block project area comprising the Abraham Lincoln Presidential Library (Blocks 1, 2,
and 12, Original Town Plat, Springfield, Illinois). As an architectural assessment of existing
buildings had already been conducted, this project focused on the potential below-ground,
archaeological resources within the project area. Due to the urban nature of the project area, and
the inability to identify historic resources in an urban setting using traditional archaeological
survey techniques, a two-phase approach to the Phase I archaeological survey was proposed.
The existing report, consisting of a detailed archival and/or literature search to identify potential
archaeological resources in the project area, represents the first phase (Phase IA) of this two-
phased archaeological survey.

3 During the course of the investigations discussed here, the distinction between the survey (Phase I) and site
assessment (Phase II) phases of traditional compliance-driven archaeological research became blurred, and the
literature search (or Phase IA) became the first step in the process, followed by a combined fi eld survey (Phase IB)
and site assessment (Phase II) which occurred at the same time. As the project developed, it also became apparent
that small block excavations (in contrast to test trenches) were better suited to the Phase IB/II research—particularly
if one suspected that subsequent Phase II archaeological mitigation was likely. The excavation of test trenches and
the placement of backdirt between the trenches made subsequent stripping of the entire site more difficult than if one
had excavated a series of small block excavations instead.

4 Other archaeological researchers have utilized a similar, albeit even more modi fied approach which combined all
three phases of the traditional archaeological process into a single phase (cf. the archaeology of the Cypress Freeway
Replacement Project in Oakland, Cali fornia; Praetzellis and Praetzellis 2004). Praet zellis and Praetzellis (2001:1)
refers to this as a “ consolidated approach to the Section 106 compliance” process, and notes that this “ approach
collapses the three-phase process of identi fication, evaluation, and treatment into a single phase, necessitating
determination of NRHP eligibility of archaeological discoveries in the field.”
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The literature search consisted of a systematic assessment of archival resources in order
to locate site-specific information pertaining to the historic land use in the project area. A wide
range of archival resources was used to achieve this task. Of particular interest were two middle
nineteenth century city maps (Potter 1854, Sides 1858), three bird’s eye views of Springfield
(Ruger 1867, Koch 1872, Beck and Pauli 1872) as well as several late nineteenth and early
twentieth century fire insurance maps (Sanborn 1884, 1890, 1896, 1917, 1941, 1952). The 1854
and 1858 city maps allowed researchers to assess the pre-Civil War land use of this block.
Similarly, the fire insurance maps allowed the researchers to assess the later nineteenth and early
twentieth century land use history of each location. Additionally, a search of the earliest deed
book (available at the Sangamon Valley Collections, Lincoln Library) was conducted through
October 1837 in an attempt to locate early deed records relating to these various lots.

The literature search was conducted at various local repositories including the Sangamon
Valley Collection at the Lincoln Library (Springfield City Library), the Illinois State Library, the
Illinois State Archives, and the Illinois State Historical Library. The vertical files at the
Sangamon Valley Collection as well as the county histories, city directories, and biographical
sources were consulted for general historical background and site-specific information. All
relevant historic maps and plats consulted during this research are contained in the following
report, organized by block.

By looking at the available historic documents for this area, a predictive model outlining
the probability of intact historic archaeological resources in the project area has been prepared.
The following three figures outline the probability of intact resources within these three blocks.
Areas identified as Very Low Probability on these maps indicate that no early (pre-1870s)
resources were identified for this area. Areas identified as Low Probability on these maps
indicate 1) that historic resources associated with an early component (pre-1870s) were identified
for this area and 2) subsequent structures with deep basements more than likely have destroyed
any potential for subsurface remains of the early component at this location. Areas identified as
Moderate Potential on these maps indicate that 1) historic resources associated with an early
component (pre-1870s) were documented for this area and 2) subsequent disturbances associated
with the construction of later buildings, although suspected, is undetermined. Areas identified as
High Probability on these maps indicate that 1) historic resources associated with an early
component (pre-1870s) were documented for this area and 2) subsequent disturbances associated
with the construction of later buildings is suspected as being light. Figure xx summarizes the
archaeological potential of the current project area.

The objectives of the fieldwork phase of this survey (Phase IB) was to excavate several
backhoe trenches within the areas of high archaeological potential as defined by the previous
research. Although the primary intent of the Phase IB investigations was to concentrate in areas
identified as having High Potential, investigations in some areas identified as having Moderate
Potential were also conducted. The number, size, and location of backhoe trenches excavated in
each block was determined in consultation with the SHPO’s Chief Archaeologist (Preservation
Services Division, Illinois Historic Preservation Agency). During the course of these Phase IB
investigations, additional site-specific documentary research, particularly early chain-of-title
research and a more thorough understanding of the early city directories, was conducted.
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It should be kept in mind that this predictive model is based on our current understanding
of 1) the archival record, as well as 2) nineteenth century urban sites. With this in mind, one
needs to be aware of the potential of undocumented early historic and even prehistoric
components that might be present within the project area. Similarly, our understanding of post-
1870s disturbances is weak. Although we suspect that many of the later nineteenth and early
twentieth century commercial buildings constructed in the project area had deep and/or full
basements, it is possible that some did not. As such, early historic components may actually
have been preserved by the construction of these later buildings. With this in mind, it is always
possible that significant, early historic and/or prehistoric components may be discovered during
the course of construction even after the completion of the Phase IB investigations.

Based on the results of the archival research, a series of backhoe trenches were excavated
across the surface parking lot, in hopes of identifying significant subsurface features. Over a
three-day period in July 2003, ten backhoe trenches were excavated in the area thought most
likely to yield information regarding significant subsurface features within the East Half Parking
Garage project area. Backhoe test trench locations were based on the recommendations from the
earlier literature review, and in consultation with the Illinois Historic Preservation Agency’s
chief archaeologist. These test trenches documented the presence of fill deposits of varying
depth overlying the original circa 1830s ground surface. At least 15 privy pits, multiple cisterns,
two wells, and several house foundations were documented by this fieldwork. Based on the
literature review, these features were believed to be associated with early domestic as well as
commercial components. Besides merchant class housing, the literature search documented the
presence of an early public or boarding house (the Farnsworth House) in the project area.

Historic overburden was not very thick in these areas. Upon removal of the asphalt and
gravel parking lot fills, a relatively thin historic midden overlying an intact nineteenth century
ground surface was encountered throughout much of the area being investigated. These
excavations documented the presence of a variety of subsurface features, which were determined
to be significant—and to contribute dramatically to our understanding of life in early Springfield.
Based on the Phase II investigations, it was our opinion that the archaeological deposits located
on Lots 14-18 date from Springfield’s early years of settlement and were eligible for listing on
the National Register of Historic Places (as per Criteria A and D). Archaeological deposits from
this early period have the potential to contribute significantly to our understanding (and
interpretation) of the quickly evolving, pre-industrial city that Abraham Lincoln lived in.
Although post-1900 disturbances clearly had impacted the integrity of these early historic
deposits, sufficient resources existed to warrant listing on the National Register. As such, this
portion of archaeological site 11SG1301 was determined eligible for listing on the National
Register of Historic Places (Mansberger 2004).

It was determined that these resources had the potential to address several questions
relevant to the early settlement of Springfield. These archaeological resources have great
potential for addressing issues relating to the quality of life of early Springfield residents—in this
case both at their home and their workplace. Therefore, it was recommended that archaeological
data recovery be conducted to mitigate the impact of the proposed construction of the Lincoln
Presidential Library and Museum Parking Garage project on these resources. With this in mind,
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a Data Recover Plan (DRP) for the East Half Parking Garage project area was submitted to the
IHPA, and the mitigation was undertaken. During the months of September and October 2003,
Fever River Research conducted Phase III archaeological mitigation on the proposed site of the
Lincoln Presidential Library and Museum’s parking lot—then envisioned as being located on the
East Half, Block 2, Ninian Edwards Addition (fronting North Sixth Street). In implementing this
Data Recovery Plan, the remaining areas of the parking lots were stripped of overburden and all
of the exposed features were excavated. Upon completion of this feature excavation, the extant
buildings were later demolished, and the area beneath the northern building on Lot 19 building
was stripped of overburden—and exposed a remarkably intact suite of pre-Civil War era
features. These, too, were subsequently excavated.

As part of this work, the greater part of five city lots were stripped of overburden, and a
wide variety of subsurface features exposed and excavated. Results of the Phase II
archaeological testing and mitigation conducted on the east half of the Parking Garage are
discussed in the report entitled Block Technical Report III: Archaeological Investigations Of the
East Half Parking Lot Project Area, Abraham Lincoln Presidential Library and Museum,
Springfield, Illinois (Mansberger 2008). The existing report describes the results of that work.

After a brief hiatus waiting funding from the Capital Development Board, the artifact
analysis and report preparation for the entire four-year project was undertaken. As the size of the
database was extremely large—and represents one of the more significant historical
archaeological projects undertaken in Illinois up to this time—and presenting the results of this
work in a single volume seemed unwieldy and impractical. This represented far too much data
to be presented within a single report. As such, the results of the archaeological investigations
conducted for the Presidential Library and Museum project have been presented within four
separate documents—referred to as Block Technical Reports. These Block Technical Reports
describe the methods and results of the excavations from each of the four project areas. These
four highly descriptive volumes organize and present the site-specific archival research and
results of the field investigations, and contain little interpretation and/or synthesis of the data. A
large portion of each report consists of lengthy appendices, which present the extensive data
(feature descriptions supplemented with pictures, plan and profile drawings, artifact inventories,
and summary artifact tables) collected during the investigations. These four volumes include, in
their order of undertaking, Volume I (the Library Project area), Volume II (the Museum Project
Area), Volume III (the East Half of the Parking Garage Project Area), and Volume IV (The West
Half of the Parking Garage Project Area). These four descriptive volumes should function as
basic descriptions of what was found, and represents comparative data for future researchers.5

As noted above, the main objective of the four Block Technical Reports is to present the
field and laboratory data. Our research interests at Fever River Research have focused on the
explicit, systematic, thorough, detailed, and factual description of site structure, feature
morphology, and artifact diversity at these sites, and one of our major research interests within
the past few years has been to look at the variation in these early sites—whether it be in feature
morphology or the quantity and quality of various artifact types present. We hope to be able to

5 This reporting model was adapted from that utilized by Praetzellis and Praetzellis (2004) in their work on the
Cypress Freeway Replacement Project in Oakland, California.
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discern differences in the structure of these sites and their artifact assemblages in order to speak
intelligently about the quality of life of these early settlers—and how it varied among the various
families who were moving into the unsettled regions of the state.6 Too much of the historical
archaeological writings being produced in Illinois are being generated from either limited
excavations, or poorly excavated and understood sites. Good archaeological research and
synthesis starts with quality excavations and data.

6 Mansberger has oft en used the term “thick” description to describe the explicit, systematic, thorough, detailed, and
factual description of site structure, features, and arti facts at a site. “Thick description” as introduced into
anthropology by Clifford Geertz, who borrowed it from Philosophy, refers to layered, rich, and contextual
description of an event or social scene. Schlereth (1985:165) defines it as “ the technique of subjecting to intense
scrutiny a mass of facts of every kind so as to elicit every possible cultural meaning from them” (emphasis added).
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Figure 6. View of the Phase II testing, which consisted of the excavation of a series of backhoe trenches within the surface
parking lot located in this project area. The undisturbed circa 1840 ground surface was fairly close to the existing ground
surface within this area.
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Figure 7. Location of test trenches and features within the north half of the Lincoln Presidential Library and Museum
Parking Garage project area.
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Figure 8. Location of test trenches and features within the south half of the Lincoln Presidential Library and Museum
Parking Garage project area. The scale on this map is the same as that on the previous figure.
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Historical Setting

The Lincoln Presidential Library and Museum Parking Garage West Half project area lies
within the western half of Block 2, Ninian Edwards’ Addition to the City of Springfield. This
project abuts the north edge of the Original Town Plat of Springfield, which was platted in 1824.
By the late 1820s, growth in this frontier community had begun to expand past the limits of the
Original Town Plat. The first addition onto Springfield was platted by John Taylor in late 1826
(John Taylor’s West Addition; recorded in January 1827). But this process of growth began to
quicken in the early 1830s when several new “subdivisions” were added to the young
community. In late 1831, both Pascal Enos and James Mason added new tracts to the city plat.
In May 1833, less than two years later, Ninian Edwards platted his addition onto the north edge
of Springfield’s Original Town Plat. Later that same fall, John Taylor laid out yet another
addition to the community, as did James Adams (Springfield City Directory 1857-58). By the
late 1850s, the city’s had expanded substantially.

Ninian Edwards’ Addition to Springfield was an unusually small plot of ground that
extended from the north edge of the Original Town Plat (at Madison Street) two blocks north (to
what was to later become Reynolds Street). Similarly, the Addition was only two blocks wide
(east to west) and extended from Fourth Street to Sixth Street. In total, Ninian Edward’s
Addition contained only four blocks. These four blocks were separated along their north/south
axis by major thoroughfares (Fourth, Fifth and Sixth Streets). In contrast, no new east/west
streets were laid out separating the four blocks. That area that was later developed as Mason
Street was laid out as a narrow alley. At a later date, this alley was expanded to the east and
became a much wider, and formal, Mason Street. The 1879-80 Springfield city directories refer
to this thoroughfare along the northern edge of the project area as “Mason Alley.”7 The south
side of the new development fronted the pre-existing Madison Street. In essence, Edwards’
Addition was an extension of the commercial developed centered on North Fifth Street.

As the name implies, the addition was platted by Ninian Edwards, the son of the Illinois
Territorial Governor Ninian Edwards.8 Edwards had moved to Springfield in 1835. In 1836, he
and his wife (who was the sister of Mary Todd Lincoln) constructed a substantial brick dwelling
house at 441 South Second Street (currently the location of the Illinois Centennial Building

7 See listing for William Gardner, whose residence was indicated as north Fi fth Street between Madison and Mason
Alley.

8 Besides being the Illinois territorial governor, Ninian Edwards—the father—was one of Illinois' first senators after
statehood in 1818 and its third governor (Schwartz 2005). Schwartz (2005) notes that Ninian Wirt Edwards—who
“had yet to make his mark in the world… [had] attended Transylvania University in Lexington, Kentucky, where he
courted and married Elizabeth Todd, daughter of wealthy businessman Robert Smith Todd on February 29, 1832.
Graduating the following year, Edwards took his bride to Springfi eld where he began the practice of law. In 1834,
Governor John Reynolds appointed Edwards to be Illinois attorney general, most likely as a favor to Ninian's
illustrious father. Like his father, Ninian Wirt Edwards so conveyed an air of an aristocrat that fellow attorney
Usher Linder [Linder (1879:280)] recalled that Edwards ‘was naturally and constitutionally an aristocrat, and he
hated democracy when I first knew him, as the devil is said to hate holy water’."
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within the Capitol Complex) on a large lot that extended from Second to Spring Streets.9 Ninian
W. Edwards practiced law and served in a number of political posts including Illinois Attorney
General, State representative, State Superintendent of Public Instruction, and U. S. Commissary
during the Civil War. Today, he is perhaps best remembered as Abraham Lincoln's brother-in-
law (Powers 1876:278-9).

Specifically, the project encompassed Lots 19 through 24, Block 2, Ninian Edwards’
Addition to Springfield. This half-block area fronted North Fifth Street with each lot measuring
approximately 53’ wide by 152’ deep. A wide, formal north-south running alley was located on
the rear of each lot. As originally laid out, Lot 19 also had an east-west running alley that ran
along the north side of the lot and creating—at least for Springfield—relatively unique
intersecting alleyways in the rear of the property. This alley, although it remained fairly narrow
compared to later streets, was eventually widened and became Mason Street. As noted earlier,
the 1879-80 Springfield city directories refer to the thoroughfare along the northern edge of the
project area as the “Mason Alley.” The most desirable lot in this project area was Lot 13—
located at the northeast corner of the intersection of Madison and North Sixth Streets.

Little is known about the early development of the land associated with Ninian Edwards’
Addition. During the 1820s, the early community of Springfield developed along the east/west
corridor that was to become known as Jefferson Street. The center of this early community was
at the intersection of Jefferson and Second Streets. It was here, at the southeast corner of this
intersection, that Elijah Iles established his store.10 By circa 1830, the area later to be known as
Edwards’ Addition was located near the northeastern edge of this development. At that time, the
lands within the project area were probably in agricultural production. The archaeological
evidence strongly suggests that the existing project area had never been plowed.

One of the earliest residents in that area north of the original town plat was the rural
homestead of Dr. Thomas Houghan, which was constructed in 1833. Ninian Edward’s younger
brother—Benjamin S. Edwards—purchased this house and fourteen acres of land (located north
of Union Street, between Third and Fifth Streets) in 1843 and made it their family home. At the
time of its purchase by the Edwards family, this estate was located outside the city limits, on the
north edge of town, and was relatively isolated. Describing it years later, Helen Edwards noted,
“At first it was lonely indeed. There was not a house in sight except a little log house between
what is now Enos Avenue and Union Street, in what Beaumont Parks had his private school and
where some of the best men in Springfield received their early education (Campbell 1976:44).”

9 At that time, was located immediat ely south of the early community that had developed along what was later to
become Jefferson Street—in an area that was the original Aristocracy Hill (Mansberger and Stratton 2003). It was
from this home that the young Abraham Lincoln courted Mary Todd, and in 1842, where the couple were marri ed.
After Lincoln’s assassination, Mary returned to this home, and it was here that she died (Barringer 1971:8). This
dwelling was converted into the Saint Agatha School (a girls day and boarding school) in 1884 by Reverend George
Seymour, Episcopalian Bishop of Springfi eld. The Edward’s House was purchased by the Church in 1889. St.
Agatha’s School closed in 1905. Unfortunat ely, the house was demolished during the early years of the twentieth
century (circa 1916) when the Centennial Building in the Capitol Complex was constructed. A less than accurate
reconstruction of this house was constructed at the southeast corner of Capital and Eighth Streets—currently the
Conference Center within the Lincoln Home National Historic Site (see Mansberger 2005).

10 It was just north of this intersection that Ninian Edwards would later construct his elegant house in 1836.
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The area north of the Edwards estate was either undeveloped or used as farmland at this time.

Springfield began to expand during the early 1830s. As noted above, two new additions
to Springfield were platted in 1831, and in the spring of 1833 Edwards platted his four-block
addition centered on North Fifth Street. Although not known with certainty, it is assumed that
the lands used for this subdivision were unimproved at the time that Edwards platted the
subdivision. Similarly, it is assumed that the earliest development in the project area was along
Madison Street, and/or along the newly expanded section of North Fifth Street.

Early development in the immediate vicinity of the project area had definitely occurred
by the early 1830s. Philo Beers “moved into Springfield and built a brick dwelling house at the
northwest corner of Madison and Fifth streets, about 1830. It was among the first, if not the first,
brick dwelling erected in Springfield.” Beers was born in July 1793 in Woodbury, Connecticut,
and immigrated to Carlyle (Clinton County) at an early date. Elected to the Illinois House of
Representatives. Married Martha Stillman—one of the first marriages in Sangamon County
(Wife died in 1845, he in March 1858) (Powers 1876:113).

One of the legacies of the 1836-7 legislative session in Illinois was the ill-starred internal
improvement bill. This bill was responsible for funding the construction of the Northern Cross
Railroad, which was to connect the Illinois River community of Merodocia with Springfield.
Unfortunately, due to financial mismanagement, and the onset of the economic Panic of 1837,
the Northern Cross Railroad was fraught with problems. Nonetheless, the first train arrived in
Springfield on November 14, 1842. Rail service continued over the next five years, but due to
financial problems, it was erratic at best. In 1844, the railroad started using mules to pull the rail
cars. In 1847, the state sold the Northern Cross to private interests who renamed it the
Sangamon and Morgan Railroad, which opened for traffic in 1849 and initially offered two trains
daily (Howard 1972:200-2; Bateman and Selby 1912:773-4).

The economic Panic of 1837 must have had a dramatic affect on the development of this
newly platted neighborhood. Archival research on those lots located within the existing project
area suggest that much of this area may not have been improved until the early-to-middle
1840s—at which time the area began to develop as relatively upper class neighborhood
immediately north of the public square.

By the early 1850s, a relatively mature urban landscape had developed within the project
area. The 1854 city map indicates multiple structures within the four blocks of Edward’s
Addition. Houses of the well-to-do were prominently labeled with their names. T. S. Little, S.
B. Fisher, L. Lindsay represent these families. Early commercial developments were also
present in the area by this date. One of the more prominent was Klein’s Row—which was
located on North Fifth Street immediately across the street from the existing project area. [This
building was demolished for construction of Methodist Church; it was down by 1867.] The
History of Sangamon County (Munsell Publishing Company 1912:838) noted that “on June 29,
1854, after an anxious meeting, the Council adjourned to meet at six o’clock the following
morning at ‘Klein’s Row’, on the west side of Fifth Street, between Mason and Madison Streets,
and on these premises, declared to be filthy and frightfully unsanitary, were found persons
suffering from Asiatic cholera.”
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Although representing a relatively early, upscale neighborhood, heavy industrial activity
was just a stone throw away. Located along Fourth Street was the rail corridor. Additionally,
Jefferson Street was to develop into a rail corridor with a wide range of industrial and warehouse
activity in this area developing. In support of this commercial and industrial activity, many city
hotels and/or boarding houses developed nearby also. Weimar’s 1858 oil paintings prepared
from the dome of the State Capitol Building located in the center of the Public Square, captured
the character of the near north neighborhood during the late 1850s (see Figure 11). Weimar’s
paintings illustrate a tree-covered domestic setting that does not extend too far north.

Springfield's railroad service expanded dramatically during the 1850s. In 1852, the Alton
and Sangamon Railroad reached Springfield and established direct rail service to St. Louis (via
Alton in Madison County).11 Over the next couple of years, the line was extended northward,
reaching Bloomington in 1854 and Joliet in 1856. Unlike the Northern Cross—which, in its
reduced form, supplemented river transport and provided a distinctly local service—the Chicago
and Alton was tied into a national rail system and connected Springfield with regional and
national markets. For most of its route through Springfield, the Chicago and Alton Railroad ran
along Third Street—immediately west of the project area.12

The introduction of the railroad into the city had a dramatic affect on the development of
the community, as well as the project area, as the south side of Block 2 fronted the tracts and the
early depot. By the 1850s, the Chicago and Mississippi Railroad had been constructed along the
Fourth Street corridor. One of the new industries along this rail corridor was the Idle and Sons
foundry (301-315 North Fifth Street), which was located at the northwest corner of Madison and
North Fifth—immediately across the street from the project area. The Idle Engine Works,
located at the northwest corner of Fifth and Madison Streets were also located immediately
across the street to the west of the project area. Major producer of engines, manufactured by
Albert L. Idle and Sons. The 1877 Springfield city directory notes that Albert Idle, a
foundryman and machinist, was an Ohio immigrant who came to Springfield in 1844. He
invented a steam warming and ventilating device, and produced a series of engines which were
widely distributed from his foundry located at the northeast corner of Fifth and Madison Streets.

By the middle 1860s, the project area had matured dramatically. Many of the areas open
in 1854 were now infilled with buildings. The 1867 Bird’s Eye View of Springfield (Ruger 1867)
depicts this landscape (Figure 12). Prominently depicted in this view were the horse-drawn
streetcar tracks that ran north down the center of Fifth Street. Change had occurred by this time,
with a second generation of buildings being constructed on properties by this date. Klein’s
Row—the location of an earlier cholera outbreak—had been demolished by this date, and a new

11 At Joliet, it linked with the Joliet and Chicago Railroad, which had been completed in 1855. The Alton and
Sangamon was renamed the Chicago, Alton, and St. Louis Railroad in 1855—a name it operated under until 1857,
when it was reorganized as the St. Louis, Alton and Chicago Railroad. The line was renamed once again, in 1861,
as the Chicago and Alton Railroad (Bateman and Selby 1912:775).

12 The Sangamon and Morgan Railroad also provided increased rail service during the 1850s. In 1859, it
consolidated with the Wabash and St. Louis Railroad and the Toledo and Illinois Railroad and became part of the
Great Western Railway. Its route through Springfield followed Tenth Street (Bateman and Selby 1912:774).
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church constructed. The Board of Fire Underwriters (1866) also give a relatively detailed
accounting of the various buildings located within the neighborhood at that date (see Table 1).

In 1866, the Board of Fire Underwriters established a minimum tariff of rates for fire
insurance for various blocks in the city of Springfield (see Table 1). In this manual, the owners
of particular dwellings are listed, along with the use/function of the building, and the rate for fire
insurance. Although specific lot numbers are generally given listed in this source, this particular
block was broken down by lot number. Combined with the 1867 bird’s eye view of Springfield,
these two sources present an excellent view of the community during the middle 1860s. The
Board of Fire Underwriters Minimum Tariff of Rates for this block (see Table 2) vary greatly
within this project area, and range from a low of $0.85 for Lot 19—which did not have a house
documented on this lot at this time—to a high of $4.00 for a carpenter’s shop located in the rear
of Lot 24. The exceptionally high amount of $4.00 for the carpenter’s shop may reflect not the
quality of the building, but its high fire potential considering its contents of wood, wood
shavings, sawdust, and paints. A boarding house on Lot 21, and an apparent block of three
buildings on Lots 22 and 23 were both rated at $2.50.

Figure 9
Improvements in Selected Areas of Block 2, Ninian Edwards Addition to Springfield

(Board of Fire Underwriters 1866)

Location Occupation Class Rate Remarks
Lot 19 D 0.85
Lot 20 D 1.00
Lot 21 Boarding House D 2.50
Lot 22 & 23 Block 3 Buildings D 2.50
Lot 24 Lutheran Church C 1.50
Lot 24 Carpenter Shop in Rear D 4.00

C= brick; D=wooden or frame

The 1870s landscape is well illustrated by the bird’s eye view Springfield, Illinois, 1873
(Koch 1873; see Figure 13) and Bird’s 1876 Map of the City of Springfield, Ill. (Bird 1876).
Extensive rail lines and sidings located along Madison Street. That area along Madison Street,
and extending up North Fifth Street was changing and shifting towards commercial use. The
Illinois State Armory was located only one block to the north. Located at the southeast corner of
Mason and North Sixth Street was the B’nai Abraham Congregation Church, the oldest Jewish
congregation in the city… First Jewish house of worship was located at 426 North Fifth Street,
just to the north and west. The Ursuline Order purchased a large pre-existing building at the
northeast corner of Sixth and Mason Streets in 1858. From this corner they operated a parochial
school and an academy (see Angle).

During the middle 1870s, the local Jewish congregation purchased land adjacent to, and
the south of, the old arsenal on North Fifth Street—immediately north of the existing project
area. On September 1, 1876 the congregation moved into their new synagogue (at 426 North
Fifth Street), which they occupied through 1916 at which time a new one was constructed at
Fourth and Scarritt Streets. By the 1880s, a substantial Jewish population had settled in this north
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Fifth Street vicinity. Prior to this time, the congregation had met in buildings at 216 South Sixth
Street and 221 South Fifth Street. The early Jewish families were “largely of German extraction
and education, were of the middle class townsmen who form the backbone of Europe, and came
to America for the same reason that many German Gentiles came—to avoid the military duty
which was compulsory after the political upheaval of 1848… They came a family at a time, so
slowly that by 1862 there were less than a score in Springfield and the surrounding towns.” In
that year (1862), the local Jewish population organized a semi-orthodox church B’rith Sholem,
and “became a unified group” with nineteen members.13 (Illinois State Journal, November 8,
1931). According to this history, “in the late ‘70s and early ‘80s came another Jewish group, of
a different stock. In the autumn of 1882 they organized the first orthodox Jewish congregation in
Springfield with a membership of only seven families.” Initially this orthodox congregation met
“from house to house, and later rented a building at Seventh and Washington streets, which at
that time also housed the city hall. It was not until 1896 that they bought their own church, a
building at Seventh and Mason streets, which had been used by the German Methodists.”14

Springfield’s rail network also expanded following the Civil War. Aside from the two
lines that existed before the war, the railroads that would ultimately service Springfield included:
the Pana, Springfield, and Northwestern Railroad (1870); the Gilman, Clinton, and Springfield
Railroad (1870); the Springfield and Northwestern (1877); the St. Louis and Chicago Railroad,
known as the "Wing Road" (1886); and the Indianapolis, Decatur, and Western Railroad (1902).
Nearly all of these railroads were intra-state lines that were eventually bought out and integrated
into larger systems.15 These railroads provided vital transportation services for Springfield's
industries, and they also created a wide-range of jobs.

Beginning in 1884, the Sanborn Fire Insurance Company began to prepare a series of
maps illustrating the buildings within the core of the city. These maps were prepared in 1884,
1890, 1896, 1917, 1941, and 1952. Although the 1884 map only partially illustrates the southern
half of the existing project area, this map does state that there were three or eight? frame
dwellings, one brick dwelling, eight frame barns and one brick barn in this block at that time. –
numbers do not seem to agree with our understanding of the block. The later maps depict in
detail the changing character of the urban landscape within the project area. These maps depict a
shift from residential to commercial activities during the late nineteenth and early twentieth
centuries. Similarly, these maps depict a dramatic shift in land use from mixed residential
(multi-family) and commercial use in 1917 to predominately commercial use by 1952. A rather
unique wide-angle picture of the east side of the 300 block of North Fifth Street (the existing
project area) taken in circa 1912 illustrates the early twentieth century character of this urban
neighborhood (see Figure 19).

13 Early families noted in this history include the Myers, Rosenwald, Hammerslough, Stern, Leon, Bergman, Hecht,
Seligman, Goslin, Benjamin, Salzenstein, Louis, Katzenstein, and Nusbaum.

14 The early families associat ed with the orthodox congregation included Feltenstein, Schwartz, Kanner, Levi,
Friedman, Weinberger, and Goldstein families. Samuel Levi was the occupant of the house located on Lot 17 within
the existing project area.

15 The Gilman, Clinton, and Springfield, for instance, was purchased by the Illinois Central in 1877, and the Pana,
Springfield, and Northwestern was acquired by the Ohio and Mississippi Railroad (Bateman and Selby 1912:776-7).
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By the early years of the twentieth century, the project area was a mixed industrial,
commercial and residential neighborhood. James Culver and the Springfield Monument
Company at 325 North Ffith Street in 1876—later expanded and moved to yards at Ninth Street?
The 1905 city directory indicates the Culver Construction Company at this address at that time.
By 1925, the J. Clyde Evans Construction Company was listed in the same block at 317 North
Fifth Street. Culver Flats located across the street at 325-27 North Fifth Street (1900-01).
Became known as the Culver Apartments by 1925.

For a detailed historical context of the city of Springfield, refer to the earlier cultural
resource assessment conducted in 2000 by Fever River Research and entitled “A Cultural and
Historical Study For the Proposed Site of the Abraham Lincoln Presidential Library, Springfield,
Illinois” (Mansberger, Stratton and Wresch 2000).
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Figure 10. Detail of the 1854 City of Springfield map for Block 2 (Ninian Edition, City of
Springfield) (Potter 1854). At this time, there were four primary structures documented on
the east half of this block. The large structure documented on Lots 22-23 was identified
with the name “W. M. Farnsworth” and “Franklin Ho[use].”
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Figure 11. Detail of the 1858 City of Springfield map for Block 2 (Ninian Edwards
Addition, City of Springfield) (Sides 1858). With respect to the east half of this block, this
map does not differ much from the 1854 city map.
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Figure 12. Location of the Lincoln Presidential Library and Museum Parking Garage project area as illustrated on the 1867
bird’s eye view of Springfield (Ruger 1867). The building marked “20” is the Lutheran Church. The building immediately
adjacent to it on the north (right) was the Franklin Hotel.
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Figure 13. Centered on Mason Alley and North Sixth Street. South of corner is small house on Lot 19, dwarfed by the large S.
B. Fisher residence located immediately north of Mason Alley. Located across the street, on the northeast corner of the
intersection, was a church and school. A cross the block, to the west, number 3, was the state armory.
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Figure 14. Detail of Block 2, Ninian Edwards Addition to Springfield as illustrated on the
1867 Bird’s Eye View of Springfield, Illinois (Ruger 1867).. The project area is circled in
red. By this date, it appears that another structure had been constructed within the project
area immediately north of the Franklin House.
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Figure 16. View of Block 2 (Ninian Edwards Addition, Springfield) from the Springfield,
Illinois, 1873 bird’s eye view (Koch 1873). By this date, it would appear that the
commercial structures associated with the Franklin House had been demolished.
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Figure 17. Detail of the 1876 Map of the City of Springfield, Ill. (Bird 1876). This map
corresponds very well with the earlier Koch (1873) view.
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Figure 18. Circa 1878-80 Bird’s Dye View of Springfield and the immediate project area
(Beck and Pauli n.d.).
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Figure 19. Partial view of Block 2 of Ninian Edwards Addition from the 1884 Sanborn fire
insurance map (Sanborn Map Company 1884). The key for the 1884 Sanborn map
indicates that there were three frame dwellings , one brick dwelling, three frame barns,
and one brick barn on this block by that date. Unfortunately, the Sanborn fire insurance
company only illustrated the southern half of the block. It is odd that the key fails to
mention the church or the commercial buildings present by that date.
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Figure 20. View of Block 2 of Ninian Edwards Addition from the 1890 Sanborn fire
insurance map (Sanborn Map Company 1890). This block was illustrated on two separate
pages within the Sanborn map, thus the less-than-perfect match of the north and south
halves. The red lines note the location of the original lot divisions.
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Figure 21. View of Block 2 of Ninian Edwards Addition from the 1896 Sanborn fire
insurance map (Sanborn Map Company 1896). The red lines note the location of the
original lot lines for Lots 20 and 21.
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Figure 22. View of Block 2 of Ninian Edwards Addition from the 1917 fire insurance map
(Sanborn Map Company 1917).
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Figure 23. View of Block 2 of Ninian Edwards Addition from the 1941 Sanborn fire
insurance map (Sanborn Map Company 1941).
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Figure 24. View of Block 2 of Ninian Edwards Addition from the 1952 Sanborn fire
insurance map (Sanborn Map Company 1952).
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Figure 25. Circa 1938 aerial photograph of the project area (USDA 1938-39).
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Figure 26. Circa 1925 view of the west side of the 300 block of North Sixth Street, illustrating the current project area
(Vertical Files, Sangamon Valley Collection, Lincoln Library, Springfield, Illinois).
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Figure 27. Circa 1940s view of the project area, looking north along North Sixth Street (Sangamon Valley Collection, Vertical
files).
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Figure 28. Circa 1960’s view of the project area, looking north along North Sixth Street (Sangamon Valley Collection,
Vertical files).
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Results of Archival Research and Archaeological Investigations

Each of the lots proposed for construction of the Lincoln Presidential Library and
Museum Parking Garage (East Half Project Area) are discussed below in regard to current
conditions (number and description of existing buildings), past land use history, and results of
archaeological testing and mitigation. All applicable maps and relevant historical materials
pertaining to each block are presented below following the description of each lot. Detailed
feature descriptions and artifact inventories are attached as appendices.

Unfortunately, the lot boundaries as originally set out by the city planners do not always
correspond neatly with the actual archaeological components—which sometimes makes the
presentation of the results a bit confusing and difficult to organize. Lot lines do not always
correspond to the lands occupied by a specific family at a specific point in time—and land use
patterns are not static, but constantly changing through time. Land parcels were continuously
reorganized to form various sized parcels through time to meet the needs of the families or
businesses that occupied them. The earliest components may be associated with only Lot 1,
whereas a mid-century component may have a house on both Lots 1 and 2, whereas the by the
early twentieth century the adjoining three lots were redeveloped with four houses on the three
lots. This shifting land use patterns dramatically affects the analysis at various levels and makes
feature interpretation more difficult and not clean cut. At one level, the shifting land use patterns
creates problems associated with the basic definition of an archaeological “site.” The
overlapping components makes the use of a city lots as the definition of the archaeological site
unpractical due to the ever changing character of the land use through time. As such , as the city
streets basically remain in place through the duration of the history of the community, the use of
each city block as the definition of the archaeological site more practical. Nonetheless, this
definition of the archaeological site is arbitrary and probably not truly reflective of the basic
definition of site—which is, in essence, the greater city of Springfield.

Figure 29. View of the 300 block of North Sixth Street in 1867 (Ruger 1867).
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Figure 30. Miscellaneous pictures of the mitigation fieldwork and the excavation of features within the Abraham Lincoln
Presidential Library East Half Parking Garage project area. Left: brick floor associated with early building on Lot 19
(Feature 94). Right: Early brick privy pit associated with the upscale Lavely family (Feature 63).
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Lot 19

Summary of Archival Research: This lot is located on the far northern edge of the project
area, at the southwest corner of the intersection of Mason and North Sixth Streets. Mason Street
was originally platted as a cross alleyway (and referred to as Mason Alley). Presently, two
attached commercial buildings, constructed during the early twentieth century (circa 1900-1915),
are present on this lot. Most recently, the Oratech Laboratories occupied these two buildings.
Neither building was considered eligible for listing on the National Register of Historic Places
(see Figure x). Historically, the southern building was referred to as 325 North Sixth Street,
whereas the northern building was referenced as 327-329 North Sixth Street.

A search of the early deed records suggests that this lot was initially purchased from the
Edwards family by John Cook on July 4th, 1834 (see Partial Chain-of-Title, Table 4).1 Cook
apparently held onto this property through August 1846 when he sold the lot to Samuel H. Treat
for the sum of one dollar.2 Both Cook and Treat probably purchased the lot for speculative
purposes, and do not appear to have improved the property during their ownership. Treat, in
turn, sold the property to Thomas Ragsdale for the sum of $70 in early March 1847.

Thomas Ragsdale was a carpenter/builder who was born in Logan County, Kentucky, the
son of a Baptist minister. In January 1834, at the age of 21 years old, Thomas Ragsdale moved
to Springfield with his brother (Daniel) and sister (Mary). Shortly after moving to Springfield,
the two Ragsdale brothers apparently married sisters (Dorcas Ann and Eliza E. Bell) from
Montgomery County, Maryland. By the early 1840s, Daniel Ragsdale was a partner in a
construction firm with Daniel Hannon, operating as Ragsdale and Hannon—house joiners and
carpenters. Daniel Ragsdale had a run of bad luck resulting in the sale of several building lots
for back taxes in 1838, and he finally declared bankruptcy in 1842. About that time, Daniel and
his wife began operation of a boarding house, and soon construction company was reorganized
with Thomas Ragsdale as partner. As Temple (1984:47) notes, "Daniel Hannon reorganized the
firm taking in Thomas A. Ragsdale and switching the firm's name to Hannon & Ragsdale." The
firm of Hannon and Ragsdale was fairly successful during the growth years of the early to
middle 1850s. Besides constructing several large commercial buildings around the public
square, they also had the commission to construct the "palatial mansion for Governor Joel
Aldrich Matteson," which was constructed across the street from the formal governor's mansion
in what has become known as Springfield's "Aristocracy Hill." One of the more famous of the
Ragsdale projects was the remodeling of Abraham Lincoln’s Springfield residence located at the
corner of Eighth and Edwards Streets. In the middle 1850s, the firm also became invested in

1 John Cook was the only son of Daniel Cook, an early Illinois legislator and son-in-law of Governor Ninian
Edwards. He married Susan Lamb, daughter of James Lamb. In 1846, he formed a partnership with a Mr. Hawley
in a Springfield dry goods business, was elected mayor of Springfield in 1854, and Sheri ff of Sangamon County in
1856 (Powers 1876:436).

2 Samuel H. Treat was one of the earlier settlers in Sangamon County. In March 1838, he and one hundred other
Springfield citizens personally co-signed a note for $50,000 to bring the Illinois State Capitol from Vandalia to
Springfield. In 1834 he immigrated to Springfield and established a law partnership with George Forquer. By 1876,
Treat was a Judge of the United States District Court (Powers 1876:49, 111). Thomas Ragsdale (Hannon and
Ragsdale) construct ed a house for Judge Treat in 1856 (Temple 1984:48).
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construction of the "Springfield Block" and the "Cairo City Hotel Company" in downstate
Cairo—a community that was developing at an unprecedented rate due to the newly arrived
Illinois Central Railroad (Temple 1984:47-51).3

Thomas Ragsdale apparently owned Lot 19 from early 1847 through January 1853 (Table
4). As Ragsdale appears to have owned the property for several years, it would appear that he
either constructed the house on Lot 19 as a speculative investment property, or for his personal
residence. Unfortunately, a search of the early Springfield city directories has failed to yield
information about who may have been living at this location during the late 1840s and early
1850s. The earliest Springfield city directory (1855-56) places Thomas Ragsdale as living in a
house on Monroe Street (at the corner of Third and Monroe Streets)—a location that is also
noted by Temple (1984:48). An analysis of the 1850 Federal census strongly hints at the
possibility of Ragsdale and his family living on Lot 19 during his ownership of the lot. Based on
an analysis of the 1850 Federal census, the most likely candidates to be residing on Lot 19 are
the Dorwin, Beers, Clinton, Lavely, and/or Ragsdale families (House Numbers 198, 199, 200,
201, and 202, respectively)—and, as such, it seems probable that Thomas Ragsdale may have
been living at this location during the years circa 1848 to 1853.4

The 1850 Federal Census lists Thomas Ragsdale as a 38-year-old carpenter from
Kentucky with a real estate value of $1,000. He was living at that time with his wife (Dorcas nee
Bell) with two daughters (Mary E., aged 11 and Ann E., aged 9). Additionally, non-family
members enumerated within the same household include Robert V. Bell (a 19-year-old carpenter
from Maryland—and presumably a relative of Thomas’ wife), Arlita Preston (a 21-year old
female from Massachusetts), and Simon Simondson (a 34-year-old carpenter from Norway).5

3 It is interesting to note the names of the fourteen investors in the Cairo City Hotel Company. Besides Hannon and
Ragsdale, they included Ninian W. Edwards, William Butler, James Conkling, John Cook, Thomas Campbell, and
Benjamin Edwards—all Springfield investors and a "who's who" of Springfield in the 1850s (Temple 1984:4).

4 This is the order and names of the families listed by the census taken in 1850 following completion of the
enumeration of the Farnsworth residence and/or Franklin House (House Numbers 195, 196, and 197), and prior to
the Samuel B. Fisher residence (House Number 203). The 1855-56 city directory indicates that Phares Dorwin was
a tinware and stove merchant living on the north end of Sixth Street, Clinton was living in a house on Mason Street
Near Sixth Street, Lavely was listed as a grocer boarding at the National Hotel (which was located on Adams Street
between Third and Fourth Streets), and Ragsdal e was listed as being at Monroe Street. Although several of these
individuals had, no doubt, moved after 1850, all of these families may have been living in close proximity to Lot 19
at this time. The Ragsdale family is listed one house removed from the Fisher residence—which would have
potentially placed him on Lot 19 at that time. As will be noted l ater, the next family removed from Ragsdale was
the Lavely family—and it is believed that they lived in the adjacent house to the south (on Lot 20).

5 The partnership of Hannon and R agsdale was dissolved in March 1858. Ragsdale continued in the construction
business with his son-in-law (Wesley Kimber) for many years. The 1860 Federal census lists Ragsdale as a
"builder" with a real estate value of $30,000—quite an increase from ten years earlier. The 1860 census indicates
that Thomas was living with his insane wife Dorcas, and daughter Anna—who apparently had a real estate value of
$20,000. The next family adjacent to the Ragsdale family in the census was the W. F. Kimber family. At that time
was listed in the census as a bookkeeper with no real estat e value. By the 1870s, the Ragsdale family was living at
the southeast corner of Sixth and Edwards Streets. Thomas' wife died in 1876; he dissolved his partnership with his
son-in-law in 1883 due to poor health; and Thomas Ragsdale died in March 1892 at the age of 79 years (Power
1876).
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Ragsdale sold Lot 19 and all its improvements to Alexander Starne in January 1853 for
the sum of $1,300—realizing a very handsome profit, and suggesting that the lot was
substantially improved during these years. Power (1876:393) makes little reference to Alexander
Starne other than he referenced as the Honorable Alexander Starne. Starne—typical of the
Springfield elite—was an early Illinois State Senator (who served in the 13th and 14 th General
Assemblies between 1842 and 1846), as well as one-time Illinois Secretary of State (January
1853 through January 1857). Starne was born in Philadephi in 1813, and at the age of 16, began
work for the druggist T. W. Dyott as clerk until 1836. He immigrated to Alton in May 1836, and
soon thereafter established a store in Griggsville (Pike County). He was elected County
Commissioner in 1839, and State Representative in 1842, a position he held through 1845. After
his term as State Representative, he sold his store in Griggsville, moved to Pittsfield, and was
appointed Clerk of the Circuit Court. He was elected Secretary of State in 1852, at which time
he relocated to Springfield. After his term as Secretary of State in 1856, Starne was chosen as
the president of the Hannibal and Naples Railroad Company and relocated back to Griggsville
(Pike County). He eventually again relocated to Springfield in 1862, after being elected State
Treasurer. He was elected a State Senator from Sangamon County in 1872 (Power 1876;
Wallace 1904:542-543).

Table 2

Partial Chain-of-Title
Lot 19

Block 2, Ninian Edwards Addition, Sprinfield

GRANTOR GRANTEE
LOT

NUMBER AMOUNT
BOOK:

PAGE DATE
Elvira L. Edwards John Cook Lot 19 38:10 7/4/1834
John Cook Samuel H. Treat Lot 19 $1.00 2:40 8/25/1846
Samuel H. Treat Thomas Ragsdale Lot 19 $70.00 2:40 3/10/1847
Thomas Ragsdale Alexander Starne Lot 19 $1,300.00 KK:21 1/7/1853
Alexander Starne R. Stewart Lot 19 1:56 6/25/1857
R. H. Stewart Wash.Moore [Bond] Lot 19 $1,000.00 2:424 2/23/1858
Alexander Starne Jacob Runkel) Lot 19 $2,000.00 17:507 2/15/1854
Jacob Runkel William E. Shutt Lot 19 $3,000.00 31:310 4/10/1867
William E. Shutt Adolphus Schwartz Lot 19 $7,000.00 35:131 6/1/1868

Adolphus Schwartz Chas. A. Helmle Lots 19, 20, and
N1/2 Lot 21
[QC]

36:261 1/25/1869

Chas. A. Helmle August Claus Lot 19 $2,200.00 235:28 3/14/1878
This probably takes the chain through circa 1900.

Alexander Starne owned Lot 19 and its improvements from January 1853 through June
1857—the same years that he was Illinois' Secretary of State. The 1855-56 Springfield city
directory indicates that Starne was the Secretary of State and was living in a house on north Sixth
Street. The house on Lot 19 represents the house occupied by Alexander Starne during his
tenure as Secretary of State. In February 1854, Starne potentially acquired a mort gage on this
property for $2,000 with Jacob Runkel (Deed Record Book 17:507). On June 25 th, 1857, Starne
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apparently sold the property to R. Stewart for the sum of $xxx. Stewart, in turn, deeded the
property to a Washington E. Moore (via a bond) in February 1858 for the sum of $1,000.6 On
February 18, 1858, the Daily Illinois State Journal carried an advertisement for the sale of a
house located on Lot 19. This advertisement read as follows

A NICE RESIDENCE FOR SALE
The residence of the late Alex W. Stearne [sic], situated on Lot No. 19, Block 2,
on Sixth Street, three blocks north of the Public Square, Springfield; is offered for
sale low, on easy terms of payment. Enquire of John H. Barret, Land Agent,
office at the Court House.

The 1854 City of Springfield map indicates the presence of a small frame structure
fronting North Sixth Street. A very small service wing extends off the rear of the suspected
dwelling—suspect this is a good representation of the building constructed by Ragsdale in circa
1847-48. No outbuildings are indicated with this structure. The 1858 City of Springfield map
indicates a similar structure on this lot (Potter 1854; Sides 1858).

Figure 31. An 1858 advertisement for the sale of the Starne residence, located on Lot 19,
Block 2, Ninian Edwards Addition, Springfield.

The occupant of the Lot 19 house during the post-Starne years is not clear—and the
house may have sit vacant for a short time. The 1860 Federal census and related city directories
have not been cooperative in helping to determine who may have been living in this house at that
date. The two households north of the Franklin House (located immediately south on Lot 22,
and represented by the Nathaniel Harris family, see discussion below) in 1860 are John Q.
Vaness and S. B. Fisher. Clearly, Samuel Fisher’s residence (which was noted as being 81 North
Sixth Street) is firmly established as being located immediately to the north, across Mason Street,
by this date.7 The 1860 city directory indicates that a John Vaness (“Dealer in China, Glass,

6 Moore is not listed within the 1857-58 nor 1859 Springfield city directories.

7 Samuel B. Fisher was a prominent early Springfield merchant. The 1850 Federal Census indicates that Fisher was
a 33-year-old Pennsylvania-born merchant. Similarly, the 1860 Federal census indicates that S. B. Fisher was a 41-
year-old, Pennsylvania-born “ Queensware merchant.” The 1860 Springfield city directory indicates his address as
81 N. Sixth Street, opposite Mason Street. The 1854 and 1858 city plats clearly identify his house on the north side
of Mason alley.
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Queensware, Lamps, Cutlery, Wooden and Willow Ware”) lived at 79 North Sixth “nearly
opposite Mason.” This address would probably place the Vaness family on Lot 19. 8 Another
possible interpretation is that the older Starne residence was unoccupied during these years, and
that the Vaness family was residing in the house on the adjacent Lot 20.9 The 1864 city
directory simply indicates that the Van Ness family was residing on “north Fifth Street.”

The 1855-56 Springfield city directory indicates that John Vaness was a bookkeeper with
the firm of Wright and Brown. This directory does not indicate his residential address. The
1857-58 city directory indicates that Vaness apparently had changed professions, and was at that
time listed as a “China Store” owner with the firm of McCabe and Vaness. This directory
indicates that Vaness was boarding, apparently in a residence, on the south side of Madison
Street, between Fourth and Fifth Streets. The 1859 city directory indicates Vaness living at the
same location (on Madison Street). The 1860-61 city directory is the first directory to indicate
that Vaness was living on North Sixth Street. This directory lists him as a “Dealer in China,
Glass, Lamps, Cutlery” and that he resided at 79 North Sixth Street, opposite Mason”—which
probably places him on Lot 19. The 1863 city directory indicates that Vaness had apparently
moved, as his residence was listed as 40 South Eighth Street at that time. Based on the city
directories, it would appear that Vaness might have lived at this North Sixth Street location for
only a couple of years, from circa mid-1859 through late 1862—at the longest.

The 1860 Federal census suggests that John Vaness was a 32-year-old Queensware
merchant from Pennsylvania with a real estate value of $3,000. At that time, he was living with
his presumed wife (Clara, a 26-year old woman frm New York), their 5-month old daughter
(Clara; born in Illinois), a 22-year old school teacher named Byron McCan (from New Jersey),
an 18-year old servant named Catherine Baker (from Staadt?), and a 17-year old girl named Jane
Ellis (from Illinois, no occupation listed). Power (1876) contains no information on John
Vaness.

In 1866, the Board of Fire Underwriters suggest that a Class D structure rated at $0.85
(presumably a dwelling, although not indicated) was located on Lot 19. As noted above, the low
insurance value for this house at this date may reflect the poor quality of the house by this time.
Although it would be easy to speculate that the lot may have been vacant at this date, the 1867
Bird’s Eye View of Springfield clearly illustrates a small, single story, side-gable house located
on the corner of North Sixth Street and the adjacent alley. This structure is similar in size and
configuration to that illustrated on both the 1854 and 1858 City of Springfield maps. Koch
(1873) illustrates a similar structure, albeit with a long rear service wing extending to the west.
Perhaps the house is run-down and/or not occupied at this time?

It is at about this time period—during the late 1860s—that Jacob Runkel, Adolphus
Schwartz, and Charles Helmle got involved with this and several of the surrounding properties

8 Oliver Sheldon’s address is listed as 75 N. Sixth Street in 1864, and in 1866 his house is noted as being “ three
south of Mason.”

9 The archaeology has documented the presence of privies constructed with small barrels on both lots 19 and 20.
These may represent shipping crates for ceramics and glassware—and document the presence of the ceramic and
glassware merchants on both of these lots.
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(including Lots 19, 20, and N1/2 Lot 21). It may have been at about this time that the early
dwelling on Lot 19 was demolished and a more modern house constructed. The presence of this
second house is based on both the archival and archaeological evidence—as will be discussed
later.

No other deed records are recorded for this property until April 1867. At that time,
Runkel deeded the property to William Shutt for $3,000. Slightly over one year later, in June
1868, Shutt sold his interest in the property to Adolphus Schwartz for the sum of $7,000. In
January 1869, Schwartz sold his interest in Lot 19 (as well as adjacent Lots 20 and the N1/2 Lot
21) via a quit claim deed to Charles A. Helmle for the sum of only $1,500. Adolphus Schwartz
was an architect with the firm of Shwartz and Dilger (Springfield City Directory 1868-69:47).10

The 1868-69 Springfield city directory lists both a C. A. Helmle (who is the vice president of the
Springfield Savings Bank) and a Charles A. Helmle (who was an importer and dealer in wines
and liquors). The Helmle listed on this deed could be either of these two men, who potentially
represents a moneyed investor working with Schwartz in the redevelopment of this property.
The 1873 bird’s eye view (Koch 1873) appears to document the earlier structure, suggesting that
this remodeling may have occurred after circa 1873 and prior to 1878. At any rate, it is believed
that a second house was constructed on this property sometime circa 1873-1878.

Helmle owned this property through March 1878, at which time he sold the property—
and a relatively new house—to August Claus. It is believed that the new house, which may have
been designed by Adolphus Schwartz, was constructed on this lot sometime between 1873 and
1878. Who was living in this house during the Helmle years of ownership is unknown. During
these same years, Helmle and Schwartz also had interests in Lots 20 and 21 immediately to the
south, and it was during this same time that new houses were constructed on those lots also. As
such, it would appear that Helmle was not occupying this house, but only re-developing the
lands.11

In mid-March 1878, Charles Helmle sold Lot 19, for the sum of $2,200, to August Claus
(Deed Record Book 235: Page 28). The deed suggests that this transaction may have been
instigated by Federal bankruptcy proceedings, which were transacted in court in April 1878. The
purchase price suggests the presence of a substantial house on this lot.

10 The 1868-69 Springfield city directory indicates that “ Messrs. Schwartz and Dilger have a splendid reputation as
first class architects, the senior member of the fi rm having been the superintendent of the U. S. Court House, and
also of the Post Office, Springfield, Rudolph’s Opera House, Ursuline Convent, German Catholic Church, as well as
many of the first residences in the city; also of the Soldiers’ Orphans’ Home, now in course of erection at Normal,
Ill., and the asylum for the deaf and dumb at Council Bluffs, Iowa, for the latter of which they received the
premium.” The 1868-69 city directory indicates that Schwartz lived at 215 North Sixth Street—one block south of
the project area.

11 The 1868-69 Springfield city directory lists Charles A. Helmle (the liquor importer) as living at 80 North Fourth
Street. The same directory indicates that the bank vice president lived on the east side of Fourth Street, near
Madison. Both descriptions may be referencing the same dwelling—suggesting that the two individuals may be
father and son? The 1863 and 1873-74 city directories only list one C. A. Helmle—the liquor importer—who is
residing on Fourth Street in both directories. It seems clear that whichever Helmle was represented in this deed, he
was not living within the project area.
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The 1880 Federal census lists August Clause as residing at 325 North Sixth Street—
which corresponds with the house on Lot 19. At this time, Clause was listed as a 29-year old
German-born jeweler living with his wife (Caroline) and their six children (aged 11years of age
to one year old). His wife, Caroline, was born in Pennsylvania of German parents. All of the
Clause children had been born in Illinois. The 1881 city directory indicates that a jeweler named
A. Claus was living at this address (325 North Sixth Street). At that time, his business was
located at on the east side of the Public Square. Additionally, a woman named Annie Connolly
was listed as working at 325 North Sixth Street—presumably as a servant. It appears that the
Claus family remained in this house until his death in November 1899.12

Unfortunately, the 1884 Sanborn fire insurance map does not illustrate Lot 19. The 1890
Sanborn fire insurance map—the first to illustrate this lot—indicates the presence of a much
expanded, two-story, frame dwelling with a cross-gabled footprint. At this time, the house is
listed as 331 North Sixth Street. By 1890, this house has been re-assigned a street address of 325
North Sixth Street. The 1896 Sanborn fire insurance map indicates that this frame house had
been modified slightly since 1890 with the addition of a small, single-story addition located
within the southwest “corner” of the structure. As will be noted later, this wing probably
documents the expansion of the original basement. Located immediately to the rear of the
dwelling in 1890 and 1896 was a small single story structure (probably a summer kitchen).
Additionally, the 1896 Sanborn fire insurance map suggests that the earlier suite of outbuildings
located along the rear alley (which consisted of a 1 ½-story frame carriage house with two small
single-story sheds) were demolished and a new, larger, 2-story carriage barn was constructed.

As with the confusion in the street numbering between the 1890 and 1896 Sanborn fire
insurance maps, the Springfield city directories are a bit confusing with regard to this property.
Even though the 1890 Sanborn fire insurance map indicates this house as 331 North Sixth Street,
there is no such address listed in the city directories for this time period. The 1891-92 city
directory does list a 325 North Sixth Street as being occupied by an August Claus. Claus is
documented at this address as early as 1881, and remains at this address through circa 1900. The
1900-01 city directory indicates a William Blakesley living at this address. The 1905 city
directory indicates this house was occupied by a G. P. Henley. In 1907, this address was split
with an entry for 325 North Sixth (J. H. Jones, Warehouse) and 325 ½ North Sixth Street (E.
Jack). Based on the city directories, it would appear that the house at this address (on Lot 19)
was demolished sometime shortly after 1905, and by 1907 a new two-story brick commercial
structure had been constructed at this address.

The 1917 Sanborn fire insurance maps depict an urban landscape very different from that
depicted on the earlier 1896 map. Major change had occurred in this neighborhood since the
publication of the earlier Sanborn map nearly 20 years previous. The 1917 Sanborn fire
insurance map depicts two two-story, brick structures on the lot—with the footprint of these
structures consuming the entirety of Lot 19. The larger structure (identified as 327-329 North
Sixth Street) was located on the northern three-quarters of the lot. The 1917 Sanborn map
depicts this structure as a parking garage with a capacity of 40 cars. The smaller, southern

12 Claus’ obituary is located in the November 11, 1899 issue of the Illinois State Journal. Estate records include an
inventory of his house dated February 1900 (Deed Record Book 17:603).
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structure (identified as 325 North Sixth Street) was located along the south edge of the lot and
was identified as having a capacity of only 12 cars. A large 280-gallon buried gasoline tank was
documented near the northeast corner of the property, and probably serviced this building.
Based on the earlier city directory research discussed above, it would appear that the smaller
structure identified as 325 North Sixth Street was probably constructed first, as a storage
warehouse, in circa 1906. The 1911 city directory indicates that 325 North Sixth Street was
occupied by “Anderson John (storage)” whereas 325½ North Sixth Street was occupied—
presumably as residential space, by A. R. Wilcox. The 1906 Springfield city directory does not
have a listing for the 327-329 North Sixth Street address. Similarly, the 1907 city directory
simply lists the address as being “vacant.” The 1907 city directory is the first to list a name with
this address. At that time, the name John Anderson was also associated with that address. The
1910 city directory indicates that Anderson was in the “Transfer” and/or “Storage” business.
The 1915 city directory has a different name associated with both of these structures. At that
time, 327-329 North Sixth Street was identified as being occupied by L. S. Medaris and
Company. Lloyd Medaris and William Castleman, principals with this firm, were operating
“boarding stables” from this building at that time. The presence of distinctive, brick-up windows
typical of horse stables within the rear of the extant building collaborates the use of this building
as a commercial stable facility. It is suspected that the building also functioned partially as a
stable for Anderson’s transfer and/or storage business during the earlier years. But “horsepower”
was to come in a different form within a very short time, and the presence of horses in this
neighborhood was to quickly decline. The 1917 Springfield city directory indicates that the
building at 325 North Sixth Street was being operated as the Star Garage, and the larger adjacent
building to the north (327-329 North Sixth Street) was being operated as the Ideal Garage.
During the early 1920s, the Star Garage was known as the Post Office Garage.

By 1941, the northern building had been converted into a steam laundry, while the
southern building had been converted to a store. The 1952 Sanborn fire insurance map suggests
that both structures were still operating with the same functions as they had had in 1941.
Sometime during the latter twentieth century, the rear (western half) of the northern structure
was demolished, and by circa 2000 the buildings were being used as laboratory space for Oratech
Laboratories. Both buildings were demolished during at the time of these investigations.

Summary of the Archaeology: The archaeological investigations within Lot 19 were
hampered by the presence of the two-story brick commercial structure that was extant at the time
of the Phase II investigations. The archaeological investigations on this lot had to wait until the
demolition of this large building. Upon initiating the Phase II testing of this lot—which occurred
at the same time that the mitigation of the adjacent west side of the parking lot was being
undertaken—it quickly became clear that the extant building did not have a cellar, and the
archaeological resources beneath the concrete slab floor were well preserved throughout the lot.
As such, the archaeological excavations within this lot were extremely productive and resulted in
the uncovering of nearly the entire lot and the documentation of two pre-1900 houses and a suite
of associated features. Of note with Lot 19 was the ephemeral, yet relatively well preserved
house foundations that were preserved beneath this commercial structure, in contrast to the
poorly preserved early dwellings located within the adjacent lots to the south (Lots 20-23).
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The archaeological investigations on this lot are discussed in terms of two components—
and Early and Late Component.

1. The Early Domestic Component (circa 1847-1875): The early component on this lot
may originate as early as circa 1847-48 when the lot was purchased by Thomas Ragsdale.
Ragsdale probably was responsible for the construction of the house on this lot. By 1853, the
sitting Illinois Secretary of State (Alexander Starne) was living in the house. During the later
1850s, the house may have sit unoccupied for some time. Although the occupants of the house
during the later 1850s and 1860s time period is unclear, the merchant John Vaness and his family
may have occupied the dwelling for a time during these years. Figure 37 illustrates the
archaeological features associated with this component. Figure 38 illustrates the features
comprising the house.

The house was represented by a brick perimeter foundation (Feature 95). This 9” wide
foundation walls were constructed of soft mud brick laid directly on the original ground surface
(or within an extremely shallow builder’s trench). The house measured approximately 16’5”
wide by approximately 35’ long. It was set back from North Sixth Street by approximately 15’
and from Mason Alley by approximately 8’. Feature 94 represents a second brick perimeter
foundation with an interior brick floor. This small outbuilding—or rear service wing—measured
approximately 10-12’’ by 15’ in size, and was oriented with its long axis parallel to Mason Alley
and perpendicular to Feature 95. Approximately 9’ separated the east wall of Feature 94 and the
west wall of Feature 95, and it is not known whether this feature represented the remains of an
attached or detached building. Its proximity to the well, and the presence of the brick floor,
strongly suggests that this building may have functioned as an early summer kitchen and/or wash
house. Together, Features 94 and 95 form the footprint of an L-shaped dwelling which
corresponds well with the footprint of the structure documented on both the 1854 and 1858 city
maps. This dwelling, which is well illustrated in the 1867 Bird’s Eye View of Springfield, was
one-story in height, of frame construction, and contained approximately 865 square feet of living
space. Of note is the lack of a cellar beneath the house. Based on the early bird’s eye views and
the archaeology, this house appears to represent a traditional I-cottage with a rear service or
kitchen wing, which was a common house form in early Springfield.13 The house, which may or
may not have had a central hallway, probably had three primary rooms (bedroom, parlor/dining
room, and kitchen).

Located immediately to the rear of the kitchen extension (represented by Feature 94) was
located a brick-lined well (Feature 92). No cisterns were associated with this component.
Located approximately 17’ to the west of the kitchen wing of the house, and oriented with its
long axis parallel to Mason Alley and closely in line with Feature 94, was located a rather
substantial, albeit shallow, plank-lined cellar (Feature 90). Although it is unclear, Feature 90
may represent an exterior cellar that lacked an overhead superstructure or building. This cellar
measured approximately 8.75’ by 14’ in size. Located at mid-yard on the opposite side of the lot
as this cellar was located a small rectangular pit identified as Feature 88. This small pit, which
lacked fecal material typical of a privy pit, probably represents a small interior cellar located
beneath a small outbuilding such as a summer kitchen or washhouse. (Later Sanborn fire

13 An early, well documented structure similar to this dwelling is the Corneau residence, located within the Lincoln
Home National Historic Site (see Mansberger 2005).
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insurance maps document a small frame outbuilding at this location—and may suggest that this
feature and the associated outbuilding was a carryover from this earlier component, or that this
feature was associated with the later component.) Extending in a roughly north/south direction
across the mid-yard, potentially originating near a corner of the outbuilding associated with
Feature 88, was a shallow surface drain or ditch (Feature 105). This open drain passed along the
west side of the exterior cellar draining towards Mason Alley. A branch line also appears to
have drained something located immediately to the west of the ditch. Feature 109 may represent
an early underground utility line leading into this house. If so, it probably represents the
introduction of water into the rear of the early dwelling.

The location of the potential summer kitchen (Feature 88) and exterior cellar (Feature 90)
effectively divided the lot into an east and west half—with the eastern half representing
predominately the Inner Yard located behind the dwelling. The area to the west of these two
features probably functioned as the Outer Yard.

Two rectangular pits (identified as Features 84 and 85) were located in the Outer Yard in
line with the rear kitchen extension of the house. These pits represent the remains of two
sequential privies—with Feature 84 potentially representing an earlier one associated with the
Ragsdale family, and Feature 85 with the later Starne family. This Outer Yard location for these
privy pits is somewhat unusual, as privy pits from this period are usually located in a mid-yard
setting. Nonetheless, these appear to represent the earliest two privies located on this lot. These
two features appear to represent the earliest privy pits located on this lot. The presence of
several posts located immediately to the west of these privy pits may represent physical remains
of the frame superstructure once located over these pits. Similarly, these posts may represent
remains of a larger frame structure such as a carriage house that the two privies were located up
against. Both privies are rectangular in plan and represent larger two-seat privies. Feature 85 is
a plank-walled pit that probably represents the earlier of the two privy pits. Feature 84 is a more
unconventional privy pit that was constructed by setting to small barrels into a larger rectangular
pit. Artifacts from these two features, although not plentiful, document a well-to-do working
class family.

No archival evidence was found to suggest that a carriage barn was associated with this
early component, at least during the initial years of occupation. Similarly, except for the few
post noted above, little physical evidence exists for the presence of a carriage barn during these
early years. Neither the 1854 nor 1858 city maps depicted a building along the alley. Similarly,
it is unclear as to whether the 1867 bird’s eye view depicts a carriage house on this lot—or on
the lot across the alley to the west.

2. The Late Domestic Component (1875-1900): Sometime during the later nineteenth
century, the early dwelling located on Lot 19 was demolished, and a more substantial, modern
structure potentially designed by the architect Adolphus Schwartz was constructed on this lot.
This change probably occurred in circa 1870, but may have occurred as late as circa 1878. [The
1873 Bird’s Eye View illustrates the earlier structure]. In any case, at this time, substantial
change also occurred to the remainder of the lot. During the years circa 1870 to 1878, the
property was apparently owned and operated by Charles Helmle and the occupant of the house is
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unknown for these years. But, in 1878, the jeweler August Claus purchased the property and
remained at this location through his death in 1900.

The physical remains of this late nineteenth century house were represented by a rather
large, and irregularly shaped brick foundation system that had been modified substantially over
the years. This foundation system—the original portion of which is identified as Feature 96—
was constructed with hard-fired brick. Although some of the foundation walls were only 12”
wide, the majority of these foundation walls were 16” in width—substantiating the two-story
character of the building documented in the Sanborn fire insurance maps. The foundations of
this house appear to document a dwelling with a roughly T-shaped footprint in the front portion
of the building, with a small rectangular projection representing the kitchen service wing
attached to the rear. This configuration gave the house, as a whole, a cross-gable configuration.
A single brick pier (Feature 101) represents remains of the large L-shaped front porch once
present on this house. The date of construction, and the irregular massing of the dwelling,
strongly suggests that this house was constructed in the Queen Anne style, which was common
during the later nineteenth century years. With the front porch, the house had a setback from
North Sixth Street that was approximately 18-22’. Feature 100 represents physical remains of a
small rear porch landing.

The original house appears to have had a basement cellar located beneath only the rear
service wing. Later modifications of the house consisted of the expansion of the basement cellar
into space located beneath the front of the house. Feature 98 represents a short knee wall
constructed around the expanded basement cellar. Such basement expansions are often
associated with the introduction of advanced basement heating systems (such as the gravity-fed,
coal-burning octopus systems common during the post-1890s period). Subtle changes in the
Sanborn fire insurance maps suggest that this basement expansion may have occurred between
1890 and 1896. Features 97 and 99 represent later foundation modifications, potentially
associated with the expansion of the basement cellar. Feature 86 may represent an ash-disposal
pit dating from the introduction of such a furnace.

With the construction of this new house, the older well (Feature 92) was apparently
abandoned and replaced with a new one. The presence of this well suggests that this new house,
constructed in circa 1878-80, probably did not have city water service. This new well (Feature
90) was positioned immediately outside the rear door of the kitchen. Additionally, a modern
brick-lined cistern (Feature 91) was constructed to supply soft-water to the inhabitants of this
house. Several linear features represent underground utility lines that connected this house to
city services. These included Features 103, 104, and 108).

The 1890 Sanborn fire insurance map depicts the presence of a small, frame outbuilding
immediately adjacent to the rear kitchen wing of this house. This small outbuilding probably
functioned as a summer kitchen and/or washhouse. As noted earlier, this small structure appears
to have been located over Feature 88, and may represent a carryover of an earlier outbuilding
constructed during the earlier component. Besides Feature 88, this structure has little to no
archaeological visibility.
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The 1890 Sanborn fire insurance map also depicts a substantial frame carriage barn along
the rear alley. The 1896 Sanborn fire insurance map depicts a similar structure with slightly
different proportions, and the addition of two small frame sheds. The archaeological visibility of
this structure or structures was also very limited to non-existent. A single post pit (Feature 87) is
one of the few features identified with this structure. Features 100, 106, and 107 represent small
pits of unknown function associated with this Outer Yard activity area. Feature 83 represents a
large, deep privy pit that was in use for many years—and appears to have been abandoned circa
1900 with the death of Mr. Claus.

A single privy pit, albeit a rather large and deep pit, was located in the center of the lot
adjacent to the rear alley. This pit (Feature 83) appears to have been located within a small
frame addition constructed onto the north side of the carriage barn. This pit contained a
substantial amount of early twentieth century household debris—much of which was associated
with the Claus family (including several distinctive watch tags bearing the Claus name).
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Figure 32. Small house on the southwest corner of Mason Alley and Sixth Street is that structure located on Lot 19 and the
focus of this study. Setback is minimal from alley and Sixth Street. Compared to the large Fisher residence across the alley,
and even to the house located on Lot 20 to the south, this was a small residence.
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Figure 33. Buildings located on Lots 19 and 20.
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Figure 34. Two advertisements for C. A. Helmle from the 1668-69 Springfield city
directory—as wholesale liquor dealer (top) and Springfield Savings Bank Vice President
(bottom).
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Figure 35. Suspect that the house was occupied by the Van Ness family. Advertisement
from 1866 Springfield city directory.

Figure 36. New house on lot may have been designed by Adolphus Schwartz.
Advertisement for the architectural firm of Schwartz and Dilger (Springfield city directory
1868-69).
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Figure 37. Site plan of Lot 19 illustrating early component archaeological features with
outline of the house and outbuildings, as transferred from the 1854 city map. The early
component dates from circa 1845 through circa 1880. Features from this component
probably were associated with both the Ragsdale and Starne families. The 1854 and 1858
city maps depict a similarly shaped dwelling, albeit slightly off its mark with regard to
location. Feature 105 may document the presence of a small outbuilding (such as a
summer kitchen and/or wash house).
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yard features within Lot 19. These features document two domestic structures that correlate well to the
nted on the city plats and Sanborn maps.
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Figure 39. Site plan of Lot 19 illustrating the late component archaeological features with
outline of the house and outbuildings (carriage house and sheds), as transferred from the
1896 Sanborn fire insurance map. This late component dates from circa 1880 through
circa 1910. The outline of the house corresponds remarkably well with the archaeological
features associated with the second dwelling (see previous Figure). Besides the house, a
potential summer kitchen, a carriage house with two attached sheds, and a privy were
documented. These features may have been associated with the Claus family during the
later nineteenth century years.
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Lot 20

Summary of Archival Research: This lot is located immediately south of Lot 19, near the
southwest corner of Mason and Sixth Streets. At the time of the Phase II archaeological survey,
no buildings were present on this lot, which functioned as an asphalt-covered surface parking lot.
Historically, Lot 20 was associated with 319 and 321 North Sixth Street.

A search of the early deed records suggests that this lot was first purchased from the
Edwards family by one of their own—Benjamin S. Edwards in 1834 for the sum of $xxxx.
Benjamin Edwards held title to the property through March 1842 at which time he deeded the lot
to Gould Butler for the sum of only $200. Butler only owned the property for about one year,
selling it to Edward and William Pease in April 1843 for the sum of only $100—a loss of $100.14

In June 1844, William Lavely purchased the lot from William Pease for the sum of $550—a
substantial increase, that may suggest that some improvement had been constructed on the lot
immediately prior to the purchase, or this increase in sale price may simply have represented
inflationary gain and not improvements onto the property. In October 1845, Lavely also
purchased (from James Lane), the adjacent Lot 21 to the south for the sum of only $50. This
substantially increased the size of Lavely’s yard space. Lavely maintained ownership of these
two lots for approximately nine years.

Although the early city directories have not helped to determine who was living at this
location during the late 1840s and early 1850s, an analysis of the 1850 Federal census strongly
hints at the possibility that William Lavely was the occupant of a house near this location at that
date. As noted above with Lot 19, the Ragsdale family was living immediately adjacent to the
Lavely family in 1850—presumably on Lots 19 and 20, respectively. As such, it is believed that
the original house on this lot was constructed for the Lavely family in circa 1844-45.

Lavely had apparently arrived in Springfield relatively early. On March 17, 1838, the
Illinois State Journal carried an article entitled “Tribute of Respect” which paid respect to the
death of the First Springfield Artillery Captain E. J. Phillips, which was reported by the secretary
pro tem for the organizations. Among its members were E. G. Johns and William Lavely.

The 1849 business directory entitled Business Men of Springfield, Illinois (1849:15)
indicates that William Lavely was a partner with an E. Stout and that they were “Dealers in
Groceries, etc.—west side of the public square. This house keeps on hand for sale on favorable
terms a choice lot of Groceries.”

The 1850 Federal census indicates that William Lavely was a 37-year old grocer with a
real estate value of $1,000. Power (1876:447) notes that William Lavely, was born in 1811 in
Baltimore, Maryland, that he married Lavinia Constant in April 1839, and they had three
children: Susan (who died in infancy), William Thomas (born in 1843), and Ellen (born in 1848).
Living within the Lavely household in 1850 were two sisters by the name of Adaline (aged 20

14 The Pease Brothers were success ful hardware merchants—and probably investors in real estate at this time.
Angle (1971:157) notes that the fi rm of E. B. Pease and Company “ confined themselves to hardware, cutlery and
iron, but they were the only fi rm in Springfield which dealt exclusively in those commodities.” Power (1876) has
little information on the Pease brothers.
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years old) and Fanny (aged 7 years old) Elkin—children of William Lavely’s sister-in-law.15 It
is not clear as to the reason or the duration of the Elkin girls stay within the Lavely family
household. Power (1876:447) notes that Lavely immigrated to Springfield, via Cincinnati, in the
summer of 1830. Lavely apparently was fairly successful in his professional life, with his store
being located on the west side of the public square (second from the south end?). Lavely also
served for many years as a Justice of the Peace (in early the early 1840s), as well as served
Springfield’s mayor—presumably during the years that he occupied the residence on Lot 20.
According to Power (1876:447), “William Lavely has filled a number of civil offices, such as
Justice of the Peace ten or twelve years, Mayor of the city of Springfield for the year 1852,
chairman of the Board of Supervisors of Sangamon county three years, etc. He was Grand
Master of the Masonic Grand Lodge of Illinois for the years 1847 and '8. During the greater part
of his life, he has been engaged in mercantile pursuits, and now—1876—resides in Springfield.”

The 1854 City of Springfield map indicates the presence of a relatively large frame house
and rear-lot outbuilding (presumably a carriage house) located on Lot 20. The 1858 City of
Springfield map indicates a similar structure. Both maps indicate that the house was centrally
located on the lot within the Sixth Street frontage. Although the front portion of this house was
only slightly larger than the house documented on adjacent Lot 19, the rear service wing was an
unusually long and narrow structure (with a long south facing porch) that extended well into the
rear of the property. Unfortunately, we are not able to determine from these early maps how
many stories in height this early building was.

Deed records indicate the William Lavely sold Lot 20 and the N1/2 Lot 21 to Oliver
Sheldon in May 1854 for the sum of $2,000. The $2,000 sale price for this property clearly
indicates the presence of a relatively substantial house on this property at that time. The 1859-60
Springfield city directory indicates that Sheldon was residing in a house located on the west side
of Sixth Street, between Mason and Madison Streets—clearly within our project area.

The 1860 Federal census documents an O. M. Sheldon as a 42-year old grocer from New
York with real estate value of $9,000 and a personal property value of $8,000. At that time, he
was living with his presumed wife (Lydia), an 18-year old female named Jennie Woodman (also

15 The two Elkin girls were the daughters of Garrett Elkin, who had married Mary Constant, Lovina Constant’s
sister. Garrett Elkin was born in December 1797 in Clarke County, Kentucky. He studied medicine and graduated
from Transylvania University (Lexington, Kentucky) in 1823, after which he immigrated to Sangamon County—
representing one of the fi rst doctors to arrive in Springfield. According to Power (1876:281), he “ practiced
medicine in what is now Fancy creek township [and] he was marri ed there, April 20, 1823, to Mary Constant…and
soon after moved to Springfi eld and practiced medicine there.” Elkin purchased some of the first city lots sold in
Springfield, became one of the founding fathers of the city (Power 1876:17). He also was one of the co-signers in
1838 of a $50,000 note to entice the Illinois State C apitol from Vandalia to Springfield (Power 1876:49). Power
(1876:220) also states that “ Dr. Garrett Elkin was in the Black Hawk and Mormon wars, and was Sheri ff of
Sangamon county six years. He moved to Bloomington in 1844. Mrs. Mary Elkin died there Sept. 23, 1845. Dr. E.
served as Captain of a company from Bloomington in the Mexican war--Col. E. D. Baker's regiment. He afterwards
moved to the vicinity of Oskaloosa, Iowa, where he was marri ed, Feb. 15, 1864, to Margaret J. Musgrove. They
have six children, GREENBURY G., FANNIE E., CHARLIE, CLARA E., LILLIE A. and WILLIS G. Dr. Garrett
Elkin and family reside on a farm near Oscaloosa, Iowa.” Elkin was county sheri ff and involved with the
“newspaper” wars of 1838—and it was during that time that he was stabbed by an opponent (Angle 1971:66-67).
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from New York), and a domestic servant named Catherine Ross (35 years of age and from
Ireland). The placement of Sheldon in the census suggests that—if this is the same individual—
he may not have been living within the project area at this time.16 The 1863 and 1864 city
directories both indicate that O. M. Sheldon was a liquor dealer residing at 75 North Sixth Street
(an address that clearly places him within the project area). The 1866 city directory indicates
that Sheldon’s residence was located on the west side of Sixth Street “three south of Mason”—
which potentially places him in a house south of the house located on Lot 20, and has been
difficult to interpret. This description may suggest that Sheldon was living at this time in a house
slightly to the south—potentially on a second house constructed on this lot. But, as will be
discussed later, this second house is not believed to have been constructed on this lot until circa
1870. Due to the odd configuration of Mason Alley during these years, if one counts the Fisher
(which was located north of the alley, but south of actual Mason Street), then the description
“three south of Mason” works as a description of the Lavely residence. At any rate, in 1866,
Sheldon was listed as an importer and wholesale dealer in wines, brandies, and gins with his
retail store located about two blocks south on the east side of Sixth Street, “one north of the
Journal Office.”17 Sheldon was a principal in the firm of O. M. Sheldon and Company, which
was comprised of Oliver Sheldon, Edward Taylor, and Joseph Eck. The 1869-70 city directory
indicates that Sheldon had relocated his residence to a new location along south Sixth Street
between Jackson and Edwards Streets. His business at that time was indicated as 20 North Sixth
Street.

In 1866, the Board of Fire Underwriters suggest that a Class D structure rated at $1.00
(presumably a dwelling, although not indicated) was located on Lot 20. The 1867 Bird’s Eye
View of Springfield illustrates a two-story, side-gable house located on Lot 20. This 1867
illustration only illustrates the front of the dwelling and fails to illustrate the long rear service
wing of this structure. This house is oddly illustrated on this early view and, although it has the
height of a two-story dwelling, the illustrator only applied one floor of windows –suggesting that
it may actually be only one story in height. The 1867 view also fails to document the presence of
a carriage barn along the rear alley, which was noted on both the 1854 and 1858 city maps.

Koch (1873) illustrates what appears to be a small, side-gable, single-story house with a
long rear service wing on the north half of Lot 20. Analysis of the various city maps and aerial
views suggest a shift in location of the house, from the center of the lot to either the north or
south property line, and the subsequent construction of a second house on the lot. Based on
available cartographic data, this probably occurred after 1867 but prior to 1873. Deed

16 Sheldon’s “ neighbors” in this census are Daniel Hedly (a 44-year old carpenter), James Johnson (a 40-year old
without an occupation), and William Donnegan (a 28-year old shoemaker).

17 The location of Sheldon’s store was locat ed within the boundaries of the Abraham Lincoln Presidential Library
project area, and also was the focus of archaeological investigations (see Mansberger 2008). An interesting sidebar
to the archaeology of this lot is the documented case of Abraham Lincoln visiting the Sheldon family and playing
cards at their house. In a letter “ written by Mary Hedges Hubbard who was visiting her uncle Joel A. Matteson
(governor of Illinois, 1853-1857) at the time: ‘We went to a euchre party at Mrs. [O. M.] Sheldons a few days since
I[t] was very pleasant. I played at the same table that Mr. Lincoln did. He is the most amusing man I ever saw
almost. He kept us l aughing all the time.’” This letter was written on August 28, 1859, and the original is in the
New York Historical Society collections (JISHS 1955:202-203). In 1859, the Sheldon family was living within the
house in the project area—and it would appear that Abraham Lincoln was a quest in this house.
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transactions between 1868 and 1870 although difficult to interpret, suggest a major
redevelopment of the west side of the 300 block of North Sixth Street. Lots 19, 20, and the N1/2
Lot 21 appear to have been redeveloped at this time by Sheldon, Adolphus Schwartz, and
Charles Helmle. Schwartz apparently was an architect, but the role of Sheldon and Helmle is
unclear—perhaps they were the landowner and investor.

Table 3

Partial Chain-Of-Title
Lot 20 (319 and 321 North Sixth Street)

East Half, Block 2, Ninian Edwards Addition

GRANTOR GRANTEE LOT NUMBER AMOUNT
BOOK:

PAGE DATE
Elvira L. Edwards Benjamin S.

Edwards
Lot 20 Q:241 7/4/1834

Benjamin S.
Edwards

Gould Butler Lot 20 $200.00 S:455 3/8/1842

Gould Butler Edward B. &
William Pease

Lot 20 $100.00 U:239 4/19/1843

Edward B. Pease William Lavely Lot 20 $550.00 W:538 6/13/1845
James S. Lane William Lavely N1/2 Lot 21 $50 X:255 10/29/1845
Wm. Lavely Oliver M. Sheldon Lot 20

N½ LOT 21 [OR
ENTIRE LOT?]

$2,000.00 00:441 5/12/1854

Oliver M. Sheldon Adolphus
Schwartz

Lot 20;
N½ Lot 21

35:86 2/1/1868

Adolphus Schwartz Chas. A. Helmle Lots 19, 20;
N½ Lot 21 [QC]

36:261 1/25/1869

Chas. A. Helmle Emily Schwartz Lot 20;
N½ Lot 21 [QC]

$1,700.00 9:472 12/1/1869

Geoff Chatterton Oliver M. Sheldon Lot 20;
N½ Lot 21

$3,263.00 10:214 6/2/1870

Oliver M. Sheldon Warfield Staley Lot 20;
N½ Lot 21

$2,500.00 14:653 10/13/1873

Warfield Staley David Odam S13½’ Lot 20
N1/2 Lot 21

$2,100.00 27:65 5/10/1881

Warfield Staley Frederick Trapp N40’ Lot 20 $1,500.00 27:361 7/2/1881
Frederick Trapp Franklin Blakesly N40’ Lot 20 $1,500.00 27:376 7/6/1881
F. Trapp, M.C. George Johnson N40’ Lot 20 $1,372.50 34:889 6/30/1885
George W. Johnson Alfred R. North N40’ Lot 20 40:855 1/11/1889
Master in Chancery Emma Hill N40’ Lot 20 50:585 7/3/1893
Master in Chancery Emma Hill N40’ Lot 20 50:655 10/14/1893
Emma S. Hill Stephen Pughisi N40’ Lot 20 55:942 10/26/1896
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In mid-October 1873, Oliver Sheldon sold Lot 20 (and the N½ Lot 21) to Warfield Staley
for the sum of $2,500 (Deed Record 14: Page 653).18 It is believed that two houses were located
on this parcel of ground by that date—one of which represented the earlier Lavely residence, and
the second a new dwelling constructed sometime during the previous 4-5 years. The 1870
Federal census indicates that Staley was a 56-year old leather dealer from Maryland with a real
estate value of $15,000 and personal property value of $3,000. He was living at that time with
his wife (Mary, from Pennsylvania), and their two sons (Charles, 24 years of age and Jon, 20
years of age). Both sons were working in the leather business, presumably with their father. The
1873-74 Springfield city directory indicates Staley residing on the north side of Adams, six
houses east of Eighth Street. Similarly, the 1874-75 Springfield city directory simply lists
Staley’s occupation as “agricultural” with a residence as 1020 North Fifth Street. It seems that
Staley did not reside in either of these houses. The 1880 Federal census indicates that Staley was
living with another family at 1014 North Fifth Street.

Staley held onto this property for several years—but when he sold it, he divided the 1½
lots into two separate house lots. In June 1881, Staley sold the S13½’ of Lot 20 (identified as
319 North Sixth Street) to David Odam for $2,100 (Deed Record Book 27: Page 65). This small
parcel was combined with the N26½’ of Lot 21 to produce a house lot with 40’ frontage on Sixth
Street (and associated with the street address of 319 North Sixth Street). A couple of months
later, Staley sold the N40’ of Lot 20 to Frederick Trapp for the sum of on $1,500—considerably
lower priced than the adjacent south third of the lot (Deed Record Book 27: Page 361). This
N40’ Lot 20 became associated with 321 N. Sixth Street. As such, it appears that the larger
landholding (which originally consisted of 1½ lots) was divided into two equal-sized lots
(consisting of approximately ¾-sized lots).

Unfortunately, Lot 20 is not illustrated on the 1884 Sanborn fire insurance map, and the
first Sanborn map to depict this property is the 1890 Sanborn map. The 1890 Sanborn fire
insurance map depicts two frame dwellings on Lot 20. The southern building is identified as 319
North Sixth Street, whereas the northern building is identified as 321 North Sixth Street.

Of the two buildings noted above (319 and 321 North Sixth Street), one is considerably
earlier than the other, and represents the early Lavely residence. Although both of the dwellings
have a footprint similar to that present on the 1854 and 1858 city maps, the northern house (321
North Sixth Street) is only one story in height, whereas the southern house (319 North Sixth
Street) was two stories in height. This configuration agrees well with the 1873 Koch
illustration—suggesting that both of these houses had been constructed by this early date.
Unlike the earlier 1854 and 1858 city maps (which indicate that the house on this lot was
centered on the Sixth Street frontage), neither of these houses was located within the center of
the lot—suggesting that one of the house was physically relocated to facilitate the construction of
the second dwelling on this property.19 As such, it appears that the earlier house documented on

18 Warfield Staley (1881:719) was born of German parents in Baltimore Maryland in 1815, and immigrated to
Springfield. He apparently lived for a short while in the adjacent Franklin House.

19 House moving was done on a rather regular basis during the nineteenth century. Much easier task than today,
with all the overhead and underground utility line connections. February 1856 advertisement in the Illinois State
Journal by O. Rowe for HOUSE RAISING AND MOVING.
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the 1854 and 1858 city maps was probably relocated slightly to the north or south and a second
dwelling constructed on the lot. This redevelopment seems to have occurred sometime after
1867 and prior to 1873. Not exactly sure which of these two houses represents the earlier
dwelling. The 1867 bird’s eye view illustrates a dwelling on Lot 20 that appears considerably
taller than that on the adjacent Lot 19—suggesting that the early structure on Lot 20 may have
been two stories in height. With this in mind, the most likely candidate for the earlier structure is
that located at 319 North Sixth Street.

321 North Sixth Street: The northern-most house on Lot 20 was identified as 321 North
Sixth Street. This house is situated on the N40’ Lot 20. This parcel was segregated from the
larger landholdings in July 1881, when the N40’ Lot 20 was sold to Frederick Trapp for $1,500.

Frederick Trapp owned the N40’ of this lot for only a short time. A deed dated only a
couple of days after his original purchase indicates that he may have acquired a $1,500 mortgage
on the property, which he wasn’t able to fulfill due to his premature death. A Master of
Chancery deed dated June 30, 1885 indicates that this lot and improvements were transferred to a
George Johnson at that time. In January 1889, Johnson sold the property to an Alfred North
(Deed Record Book 26: Page 376; Book 34: Page 889; Book 40: Page 855).

The 1890 fire insurance map depicts a single story dwelling with an L-shaped footprint
on the northern portion of Lot 20. A full length porch was noted along the front of the dwelling.
Two single story frame outbuildings—neither of which is indicated as being a carriage house—
were located along the rear alley. This configuration is in keeping with the 1873 view of this
structure, which depicts a traditional I-cottage house form. The 1896 Sanborn fire insurance map
depicts the same dwelling—less the earlier front porch. The two earlier frame outbuildings had
been replaced by a much smaller frame shed along the alley. Additionally, a small frame
building was located near the back of the dwelling—and may represent the addition of a
detached summer kitchen.

The 1881 city directory indicates an E. Hiller (no occupation listed) living at 321 North
Sixth Street. The 1891-92 Springfield city directory indicates an Alfred North associated with
the house at 321 North Sixth Street at this time. North is also listed at this address in the 1892-
93 city directory.20 North had apparently purchased the property in January 1889. A Master of

The undersigned would respect fully inform the citizens of Springfield that he is prepared to
undertake contracts for the raising, lowering, or removing of houses, or for leveling such as have
settled in the center, or otherwise. His whold time is devoted to work of this character and being
well prepared with the necessary implements, he feels sure of giving satisfaction. Those wanting
jobs of this kind done well please leave word at the “Franklin House,” Sixth Street. [italics added]

20 The 1855-56 city directory indicates that a Dr. A. North was a dealer in patent medicines and that he lived on
Jefferson Street near Fourth—clearly not in the existing project area. The 1857-58 Springfield city directory
indicates that the druggist Dr. A. North resided in a dwelling locat ed on the north side of Jefferson Street between
Sixth and Seventh Streets—within the Presidential Museum project area (see Mansberger 2008b). The 1859 city
directory indicat es that Dr. North was a principal in the firm of Kingsley, North and Company—which was located
at the northeast corner of Sixth and Washington Streets. Dr. North’s residence in both the 1859 and 1860-61 city
directories was listed as the southside of Mason Street, between Sixth and Seventh Streets. Dr. North was the local
agent for Dr. McLean’s Strengthening Cordial and Blood Purifier (see Figure).
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Chancery deed dated July 30, 1893 suggests that North died within the next couple of years, and
the property was transferred to an Emma Hill. Hill sold the N40’ Lot 20 to Stephen Pughisi in
October 1896. It is suspected that the large apartment building known as the Pughisi Flats was
constructed by the Pughisi family during the early years of the twentieth century. The 1917
Sanborn fire insurance map indicates that the house at this address had been demolished and a
large apartment building constructed on this lot by this date.

The 1902-03 city directory is the first to indicate a significant renumbering of the houses
at this location—of particular note is the appearance of 323 North Sixth Street at this time. It
was at this time, in circa 1901, that the house on this lot were demolished and a large brick four-
flat (or apartment building) was constructed on the northern portion of the lot. This apartment
building was identified in the city directories as 321-323 North Sixth Street. In 1901, N. B.
Thompson and T. H. Cheney were listed as living at 321 North Sixth Street, whereas J. E. Smith,
and Steven Puglisi were listed as living at 323 North Sixth Street. The later Sanborn directories
(1941 and 1952) suggest that this 4-flat complex had been remodeled into an 8-flat apartment
building. The 1902-03 city directory is the first listing for the 323 North Sixth Street address. At
that time, the property was occupied J. E. Smith and Stephen Puglisi (indicated as “2nd Flat”).
Two entries were also noted for 321 North Sixth Street at this date—suggesting that the
apartment building at this address may have been constructed in circa 1900-01.

The 1917 Sanborn fire insurance map depicts this lot as it was redeveloped during the
early years of the twentieth century. Both of the earlier houses had been demolished, and a
substantial two-story, brick apartment building had been constructed on the northern two-thirds
of Lot 20. A small frame outbuilding identified as “auto” and representing an automobile garage
was located on the rear alley at this time. As noted above, it is believed that these buildings were
constructed in circa 1901. The 1918 city directory identified the building at 321-323 North Sixth
Street as the Puglisi Flats. The 1918 city directory indicates four names associated with this
property, which include Thomas Redd (at 321), Charles Dobson (at 321½), George Seebach (at
323), and M. M. Bridges (at 323½). The majority of these individuals were of white collar
professions, and even business owners. Redd was the owner of Redd’s Feed Store (located at
1021-23 East Washington Street. Dobson was a “press man” at the News-Record. Bridges was a
conductor with the Chicago, Pacific and St. Louis Railroad. Seebach was listed as “wks Charles
Brandon,” and Brandon was simply listed as “autos” at 330 South Sixth Street—suggesting that
Seebach was either an auto salesman or mechanic. This brick apartment building persisted until
sometime after circa 1959, as that is the last year that the address 321 North Sixth Street appears
in the city directories.

319 North Sixth Street: The southern-most structure located on Lot 20 was identified as
319 North Sixth Street. This house is situated on the S13.5’ Lot 20 and the N1/3 Lot 21. This
parcel was segregated from the larger landholdings in June 1881 when this parcel was sold to
David Odam for the sum of $2,100. [Deed records suggest that the approximate N30’ Lot 21
was joined to the approximate S10’ Lot 20, and a two-story structure identified as 319 North
Sixth Street either constructed or moved onto this reconfigured lot.]

The 1890 Sanborn fire insurance map depicts a large two-story dwelling at this location.
This footprint is consistent with the 1873 depiction of this structure which depicts relatively
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formal, side-hall house form typical of a rather well-do-do family. A small frame outbuilding—
not indicated as being a carriage house—was located on the alley at this time. The 1896 Sanborn
fire insurance map depicts a very similar set of buildings.

The 1880 Federal census suggest that Odam was a 38-year old harness dealer born in
Connecticut of Irish parents, and living at 319 North Sixth Street. At that time, he was livening
with his wife Alice (who was born in Ohio), their three children (Martia, aged 7, Alice, aged 4,
and Charles, aged 1), and his 30-year-old brother-in-law (L. H. Brainard).21 The 1881 city
directory indicates David Odam residing at 319 North Sixth Street. It was in that year, in 1881,
that Odam had purchased this house. The city directory for that year listed Odam as a harness
manufacturer specializing in the manufacture and/or sale of fine riding saddles. His shop was
located at 614 Adams Street. The 1891-92 Springfield city directory indicates two separate
entries associated with 319 North Sixth Street. These two entries included David Odam and
Samuel A. Penn. It is unclear why two entries were listed at this time. The 1892-93 city
directory indicates only one listing for 319 North Sixth Street—and it is associated with David
Odam. Odam, who appears at this address as early as 1881, stays at this address for until circa
1900-01. Deed records suggest that Odam sold this property to William Neef in November 1900
(Deed Record Book 63: Page 782). William Neef was a principal in the firm of F. Neef and
Brother. Together, William and Frank Neef operated a saloon at 115 North Fifth Street. The
1900 city directory indicates that the firm were “Saloon and Wholesale Dealers in Lemp’s St.
Louis Beer.” Neef continued to live in the house for a few years, as the 1905 city directory
indicates him at this address. The 1908 city directory indicates that the house was vacant, and
the 1910 directory has no listing for this address. Subsequent years indicate the address as
vacant. As such, it would appear that this house may have been demolished in circa 1908-1909.

The 1917 Sanborn fire insurance map depicts a small, single story structure on the parcel
of ground previously occupied by the dwelling at 319 North Sixth Street. This small structure
was set back from the street a substantial distance and immediately south of the new apartment
building. This small structure, which also was identified as 319 North Sixth Street, was marked
simply “shed.” The function of this small shed is unknown, as it does not appear in the city
directories, and is not depicted on the 1941 Sanborn fire insurance map. Sometime after 1941,
the southern third of this lot was incorporated into the landholdings associated with the “filling
station” centrally located on adjacent Lots 21 and 22 (see discussion below).

Results of the Archaeology: Portions of three backhoe trenches (Test Trench 1, 8, and 9)
were excavated on Lot 20 during the Phase II testing. These test trenches uncovered a variety of
nineteenth and early twentieth century features, which included structural remains of the large
eight-flat apartment building once located along the north two-thirds of this lot (Features 1 and
2), a stone-filled utility trench (Feature 3), two brick walls (Features 8 and 19) representing
physical remains of the house at 319 North Sixth Street, a well (Feature 14), a brick-lined cistern
(Feature 15), a sanitary sewer line (Feature 16), and two suspected privy pits (Features 4 and 5).
Subsequent Phase II investigations resulted in the removal of overburden from the entire west
(rear) two-thirds of the lot. As the front third of the lot was impacted by early twentieth century

21 The 1870 Federal census also documented David Odam. At that time, hew as listed as a 26-year old harness
maker living with a William Sutton. He had no real estate nor personal property listed at this time.
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construction, the front portion of this lot was not completely stripped of its overburden. A total
of xxx features were uncovered on this lot.

Compared to the adjacent Lot 19, the archaeological features documented on this lot were
relatively difficult to sort out, due in part to the shifting of the household “lot” lines through the
years. Nonetheless, Figures 45-47 attempt to place these features into a temporal and spatial
context.

1. The Early Component (Circa 1845-1870): During this time frame, the property—
consisting of the entire Lot 20 and the N1/2 Lot 21—was owned by the Lavely (1845-1854) and
the Sheldon (1854-1868) families. Both occupations represent relatively upscale professional
families. Figure xx represents a re-constructed landscape associated with this component. There
is some possibility that the property was developed slightly earlier in circa 1842 by the Butler
and/or Pease families.

The 1854 and 1858 city maps suggest that the early dwelling was a long narrow structure
centered in the greater landholdings. Unfortunately, little—if anything—of the original dwelling
on this lot was noted during the archaeological investigations. A brick-lined well (Feature 49)
was located along the south property line. It is not clear as to whether this well was associated
with this early component, or was constructed with one of the later houses to be built on this lot.

Due to the extremely long character of the early house (as depicted on the 1854 and 1858
city maps), the depth of the rear yard was greatly foreshortened, making the distinction between
Inner Yard and Outer Yard difficult to distinguish. Several potential mid-yard features were
discovered during the archaeological investigations.

A small cluster of features located along the north property line at mid-yard are probably
associated with this component. Feature 66 consists of a series of seven parallel linear
depressions filled with wood ash. These depressions, which form a rectangle approximately xx’
by xx’ in size, all terminate at the same location along their southern edge. The northern edge of
these depressions had been disturbed, and were not intact. These linear depressions probably
represent the casts of log floor joists associated with an early outbuilding—such as a summer
kitchen or washhouse. Located near the suspected northwest corner of this outbuilding was a
square pit (Feature 65), which was connected to a linear trench (Feature 80) leading off to the
northeast. Feature 65 measured approximately 3’ by 4’ in plan, and extended to a depth of 5’
below the circa 1850 surface. This pit appears to represent the physical remains of a small sub-
surface storage cellar with a drain line running off one corner of the pit feature. The temporal
relationship of this feature to the adjacent Feature 66 is unclear. One potential interpretation is
that this is an exterior cellar that post-dates this earlier outbuilding. The other potential is that
this pit was positioned beneath the floor of this early structure. At any rate, this small cellar
appears to have been replaced by a much larger, and deeper storage facility (represented by
Feature 64), which was located immediately to the north of this structure.
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Feature 64 was identified on the scraped surface as a large-diameter, circular pit (12’ in
diameter) that cut through Feature 65.22 The base of this feature, which was approximately 10’
in depth, exhibited the well-preserved remains of an approximate 8’-square, timber-framed
structure with exterior planked walls. These planks were edge-butted and were not watertight.
Feature 64 represents a rather unique pit, of unknown function. Its location adjacent to the west
end of this outbuilding lends some thought to the fact that it might have been a large cistern. The
construction techniques used in building this subterranean structure (i.e. the edge butted
character of the exterior wall planking) do not lend themselves to this interpretation, as this
structure would not have held water—a trait absolutely necessary for a cistern. Another potential
interpretation is that this structure represents a specialized subterranean storage facility—for ice.
Icehouses were not a common feature among the city folk of Springfield, and for the middle
nineteenth century would have represented a relatively rare amenity for city dwellers. But who
else would have enjoyed—and benefited—from the year-round availability of ice than a dealer in
liquor and wines—Oliver Sheldon!23 If this feature was associated with the Sheldon occupation,
it probably was constructed in circa 1854, and abandoned after his sale of the property in circa
1868-70. This interpretation fits the archaeology very well.

Three interrelated mid-yard features (Features 6, 7, and 8) were located along the
southern property line. Features 6 and 7 represent narrow and shallow surface drains that ran in
a southern direction, dumping into the small square pit identified as Feature 8. Feature 6 appears
to have had a small circular depression on the end of the trench that probably represented a
collection basin at its terminal end. This location may correspond with the location of a corner
of the original house, or have been connected to that location via a gutter downspout. No similar
feature was noted on the end of Feature 7, as its northern end was not uncovered by the
archaeology. Feature 8 probably represented a mid-yard sump pit to collect surface water. It is
not clear as to whether Features 6 and 7 are contemporary, or whether one represents a
replacement drain for the earlier one. Similarly, all three features may have been associated with

22 Besides the great depth of the pit, and the presence of water in the lower portion of the feature, the excavation of
this feature was made di fficult due to the fact that a later privy (Feature 79) cut through the center of this deep shaft
feature, and that the feature was constructed in rel atively unstable soils. Additionally, the excavation of this feature
was hurri ed due to the lack of time and inability to construct cribbing to safely excavate the pit. In hindsight, the
more careful and complete excavation of this mid-century feature should have been completed.

23 George Washington’s Executive Mansion in Philadelphia contained a back-yard structure that functioned as an
icehouse. The archaeological feature representing this structure was an octagonal, stone-walled pit that was
approximately 18’ deep and 9’ in wide (http://gwpapers.virginia.edu/articles/news/icehouse.html). A relatively
similar feature interpreted as an icehouse was locat ed at Andrew Jackson’s Hermitage near Nashville, Tennessee.
This structure was located behind the smokehouse in the backyard of the Hermitage. It was “ a square, below ground
feature lined with wood planks. The structure would have been lined with hay and then filled with blocks of ice cut
from streams and rivers. Typical icehouses had a ground-level A-frame roof with steps leading down into the pit
where the ice was stored. The icehouse was probably constructed in the 1830s and abandoned in the late nineteenth
century” (http://www.thehermitage.com/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=96&Itemid=118).

On a local level, Elijah Iles paid D. Headrich $70.45 for digging the pit for his icehouse which was located at his
Public House (later known as the American House) in June 1839. In April 1840, he paid another firm $126.00 for
repairing the ice house (Elijah Iles Springfield General Store Ledger Book, 1836-1871). These were rel atively high
prices for the time period, and represented major expenses. Another well documented round subterranean icehouse
with pyramidal roof is present in a rural setting west of Springfield (at Isl and Grove). The icehouse at this location
has been referred to as a “ Kentucky Ice House” due to similarities with ice houses from that area.
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the later component. It is not clear whether these were associated with the early component, or
with the later house (identified as 319 South Sixth Street occupation).

Figure 40. Advertisement for the sale of ice at mid-century (Springfield City Directory
1866). By this time, ice was readily available to the local consumer year round. This ice
would have been procured from natural sources, and it wasn’t until a few years later, that
the mechanical production of ice became the source of the ice. One of the first ice making
machines in production in Springfield was installed by the Franz Brothers (see Mansberger
2008).

Three privy pits appear to have been associated with this pre-1870 component. In
sequential order, from early to late, these are Features 63, 57, and 4. Two of these privies
(Features 63 and 57) are located in a transitional Mid-Yard/Outer Yard activity area. Feature 4,
the latest privy, is clearly located in an Outer Yard activity area. These three privy pits
potentially document the expansion of the yard associated with this dwelling. Feature 63—the
earliest privy pit—is a small and shallow brick lined pit located along the east side of a suspected
carriage barn. It is situated near the centerline of Lot 20—and potentially constructed prior to
the addition of the N1/2 Lot 21 to the yard (circa early 1840s). In contrast, Features 57 and 4 are
located slightly south, and centrally located within the enlarged yard (consisting of Lot 20 and
the N1/2 Lot 21), and probably constructed after the 1845 date when these two parcels were
joined together by Lavely in October 1845. The location of Feature 63 may suggest that the
house on this lot was constructed slightly earlier (in circa 1842-43) by the Butler and/or Pease
families. Feature 57 is also a relatively small, and shallow brick lined feature dating from the
late 1840s or early 1850s. In contrast, Feature 4 is a substantially larger, plank-lined pit that
dates to the later years of the Sheldon occupation.

Several additional features are clustered around Feature 57—Features 111-114 are small
lime-filled barrels set into the ground immediately in front of the privy pit. These probably
represent lime-slaking pits associated with a construction or remodeling episode associated with
the early house. Two shallow, circular basins (Features 5 and 55) were located to the southwest
of this privy (Feature 57). Although the function of these features is unknown, they may have
functioned as short-term storage pits (for root crops, vegetables, or fruits). It is possible that
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these two pits post-date this component (and associated with the house identified as 319 South
Sixth Street). Feature 59 is also of unknown function and component.

Both the 1854 and 1858 city maps indicate the presence of a fairly large outbuilding
along the alley. This building probably functioned as a carriage house. The early privies
discussed above appear to circumvent the east and south sides of this structure through time.
The 1840s privy (Feature 63) is located along the south wall of this carriage barn. The 1850s
privy (Feature 57) is located near the southeast corner of the barn, and the 1860s privy (Feature
4) is located along the south wall of the barn. Although several large posts were noted in this
area, no clear indication of this frame structure was noted during the archaeological fieldwork.
A shallow, rectangular, and flat-bottomed pit was located along the alley immediately south of
Feature 4. This relatively large, albeit shallow pit (identified as Feature 9) potentially represents
the floor of a small frame outbuilding. The presence of relatively early artifacts suggest that this
structure was associated with the early years of occupation of this lot. Although relatively
ephemeral, an early domestic midden (identified as Feature) was documented within this rear
year activity area. An fence line (Feature x), which exhibited multiple episodes of rebuilding,
appears to have separated the north and south halves of Lot 21 and probably dates from this
component.

2. The Initial Redevelopment Years (Circa 1870-circa 1910): During the years 1868
through 1870, several legal transactions between Oliver Sheldon, Adolphus Schwartz (an
architect), Charles Helmle (a monied investor?), and Geoff Chatterton (trustee for the Sheldon
estate?) transpired. It was probably during these years that the Sheldon landholdings (consisting
of Lot 20 and the N1/2 Lot 21) were redeveloped. Sometime circa 1870-73, it is believed that
the single-family house located on this property was picked up and shifted to the south to make
room for the construction of an additional house on the north half of this parcel of land. The
older house was shifted south to a location that straddled the Lot 20-21 lot line (located
predominately on the N1/2 Lot 21, but partially on Lot 20). By this time, the northern house on
this lot was identified as 321 North Sixth Street, and the southern house—which was located
mostly on the N1/2 Lot 21—was identified as 319 North Sixth Street. The 1873 Bird’s Eye
View clearly illustrates these two dwellings (see Figure). Figure 46 represents a re-constructed
landscape illustrating the two separate domestic structures and their associated yards and
archaeological features associated with this component.

The 1873 Bird’s eye view, combined with the 1890 Sanborn fire insurance map, gives
great insights into the type of dwellings located on this property at this time. The house at 321
North Sixth Street was a relatively traditional single-story story, side-gable dwelling with an L-
shaped footprint similar to that identified on Lot 19. This house, which probably represents an I-
cottage, may have had a central hallway flanked by a single room on each side (one room
functioned as a bedroom, whereas the second probably functioned as a parlor). 24 The rear of the
building housed the kitchen and potentially a dining room and/or additional sleeping quarters.
Unlike the adjacent house on Lot 19, this dwelling had two additional smaller wings telescoping
from the rear of the house. These wings may have housed the kitchen or additional storage or

24 Although relatively common, few of these dwellings have been documented with any degree of detail in
Springfield. Some notable examples include the early Lincoln residence and the Corneau house—all locat ed within
the Lincoln Home neighborhood (Mansberger 2004).
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living quarters. A small outbuilding located immediately adjacent to the southwest corner of the
rear kitchen wing probably functioned as a summer kitchen and/or washhouse. As noted earlier,
this was a common traditional house form for early Springfield. Currently little is known of the
occupants of this building during these years. One of the more interesting individual was the
patent medicine salesman Alfred North, who occupied the house for a short time from circa 1889
to 1893 prior to his death.

The 1890 Sanborn fire insurance map depicts a pair of large, single-story outbuildings in
the rear yard of this structure. Although large in plan, these outbuildings were only one-story in
height and were not carriage houses. Although the function of these large outbuildings is
unknown, they probably functioned as storage facilities.

Additionally, three privy pits were located within the Outer Yard in close proximity to
these frame outbuildings. These three domestic privies were nestled along the north property
line, and were associated with the post 1873 subdivision of the lot. In sequential order, from
early to late, these privies are represented by Features 79, 61, and 62. Features 79 and 61 appear
to have been situated outside of these two outbuildings. In contrast, Feature 62—the latest privy
pit—appears have been constructed after the demolition of the northern most of these
outbuildings. This late privy appears to have been located along the northern edge of a small
outbuilding that appears on the 1896 Sanborn fire insurance map. The artifacts recovered from
within these features document major demographic changes (predominately in socio-economic
status) within the neighborhood. Few other features were noted in the yard from this component.

The lack of a well and cistern is probably due to the extensive disturbances associated
with the later construction of the multi-family apartment building located on this lot. Two
underground utility line trenches may have been associated with this component. Feature 110
represents a trench with a supply and return asbestos wrapped iron pipe for a city steam heating
system. These two pipes were laid within a wooden box constructed in the bottom of a trench.
At a later date, this trench was re-opened and a third, smaller pipe (presumed to be a water line)
was laid into the trench. This trench enters the lot from the alley, and appears to be skirting the
larger of the two outbuildings documented on the 1890 Sanborn fire insurance map. About 25-
30’ from the alley, near the suspected corner of this large outbuilding, this trench splits—as if to
supply to separate buildings (potentially 319 and 321 North Sixth Street?). The trench may be
contemporary with the privy represented by Feature 61. This heating system did not become
available to the consumer until circa 1900-05 (?), and may represent a very late addition to the
houses on this lot. It is also possible that this heating system serviced the later apartment
building, and not these two domestic dwellings. Feature 3 was a stone-filled trench that cuts
through Feature 110 (and post-dates this feature). The stone within this trench probably
originated from the construction debris discarded from the construction of the large apartment
building. The function of this trench is unclear, and may also be associated with the later
component on this property.

The house located at 319 North Sixth Street (N40’ of Lot 21 and adjacent S1/3 Lot 20),
which was associated with the David Odam family from circa 1881-1901, was a considerably
different structure than that located at 321 North Sixth Street. Together these two houses
contrast traditional and popular material culture as depicted in relatively contemporary
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dwellings. The house at 319 North Sixth Street has a similar L-shaped footprint with telescoping
rear service wings—but with subtle differences. Chief among these differences is the character
of the front portion of the house at 319 North Sixth Street, which is two-stories in height.
Additionally, the length to width ratio of the front portion of the dwelling is considerably
different than that of the house at 321 North Sixth Street—which represents a very different
house form. The house at 319 North Sixth Street represents a relatively non-traditional, side-hall
house form. Although not rare by any means in Springfield, these houses have not survived to
the present in very large numbers.25 House consists of two rooms stacked over one another,
accessed by a stair hall off one side of the dwelling. The ground floor contained a parlor and
hallway in the front of the dwelling, and service related rooms (dining room, kitchen, and
potentially storage or servants quarters). Only a small portion of the rear service wing was two
stories in height—suggesting the presence of two sleeping rooms on the second floor. Several
features were located that were associated with this dwelling. These included a well (Feature
49—which may have been constructed from a much earlier period), cistern (Feature 15) and
utility line trench (Feature 16). Feature 16 probably represents a sewer or drain line. The 1890
Sanborn fire insurance map depicts a moderately large frame outbuilding fronting the rear alley.
This single-story frame building did not represent a carriage house. Located in this Outer Yard
activity area, in close association with this frame outbuilding, were four privy pits. Three of
these privies were located on the south side of the carriage barn and probably were associated
with this component. In sequential order, from early to late, these privies were represented by
Features 12, 45 and 10. The fourth privy, Feature 52, was located along the alley, along the
suspected north side of this outbuilding (and may date to a later period). The earliest of these
privies, Feature 12, may date from the earlier component. Although a more detailed artifact
analysis is needed, a preliminary analysis of the artifacts recovered from this feature suggests
that this privy was abandoned during the late 1860s or 1870s, and may pre-date the construction
of this second house.

Two shallow, circular basins (Features 5 and 55) were located on the north property line,
opposite the privies, in the Outer Yard. Although the function of these features is unknown, they
may have functioned as short-term storage pits (for root crops, vegetables, or fruits). These pits
may have been associated with the earlier component. A post-in ground fence line appears to
have been located along both the north and south property edges.

One of the two structures discussed above probably represents the 1840s dwelling
occupied by the Lavely and Sheldon families. Although our earlier perception was that the
dwelling located at 321 North Sixth Street represented the relocated structure, a close inspection
of the early bird’s eye views suggests that the more formal, two-story structure located at 319
North Sixth Street probably represents the dwelling constructed during the 1840s and occupied
by the Lavely and Sheldon families. The more upscale nature of this house is in keeping with
the status of the Lavely family.

3. The Later Redevelopment Years (Circa 1900-1950): Sometime during the initial years
of the twentieth century (circa 1900-02), this lot was again redeveloped, resulting in the

25 Examples in the Lincoln Home neighborhood of Springfield include the Beadle House, the Dubois House, and the
re-built Morse House. This house form, which represents an early urban house type, was extremely common in
early Quincy where several examples have been documented in detailed line drawings (Mansberger 2007).
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demolition of the two dwellings located at 319 and 321 North Sixth Street. By 1917, both
structures had been demolished. A large masonry apartment building (identified as 321-323
North Sixth Street) was constructed on the north half of the lot replacing the early I-cottage. A
large, single-story frame garage was located along the rear alley behind this apartment building.
Except for the foundations of the structure (Features 1 and 2), no archaeological features were
noted associated with this building. The lack of privy pits suggests that this circa 1900
apartment building was constructed with indoor bathroom facilities. By 1917, the house at 319
North Sixth Street had been demolished and replaced by a small, single-story frame “shed” with
a full-length front porch. A small frame outbuilding associated with this building was located
along the rear alley. The function of this structure is unknown. A single privy pit located
adjacent to the alley, and identified as Feature 52, may have been associated with this structure.
Feature 18 (a concentration of building stone rubble) and Feature 3 (a stone filled trench)
probably were associated with the construction of this apartment building. As noted above,
Features 3 and 110 may have been associated with this component.
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Figure 41. The early Lavely residence located on Lot 20 (here identified with the letter
“A”). House “B” is that located on the adjacent Lot 19, whereas that building marked “C”
is locate on 21 (and probably associated with the Franklin House—a boarding house).

A
B

C
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Figure 42. This illustration depicts the three buildings located immediately south of Mason
Alley on the west side of North Sixth Street in 1873 (Koch 1873). The dwelling on the right
is the house located on Lot 19 (325 North Sixth Street). The dwelling in the middle is the
house at 321 North Sixth Street (N1/2 Lot 20). The dwelling on the left is the house at 319
North Sixth Street (N1/2 Lot 21, South Part Lot 20). The two houses on the right represent
traditional single-story I-cottages. The house on the far left represents a two-story, side
hall house form.
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Figure 43. Two advertisements for William Lavely’s store, from 1860-61 (top) and 1868-69
(bottom). Note the presence of the shipping barrels prominently displayed in the earlier
advertisement. Such barrels were common shipping containers, and privies lined with
barrels are often found in association with early merchants who often have a glut of such
barrels.
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Figure 44. Advertisement for Dr. A. North and McLean’s Celebrated Strengthening
Cordial and Blood Purifier (Illinois State Journal October 9, 1856). At this time, his offices
were in Union Row.
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Figure 45. Site plan of Lots 20 and N1/2 Lot 21 illustrating the early component
archaeological features with outline of the house and outbuildings, as transferred from the
1854 city map. The early component dates from circa 1845 through 1870, and was
associated with potentially the Lavely and Sheldon family occupations. No archaeological
visibility of this house at this location was present in the archaeological record. The land
use pattern at this time consisted of one house on 1½ lots.
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Figure 46. Site plan of Lots 20, 21, and North Part Lot 22 illustrating the middle
component archaeological features with outline of the houses and outbuildings, as
transferred from the 1890 and 1896 Sanborn fire insurance maps. The house located at
321 North Sixth Street probably represents the earliest dwelling, which was noted on the
previous map. This component dates from circa 1870 through 1910-15. The land use
pattern at this time consisted of three houses on 2 ½ lots.
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Figure 47. Site plan of Lots 20, 21, and North Part Lot 22 illustrating the late component
archaeological features with outline of the houses, apartment buildings, and outbuildings,
as transferred from the 1917 Sanborn fire insurance map. This component dates from
circa 1910-15 through circa 1930. The land use pattern at this time consisted of a single
house on slightly less than one lot; the remainder of the property was occupied by
commercial (?) and multi-family structures.
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Lot 21

Summary of Archival Research:: This lot is located immediately south of Lot 20 within
the center of Block 2. At the time of the Phase II archaeological testing and subsequent
mitigation, no buildings were present on this lot. At that time, the lot functioned as a surface
parking lot. The lot was straddled by a concrete curb and/or median filled with ornamental
plantings.

The deed research indicates that Margaret Beale Lane was the first person to purchase
this lot from the Edwards family. She purchased the lot in July 1834 for the sum of $xxx. This
lot apparently remained unimproved through the 1830s and early 1840s. On October 29, 1845, a
James S. Lane (presumably a relative of Margaret Lane) sold the N1/2 Lot 21 to William Lavely
for the sum of only $50—suggesting that the property was unimproved at that date. A day later,
on October 30, 1845, Lane sold the S1/2 Lot 21 to William Farnsworth for the sum of $50. Only
a few months earlier—in June 1845—Lavely had purchased the adjacent Lot 20 to the north
from Edward Pease for $550. Similarly, Farnsworth had purchased the adjacent Lot 22 to the
south in 1835. Both the 1854 and 1858 City of Springfield maps suggest that by 1854, Lot 21
had been split down the middle with use of the north half by the occupant of Lot 20 (Lavely) and
the south half by the occupant of Lot 22 (William Farnsworth and his Franklin House). By the
1850s, this neighborhood clearly was developing as an upper middle class neighborhood,
occupied by several of the communities political elite—many representing extended families
inter-related by marriage (Constants, Lavelys, Elkins, Fishers). This, as with many of the
adjoining blocks, represented strong cohesive family-oriented neighborhood.

As noted above, Lavely was a relatively successful grocer who had an early political
career as a justice of the peace and one-time mayor of the city of Springfield. Lavely owned the
adjacent Lot 20 to the north, and apparently occupied a house located on that lot.26 It would
appear, that in the middle to late 1840s, the soon-to-be mayor of Springfield purchased this
property and substantially improved them, potentially for his personal use—with a house on Lot
20 [See discussion, Lot 20]. In May 1854, Lavely sold Lot 20 and the N1/2 Lot 21 for the
substantial sum of $2,000 to Oliver Sheldon. The N1/2 Lot 21 is associated with 319 North
Sixth Street, and was discussed above with Lot 20 [see discussion, Lot 20].

The S1/2 Lot 21 was incorporated into William Farnsworth’s landholdings in 1845.
Farnsworth had established himself on the adjacent Lot 22 to the south in 1835. Sometime
shortly thereafter, Farnsworth had opened a public house (boarding house, restaurant) at this
location, and the S1/2 Lot 21 became integral to the operation of that establishment at that time.
See discussion of Lot 22 for a more thorough discussion of the S1/2 Lot 21 (and the buildings
associated with 315 North Sixth Street).

Results of the Archaeology: During the Phase II testing, portions of eight different
backhoe trenches were excavated across this lot, resulting in the identification of numerous
nineteenth century subsurface features. The physical remains of multiple structures (represented
by Features 8, 19, 23, 24, and 42), one brick-lined well (Features 14), two brick-lined cisterns

26 Deed research—represented by an increase in sale price from $100 to $550—suggests that a house may have been
constructed on Lot 21 sometime between 1843 and 1845 (see Table x).
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(Feature 15 and 22), a utility line trench (Feature 16), and at least six pit features dating from the
nineteenth century (Features 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 20, and 21) were identified during the Phase II
testing on Lot 21. Additionally, the Phase II testing on this lot documented the fact that the front
(eastern) half of this lot contained very poor integrity—due to the construction of multiple
houses and a commercial gas station during the later nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.
Nonetheless, the excavations indicated that the rear half of the lot had excellent integrity, with
intact subsurface features from the middle nineteenth century (1840-1860) present, and clearly
associated with known pre-Civil War components. The Phase III investigations resulted in the
removal of overburden from the entire rear half of this lot, as well as major portions of the front
half of the lot. Several features were uncovered on this lot and are discussed below.

Table 4

Chain-Of-Title
North Half, Lot 21 (319 North Sixth Street)

East Half, Block 2, Ninian Edwards Addition

GRANTOR GRANTEE LOT NUMBER AMOUNT
BOOK:

PAGE DATE
Elvira L. Edwards Margaret Lane Lot 21 S:330 7/4/1834
James S. Lane William Lavely N½ Lot 21 $50.00 X:255 10/29/1845
James S. Lane William Farnsworth S½ Lot 21 $50.00 X:391 10/30/1845
William Lavely Oliver M. Sheldon Lot 20 and

N½, Lot 21
$2,000.00 OO:441 5/12/1854

Oliver M. Sheldon Adolphus Schwartz Lot 20;
N½ Lot 21

35:86 2/1/1868

Adolphus Schwartz Chas. A. Helmle Lots 19, 20,
N½ Lot 21 [QC]

36:261 1/25/1869

Chas. A. Helmle Emily Schwartz Lot 20N ½
Lot 21 [QC]

$1,700.00 9:472 12/1/1869

George Chatterton Oliver M. Sheldon Lot 20
N½ Lot 21

$3,263.00 10:214 6/2/1870

Oliver M. Sheldon Warfield Staley Lot 20
N½ Lot 21

$2,500.00 14:653 10/13/1873

Warfield Staley David Odam S13½’ Lot 20
N½ Lot 21

$2,100.00 27:65 5/10/1881

David Odam William Neef S13½’ Lot 20
N½ Lot 21

63:182 11/21/1900

The Chatterton deed represents a sale “ pursuant to a trust from Adolphus Schwartz to Geo. W. Chatterton,
trustee for Oliver Sheldon.”

The archaeology of this lot can best be discussed in terms of those features associated
with the early commercial Franklin House component and the later post-Franklin House
components. Figures 50-51 illustrate the various features and suspected buildings from each of
the components, and attempts to place these features into a temporal and spatial context.

1. Pre-Franklin House Component (Pre-1845): This lot was first purchased from the
Edwards family by Margaret Beale Lane in 1834. The Lane family sold it to William Lavely—
the owner of the adjacent Lot 20 to the north in 1845. Little is known about the Lane family or
their use of this particular lot. Although it is believed that this lot remained undeveloped through
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these years, an early midden, and two features (Features 9 and 60) were located on the rear of the
lot that could potentially date from the 1830s.

Feature 9, which was located along the rear of the lot adjacent to the northwest corner of
the lot, was a large, shallow rectangular pit located along the rear property line. This feature
probably represented the floor of a small impermanent outbuilding. Although the artifacts
recovered from this feature were limited in number, they consisted predominately of transfer
printed whitewares typical of the later 1830s and early 1840s. A similar, relatively amorphous
scatter of artifacts in association with a series of posts (identified as Feature 60) was located
along the south edge of the lot near the alley. This feature may represent an early structure and
associated midden, or simply discard activity along a fence line. Similarly, a relatively sparse
midden consisting of transfer printed tablewares typical of the 1830s and 1840s was found within
the general area associated with the rear of the lot, and extending as far east as Feature 13.
Although these features probably were associated with the early occupation of this property by
the Lavely family (post 1845), there is some thought that they may pre-date this occupation, as
the midden and features extend onto both the north and south halves of the lot. The presence of
several posts set at an angle to the city street grid are unusual and also suggest the potential
presence of an early component.

2. Early Development Years (1845-circa 1870): In 1845, the S1/2 Lot 21 was sold to
William Farnsworth and incorporated into the landholdings of the Franklin House, and
associated with the commercial development of that property. The archaeology of the S1/2 of
this lot is discussed with Lot 22 [See discussion, Lot 22]. During this time, the N1/2 Lot 21 was
incorporated into the landholdings associated with Lot 20. During these years, the N1/2 Lot 21
was associated with an upscale, single family domestic occupation [See discussion, Lot 20].

3. The Later Redevelopment Years (1870-1900): By circa 1870, the buildings associated
with the Franklin House had been demolished, and the N1/2 Lot 21 had been sold to
Schwartz/Helmle/Sheldon trio for redevelopment. Similarly, the S1/2 Lot 21—with the adjacent
Lot 22 and N1/2 Lot 23—were sold to Peleg Canedy for redevelopment. Both parties proceeded
to redevelop the property into multiple single-family homes. The archaeology of the N1/2 Lot
21 during this time period was included with the Lot 20 discussion [See discussion, Lot 20].
Similarly, the archaeology of the S1/2 Lot 21 will be discussed with the Lot 22 discussion [See
discussion, Lot 22].
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Lot 22

This lot is located immediately south of Lot 21. At the time of the Phase II
archaeological investigations, this lot was an asphalt covered parking lot, with no extant
buildings present on the lot. Concrete-curbed medians and ornamental vegetation (shrubs and
trees) hampered the field investigations.

Summary of Archival Research: Deed records indicates that Lots 22, 23, and 24 were
first purchased from the Edwards family by Elisha Taber on December 18, 1832 for the sum of
$150 (or $50 for each unimproved lot). Elisha Taber was an early settler of Sangamon County.
In May 1831, his daughter Catherine Taber married Phillip Latham—son of James Latham, a
prominent early settler in the region.27 His son, Bennett was a local carpenter and joiner. Elisha
Taber was one of the first Board of Trustees for the newly organized City of Springfield, being
appointed to the position in April 1832 (Power 1876:44). Elisha Taber’s probate records exist,
and suggest that he probably died in February 1842. Included in his probate records are his “last
will and testament” as well as an inventory of his personal property. Included in these records
are an unpaid invoice to the estate of Benjamin Howard for the presumed construction of two
“raised lid coffins” for $10 each—suggesting that Elisha may have been a cabinetmaker and/or
joiner, like his son (UIS/IRAD).28

On April 2, 1835, Bennett Taber (Elisha Taber’s son) was deeded Lot 22 and the N½ Lot
23 for the sum of $50 (Deed Record Book H: Page 200). A few months later, on September 14,
1835, Bennett Taber sold his combined landholdings in Lots 22 and 23 to William M.
Farnsworth for $200. The $200 sale price for this property in 1835 is low and suggests that this
property probably was unimproved at that date. Little is known about Farnsworth’s early life.29

It is interesting to speculate the Bennett Taber may have constructed a house on this lot for
Farnsworth. Nonetheless, by late 1846, William Farnsworth was operating a public house or
hotel at this location—and suggests that Farnsworth may have constructed the commercial
establishment at this location sometime during the second half of the 1830s or early 1840s—and
potentially may have had Taber construct it for him. It is also interesting to note that Elisha
Taber’s “Last Will and Testament” bequeathed two city lots in Macomb (McDonough County,
Illinois) to Mariah Campbell and Lavinia Farnsworth—the later being the wife of William
Farnsworth.

27 James Latham was from Loudon County, Virginia of English parents. In 1819, the young Latham emigrated from
Kentucky with his wife to Elkhart Grove, and with his son constructed a horse mill in 1823. Latham, who had had
become a Probate Court judge, was also appointed by the Federal government as an “ Indian Superintendent” at Fort
Clark, present site of Peoria, Illinois. Latham died in Peoria on December 4, 1826 (Power 1876:446).

28 Elisha’s probate records included an inventory of his personal property, which was prepared in Februry 1842.
The sum total of this inventory included books (valued at $20.00), book case (valued at $6.00), stove (valued at
$8.00), rifle (valued at $18.00), cash ($15.00), chest of tools (valued at $30.00), and a horse (valued at $30.00). The
presence of the “ chest of tools” also suggests that Elisha was a craftsman.

29 Apparently, during the 1830s, Farnsworth purchased the Coldsprings Distillery, which was later purchased by the
Keily family. Substantial stone building located along the Sangamon River [Mann, personal communication, 2008].
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An advertisement in the October 8, 1846 issue of the Sangamo Journal noted that the
property at this location (which appears to have consisted of a “row” of three brick buildings)
had recently been “refined and enlarged” and was “again to re-open.” A pair of deed
transactions between Farnsworth and Silas Massey in 1843 and 1845 for the sum of $1,800 may
represent a mortgage to finance these improvements. Additionally, a deed record in October
1845 indicates that Farnsworth had purchased from James Lane the adjacent S1/2 Lot 21 to the
north of his boarding house for the sum of $50. It is probably at that time that the gable front
building identified on the 1867 Bird’s eye view of Springfield was constructed as part of the
newly improved boarding house. The 1846 advertisement read

BOARDING HOUSE
The undersigned, having refined and enlarged [the?] entire row, will be
prepared again to re-open [?] his House for the reception of BOARDERS and
transient persons during the session of the Legislature.

WANTED—A steady, industrious and attentive Cook, to whom good wages will
be given.

W. M. Farnsworth
Springfield, Oct. 7, 1846.

A few months later, in April 1847, Farnsworth ran yet another advertisement for his public
house (April 29, 1847)—this time in the Illinois State Journal. This advertisement suggests that
the public house was known as the “Franklin House,” and implies that it was “a new public
house” which had only recently been opened.30 This same advertisement incorrectly makes
reference to the Franklin house “on Market Street, two blocks north of the public square”.31

This advertisement stated

FRANKLIN HOUSE
A NEW PUBLIC HOUSE, on Market street, two blocks north of the public
square, is open for accommodation of the traveling public and transient
borders.

A trial of the accommodations is respectfully solicited.
W. M. Farnsworth

The Illinois State Journal published an informal commercial directory in late 1849
entitled “Business Men of Springfield, Illinois.” In this directory, William Farnsworth was noted
as the “keeper of the Franklin House—6th street, north.” The directory also noted that the
Franklin House was “a neat and comfortable house where boarders and travelers can find those
comforts which are embodied in the word home” (Illinois State Journal, August 22, 1849).

30 It would appear that the name “ Franklin House” was derived from the family’s earlier association with Franklin
County, Pennsylvania.

31 This error probably resulted from the fact that the early market was located in the center of Sixth Street,
immediately south of its intersection with Jefferson Street. This newspaper advertisement was, in essence, saying
that the public house was located two blocks north of the public square, on the street of the market.
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The 1850 Federal census indicates that William Farnsworth was a 44-year-old hotel
keeper from Vermont with a real estate value of $1,800. His wife, Lovinia, was the same age
and from Pennsylvania. Besides his wife, a Catherine Carmody (a 30-year old female from
Ireland) and an Olive Farnsworth (a 77-year old woman from Vermont—potentially William’s
mother?) lived within the same building (and identified as Building Number 195 in the census) at
that time. It is interesting to note that no other guests appear to be listed within this building at
that date. Keeping in mind the physical description of the boarding house as a row containing
three buildings, it seems that the “Franklin House” may have consisted of a commercial row of
three connected buildings, with Farnsworth occupying one of them as a residence. The next two
structures enumerated by the census taker may represent the additional two structures that
comprised the Franklin House.

Table 5

Partial Chain-Of-Title
Lot 22 (Farnsworth House)

East Half, Block 2, Ninian Edwards Addition

GRANTOR GRANTEE LOT NUMBER AMOUNT
BOOK:

PAGE DATE
Ninian Edwards Elisha Taber Lots 22, 23, 24 $150.00 G:426 12/18/1832
Elisha Tabor Bennett C. Taber Lot 22

N1/2 Lot 23?
$50.00 H:200 4/2/1835

Bennet C. Tabor William
Farnsworth

Lot 22
N1/2 Lot 23?

$200 I:51 9/14/1835

William Farnsworth Silas Massey Lot 22 $1,800.00 V:46 11/1/1843
James S. Lane Wm. Farnsworth S½ Lot 21 $50.00 X:391 10/30/1845
Silas Massey Wm. Farnsworth Lot 22 $1,800.00 X:229 11/4/1845
William Farnsworth Peleg C. Canedy S½ Lot 21

Lot 22
N½ Lot 23

$7,000.00 2:310 1/25/1858

Peleg C. Canedy Christopher
German

S40’ Lot 22;
N½ Lot 23

$5,400.00 18:505 5/17/1864

Apparently two families were living within the next structure to the north of the
Farnsworth residence. Living within this structure (identified as Building Number 196 in the
census) were four individuals comprising the extended Stone and Dresser families. The Stone
family consisted of Asahel (a 69-year-old male farmer from Massachusetts with a real estate
value of $800) and Lucretia (a 54-year-old female from Connecticut). The Dresser family
consisted of Rebecca (a 74-year-old woman from Connecticut) and Mary (a 42-year-old woman
from Connecticut). Asahel Stone was born in Chesterfield, New Hampshire in September 1780.
He was a graduate of Dartmouth College (same class as Daniel Webster), and immigrated to
Sangamon County with his wife (Laura Culver) in November 1831. At that time, the family
purchased farmland six miles west of Springfield. Laura, his wife, died in June 1845. Asahel
remarried Lucretia Dresser in Springfield in September 1846 (Power 1876:689). Assume that
the Dresser women may be related to the Reverend Charles Dresser of Springfield, but
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relationship is not known. The Stone family ends up living in a house on the opposite side of
North Sixth Street.32

The next building to the north of the Stone/Dresser dwelling enumerated by the census
taker in 1850 was Building Number 197. This structure had at least 20 individuals—
representing at least 5 different families—living within it at that time. The demographic
complexity of this “household,” and the lack of boarders within the Farnsworth household,
suggests that this group of people probably represents the inventory of the actual boarding house
comprising the Franklin House. These individuals may represent the occupants of the third
structure within the “row of three buildings.” Surnames with only one entry in this household
were few in number and were represented by only two individuals—William Hutchinson (a 20-
year-old male from Pennsylvania) and Newton Wilson (a 28-year-old male from Illinois)—both
listed their occupations as clerks and presumably represent single professional males with long-
term boarding arrangements in the Franklin House.

Three families were also living within this apparent boarding house at that date. These
included the Cofflin, Fisher, and Ransom families. The Cofflin family consisted of Robert (a 42-
year old male blacksmith from New York with real estate value of $500), his apparent wife (C.
Y), and their 3-year old daughter (Allice). Power (1876) contains no information on the Cofflin
family. Similarly, the 1855-56 Springfield city directory contains no information on the Cofflin
family. The Ransom family consisted of Loren Ransom (a 42-year old laborer from New York),
his presumed wife Nancy (a 33-year old from Kentucky), and their three children (Isabella, 9
years old; William, 7 years old, and Isaac N, 4 years old). All three of the Ransom children had
been born in Illinois.33 Power (1876:593) indicates that a Loring Ransom was born in April
1806 in Clinton County, New York, and that he “came with a colony of fifty-three persons to
Sangamon county, arriving at what is now Farmingdale [Gardner Township], in Sept., 1833.”
He married Mary Wariner, a Kentucky woman, in October 1839 and together they had three
children (as noted above). Mr. Ransom was a farmer for “a few years and then went to Chatham,
from there to Berlin, and from there to Springfield, where he died, Sept. 13, 1867” (Power
1876:593).34 The 1855-56 city directory contains no information on the Ransom family.

The Fisher family consisted of Samuel Fisher (a 62-year old farmer from Pennsylvania),
his presumed 54-year old wife Hannah [nee Beaver] (also from Pennsylvania), and their eight
children—mostly of adult age and all born in Pennsylvania. The children living in this dwelling
at that time included William (a 29-year old “plough stocker”), Charles (a 27-year old carpenter),

32 Asahel Stone died on October 2, 1871. Why they are living on the west side of Sixth Street at this time is
unknown. Perchance, the family is in the process of building a their new house across the street and are simply
boarding in one of the row buildings comprising the Franklin House at this time? Or did the census taker cross the
street to inventory this household prior to moving on to the next household—which was clearly located on the west
side of the street?

33 The elder two children had been born in Chatham, whereas the youngest had been born in Springfield (Power
1876:593).

34 Luther Ransom—presumably a brother?—was responsible for the founding and/or l aying out of the town of
Chatham, which is located approximately 10 miles south of Springfield. During the late 1840s, Luther became
associated with the Fourierites (of Economy, Ohio, and presumably Sangamon County) as well as with the Shakers
(at Lebanon, Ohio) (Power 1876:593).
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Susan (23 years old), Mary (21 years old), Hannah (20 years old), Catherine (16 years old), J. W.
(presumably Julia, 15 years old), and Victoria (12 years old).35 It is interesting to note the
presence of several of the adult children within the “house” at that time. The oldest children—
consisting of Alexander, George, Samuel B., and Louisa—were not present at this time.
Alexander, George, and Louisa may have been living in different cities at this time, whereas
Samuel B. Fisher lived only a few houses to the north.36

Power (1876:297) indicates that Samuel Fisher was born in Franklin County,
Pennsylvania in August 1787—the son of Protestant German immigrants. In 1795, Samuel
married Hannah Beaver, also from Franklin County, Pennsylvania. While still in Pennsylvania,
the couple had thirteen children. In November 1840—when the oldest child was 25 years of
age—the family moved together to Springfield, Illinois. According to Power (1876:299),
Samuel Fisher died in May 1856 at nearly 69 years of age; his wife followed him to the grave in
April 1867 (Power 1876:297-299).

One of the more unexpected “discoveries” was the presence of the large Samuel Fisher
family living within this structure at this date. One must wonder why such a large, extended
family was occupying the Farnsworth House that spring of 1850. Perchance, the patriarch
(Samuel) and his family were simply visiting Springfield and were boarding at the Franklin
House for a short visit with his son, Samuel B.—who lived only a few houses to the north. The
Franklin House would have been a convenient location to stay for a short time. Or, had the elder
Samuel retired from farming and the family was living at this boarding house at that time?
Based on Power (1876:298), it would appear that all of the adult children living with the family
at this time had not yet married, and were still living at home with the parents. William was to
marry in July 1856, Charles was to marry only a few months later in October 1850, the date of
Susan’s marriage is unknown (presumably after 1850), presumably Mary never married and died
young (in 1852), and Hannah married in December 1855.37 As such, it would appear that the

35 Give some background information on the children living within the household at the time, and their future
success. Hannah and Julia in particular—both were married to Shelby M. Cullom, future governor of the State of
Illinois (Power 1876:298).

36 The eldest children not listed here included Alexander, George, and Samuel B. Fisher. The oldest son, Alexander
was elected Associ ated Judge of Logan County in 1865, and resided in Mt. Pulaski (Logan County). George and his
wife relocat ed to Belle Plain, Sumner County, Kansas. Samuel B. Fisher entered the mercantile business in 1844,
and became a fairly success ful Springfield merchant. His family home was located immediately to the north, just
across Mason Alley (Power 1876:297-298).

37 Hannah married Shelby M. Cullom, and died prematurely in March 1861. They had two children together. Mr.
Cullom then married Hannah’s younger sister (Julia) in May 1863. Apparently, they never had any children. Born
in November 1829 in Wayne County, Kentucky, Cullom immigrated with his parents to Tazewell County, Illinois in
1830. His father served for a time in both the Illinois Senate and House of Representatives. Shelby moved to
Springfield in 1854 to study law in the offices of Stuart and Edwards—an extremely success ful local firm, and was
admitted to the bar in 1855. It was at that time that he was elected to the position of Springfield City Attorney, and
must have met his wife, Hannah—as they were married in late 1855. Cullom had an illustrious political career. In
1856 and again in 1860, he was elected representative for Sangamon County to the Illinois legislature—serving part
of this time as the Speaker of the House. In 1864, Cullom was elected to the U.S. House of Representatives where
he served two terms. He was chairman during this time of the Committee on Territories, and was the author of the
bill that resulted in the “ suppression of polygamy in the territory of Utah.” And “ secured the appropriations for the
erection of the United States court house and post office in Springfi eld, at a cost of $320,000.” Cullom returned to
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Fisher family was living at this location—and perhaps were renting a portion of one of the three
buildings identified as comprising the Franklin House. As will be noted later, Hannah Fisher
was to be operating the boarding house after her husband’s death—perhaps they were already
operating a portion of the business at this early date?

Times must have been fairly good for Farnsworth during the early 1850s. The August
19, 1852 issue of the Illinois State Journal indicates that he had purchased at least six separate
parcels of land for back taxes the previous June and September (1851). These included both
rural lands and city lots. In early 1851, the Illinois State Journal (February 25, 1851) ran an
advertisement for Farnsworth in an attempt to rent a house. Although this may have been a
dwelling within the “row” of buildings owned by Farnsworth along North Sixth Street, it also
may have been one of the properties acquired for back taxes by Farnsworth only months earlier.
The advertisement read

DWELLING HOUSE TO RENT
TO RENT, A DWELLING HOUSE, containing five rooms, in a pleasant part of
the city and convenient to the Public Square. Enquire of

W. M. Farnsworth,
at the Franklin House

Both the 1854 and 1858 City Map of Springfield similarly illustrate that the north half of Lot 23,
the south half of Lot 21, and the entirety of Lot 22 were owned by William M. Farnsworth, and
that a large frame structure possibly representing three attached buildings (or a “row” of
buildings) identified as the Franklin House fronted Sixth Street. A relatively large frame
outbuilding (or potentially two attached smaller outbuildings) was located along the rear alley
(straddling the Lot 21-22 boundary line) and probably represented a substantial carriage house.

But bad economic times associated with late 1856 and 1857 (and the Panic of 1857) may
have hit Farnsworth hard. During the early months of 1857, Farnsworth advertised his hotel for
sale (Illinois State Journal, May 18, 1857).

HOTEL FOR SALE!
THE FRANKLIN HOUSE, Situated in Springfield, Capital of the State of
Illinois, is offered for sale, with or without the Furniture, all in good order. This
Hotel has done a good business for ten years. It is situated on 6th street, two
blocks from the center of business and the State House, and is favored with a
most excellent run of transient business; and, were a person so disposed, a very
large business could be done in the boarding line, —the proprietor having
heretofore declined taking boarders by the week.

Possession could be given in a short time.
William M. Farnsworth

the state legislature in both 1872 and 1874—again serving as Speaker of the House for part of that time. In 1876,
Cullom was a practicing lawyer and President of the State National Bank. He was nominated that year by the
Republican State Convention as their candidate for governor and elected to that office, a position he held from 1877
through 1883 (Power 1876:298-299).
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Deed records indicate that William Farnsworth apparently sold his Franklin House and
associated improvements on Lots 21, 22, and 23 to Peleg C. Canedy for the sum of $7,000 in
May 1858.38 Although the 1857-58 Springfield City Directory had a listing for the Franklin
House (1857:33), the subsequent 1859 city directory contained no similar listing for either the
Franklin House or for William Farnsworth—suggesting that the boarding house may have been
temporarily closed at that time. Canedy—a local merchant and druggist—was probably
investing in real estate during these years. Canedy remained the owner of record for this
property through 1864.

In late 1859, calamity struck the proprietors of the Franklin house in the form of a fire.
The November 3, 1859 issue of the Daily State Register reported on the fire

About half past seven last evening, an alarm of fire was raised, and in a few
moments an immense light was seen in the north part of town, which was
occasioned by the burning of the stable and shed, in the rear of the Franklin
House. The stable was entirely consumed, and the fence on the opposite side of
the alley badly damaged. The boys were promptly on hand with their
“machines”, but the buildings were of too combustible material to save.

The 1859 Springfield city directory did carry two listings that pertain to the operation of a
boarding house—or houses—at this location. This directory notes a Mrs. Hannah Fisher as
operating a “boarding house” located on the west side of Sixth Street, between Mason and
Reynolds. The 1860-61 city directory indicates that Mrs. Hannah Fisher was operating a
boarding house located at the west side of Sixth Street, between Madison and Reynolds—
suggesting that the earlier 1859 reference may be a typographical error. Similarly, the 1859 city
directory lists an individual by the name of A. Vanderen as the “proprietor Franklin House”
which was located on the west side of Sixth Street, between Madison and Mason Streets.
Perchance Mrs. Fisher was working for Mr. Vanderen, who was the actual owner of the boarding
house? Or perchance, there were two boarding houses along this stretch of the 300 block of
North Sixth Street at this date? This is not unreasonable, as the earlier descriptions of the
Franklin House described it as a row of three buildings. It is not known whether Hannah Fisher39

and Archibald Vanderen were working within the same establishment, or within adjacent
competing businesses.

38 Peleg Canedy was one of the early settlers of Springfield, having arrived in December 1830. Although born in
Hampshire County, Vermont, he spent much of his early life in Washington, D. C. (then referred to as Washington
City). Canedy entered the drug and book business and was very success ful, it being “ the first establishment of the
kind in Springfield.” For many years, he was a deacon and trustee of the Second Presbyterian Church, and
member—as well as President—of the Board of Town Trustees (Power 1876:177).

39 Hannah Fisher was the 64-year old widow of Samuel B. Fisher, and mother of Samuel Fisher (located
immediately north of Mason Alley). Archibald Van Deren was the son of Barnard Van Deren, of Harrison County,
Kentucky. The family immigrated to rural Curran Township (Sangamon County) in June 1835. Archibald was born
in Kentucky in January 1831, and immigrated as a young child with his family to Sangamon County in 1835. He
apparently was a member of the Colorado Territorial Legislature in 1863, and married Mary Lloyd in May 1866. By
1876, the family was living in Central City, Colorado (Power 1876:737-38).
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Several individuals were noted in the 1859 Springfield city directory with addresses that
simply stated “Boards Franklin House.” These included G. W. Besore (a lawyer), C. L. Brooks
(an agent for the Bloomington Nursery), Peleg Canedy (of the firm Canedy and Johnson),40

James Chadwick (no occupation listed), William H. Childs (an agent for an unnamed sewing
machine company), Dr. C. G. French (a dentist),41 J. P. Smith (a billard salon owner),42 Warfield
H. Staley (a clerk at the offices of J. Thayer and Company), Alfred Vanderen (a clerk at the store
of Johnson and Sell), and J. B. White (the local State’s Attorney). Clearly, this roster of boarders
represents a rather well-to-do clientele, and not your typical working class boarder.

With the publication of the 1860-61 Springfield City Directory (1860:82, 88)—which
would have been compiled in late 1859—the Franklin House reappears with Dr. Nathaniel Harris
listed as the proprietor. The 1860-61 city directory indicates that Dr. Harris was the “proprietor
Franklin House” as well as an “Eclectic Physician”—located on the west side of Sixth Street
between Madison and Reynolds. The directory also listed a broom manufacturer named Thomas
E. Harris—presumably a relative of Dr. Harris—who was listed as living at the same address
(“west side 6th between Madison and Reynolds”). As noted above, the 1860-61 city directory
also listed a Mrs. Hannah Fisher as operating a boarding house on the west side of Sixth Street,
between Madison and Reynolds Streets. It is interesting to note the association of the Harris
name with the Franklin House, and Mrs. Fisher with an unnamed boarding house. It would
appear that there may have been two competing boarding houses at this location during this time.

Several individuals were noted in the 1860-61 city directory with addresses that simply
stated “Boards Franklin House.” Included among these boarders were G. W. Bailey (a printer),
Leroy Johnson (a printer), William Kilgour (a tinner), Edwin Knapp (a printer), and Truman Post
(with an occupation listed as “printer, Journal Office”). A comparison of the 1859 and 1860-61
city directories strongly suggests that the number of boarders in the Franklin House may have
dropped dramatically in one year.

The 1860 Federal census indicates that William Farnsworth is living in Springfield, but
apparently at another location than North Sixth Street. He is listed within the 1860 census as a
57-year old printer from Rhode Island—with a real estate value of $6,000 and a personal

40 Peleg Canedy, as noted earlier, was a success ful businessman who had recently purchased this property from
William Farnsworth (see Power 1876:177). He may have been the owner of the house at that time. The Sangamon
Valley Collection contains extensive business correspondence of Peleg Canedy, including letters discussing debts
owed Canedy by William Farnsworth. These records would be worth a closer scrutiny at a future dat e. The 1860-
61 city directory indicates that Canedy was no longer boarding at the Franklin House, but at the nearby Chenery
House.

41 Dr. French was a native of New York, who had immigrated to Franklin County Pennsylvania in 1835. He arrived
in Springfield in 1856 and “ has been engaged in the practice of dentistry about 35 years, and was one of the few
engaged in that profession at the beginning of his professional career outside the large cities. He is one of the oldest
dentists in Illinois, and has practiced in Springfield over twenty-five years. He is the author of many devices and
several patents pertaining to the business” (1881:666). The 1859 city directory indicates that his offi ce was on the
west side of Fifth Street, between Washington and Adams Streets.

42 Smiths’s billard saloon was located on the south side of Jefferson Street, between Fourth and Fifth Streets.
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property value of $300.43 He and his wife (Lavinia) are living with an 8-year old female child
named Lou or Lon.

The 1860 Federal census enumerates Nathaniel Harris as a 66-year-old, New Jersey-born
physician without any real estate or personal property assessment.44 The census suggests that the
household included his 53-year-old, Vermont-born wife (Saphronia), and six children. The
children ranged in age from 27 years old to 16 years of age—all old enough to be considered
adults by 1860 standards. The older Harris children included Saphronia (a 27-year-old milliner),
Sarah (a 24-year-old school teacher), and Thomas (a 23-year-old broom maker). Other
unemployed children included Emily (22 years old), Elizabeth (19 years old), and the youngest,
16-year-old Ellen. All of the Harris children had been born in Ohio—as such, it would appear
that the Harris family had spent a considerable amount of time in that state prior to immigrating
to Illinois. Besides the Harris family members, only one other individual was listed within this
household. This presumably non-family member was a 51-year old, Ohio-born carpenter named
M. L. Aldrich. By 1860, although the Harris’ family children had nearly all come of age, it
appears that they continued to live within the parents house. Power (1876) contains no
information on the Harris family

The lack of boarders within this 1860 “household” suggests that the Franklin House may
not have been taking in boarders when the census taker visited the family in late July 1860. This
contrasts with both the 1859 and 1860-61 Springfield city directories which list boarders at this
house for both years. The July 1860 date of the census post-dates both of the earlier city
directories, and may further document the decline in boarders from 1859 to mid 1860. The
presence of the Ohio-born carpenter may suggest that improvements were being made on the
property at that time—or that he simply was the only boarder in the house at the time the census
taker visited. The fact that Nathaniel Harris listed himself as simply a physician also suggests
that the boarding house may not have been in operation at that time, and that Mr. Harris’ primary
occupation was that of physician. This is in contrast to the 1860 city directory that lists Harris'
occupation as both a hotelkeeper and a physician.45

The 1863 city directory indicates that Dr. N. Harris operated a boarding house on
Jefferson Street, between Second and Third Streets—clearly not at the location of the Franklin
House, and suggesting that the family had relocated to a new dwelling. The 1864 city directory
indicates that the good doctor simply resided at this Jefferson Street location, suggesting that he
may have abandoned the boarding house routine altogether by this time.

43 Farnsworth is listed in the 1860 as House Number 774. His neighbors in the census include Nicholas Garland (a
farmer) and Presco Wright (Circuit Clerk).

44 The 1860 Federal census lists Harris as House Number 1456 (page 180). At that time, only one house separat es
him from the Samuel B. Fisher residence to the north (which was enumerated as House Number 1458).

45 In an effort to determine who may have been operating the boarding house(s) at this location during the late 1850s
and early 1860s, a search of all boarding houses in the commercial sections of the 1859 and 1860-61 city directories
was undertaken. The 1859 city directory listed 15 boarding houses within the commercial directory. None were
noted as being along North Sixth Street. Similarly, the 1860-61 city directory listed 17 boarding houses, and
although the residential section of the directory listed a Mrs. Hannah Fisher as operating an unnamed boarding
house on Sixth Street, the commercial section of the directory failed to list her—or any other—boarding houses on
North Sixth Street.
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The 1863 Springfield city directory contains a listing for a Mrs. Belinda Winters, who
was apparently operating a boarding house on Sixth Street, between Madison and Mason
Streets—which probably corresponds to a boarding house on this property. The earlier 1860-61
city directory indicates that Mrs. Winters was operating a boarding house on the south side of
Jefferson Street, between Fifth and Sixth Streets. The 1860 Federal census lists Mrs. Winters
and her boarding house clients in that census (1860:228). Similarly, the 1864 Springfield city
directory indicates that Mrs. B. Winters, a widow, was operating a boarding house on Sixth
Street between Madison and Mason Streets. On June 17, 1864, Peleg Canedy sold the N1/2 Lot
22 and the N11’10” Lot 23 to Belman A. Winters for the sum of $3,000 (Deed Record Book 19:
Page 305). This property is that associated with 315 North Sixth Street—and probably
represents the large gable-front structure documented on the 1867 Bird’s eye view of Springfield.
The 1866 Springfield city directory does not carry a listing for Mrs. Winters.

In May and June 1864, two deeds appear to document the sales of the same property by
Peleg Canedy. In May 1864, Canedy apparently sold the S40’ Lot 22 and the N1/2 Lot 23 for
the sum of $5,400 to Christopher German. The 1864 Springfield city directory indicates that
German was a Photographic Artist, with his studio (the National Gallery) located on the west
side of the Public Square. It is suspected that German was not residing at this location, but
purchasing this land as an investment property. Later, in June 1864, a second deed appears to
document the sale of the N1/2 Lot 22 and the N11’ 10” Lot 23 to Belman Winters for the sum of
$3,000 (Deed Record Book 18: Page 505 and Deed Record Book 19: Page 305). As noted
earlier, Mrs. Winters opeated a boarding house from this location for a few years (circa 1862-
1865—at the longest). Apparently, Canedy may have been having trouble finalizing the sale of
these lands. Finally, in 1874, he again sells the property, this time for good.

After the demolition of the earlier structures on this property (S1/2 Lot 21, Lot 22 and
N1/2 Lot 23), the land was redeveloped with the construction of new dwellings. From this point
forward, the property once associated with the Franklin House was partitioned into three smaller
parcels. These parcels do not correspond exactly to the city lots, and are better described by their
street addresses. From south to north, they consist of 307, 309, and 315 North Sixth Street. A
discussion of 309 and 315 North Sixth Street follows directly. A discussion of 307 North Sixth
Street is included with the Lot 23 discussion.

315 North Sixth Street: In 1866, the Board of Fire Underwriters suggest that a Class D
structure rated at $2.50 was located on Lot 21, and the underwriters noted that this structure
functioned as a “Boarding House.” The 1867 Bird’s Eye View of Springfield illustrates what
appears to be a large, two-story (?), gable-front structure located on Lot 21 (and fronting Sixth
Street). This structure, which may have been attached to the large building to the south on Lot
22—probably is the “boarding house” noted in the underwriters’ report. This structure does not
appear documented on either the 1854 or the 1858 city maps. Based on the 1858 city map, it
would seem likely that this large building was constructed on the S1/2 Lot 21. As noted above,
the 1867 Bird’s Eye View of Springfield (Ruger 1867) illustrates this structure well. The 1873
bird’s eye view of Springfield suggests that this building had been demolished by that date
(sometime between 1867 and 1873), and that the lot was void of buildings at that time.
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Table 6

Partial Chain-Of-Title
South Half, Lot 21 (315 North Sixth Street)

East Half, Block 2, Ninian Edwards Addition

GRANTOR GRANTEE LOT
NUMBER

AMOUNT
BOOK:

PAGE DATE

Elvira L. Edwards Margaret Beale Lane Lot 21 S:330 7/4/1834
James S. Lane William Farnsworth S½ Lot 21, $50.00 X:391 10/30/1845
William Farnsworth Peleg C. Canedy S½ Lot 21

Lot 22
N½ Lot 23

$7,000.00 2:310 1/25/1858

Peleg C. Canedy G. A. Van Dwyn S½ Lot 21
N13’4” Lot 22

$1.00 16:399
19:305

11/25/1874

G. A. Van Dwyn Wm. C. Foley S½ Lot 21
N13’4” Lot 22

$1,000.00 19:369 9/5/1876

Wm. C. Foley Alonza B. Mars S½ Lot 21
N13’4” Lot 22

$1,050.00 46:246 9/25/1891

Alonza B. Mars Frank Neef S½ Lot 21
N13’4” Lot 22

63:981 12/29/1900

S½ Lot 21 and the N13’4” Lot 22 consist of a 40’ frontage along North Sixth Street.

GRANTOR GRANTEE LOT NUMBER AMOUNT
BOOK:

PAGE DATE
Peleg Canedy Belman A. Winters N½ Lot 22;

N11’ 10” Lot 23
$3,000.00 19:305 6/17/1864

Chas. Keyes, M.C. G. A. Van Dwyn N½ Lot 22
N11’ 10” Lot 23

11:651 6/21/1871

G. A. VanDwyn Peleg C. Canedy N½ Lot 22 [QC] 16:372 11/25/1874

Sometime during the early 1870s, a new building was constructed on the S1/2 Lot 21 .
As noted above, the 1873 Bird’s Eye View does not illustrate a house on this lot. Although this
construction may have been conducted by, or for, Peleg Canedy as part of a greater
redevelopment of the Canedy landholdings, it seems more likely that the new construction
occurred in circa 1875. In November 1874, Canedy sold the approximate S1/2 Lot 21 and the
N13’4” Lot 22 (which corresponds with the landholdings associated with 315 North Sixth Street)
to G. A. Van Dwyn. The 1872-73 city directory indicates that Van Dwyn was a wool, hide, and
pelt dealer with a residence at Sixth and Scarritt Streets—clearly not within the project area. The
1875 city directory indicates that Van Dwyn was a hide and tallow dealer with a residence on the
west side of Sixth Street, second house south of Allen Street. Van Dwyn was a money-lender or
land developer that did not live on this property. Two years later, in September 1876, Van Dwyn
sold this property to William Foley for $1,000. Foley was listed in the 1876 city directory as a
grocer living at 300 North Fourth Street. The 1877 city directory indicated that he was retired
and living on Mason Street. As with Van Dwyn, Foley did not live on this property. Foley
continued to own this property for approximately 15 years (through September 1891).
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The 1884 Sanborn fire insurance map only partially illustrates this lot. Nonetheless, the
map indicates half of a building, which appears to be a brick commercial structure (labeled
“cooper shop”?) situated in close proximity to the Sixth Street frontage (and typical of
commercial structures) and straddling the south property line and extending into Lot 22. A two-
story frame house identified as 309 North Sixth Street is located immediately to the south of this
structure. [This map strongly suggests that the building constructed on this parcel of land in
circa 1875 may have been a small brick commercial structure—and not a dwelling. Conflicting
with this interpretation is the 1881 Springfield city directory, which indicates that a Thomas
Brennan was a laborer renting at 315 North Sixth Street. It is possible that Brennan was living in
domestic quarters located within the cooper shop. A search of the 1882-83, 1884, 1884-85, and
1887-88 Springfield city directories listed only a couple of coopers per year—and none located
within the project area.]

The 1889-90 and 1890-91 Springfield city directories both indicate that a Eugene
Simmons occupied a house at 315 North Sixth Street. The 1890 Sanborn fire insurance map
depicts a two-story dwelling at this location. The footprint of this building indicates that the
front portion of this dwelling corresponds well to that of the earlier coopers shop, suggesting that
the earlier commercial structure may have been re-built (with additions) into a domestic, single-
family dwelling. The footprint of this structure, as depicted on the 1890 and 1896 Sanborn fire
insurance maps, suggest that this structure was a gable-front dwelling potentially with a side
entrance. This house form was relatively common in early Springfield (see Mansberger and
Stratton 2003:100-101). Both the 1890 and 1896 Sanborn fire insurance maps depict a small
frame outbuilding—which is not a carriage house—along the rear alley. The 1917 Sanborn fire
insurance map depicts a similar dwelling with a new frame outbuilding along the alley.

William Foley sold this parcel of land to Alonza Mars for $1,050 in September 1891.
The 1891-92 Springfield city directory indicates that Alonzo Mars occupied the house at 315
North Sixth Street. The 1894 City directory indicates that Alonza Mars, a secretary to the
superintendent of the “M. P. and M. Wabash Railroad” [?], was still a resident of 315 North
Sixth Street. Mars, who is an owner-occupant of this house, is documented at this location
through circa 1896. In 1898 the address is simply listed as “vacant” in the city directory

Mars sold this property to Frank Neef in December 1900. Neef may not have owned the
property for very long, or simply was not an owner-occupant. The 1900-01 city directory
indicates that a Delia Fitzsimmons occupied this house, and subsequent directories indicate that
she continued to live there through 1905. The 1908 Springfield city directory indicates that
Frank Neef was a “colored driver” with the Springfield Transfer Company, and that he boarded
at 728½ East Washington Street. The Springfield Transfer Company was located at 105 South
Fourth Street. The 1911 city directory indicates that this house was occupied by an E. V.
Anstice. The 1912 city directory indicates that the house was occupied by an M. C. Brown.
During the late 1910s and mid-1920s the house was apparently occupied by a Jacob Williams.
The 1935 city directory indicates that the house was occupied by an Albert Schmitt. In 1937, the
house was occupied by Mrs. Clara O’Day, and the Gowin Service Station was located
immediately to the south at 311 North Sixth Street. No house was noted at this address in the
1940 city directory. The Schavo’s Super Service Station at 311 North Sixth Street was listed in
the 1940 city directory. It appears that the house at 315 North Sixth Street was demolished
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sometime shortly after 1937 and prior to 1940 (circa 1938-39). The 1941 Sanborn fire insurance
map indicates that the house once located at 315 North Sixth Street had been demolished, and a
large filling station occupied this lot.

309 North Sixth Street: This address is associated with the S40’ Lot 22. The 1866 Board
of Fire Underwriters noted the presence of a substantial “Block 3 Buildings” [potentially
referring to a “Block of 3 Buildings”?) with a Class D rating valued at $2.50 on Lots 22 and 23.
The 1867 Bird’s Eye View of Springfield illustrates what appears to be a large, two-story, side
gable structure at this location—a structure that may actually represent a multiple-unit row
building. Immediately north of this structure, the Bird’s Eye View illustrated a potentially
attached, gable front structure that must have been located on the S1/2 Lot 21 (see discussion
above, 315 North Sixth Street). Koch (1873) suggests that both Lots 22 and 23 were vacant by
the early 1870s—and that the Franklin House had been demolished by that date. No information
regarding these buildings was documented in the 1870 Federal census. The buildings once
associated with the Franklin House were probably demolished sometime after 1867 and prior to
1870. Similarly, the 1876 city map suggests that the Farnsworth House had been demolished by
that date—as both Lots 22 and 23 are devoid of buildings at that date.

Deed records indicate that Peleg Canedy apparently re-acquired this property via a
sheriff’s sale in June 1871 (Deed Record Book 11: Page 548). In late November 1874, Canedy
sold this parcel of ground to an Albert Hale for the sum of $2,300 (Deed Record Book 16: Page
391). Hale was listed in the 1874-75 city directory as a minister living at 221 East Adams Street.
Less than a month later, in December 1874, Canedy again obtained title to the property via a
Master of Chancery deed for the sum of $6,934.00 (Deed Record 16: Page 409). This Master of
Chancery deed was issued due to a “conveyance … made by virtue of decrees of the Sangamon
County Circuit Court at the October term 1868,” and probably was due to an earlier, failed sale
of the property. A later deed, dated November 1879 documents the sale of this property by Hale
to a Merwin Converse for the sum of $1,500. Converse apparently was a deputy clerk with the
U. S. Courts. He, in turn, sold the property to a James Jones for $750 in April 1880. Jones
apparently was a Clerk in the U. S. District Courts. Neither Converse nor Jones were living at
this address and both appear to represent the purchase of investment properties and/or mortgage
loans.

The 1873 Bird’s Eye View and 1876 city map both suggest that this property was vacant
of buildings during these years. The 1881 city directory indicates that a minister named F. D.
Rickerson was a renter residing at 309 North Sixth Street at that date. The 1880 Federal census
collaborates this directory, noting that F. D. Rickerson, a 41-year-old minister (?), resided at 309
North Sixth Street. Rickerson was living with his wife Eunice, their daughter May (10 years
old), and a 21-year old Illinois-born (albeit of Irish parents) servant named Maggie Giblin.46 As
such, it would appear that a house was constructed at this address sometime circa 1877-1879.

46 The 1880 Federal census documents only three residential listings for the west side of this section of the 300 block
of North Sixth Street—at 309, 319, and 325 North Sixth Street. The building at 315 North Sixth Street probably
was a commercial structure at that time.
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Table 7

Partial Chain-Of-Title
South Half Lot 22 (309 North Sixth Street?)
East Half, Block 2, Ninian Edwards Addition

GRANTOR GRANTEE LOT NUMBER AMOUNT
BOOK:

PAGE DATE

A. B. McConnell,
Sheriff

P. E. Canedy S40’ (S½ ) Lot 22 11:548 6/10/1871

Peleg C. Canedy Albert Hale S40’ Lot 22 $2,300.00 16:391 11/25/1874
Chas. Keys, M.C. Peleg C. Canedy S40’ Lot 22 $6,934.00 16:409 12/15/1874
Albert Hale Merwin Converse S40’ Lot 22 $1,500.00 24:748 11/21/1879
M. B. Converse James G. Jones S40’ Lot 22 $750.00 25:437 4/23/1880
James T. Jones Julius A. Kusel S40’ Lot 22 $3,500.00 29:026 3/15/1882
Julius A. Kusel Isabella J. Kusel S40’ Lot 22 [QC] 40:795 1/2/1889
Geo. E. Maxon Isabella J. Kusel S40’ Lot 22 [QC] 41:618 5/13/1889
G. A. Van Dwyn Isabella J. Kusel S40’ Lot 22 [QC] 5/13/1889
Isabella J. Kusel Wm. W. Northcutt S40’ Lot 22 41:620 5/22/1889
W. W. Northcutt Wm. D. Booth S40’ Lot 22 65:588 7/10/1901
Rebecca Northcutt Wm. D. Booth S40’ Lot 22 [QC] 65:589 7/10/1901
Wm. Jayne Wm. D. Booth S40’ Lot 22 [Affdv] 79:397 7/10/1901
MC deed from 1874… “ conveyance is made by virtue of decrees of the Sangamon County Circuit Court at the
October term 1868”

On March 15, 1882, Jones sold this parcel of ground to Julius Kusel for the sum of
$3,500. The 1880-81 Springfield city directory indicates that the Kusel family was in the
clothing business (clothiers; Kusel and Company), and that they were residing at 421 North Fifth
Street. The 1886-87 Springfield city directory indicates that Harry J. Kusel (a clerk) and Isadore
Kusel—both clerks—boarded at 309 North Sixth Street, and that Julius Kusel (a clothier) resided
at 309 North Sixth Street. By early 1882, a house was at this location, and it was apparently
owner occupied by the Kusel family. The Kusel family continued to own the house through the
spring 1889.

The 1884 Sanborn fire insurance map documents what probably is a relatively new two-
story frame dwelling on Lot 22 identified as 309 North Sixth Street. The footprint of this house
is a cross-gable plan of late nineteenth century Queen Anne style houses typical of the time
period. A long, narrow, single-story frame outbuilding (and not representing a carriage house) is
positioned along the alley in the rear of the property. Located to the north of this house was a
potential brick cooper’s shop, and to the south was a frame fence manufactory. The construction
of this house in circa 1879 marks a shift from commercial to residential construction at this
location. The 1890 Sanborn fire insurance map depicts a similar structure and outbuilding. The
1896 Sanborn fire insurance map illustrates a house that has been little modified from its 1890
appearance. In contrast, a new carriage barn and two frame outbuildings were constructed off
the rear alley behind this house.

The Kusel family sold this property to William Northcutt in May 1889. The 1890-91
Springfield city directory indicates that William W. Northcutt occupied the house at 309 North
Sixth Street. Similarly, the 1891-92 Springfield city directory indicates that Northcutt was a real
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estate agent residing at 309 North Sixth Street. The 1900-01 city directory indicates that a Mrs.
R. E. Northcutt occupied the house. The house at this location remained owner occupied by
Northcutt for approximately twelve years. In July 1901, Northcutt sold the house and lot to a
William Booth. The 1900-01 Springfield city directory indicates that Booth was a travel agent
boarding at 530 South Sixth Street. The 1902-03 city directory similarly lists him as a “traveler”
with the same South Sixth Street address. During Booth’s ownership of the house, the property
appears to have been non-owner occupied.

The 1905 city directory indicates the house occupied by L. J. Selby. The 1910 city
directory does not contain a listing for this address—suggesting that the house at this location
had been demolished sometime between 1906 and 1909. Similarly, the 1915 city directory does
not have a listing for this address. The 1917 Sanborn fire insurance map depicts this parcel of
ground devoid of buildings (and no building associated with 309 North Sixth Street).

The 1941 Sanborn fire insurance map depicts a substantial “filling station” at this
location. This filling Station is not documented on the 1921 city directory, whereas the 1924
Springfield city directory lists the Lock Brothers Filling Station at 311 North Sixth Street. As
such, it would appear that this early version of the filling station—as depicted in the
photograph—was constructed sometime between 1922 and 1923. The 1927 Springfield city
directory indicates that 311 North Sixth Street was occupied by the Lock Brothers Oil Company.
Substantial redevelopment of this section of the block occurred over the next few years with both
of the houses located to the north and the south of the filling station being demolished sometime
after 1927. In 1937, the Gowin Service Station was located at 311 North Sixth Street. The 1940
city directory lists the Schavo’s Super Service Station at 311 North Sixth Street. It appears that
the adjacent houses located to the north and south (at 307 and 315 North Sixth Street) were
demolished sometime shortly after 1937 and prior to 1940 (circa 1938-39) for construction of the
greatly expanded gasoline station.

Results of the Archaeology: During the Phase II archaeological investigations, portions
of five backhoe trenches were excavated across Lot 22. These backhoe trenches uncovered
several features including a well (Feature 36) and structural foundations of a probable house
fronting North Sixth Street (Features 37 and 38). Although the Phase II testing suggested that
the front third of this lot was badly disturbed by post-1870s construction activity (including the
construction of the large filling station—represented by Features 32), the testing strongly
suggested that the rear yard activity area associated with this property was relatively undisturbed,
and had the potential to contain a variety of subsurface features from the middle nineteenth
century (1840-1860). The Phase III investigations resulted in the removal of overburden from
the entire rear half of this lot, as well as major portions of the front half of the lot. Numerous
features were uncovered on this lot.

As with the adjacent Lot 21, the archaeology of this lot can best be discussed in terms of
those features associated with the early commercial Franklin House component and the later
post-Franklin House components. The Franklin House component is discussed in terms of both
the Franklin House proper, and the large gable-front structure located immediately to the north of
it. Figures 50-51 illustrate the various features and suspected buildings from each of the
components, and attempts to place these features into a temporal and spatial context.
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1. Pre-Franklin House Component (Pre-1835): This lot was first purchased from the
Edwards family by Elisha Taber in December 1832. The Taber family sold it to William
Farnsworth in September 1835. There seems to be little evidence that would suggest that this lot
was developed prior to the Farnsworth ownership.

2. Early Development Years (1835-circa 1875): In September 1835, William
Farnsworth purchased Lot 22 and the N1/2 Lot 23 from the Taber family for the sum of $200.
At that time, or shortly thereafter, it is believed that Farnsworth constructed a building on this lot
and operated a boarding house known as the Franklin House. In 1845, he added the N1/2 Lot 21
to his landholdings. Features associated with the Franklin House can be subdivided into two
periods which consist of the early years (associated with the Farnsworth ownership from 1835
until circa 1858), and the later years (associated with the circa 1858 through 1868 years of
operation).

Unfortunately, little physical evidence for the actual Franklin House was uncovered by
the archaeological investigations. Feature 43 may represent a small wall wall remnant of this
building. Similarly, Feature 38 may represent remains of a small cellar associated with this
structure, but unfortunately, this feature was not investigated. Although no structural evidence of
the Franklin House was found, several mid-yard and rear yard features were found during the
investigations that may have been associated with this early commercial structure. Feature 58
rerpresents the remains of a small Inner Yard outbuilding (such as a summer kitchen or wash
house). This building sits close to the suspected corner of the Franklin House. This outbuilding
probably was associated with a later domestic component (associated with the house at 309
North Sixth Street). Several features potentially document the remains of the large gable-front
structure located immediately to the north of the Franklin House. These consist of wall remnants
identified as Features 26, 41, and 42. Unfortunately, these features were badly disturbed by later
building episodes and were not able to be followed out. This building appears to have been
positioned very close to the street, with little set back—a characteristic of commercial structures.

Features 36 and 81 are both brick-lined wells that probably were associated with this
early component. Feature 36 was associated with the Franklin House proper, whereas Feature 81
was associated with the adjacent structure to the north. A cistern (Feature 69) appears to have
been constructed to the rear of the large gable-front structure. No cistern was noted in
association with the Franklin House proper.

Several privy pits were identified within the rear of these two structures. The earliest
privy pits appear to be represented by Features 47, 54, and 74. Features 47 and 54 were located
in a Mid-yard activity area. Feature 74 was located slightly farther back on the lot. Features 47
and 74 are situated along the north and south property lines, respectively—and appear to be
contemporary privy pits servicing two separate “households” located within the larger building
identified as the Franklin House. Based on the configuration of this structure, as illustrated on
the 1854 and 1858 city maps—and the presence of the two privy pits—one must question
whether this represents a large double house. Feature 54 was located immediately behind the
large gable-front structure located to the north of the Franklin House proper. This privy appears
to document a third “household” on this lot.
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Feature 74 appears to have been replaced by Feature 73. Both Features 73 and 74 contain
a variety of early, up-scale artifacts that probably date from a pre-1850 period. By circa 1850, it
appears that a single privy pit (identified as Feature 35)—located along the alley approximately
at the center of the greater landholdings—serviced the original Franklin House (the two
buildings to the south). The large, gable-front structure located to the north end of the
property—and potentially constructed shortly after the 1845 purchase of the S1/2 Lot 21—may
have been serviced initially by the privy identified as Feature 54. As such, Features 47, 73, and
74 may pre-date circa 1845, and Features 35 and 54 may have been constructed in circa 1845 and
abandoned approximately 10 years later (circa 1855). Feature 51 appears to have replaced
Feature 35—and represents the last privy associated with the Franklin House. Similarly,
Features 20 and 21 (which may represent a set of contemporary privy pits) appear to have
replaced Feature 54, and represent the last privy associated with the boarding house represented
by the large gable-front structure north of the Franklin House. As such, Features 20, 21, and 51
probably were abandoned during the very late 1860s or very early 1870s.

Features 20 contained a wide range of artifacts associated with a circa 1860 component.
The artifacts included a variety of quality glass stemware, low-status tablewares, and great
variety of faunal remains. The faunal remains appear to be dominated by fowl. Also of interest
from this privy pit were two varieties of metal cans (that contained what appears to be round
medicinal pills), and a glass syringe. These artifacts probably originated from the Harris
household—Dr. Harris having purchased the Franklin House sometime between 1857 and 1860.

A surface drain (Feature 47) and a potential sump pit (Feature 70) appear to have been
associated with the Franklin House component. Other features, of unknown function potentially
associated with this component include Features 40, and 29).

3. The Later Redevelopment Years (1875-1910): By circa 1870, the buildings associated
with the Franklin House had been demolished, and lands associated with the Franklin House had
been sold to Peleg Canedy—who proceeded to redevelop these lands with the construction of
multiple single-family homes (identified as 307, 309, and 315 North Sixth Street). The
following discussion revolves around the houses located on Lot 22 and S1/2 Lot 21 (309 and 315
North Sixth Street). The house at 307 North Sixth Street is discussed with Lot 23.

309 North Sixth Street (Lot 22): This house, which was constructed in circa 1877-79,
was located predominately on Lot 22 and was constructed on the foundations of the Franklin
House. Features representing the foundations and basement cellar of this house were
documented (Feature 37). Feature 58 represents a small outbuilding that probably was
associated with this structure. It may have been demolished and replaced by a later wing added
onto the rear of the house. The earlier well (Feature 36) probably persisted through the early
years of this occupation. Additionally, a cistern (Feature 68) was constructed on the southwest
corner of the house—and later covered by the new addition noted above which replaced the
earlier summer kitchen. The early Inner Yard activity area was comprised of the summer
kitchen, cistern, and well—which were all located immediately off the rear of the original house.
It is unusual that only one privy pit (Feature 71) appears to be associated with this house. This
privy apparently was located along the south side of a larger, single-story outbuilding located
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along the rear alley. Additionally, a underground utility line trench associated with steam heat
service was present (Feature 26?). This steam heat line entered the rear of the house from the
alley to the west, and appears to have intentionally jogged around the structure identified as
Feature 58—suggesting that this outbuilding was not demolished until sometime after the
introduction of the steam heat. A small pit (Feature 31), of unknown function, was also noted
within the Mid Yard activity area along the north property line. A post-in-ground fence was
present on the north and south property lines.

315 North Sixth Street (S1/2 Lot 21): The archival evidence suggests the presence of
three structures at this location. The first was the large gable front boarding house noted
earlier—and demolished in circa 1870. The second represents the potential brick cooper shop
constructed in circa 1875-80. The third represents the house discussed here, constructed
sometime between 1884 and 1890, and identified as 315 North Sixth Street. The house noted on
the 1890 Sanborn fire insurance map may represent the remodeled and enlarged cooper shop.

Structural features documented the presence of a substantial dwelling with basement
cellar (Features 23 and 24). A brick lined well (feature 67) and cistern (Feature 22) represents a
second generation of water service features located within the Inner Yard activity area on this lot
(replacing the earlier Features 69 and 81). Privies located on this lot, in sequential order from
early to late, include Features 46, 50, and 49. Feature 46 was located at the Mid Yard to Outer
Yard transition, whereas Features 50 and 49 were located within the Outer Yard in close
association with a small frame outbuilding. Feature 49 represents a very late feature, suggesting
that indoor plumbing did not come to this house until a fairly late date. This feature also
contained large caliber rifle ammunition (hunting or military?). Contrasts to the house located to
the south, which appears to have had indoor plumbing added at a fairly early date. Other
potential Mid-Yard features associated with this structure include a shallow rectangular pit
(Feature 29) and a potential sump and drain (Features 27 and 30). Fence lines were noted along
both the north and south property lines.
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Figure 48. Miscellaneous advertisements referencing the Franklin House at its opening
(top and middle) and near its closing (bottom).
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Figure 49. Enlarged view of the Franklin House and adjoining building to the north—both
of which were owned by the same individual and potential functioning as a boarding house.
The large structure on the left, which is the earlier of the two, is a two-story, side gable
structure—potentially representing two attached side-hall dwellings (a double house) or a
large central hall structure. The structure on the right is an unusual, two-story, gable front
structure. This image and the archaeological research hints at the possibility that these two
structures were connected.
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Figure 50. Site plan of Lot 22 illustrating early component archaeological features with
outline of suspected buildings, as transferred from the 1854 city map (circa 1835-1865).
This early component, which may date to the middle 1830s, was also associated with the
N1/2, Lot 23. The S1/2 Lot 21 was adjoined to this property in 1845.
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Figure 51. Site plan of Lot 22 illustrating late component archaeological features with
outline of suspected buildings, as transferred from the 1884 and 1890 Sanborn fire
insurance maps (circa 1880-1910). This land was undeveloped and/or vacant during the
years circa 1865-1880. By 1940, a large automobile filling station had been constructed on
this land.
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Lot 23

This lot is located immediately south of Lot 22 and north of the corner lot (Lot 24). At
the time of the Phase II archaeological testing, no buildings were present on the north half of this
lot, and a modern addition constructed onto the adjacent building on Lot 24 extended over onto
Lot 23. Phase II testing was conducted only on the approximate north half of the lot.

Summary of Archival Research: A search of the early deed records suggests that Lots 22,
23, and 24 were purchased from the Edwards family by Elisha Taber on December 18, 1832 for
the price of $150. The $50/lot sale price reflects the non-improved character of these lots. In
April 1835, Lot 22 and the N1/2 Lot 23 were deeded to Elisha’s son, Bennet Taber. These lands
(N1/2 Lot 23 and Lot 22), in turn, were sold to William M. Farnsworth for $200 in September
1835. During the 1830s-1860s, the north half of this lot was associated with the operations of
the Franklin House (see above discussion of Lot 22).

Little is known about the landownership history and use of the south half of this lot
during the pre-Civil War years. The 1854 and 1858 city maps indicate that this portion of the lot
was vacant. The 1867 bird’s eye view suggests that the S1/2 Lot 23 probably was associated
with the adjacent Lutheran Church during these early years. By the early 1870s, the Franklin
House had been demolished, and the north and south halves of this lot may have again been
brought under the same ownership. The 1873 bird’s eye view clearly illustrates the entire lot as
being vacant of any structures.

In 1858, Pelig Canedy had acquired title to the N1/2 Lot 23 (as well as the S1/2 Lot 21,
and the entire Lot 22). It was Canedy who was apparently responsible for the late 1860s re-
development of this property. In 1864, Canedy apparently sold the N1/2 Lot 23 and S40’ Lot 22
to Christopher German. German was a non-local owner who operated a photographic studio on
the public square.

By 1884 a small, single story structure had been constructed on the front half of Lot 23—
and apparently straddled both halves of the lot, suggesting that the entire lot had again come
under the same ownership. The 1884 Sanborn fire insurance map indicates that this structure
was a “Fence Mf’y” (fence manufactory). This structure disappeared by the time the 1890
Sanborn map had been published. The 1890 Sanborn insurance map depicts Lot 23 as
completely devoid of structures.

The 1884-85 Springfield city directory lists a fence manufacturer by the name of Hunter
and Gillet as being located on Sixth Street, north of Madison. It seems that W. S. Hunter and
Charles F. Gillet operated their fence manufactory from this location. The firm does not appear
represented in the 1880-81 nor the 1881-82 city directories. Although he 1889-90 city directory
indicates that W. S. Hunter is still a fence manufacturer, the directory does not list the firm of
Hunter and Gillet, or the location of Hunter’s factory. The 1887-88 Springfield city directory
does list A. H. Saunders as a fence manufacturer located on Sixth Street, north of Madison—
perhaps occupying the Hunter factory. No subsequent references to a fence manufactory at this
North Sixth Street location was found in the directories.
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The 1896 Sanborn map indicates two small sheds on the lot (one in the front and a
slightly larger one along the rear alley). The function of these sheds is unknown. A search of
the Springfield city directories gave no insights into the use of this lot during these years.

The 1917 Sanborn fire insurance map indicates that a substantial, single-story frame
house, large masonry (?) two-story carriage house, and a variety of outbuildings had been
constructed on this lot sometime between 1896 and 1917. This house was identified as 307
North Sixth Street. A search of the Springfield city directories indicates that this address first
appears in the 1900-01 Springfield city directory. The address is not listed in the 1898 city
directory, and the 1899 city directory is missing. As such, it would appear that this house was
constructed at this location no later than late 1899 or early 1900. The 1900 Springfield city
directory indicates that this house was occupied by Ella Richard. The 1905 city directory
indicates that a J. F. Richard occupied this house. The subsequent city directories—through at
least 1920—indicate Ella Rickard or Mrs. E. Rickard as the occupant of this house. This address
continues to be listed within the Springfield city directories to at least 1937. At that time, the
house was occupied by John La Barbara. The 1940 city directory does not contain a listing for
this address—suggesting that the house had been demolished between late 1937 and late 1938.
An early twentieth century picture (post dates circa 1925) illustrates this house (see Figure 53).

The 1941 Sanborn fire insurance map illustrates a large, single story structure straddling
Lots 21, 22, and 23 and identified with the address 311 North Sixth Street. This structure was
identified as a “Fill’g Sta.” (Filling Station). The 311 North Sixth Street address first appears in
the city directories in 1924. At that time, the address is listed with the name of the Lock
Brothers Filling Station. As originally constructed, this 1924 era gas station was a much smaller
structure than that illustrated on the 1941 Sanborn fire insurance map. During the filling
station’s early years of existence, it co-existed with the houses to the north and south of it. The
1937 city directory lists 311 North Sixth Street as the location of the Gowin Service Station.
Figure 54 illustrates the small gas station during its early years of existence. With the demolition
of the house at 307 North Sixth Street, the larger, more modern service station was constructed.
This occurred sometime in circa 1939. The 1940 city directory indicates that 311 North Sixth
Street was occupied by Schavo’s Super Service Station.

Result of the Archaeological Investigations: As most of the S1/2 Lot 23 was covered
with existing commercial structures, no subsurface archaeological investigations were conducted
on this portion of the lot during either the Phase II or Phase III archaeological investigations.
Although Phase II archaeological testing was limited on the N1/2 Lot 22, subsequent Phase III
archaeological mitigation resulted in the removal of overburden from a large portion of the rear
half of the lot. Several features were uncovered during these investigations. Although a couple
of these features (Features 75 and 77) represented modern disturbances probably associated with
the late twentieth century construction of the adjacent additions to 301-303 North Sixth Street,
four privies were discovered on the N1/2 Lot 23. Two of these privies (Features 73, and 74)
probably were associated with the Franklin House and/or Farnsworth occupation of this property.
Two of the privies (Features 76 and 72) appear to be of a later age, and potentially associated
with the fence manufactory and/or the later circa 1900 dwelling. It seems doubtful that either of
these privies was associated with this dwelling, as it was constructed late and probably was
constructed with indoor plumbing facilities. Feature 78 was a substantial, brick-lined pit that is
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difficult to interpret. The function of this feature is unclear, and it appears to date late in the
history of this lot—potentially associated with the post 1880s occupation of this lot (by the fence
manufactory or the later domestic component).

Figure 52. Detail of the large, single-story dwelling constructed on Lot 23 in circa 1900-01
(1917 Sanborn Map Company).
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Figure 53. Detail illustrating house (307 North Sixth Street) and the first generation of gas station (Lock Brothers Oil
Company) constructed to the north of the house. This filling station, which represents the initial smaller station at this
location, was constructed in circa 1924 and demolished for the construction of a much larger facility in circa 1939-40.
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Figure 54. Circa 1940s photograph of the greatly enlarged gas station constructed on the
property after the demolition of 307 North Sixth Street. Note the large apartment building
and commercial buildings at both corners.
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Lot 24

This corner lot, located at the northwest corner of Madison and North Sixth Street,
represents the far southeastern lot within this block. A substantial brick building, constructed
during the early years of the twentieth century and heavily reworked in the late twentieth
century, was located on the lot at the time of this research (see Figure 4). This building was
determined to be not eligible for listing on the National Register of Historic Places by the Illinois
Historic Preservation Agency.

Summary of Archival Research: This lot, along with Lots 22 and 23 immediately to the
north, was first purchased by Elisha Taber on December 18, 1832 for the price of $150. The
$50/lot sale price reflects the non-improved character of these lots. In April 1835, Lot 22 and the
N1/2 Lot 23 were deeded to Elisha’s son, Bennet Taber. Taber sold Lot 24 to Thomas Iles on
October 26, 1837 for the sum of $1,000—suggesting that a substantial improvement may have
been constructed on this lot at that time. Thomas Iles, in turn sold the property to the English
Lutheran Church in March 1854 for the sum of $1,000. In 1897, the G. E. Lutheran Church sold
the property and the building to a W. C. Garrad. Approximately two months later Garrad sold
the lot to the Reisch family.

The 1854 and 1858 City of Springfield maps both indicate the presence of a small frame
structure centered within the Madison Street frontage, potentially representing an early dwelling.
The building documented on both of these two maps does not appear to represent the Lutheran
Church. In 1866, the Board of Fire Underwriters suggests that both a Class C structure
(identified as the Lutheran Church and rated at $1.50) and a Class D structure (identified as a
“Carpenter Shop in rear” and rated at $4.00) were located on Lot 24. The 1867 Bird’s Eye View
of Springfield illustrates a distinctive, step-gable, gable-front structure that was identified as the
Lutheran Church. This same structure was documented on the circa 1873 bird’s eye view (Koch
1873). Neither illustration documents the suspected dwelling located at the rear of the
structure—and illustrated on the earlier 1854 and 1858 city maps.

The English Lutheran congregation was organized in Springfield, under the guidance of
Pastor Dr. William Reynolds in 1854. The History of Sangamon County (1881) states that they
constructed a “neat frame” church on the corner of Sixth and Madison Streets for the sum of
$8,000 in 1856. Apparently there was some difficult years after the initial establishment of the
congregation. The lack of a structure documented at this location on the 1858 city map is
difficult to explain. The October 15, 1859 issue of the Daily State Register reports on the
“Consecration of the English Lutheran Church” and notes that the church had only recently been
constructed and that

Our Lutheran friends are tomorrow to pen and consecrated their new church, on
the corner of Madison and Sixth streets. The little band of church members who
have, under all the discouragements of these hard times, brought this work to so
successful a termination, are deserving of all praise. The church is a neat edifice,
very handsomely finished internally.
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The wall are left perfectly plain, prepared for stuccoing, or some other suitable
finish at some future time. The pulpit and altar are models of a chaste simplicity.
The pews are beautifully grained and arched. The house, exclusive of the gallery,
will comfortably seat from four to five hundred people, and will, no doubt, be
crowded to its utmost capacity on this interesting occasion. … Our Norwegian
and Swedish population in this city and county is not very numerous and is
rapidly acquiring a knowledge of the English language, and identifying itself with
our English population, but will, doubtless, be happy to avail itself of this
opportunity to celebrated divine service in its mother tongue.

Koch (1873) and the 1884 Sanborn fire insurance map both depict a similar structure consisting
of church and attached residence on the rear. The church was represented as a large rectangular
one-story block. The residence was a smaller, two story structure with a shed-roofed wing on the
side. This residence probably represents the earlier structure documented on the 1854 and 1858
city maps, and was incorporated into the construction of the church. The 1890 Sanborn fire
insurance map depicts a very similar structure at this location. Although the building on this lot
was identified as a Lutheran Church on the 1884 and 1890 Sanborn fire insurance maps, the
1896 Sanborn fire insurance map depicts the building as a "Hay Barn." All three Sanborn maps
depict the attached building located to the rear of the ecclesiastical structure as a two-story
dwelling. The 1894 Springfield city directory suggests that the building located at 301 North
Sixth Street was used as a Salvation Army barracks for a short time.

These two buildings (church and residence) were demolished during the early years of
the twentieth century, and a large three-story commercial brick structure was constructed in their
place. The 1917 Sanborn fire insurance map depicts this structure as containing four separate
addresses (and/or commercial spaces), with two (525 and 527) fronting East Madison Street, and
Two (301 and 305) fronting North Sixth Street. The Springfield city directories suggest that this
building may have been constructed in two episodes. The 1900 and 1902-03 city directories both
have a listing for only 301 North Sixth Street (Stacy-Herbst Company), suggesting that the new
structure had not, as yet, been constructed. The 1905 city directory lists the 301-303 North Sixth
Street address, and notes that it was occupied by Bode, Lee, Taylor and Company. Constructed
between 1902 and 1905. The 1910 city directory indicates that 301-303 was occupied by the
Reisch Brewing Company as a storage facility.

The 1908 and 1909 city directories indicate the American Express Company at 519 East
Madison Street and no listing for a 525 nor 527 East Madison Street. The 1910 city directory
notes that 525 East Madison Street was occupied by the American Express Company and 527
East Madison was occupied by the Wells Fargo and Company Express. With this in mind, it
would appear that the portion of this building fronting North Sixth Street (301-303 North Sixth
Street) may have been constructed circa 1905, whereas that portion of the building fronting East
Madison Street may have been constructed slightly later, circa 1908.

The 1917 Sanborn fire insurance map depicts this structure with a rail spur running along
accessing suspected loading docks along the south side of the building. This same map
associates the name Express Office with both 525 and 527 East Madison Street offices, and “S”
(for store) with both 301 and 303 North Sixth Street addresses. In both 1941 and 1952, this same
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structure was identified as “Wholesale Liquors.” During the latter twentieth century, a large
addition was constructed onto the west end of the structure extending it through to the adjacent
alley; later, this building was expanded to the north onto the south half of Lot 23.

Results of the Archaeological Investigations: As a large commercial structure, complete
with basement, was present on this lot, and the potential for intact subsurface archaeological
deposits seemed limited, no archaeological work was conducted on this lot.

Table 8

Partial Chain-of-Title
Lot 24

East Half, Block 2, Ninian Edwards Addition

GRANTOR GRANTEE
LOT NUMBER

AMOUNT
BOOK:

PAGE DATE
Ninian Edwards Elisha Tabor Lot 24 $150.00 G:426 12/18/1835
Elisha Tabor Thomas J. Iles Lot 24 L:589 10/26/1837
Thomas J. Iles English Lutheran

Church
Lot 24 $1,000.00 OO:204 3/25/1854

English Lutheran
Church

English Lutheran
Church

Lot 25 $800.00(?) 2:4 10/22/1857

G. E. Lutheran
Church

W. C. Garrad Lot 24;
S1’ 8” Lot 23

57:454 10/7/1897

W. C. Garrard George, Joseph &
Annie Reisch

Lot 24 57:677 11/26/1897
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Figure 55. Two views of the English Lutheran Church, located on the northwest corner of
Sixth and Madison Streets. Top: Bird’s Eye View of Springfield (Ruger 1867). Bottom:
Grace Lutheran Church Directory (1991:31).
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Table 9

Archaeological Features
Abraham Lincoln Presidential Library and Museum

East Half Parking Garage Project Area
(East Half, Block 2, Ninian Edwards Addition, Springfield)

Feature Suspected City Lot
Number Description Function Location

Phase II
1 Large rectangular brick lined pit house cellar N2/3, Lot 20
2 Large rectangular brick lined pit house cellar N2/3, Lot 20
3 Long, narrow trench utility trench N2/3, Lot 20
4 Wood-lined rectangular pit privy S1/3, Lot 20
5 Unlined (?) round pit privy S1/3/Lot 20
6 Narrow trench into Feature 13 drain S1/3 Lot 20 and N1/2 Lot 21
7 Narrow trench into Feature 13 drain S1/3 Lot 20 and N1/2 Lot 21
8 brick walled rectangular pit house cellar S1/3 Lot 20 and N1/2 Lot 21
9 Large, shallow, rectangular pit cellar (?) S1/3 Lot 20 and N1/2 Lot 21
10 Small rectangular pit post/robbed pier N1/2 Lot 21
11 Wood-lined rectangular pit privy N1/2 Lot 21
12 Two barrels set in rectangular pit privy N1/2 Lot 21
13 Wood-lined rectangular pit privy or sump N1/2 Lot 21
14 Brick lined circular pit well N1/2 Lot 21
15 Brick lined circular pit cistern N1/2 Lot 21
16 Long, narrow trench drain line N1/2 Lot 21
17 Brick foundation wall house foundation
18 stone rubble fill discard midden S1/3 Lot 20
19 Brick foundation wall house foundation S1/2 Lot 20; N1/2 Lot 21
20 Wood-lined rectangular pit privy N1/2 Lot 21
21 Wood-lined rectangular pit privy N1/2 Lot 21
22 Brick lined circular pit cistern S1/2 Lot 21
23 Brick lined rectangular pit house cellar S1/2 Lot 21
24 Large irregular pit demolition activity S1/2 Lot 21 and Lot 22
25 Long, narrow trench utility line Lot 21
26 Long, narrow trench robbed foundation Lot 21 and Lot 22
27 Long, narrow trench surface drain/ditch Lot 22
28 Long, narrow trench steam heat lines Lot 22
29 Shallow rectangular pit privy or cellar Lot 22
30 Square pit privy (?) Lot 22
31 Shallow irregular basin well (?) Lot 22
32 Long square trench robbed foundation Lots 21-23
33 Shallow circular pit waste oil disposal Lot 22
34 Wood-lined rectangular pit privy Lot 22

35 Wood-lined rectangular pit privy Lot 22
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36 Brick-lined circular pit well Lot 22
37 Large rectangular pit house cellar Lot 22
38 Rectangular pit building cellar Lot 22
39 pit gas station disturbance? Lot 22
40 Shallow square pit small cellar? Lot 22
41 Long narrow trench robbed foundation Lot 22
42 Long narrow trench robbed foundation Lot 22
43 trench utility line Lot 22
44 Unassigned number
45 Unassigned number

Phase III
46 Wood-lined rectangular pit privy S1/2 Lot 21
47 Unlined(?) rectangular pit privy N1/2 Lot 22
48 Round/oval pit well Lot 22
49 Wood lined rectangular pit privy S1/2 Lot 21
50 Wood lined rectangular pit privy S1/2 Lot 21
51 Wood lined rectangular pit privy Lot 22
52 Wood lined rectangular pit privy N1/2 Lot 21
53 Wood lined rectangular pit privy [See F 9 and 52]
54 Wood lined rectangular pit privy S1/2 Lot 21
55 Unlined (?) round pit privy S1/2 Lot 20
56 Oval pit post N1/2 Lot 21
57 Wood lined rectangular pit privy Lot 20
58 Brick foundation wall and floor outbuilding Lot 22
59 Unlined round pit unknown Lot 20
60 Artifact concentration Refuse midden S1/2 Lot 21
61 Wood lined rectangular pit privy N1/2 Lot 20
62 Wood lined rectangular pit privy N1/2 Lot 20
63 Brick lined rectangular pit privy Lot 20
64 Large wood lined square pit Ice house? Lot 20
65 Unlined rectangular pit drainage sump? Lot 20
66 Parallel linear shallow trenches floor joist impressions Lot 20
67 Brick lined circular pit well S1/2 Lot 21
68 Brick lined circular pit cistern Lot 22
69 Brick lined circular pit cistern S1/2 Lot 21
70 Wood lined rectangular pit drainage sump? N1/2 Lot 22
71 Wood lined rectangular pit privy Lot 22
72 Wood lined rectangular pit privy Lot 23
73 Wood lined rectangular pit privy Lot 23
74 Wood lined rectangular pit privy Lot 23
75 Shallow rectangular pit modern disturbance Lot 23
76 Wood lined rectangular pit privy Lot 23
77 Shallow rectangular pit modern disturbance Lot 23
78 Brick lined circular pit cistern Lot 23
79 Wood lined rectangular pit privy N1/2 Lot 20
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80 Linear trench drain line (?) N1/2 Lot 20
81 Brick lined circular shaft well S1/2 Lot 21
82 Rock-filled square pit building pier Lot 22

83 [100] Wood lined rectangular pit privy Lot 19
84 [101] Wood lined rectangular pit privy Lot 19
85 [102] Wood lined rectangular pit privy Lot 19
86 [103] Wood lined rectangular pit ash/cinder pit Lot 19
87 [104] Unlined rectangular pit post Lot 19
88 [105] Unlined rectangular pit small exterior cellar ? Lot 19
89 [106] Brick lined round shaft well Lot 19
90 [107] Wood lined rectangular pit cellar Lot 19
91 [108] Brick lined circular pit cistern Lot 19
92 [109] Brick lined circular pit well Lot 19
93 [110] Rectangular pit robbed pier ? Lot 19

94 Brick wall and floor house cellar Lot 19
95 Brick perimeter wall house foundation Lot 19
96 Brick perimeter wall house foundation Lot 19
97 Brick wall porch foundation Lot 19
98 Brick wall basement retaining wall Lot 19
99 Brick wall unknown (window well?) Lot 19
100 Mortar lined pit unknown Lot 19
101 Brick pier porch foundation Lot 19
102 Square concrete pad building foundation Lot 19
103 Linear trench utility line (sewer?) Lot 19
104 Linear trench utility line (water?) Lot 19
105 Linear trench surface drain ? Lot 19
106 Unlined square pit unknown Lot 19
107 Unlined circular pit unknown Lot 19
108 Linear trench utility line (sewer) Lot 19
109 Linear trench with pipe utility line (water?) Lot 19

110 Linear trench utility line (steam heat) N2/3 Lot 20
111 Wood lined circular pit lime slaking pit ? S1/2 Lot 20
112 Wood lined circular pit lime slaking pit ? S1/2 Lot 20
113 Wood lined circular pit lime slaking pit ? S1/2 Lot 20
114 Wood lined circular pit lime slaking pit ? S1/2 Lot 20
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APPENDIX I

LOT PROVENIENCES
THE PARKING GARAGE (EAST HALF)

Feature 4
F4-1 Midden East of Feature 4
F4-2 Backhoe Trench #9, Midden
F4-3 Surface
F4-4 East ½, Level 1
F4-5 East ½, Level 2
F4-6 East ½, Level 3
F4-7 East ½, Level 4
F4-8 East ½, Level 5
F4-9 East ½, Level 5, Builder’s Trench
F4-10 East ½, Level 6
F4-11 East ½, Level 7
F4-12 East ½, Level 8
F4-13 East ½, Level 9
F4-14 East ½, Level 10
F4-15 West ½, Zone I
F4 16 West ½, Zone III
F4-17 West ½, Zone IV
F4-18 West ½, Zone V
F4-19 West ½, Zone VI

Feature 5
F5-1 Surface
F5-2 North Level 1
F5-3 South Zone I
F5-4 South Zone II

Feature 9
F9-1 Surface
F9-2 North East ¼, Level 1
F9-3 North West ¼, Level 1
F9-4 South East ¼, Level 1
F9-5 South West ¼, Level 1
F9-6 Bank Wall
F9-7 Intrusive Post

Feature 10
F10-1 Surface
F10-2 North ½, Level 1
F10-3 North ½, Level 2

F10-4 North ½, Level 3
F10-5 North ½, Level 4
F10-6 North ½, Level 5

Feature 12
F12-1 Surface
F12-2 North ½, Builders Trench
F12-3 North ½, Level 1
F12-4 North ½, Level 2
F12-5 North ½, West Vault, Level 3
F12-6 North ½, West Vault, Level 4
F12-7 North ½, East Vault, [Level 3]
F12-8 South ½, West Vault, Zone IA
F12-9 South ½, West Vault, Zone IB
F12-10 South ½, West Vault, Zone II
F12-11 South ½, West Vault, Zone III
F12-12 South ½, East Vault [Zone I]
F12-13 South ½, East Vault, [Zone II]

Feature 13
F13-1 West ½, Level 1
F13-2 West ½, Level 1, Clay Cap
F13-3 West ½, Level 2
F13-4 West ½, Level 3
F13-5 West ½, Level 4
F13-6 West ½, Level 5
F13-7 East ½, Zone II
F13-8 East ½, Zone III
F13-9 East ½ Zone IV

Feature 14
F14-1 Surface, backhoe trench
F14-2 North ½, Excavation with

backhoe

Feature 20
F20-1 Surface [Backhoe Trench #3,

West Privy]
F20-2 North ½, Level 1
F20-3 North ½, Level 2
F20-4 North ½, Level 3
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F20-5 North ½ Level 4
F20-6 North ½ Level 5 [Top of Fecal]
F20-7 North ½, Level 5[Fecal “Zone”]
F20-8 South ½, Zone I
F20-9 South ½, Zone II
F20-10 South ½, Zone III [Fecal Zone]

Feature 21
F21-1 Surface
F21-2 South ½, Level 1
F21-3 South ½, Level 2
F21-4 South ½, Level 3
F21-5 South ½, Level 4
F21-6 South ½, Level 5
F21-7 South ½, Level 6
F21-8 South ½, Level 7
F21-9 South ½, [Level 8?] Lower

Chamber
F21-10 5 ½, Upper Connector to Feature

10
F21-11 Upper Connecting tunnel between

Features 20 and 21
F21-12 North ½, Zone I
F21-13 North ½, Zone II
F21-14 North ½, Zone IV
F21-15 North ½, Zone V
F21-16 North ½, Zone VI
F21-17 North ½, Zone IX
F21-18 North ½, Zone X

Feature 22
F22-1 South ½, Level 1
F22-2 Backhoe Section
F22-3 Base

Feature 29
F29-1 Surface
F29-2 Quad I, Level 1
F29-3 Quad II, Level 1
F29-4 Quad III, Level 1
F29-5 Quad IV, Level 1
F29-6 ??

Feature 30
F30-1 Surface
F30-2 North ½, Level 1

F30-3 North ½, Level 2
F30-4 North ½, Level 3
F30-5 South ½, Zone I

Feature 31
F31-1 Surface Back Hoe Trench
F31-2 West ½, Level 1
F31-3 East ½, Zone I
F31-4 East ½, Zone II

Feature 34
F34-1 Back dirt

Feature 35
F35-1 Surface
F35-2 East ½, Level 1
F35-3 East ½, Level 2
F35-4 East ½, Level 3
F35-5 East ½, Level 4
F35-6 East ½, Level 5
F35-7 East ½, Level 7
F35-8 West ½, Fecal Zone

Feature 36
F36-1 Level 1
F36-2 Level 2
F36-3 Level 3

Feature 45
F45-1 North ½, Level 1
F45-2 North ½, Level 2
F45-3 North ½, Level 3
F45-4 North ½, Level 4
F45-5 North ½, Level 5
F45-6 North ½, Level 6
F45-7 North ½, Level 7
F45-8 North ½, Level 8
F45-9 North ½, Builder Trench near

Base
F45-10 South ½, Zones I, II, and III
F45-11 South ½, Zone IV
F45-12 South ½, Zone V
F45-13 South ½, Zone VI

Feature 46
F46-1 North ½, Level 1
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F46-2 North ½, Level 2
F46-3 North ½, Level 3
F46-4 North ½, Level 4
F46-5 North ½, Level 5
F46-6 North ½, Level 6
F46-7 North ½, Level 7
F46-8 North ½, Level 8
F46-9 South ½, Zone I-III
F46-10 South ½, Zone IV
F46-11 South ½, Zone V
F46-12 South ½, Zone VI

Feature 47
F47-1 North ½, Level 1
F47-2 North ½, Level 2
F47-3 North ½, Level 3
F47-4 South ½, Zone 1
F47-5 South ½, Zone 2
F47-6 South ½, Zone 3

Feature 48
F48-1 North ½, Level 1

Feature 49
F49-1 North ½, Level 1
F49-2 North ½, Level 2
F49-3 North ½, Level 3
F49-4 North ½, Level 4
F49-5 North ½, Base

Feature 50
F50-1 Surface
F50-2 East ½, Level 1
F50-3 East ½, Level 2 [Fecal]
F50-4 East ½, Level 3
F50-5 East ½, Level 4
F50-6 East ½, Level 5
F50-7 East ½, Level 6
F50-8 West ½, Lime Zone
F50-9 West ½, Fecal Zone [Base]

Feature 51
F51-1 South ½, Level 1
F51-2 South ½, Level 2
F51-3 South ½, Level 3
F51-4 South ½, Level 4

F51-5 South ½, Level 5
F51-6 South ½, Level 6
F51-7 South ½, Level 7
F51-8 North ½, Zone I
F51-9 North ½, Zone II
F51-10 North ½, Zone III
F51-11 North ½, Zone IV
F51-12 North ½, Zone V

Feature 52
F52-1 East ½, Scraped Surface
F52-2 East ½, Level 1
F52-3 East ½, Level 2
F52-4 East ½, Level 3
F52-5 East ½, Level 4
F52-6 East ½, Level 5 [Fecal Zone]

Feature 54
F54-1 North ½, Level 1
F54-2 North ½, Level 2
F54-3 North ½, Level 3
F54-4 North ½, Level 3
F54-5 North ½, Level 4
F54-6 North ½, Level 4
F54-7 South ½, Zone I
F54-8 South ½, Zone II
F54-9 South ½, Zone IV
F54-10 South ½, Zone V
F54-11 South ½, Zone VI

Feature 55
F55-1 Scraped Surface
F55-2 North ½, Level 1
F55-3 South ½, Zone 1
F55-4 South ½, Zone 2

Feature 56
F56-1 North ½, Level 1
F56-2 North ½, Level 2

Feature 57
F57-1 West ½, Level 1
F57-2 West ½, Level 2
F57-3 West ½, Level 3
F57-4 West ½, Level 4
F57-5 West ½, Level 5
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F57-6 West ½, Level 6
F57-7 East ½, Zone I
F57-8 East ½, Zone III
F57-9 East ½, Zone IVa
F57-10 East ½, Zone IVb

Feature 58
F58-1 Surface
F58-2 Post North East Corner

Feature 59
F59-1 South ½, Level 1

Feature 60
F60-1A Scraped Surface
F60-1B Scraped Surface

Feature 61
F61-1 Shovel Scraping Around Feature
F61-2 Surface
F61-3 West ½, Level 1
F61-4 West ½, Level 2
F61-5 West ½, Level 3
F61-6 West ½, Level 4
F61-7 West ½, Level 5
F61-8 West ½, Level 6
F61-9 East ½, Fecal Zone

Feature 62
F62-1 Surface
F62-2 South ½, Level 1
F62-3 South ½, Level 2
F62-4 South ½, Level 3
F62-5 South ½, Level 4
F62-6 North ½, Zone IV

Feature 63
F63-1 Surface and Surrounding Midden
F63-2 South ½, Level 1
F63-3 South ½, Level 2
F63-4 South ½, Level 4
F63-5 South ½, Level 5
F63-6 South ½, Level 6
F63-7 North ½, Zone I [Above Brick]
F63-8 North ½, Zone III
F63-9 North ½, Zone IV

Feature 64 (See Feature 79)

Feature 65
F65-1 South ½, Level 1
F65-2 South ½, Level 2?
F65-3 North ½, Zone V

Feature 67
F67-1 Level 1
F67-2 Level 2
F67-3 Level 3
F67-4 Level 4
F67-5 Level 5
F67-6 Backhoe Trench
F67-7 Mixed Feature 67 and 81

Feature 68
F68-1 Scraped Surface
F68-2 West ½, Level 1
F68-3 West ½, Level 2
F68-4 West ½, Level 3
F68-5 West ½, Level 4
F68-6 West ½, Level 5
F68-7 West ½, Level 6

Feature 69
F69-1 Midden around Feature
F69-2 Scraped Surface
F69-3 West ½, Level 1
F69-4 West ½, Level 2
F69-5 West ½, Level 3
F69-6 West ½, Level 4
F69-7 East ½ above Brick Fill

Feature 70
F70-1 Scraped Surface
F70-2 East 2/3, Level 1
F70-3 East 2/3, Level 2
F70-4 East 2/3, Level 3
F70-5 East 2/3, Level 4
F70-6 East 2/3, Level 5
F70-7 East 2/3, Level 6
F70-8 West ½, Zone I
F70-9 West ½, Zone II
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Feature 71
F71-1 Scraped Surface
F71-2 East ½, Level 1
F71-3 East ½, Level 2
F71-4 East ½, Level 3
F71-5 East ½, Level 4
F71-6 East ½, Level 5
F71-7 East ½, Level 6

Feature 72
F72-1 Surface
F72-2 South ½, Level 1

Feature 73
F73-1 South ½
F73-1 South ½, Level 1
F73-2 South ½, Level 2
F73-3 South ½, Level 3
F73-4 South ½, Level 4
F73-5 North ½, Zone 1
F73-6 North ½, Zone 2

Feature 74
F74-1 West ½, Level 1
F74-2 West ½, Level 2
F74-3 West ½, Level 3
F74-4 East ½, Zone 1
F74-5 East ½, Zone 2
F74-6 East ½, Zone 3

Feature 75
F75-1 North ½, Level

Feature 76
F76-1 North ½, Level 2
F76-2 North ½, Level 3
F76-3 North ½, Level 4
F76-4 South ½, Level 5
F76-5 South ½, Level 6
F76-6 South ½, Zone I and II
F76-7 South ½, Zone III
F76-8 South ½, Zone IV

Feature 77
F77-1 East ½, Level 1

Feature 78
F78-1 North ½, Level 1
F78-2 North ½, Level 2
F78-3 North ½, Level 3

Feature 79 [See Feature 64]

Feature 80
F80-1 Cross Section Trench

Feature 81
F81-1 Backhoe Trench

Feature 83 (Old Feature 100)
F100-1 North ½, Level 1
F100-2 North ½, Level 2
F100-3 North ½, Level 3
F100-4 North ½, Level 4
F100-5 North ½, Level 5
F100-6 North ½, Level 6
F100-7 North ½, Level 7
F100-8 South ½, Fecal Zone

Feature 84 (Old Feature 101)
F101-1 East ½, Level 1
F101-2 East ½, North Barrel Level 2
F101-3 East ½, North Barrel Level 3
F101-4 East ½, North Barrel Level 4
F101-5 East ½, North Barrel Level 5
F101-6 East ½, North Barrel Level 6
F101-7 West ½, North Barrel Zone II
F101-8 West ½, North Barrel Zone III
F101-9 East ½, South Barrel Level 2
F101-10 East ½, South Barrel Level 3
F101-11 East ½, South Barrel Level 4
F101-12 East ½, South Barrel Level 5
F101-13 East ½, South Barrel Level 6
F101-14 West ½, South Barrel Zone I
F101-15 West ½, South Barrel Zone III

Feature 85 (Old Feature 102)
F102-1 East ½, Level 1
F102-2 East ½, Level 3
F102-3 East ½, Level 4
F102-4 East ½, Level 5
F102-5 East ½, Level 6
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F102-6 West ½, Zone I
F102-7 West ½, Zone II
F102-8 West ½, Zone III
F102-9 West ½, Zone IV

Feature 103
F103-1 East ½, Level 1
F103-2 East ½, Level 2
F103-3 West ½, Zone I

Feature 104
F104-1 North ½

Feature 89 (Old Feature 106)
F106-1 North ½, Level 1
F106-2 North ½, Level 2
F106-3 North ½, Level 3
F106-4 North ½, Level 4
F106-5 North ½, Level 5 (Bone)

Feature 90 (Old Feature 107)
F107-1 Trench

Feature 110
F110-1 East ½, Level 1
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APPENDIX II

LOT INVENTORIES
THE PARKING GARAGE (EAST HALF)

[Numbers in parenthesis represent ceramic or glass vessel number; refer to Appendix IV
for description of that vessel.]

Feature 4
Lot F4-1
1 kaolin pipe stem
1 porcelain doll arm
1 mussel shell
1 bone

Lot F4-2
2 (F4-1)
9 (F4-2)
14 (F4-3)
2 (F4-4)
16 (F4-5)
2 (F4-6)
12 (F4-7)
12 (F4-8)
1 salt glazed stoneware
1 salt glazed extruded stoneware drain

tile
9 undecorated whiteware
2 (F4-111)
8 (F4-112)
2 (F4-113)
8 (F4-114)
8 (F4-115)
10 (F4-116)
4 (F4-117)
2 (F4-118)
1 (F4-119)
3 (F4-120)
19 (F4-121)
1 (F4-122)
1 (F4-123)
3 (F4-124)
1 (F4-125)
2 (F4-126)
3 (F4-127)

1 (F4-128)
1 (F4-129)
8 aqua container glass
3 clear container glass
1 iron band (approximately ¾” wide)
1 brass clock works
1 pewter pouring spout
1 unidentified pewter
1 whetstone (schist)
2 aqua mirror glass
1 clinker

Lot F4-3
1 undecorated whiteware
3 transfer printed (blue) whiteware
1 transfer printed (black) whiteware
5 (F4-3)
1 (F4-5)
2 (F4-7)
2 (F4-9)
1 (F4-10)
1 (F4-11)
1 (F4-12)
1 (F4-13)
1 (F4-126)
1 (F4-130)
1 (F4-131)
1 (F4-132)
3 bone

Lot F4-4
4 undecorated whiteware
1 salt glazed stoneware drain tile
1 (F4-4)
3 (F4-5)
1 (F4-7)
1 (F4-14)
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1 (F4-15)
2 (F4-16)
1 (F4-17)
11 (F4-18)
1 (F4-19)
1 (F4-20)
1 (F4-21)
6 blue glass
2 dark green/black container glass
1 amber container glass
4 milk glass
1 fronted clear class
12 clear container glass
9 aqua container glass
1 (F4-133)
2 (F4-134)
1 (F4-135)
1 (F4-136)
1 (F4-137)
1 porcelain furniture caster
1 rolled privacy window glass
1 milk glass cufflink
6 tar paper roofing
1 unidentified copper/brass (clothing

stay?)
26 machine cut nail fragments
4 iron container fragments
6 aqua window glass
1 aqua mirror glass
1 shaley-coal
67 bone

Lot F4-5
5 undecorated whiteware
1 salt glazed stoneware
1 undecorated whiteware flatware

(with backstamp “REPUB[LIC]”)
1 (F4-13)
2 (F4-18)
3 (F4-20)
1 (F4-22)
2 (F4-24)
1 (F4-25)
1 (F4-26)
2 (F4-117)
1 (F4-138)

8 clear container glass
3 aqua container glass
1 dark green/black container glass
1 aqua glass (melted)
1 hard rubber comb fragment
1 enameled copper/brass clock face

(approximately 1¾” diameter)
4 iron container fragments
27 machine cut nail fragments
15 iron wire fragments
2 unidentified iron
1 iron hammer head (hammer type

unidentified)
5 aqua window glass
1 mussel shell
22 bone

Lot F4-6
8 undecorated whiteware
2 salt glazed stoneware
1 salt glazed stoneware bottle
1 (F4-4)
1 (F4-9)
3 (F4-15)
1 (F4-18)
3 (F4-26)
7 (F4-27)
1 (F4-28)
1 (F4-29)
1 (F4-30)
3 clear chimney glass
1 aqua container glass
2 clear container glass
1 dark green/black container glass
1 amber window glass (art

glass/cottage window)
1 (F4-113)
3 (F4-117)
1 (F4-121)
1 (F4-139)
1 (F4-140)
1 (F4-141)
1 (F4-142)
1 (F4-143)
1 (F4-144)
1 (F4-145)
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1 (F4-146)
5 (F4-147)
1 (F4-148)
1 (F4-149)
1 shoe leather
1 4-hole milk glass button (.67”

diameter)
1 brass spoon
1 copper/brass jewelry/clasp?
1 porcelain doll leg
1 porcelain game piece
9 machine cut nail fragments
27 iron container fragments
1 unidentified iron
2 unidentified copper/brass
2 graphite rods (½” diameter; electric

arc lighting or battery core?)
3 aqua window glass
1 aqua mirror glass
1 mortar

wood
1 mussel shell
8 bone

Lot F4-7
2 undecorated whiteware
2 salt glazed stoneware bottle
1 salt glazed stoneware
1 painted doll head
1 porcelain (white) door knob
6 undecorated creamware
1 (F4-2)
1 (F4-31)
1 (F4-32)
6 (F4-33)
1 (F4-34)
1 (F4-35)
1 (F4-36)
1 (F4-37)
1 (F4-150)
1 (F4-151)
1 (F4-152)
10 (F4-153)
1 clear container glass
1 unidentified iron
1 unidentified iron (stove plate?)

22 machine cut nail fragments
1 machine cut nail (2 5/8” long)
14 iron container fragments
3 unidentified iron
11 bone

Lot F4-8
4 undecorated whiteware
1 painted (polychrome, small floral)

whiteware
1 (F4-9)
1 (F4-20)
3 (F4-29)
2 (F4-33)
1 (F4-37)
7 (F4-38)
1 (F4-39)
1 (F4-40)
1 (F4-41)
4 (F4-42)
1 child’s toy tureen ?
1 (F4-135)
6 (F4-153)
1 (F4-156)
1 (F4-157)
1 (F4-158)
1 dark green/black container glass
2 aqua container glass
1 clear container glass
1 clear container glass melted
1 iron buckle
1 iron band (1” wide)
2 iron bands (¾” wide)
1 screw (2 5/8” long; blunt ended)
52 machine cut nail fragments
1 machine cut nail (5” long)
2 machine cut nails (3 1/8” long)
5 machine cut nails (2 5/8” long)
1 machine cut nail (2 1/8” long)
2 machine cut nails (1 5/8” long)
5 aqua window glass
1 wood
1 mussel shell
107 bone

Lot F4-9
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1 (F4-43)
1 (F4-44)

Lot F4-10
1 undecorated ironstone
2 undecorated whiteware
1 (F4-9)
1 transfer printed (green) whiteware
2 transfer printed (blue) whiteware
1 undecorated whiteware (with

backstamp; illegible)
4 (F4-42)
1 (F4-11)
1 (F4-2)
1 (F4-45)
1 (F4-148)
4 (F4-157)
1 (F4-159)
1 (F4-160)
3 (F4-161)
2 (F4-162)
1 (F4-163)
1 (F4-164)
1 (F4-165)
1 (F4-166)
2 (F4-167)
30 (F4-168)
21 (F4-169)
2 (F4-170)
2 (F4-171)
30 (F4-172)
1 3-hole milk glass button (.30”

diameter)
13 machine cut nail fragments
1 machine cut nail (2 5/8” long)
2 iron bands (½” wide)
144 aqua window glass
5 bone

Lot F4-11
1 undecorated whiteware
1 redware
1 (F4-32)
4 (F4-42)
1 (F4-45)
1 (F4-47)

4 (F4-48)
1 (F4-49)
1 (F4-50)
1 (F4-51)
1 (F4-52)
1 (F4-53)
1 (F4-54)
1 (F4-55)
1 (F4-156)
4 (F4-173)
2 (F4-174)
1 (F4-181)
3 clear chimney glass
1 clear container glass
1 unidentified iron
1 iron container fragment
33 machine cut nail fragments
1 machine cut nail (3¼” long)
1 machine cut nail (2 7/8” long)
1 machine cut nail (2 5/8” long)
1 machine cut nail (2 1/8” long)
1 machine cut nail (1 5/8” long)
12 aqua window glass
9 bone

Lot F4-12
3 (F4-18)
2 (F4-45)
1 (F4-48)
2 (F4-51)
7 (F4-53)
1 (F4-54)
17 (F4-56)
2 (F4-57)
11 (F4-58)
1 (F4-60)
1 (F4-61)
1 (F4-62)
1 (F4-63)
4 (F4-64)
15 (F4-65)
1 transfer printed (blue) whiteware
1 transfer printed (purple) whiteware
2 undecorated whiteware
1 salt glazed stoneware
1 (F4-153)
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1 (F4-166)
1 (F4-172)
25 (F4-181)
1 (F4-182)
1 (F4-183)
5 (F4-184)
22 (F4-185)
2 (F4-186)
1 (F4-187)
1 (F4-188)
49 (F4-189)
32 (F4-190)
1 (F4-191)
1 unidentified iron
12 machine cut nail fragments
1 machine cut nail (4” long)
24 aqua window glass
1 bone

Lot F4-13
1 redware
1 undecorated whiteware
1 transfer printed (purple) whiteware
1 clear tableware glass
2 amber container glass
3 clear chimney glass
2 dark green/black container glass
2 clear container glass
1 clear fronted flat glass
1 (F4-11)
1 (F4-20)
1 (F4-46)
2 (F4-57)
1 (F4-64)
2 (F4-65)
1 (F4-66)
1 (F4-67)
2 (F4-68)
1 (F4-69)
1 (F4-181)
1 (F4-185)
2 (F4-192)
1 (F4-193)
1 (F4-194)
1 (F4-195)
1 (F4-196)

3 (F4-197)
2 (F4-198)
1 (F4-199)
1 (F4-200)
1 unidentified lead
1 machine cut nail fragment
48 aqua window glass

wood sample
2 coal
2 coffee beans
30 bone

Lot F4-14
2 undecorated whiteware
1 (F4-11)
1 (F4-29)
1 (F4-31)
4 (F4-48)
2 (F4-51)
3 (F4-55)
2 (F4-58)
2 (F4-63)
3 (F4-68)
1 (F4-70)
1 (F4-166)
7 (F4-196)
1 (F4-201)
1 (F4-202)
22 (F4-203)
5 (F4-204)
15 (F4-205)
7 (F4-206)
1 (F4-207)
5 machine cut nail fragments
1 pewter pouring spout
1 aqua window glass
1 brick fragment

bark sample

Lot F4-15
1 swirled red paste earthenware door

knob
1 salt glazed stoneware
1 porcelain electrical (light socket?)
6 undecorated whiteware
3 undecorated porcelain (thick)
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1 extruded unglazed drainage tile (flat
base or sole type)

10 clear container glass
6 dark green/black container glass
2 clear chimney glass
1 amber container glass
9 aqua container glass
9 aqua container glass
1 Kelly green container glass,

embossed, “…BR…”)
2 milk glass
1 (F4-2)
1 (F4-19)
1 (F4-27)
2 (F4-32)
2 (F4-33)
1 (F4-38)
1 (F4-48)
1 (F4-71)
1 (F4-72)
1 (F4-73)
2 (F4-74)
4 (F4-75)
1 (F4-126)
2 (F4-208)
1 (F4-209)
1 (F4-210)
1 (F4-211)
1 (F4-212)
1 (F4-213)
1 (F4-214)
1 (F4-215)
1 (F4-216)
1 unidentified brass/copper
2 unidentified iron
1 wire drawn nail (2 5/8” long)
2 wire drawn nails (3 5/8” long)
30 machine cut nail fragments
5 iron wire
2 iron container fragments
1 iron crown bottle cap
1 iron screw eye
1 asphalt shingle
15 aqua window glass
2 wood
1 plastic

2 mussel shell
53 bone

Lot F4-16
2 salt glazed stoneware
2 redware
8 undecorated whiteware
1 undecorated porcelain
1 transfer printed (blue) whiteware
2 (F4-15)
1 (F4-29)
1 (F4-33)
1 (F4-35)
4 (F4-38)
2 (F4-54)
1 (F4-76)
3 (F4-77)
1 transfer printed (purple) whiteware
1 (F4-78)
1 (F4-79)
1 (F4-80)
2 aqua container glass
6 clear container glass
1 aqua window glass
5 (F4-156)
1 (F4-208)
1 (F4-215)
3 (F4-217)
1 (F4-218)
1 (F4-219)
1 (F4-220)
1 (F4-221)
1 (F4-222)
1 (F4-223)
1 shoe leather (heel)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.57”

diameter)
1 zinc jar lid with milk glass liner
7 unidentified copper
9 iron container fragments (cans)
40 machine cut nail fragments
1 iron railroad spike (5” long)
1 iron railroad spike (6” long; ¾”

square stock)
1 machine cut nail (4” long)
1 machine cut nail (3 1/8” long)
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2 machine cut nails (2 5/8” long)
1 machine cut nail (2 1/8” long)
1 machine cut nail 1 5/8” long)
7 aqua window glass
1 clinker
1 coal
39 bone

Lot F4-17
2 salt glazed stoneware
1 (F4-34)
3 (F4-38)
2 (F4-39)
1 (F4-40)
2 (F4-54)
3 (F4-56)
2 (F4-224)
1 (F4-225)
1 unglazed red paste earthenware
2 salt glazed stoneware
5 undecorated whiteware
4 clear container glass
2 dark green/black container glass
1 aqua container glass
47 machine cut nail fragments
3 machine cut nails (3 1/8” long)
1 machine cut nail (2¾” long)
2 machine cut nails (2 5/8” long)
3 machine cut nails (1 5/8” long)
3 aqua window glass
33 bone

Lot F4-18
1 (F4-40)
1 (F4-42)
6 (F4-56)
1 redware
1 undecorated porcelain
1 transfer printed (purple) whiteware
1 transfer printed (blue) whiteware
1 undecorated ironstone
8 undecorated whiteware
1 annular decorated red paste

stoneware (lusterware)
1 aqua container glass
3 dark green/black container glass

4 clear chimney glass
1 glass syringe plunger
4 (F4-81)
1 (F4-82)
1 (F4-83)
1 (F4-84)
1 (F4-128)
3 (F4-226)
1 iron container fragment
38 machine cut nail fragments
1 machine cut nail (3 1/8” long)
1 machine cut nail (2¾” long)
1 machine cut nail (1¾” long)
5 machine cut nails (1 5/8” long)
3 aqua window glass

bark sample
13 bone

Lot F4-19
6 undecorated whiteware
1 redware
1 Albany slipped earthenware
3 undecorated ironstone
2 edge decorated (blue) whiteware
1 transfer printed (blue) whiteware
3 (F4-11)
1 (F4-31)
12 (F4-45)
2 (F4-46)
1 (F4-48)
2 (F4-50)
4 (F4-51)
2 (F4-52)
20 (F4-56)
1 (F4-57)
12 (F4-58)
1 (F4-64)
8 (F4-65)
4 (F4-66)
1 (F4-67)
9 (F4-68)
8 (F4-70)
2 (F4-85)
1 (F4-86)
1 (F4-87)
1 (F4-88)
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2 (F4-89)
1 (F4-90)
5 (F4-91)
1 (F4-92)
1 (F4-93)
3 (F4-94)
4 (F4-95)
4 (F4-96)
1 (F4-97)
16 (F4-98)
16 (F4-99)
3 (F4-100)
3 (F4-101)
1 (F4-102)
8 (F4-103)
3 (F4-104)
7 (F4-105)
3 (F4-106)
3 (F4-107)
2 (F4-108)
7 (F4-109)
1 (F4-110)
5 (F4-162)
1 (F4-167)
32 (F4-169)
3 (F4-170)
1 (F4-181)
1 (F4-191)
34 (F4-197)
1 (F4-200)
1 (F4-216)
1 (F4-227)
1 (F4-228)
8 (F4-229)
2 (F4-230)
1 (F4-231)
2 (F4-232)
6 (F4-233)
3 (F4-234)
9 (F4-235)
5 (F4-236)
2 (F4-237)
4 (F4-238)
3 (F4-239)
4 (F4-240)
3 (F4-241)

2 (F4-242)
15 (F4-243)
18 (F4-244)
5 (F4-245)
1 (F4-246)
1 glass syringe with plunger
1 unidentified copper/brass
20 machine cut nail fragments
1 machine cut nail (1½” long)
1 peach pit
276 aqua window glass
4 wood
1 brick fragment
2 coal
65 bone

Feature 5
Lot F5-1
1 (F5-1)
4 (F5-2)
1 (F5-7)
2 (F5-14)
1 (F5-15)
1 (F5-16)
1 (F5-17)
1 copper rivet/snap (.47” diameter)
14 aqua window glass
7 bone

Lot F5-2
1 undecorated whiteware
1 transfer printed (blue) whiteware
2 salt glazed stoneware
2 (F5-1)
4 (F5-2)
6 (F5-3)
22 (F5-4)
1 (F5-5)
1 (F5-6)
17 (F5-7)
1 (F5-8)
1 citron container glass
8 aqua container glass
3 clear container glass
1 layer (red/milk) container glass
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1 milk glass
3 (F5-17)
1 (F5-18)
1 (F5-19)
1 (F5-20)
4 (F5-21)
3 (F5-22)
1 (F5-23)
1 (F5-24)
6 (F5-25)
1 (F5-26)
3 (F5-27)
1 milk glass cufflink
1 2-hole decorated shell button (.53”

diameter)
1 4-hole decorated shell button (.56”

diameter)
1 brass, center-fire cartridge (.38”

diameter)
1 copper rivet/snap (.47” diameter)
1 copper wire (twisted; .08” diameter)
26 iron container fragments
16 machine cut nail fragments
1 machine cut nail (4½” long)
1 machine cut nail (4” long)
1 wire drawn nail (2¼” long)
1 rolled sheet metal (approximately

2¾” long x 1” wide)
20 iron bands (1 7/8” wide)
20 iron bands (1½” wide)
11 iron bands (1¼” wide)
4 iron bands (¾” wide)
1 iron pistol (approximately 4½” long)
47 aqua window glass
1 peach pit

wallpaper
69 bone

Lot F5-3
1 transfer printed (blue) whiteware
2 undecorated whiteware
1 transfer printed (brown) whiteware
1 undecorated yellowware
1 unglazed red earthenware
1 extended drainage tile
1 (F5-4)

1 (F5-9)
1 (F5-10)
1 (F5-11)
1 aqua container glass
2 milk glass
1 (F5-16)
1 copper rivet/snap (.46” diameter)
21 sheet metal container
4 iron bands (1 7/8” wide)
11 iron bands (1 3/8” wide)
16 iron bands (1” wide)
1 brass Hutchinson bottle stopper
5 brass “ chain” links (jewelry?)
1 felt paper/oil cloth flooring
1 wood match

wallpaper
6 aqua window glass
1 brick

eggshell
1 peach pit
5 clinkers
20 bone

Lot F5-4
6 undecorated whiteware
1 salt/unglazed stoneware
1 (F5-12)
4 (F5-13)
2 aqua container glass
1 clear container glass
1 dark green/black container glass
1 amber container glass
1 milk glass
1 (F5-27)
1 (F5-28)
1 (F5-29)
1 unidentified brass/copper
4 brass wire
8 machine cut nail fragments
1 machine cut nail (4½” long)
4 wire drawn nail fragments
1 wire drawn nail (1½” long)
4 unidentified iron
2 aqua window glass
1 brick
2 clinkers
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40 bone

Feature 9
Lot F9-1
1 redware
1 (F9-1)
1 (F9-2)
2 (F9-3)
7 (F9-4)
1 (F9-5)
1 (F9-9)
1 dark green/black container glass

Lot F9-2
1 (F9-4)
1 (F9-6)
2 (F9-7)
1 (F9-9)
1 salt/salt glazed stoneware
1 redware
3 undecorated whiteware
3 machine cut nail fragments
1 machine cut nail (2¾” long)
1 brick
4 bone

Lot F9-3
1 undecorated pearlware
1 transfer printed (blue) whiteware
6 undecorated whiteware
2 (F9-4)
1 (F9-8)
1 (F9-9)
1 (F9-10)
9 (F9-11)
1 unidentified iron
10 machine cut nail fragments
1 machine cut nail (2¾” long)
1 machine cut nail (2½” long)
1 iron door “keeper”
6 plaster with finish white coat
1 coal
17 bone

Lot F9-4

3 undecorated whiteware
1 salt/unglazed stoneware
4 (F9-12)
1 (F9-14)
1 kaolin pipe stem
3 machine cut nail fragments
2 coal
4 bone

Lot F9-5
1 undecorated whiteware
1 machine cut nail fragment
1 aqua window glass

Lot F9-6
5 redware
1 salt/unglazed stoneware
1 undecorated whiteware
1 (F9-4)
1 (F9-6)
1 (F9-13)
1 dark green/black container glass
1 aqua container glass
10 machine cut nail fragments (framing

and lathe sized)
3 plaster with finish white coat
5 bone

Lot F9-7
1 machine cut nail fragment
1 unidentified iron

Feature 10
Lot F10-1
1 porcelain figurine/knick-knack
5 undecorated whiteware
6 (F10-1)
6 (F10-2)
9 (F10-3)
2 (F10-4)
2 (F10-5)
1 (F10-6)
1 clear container glass
1 painted polychrome milk glass
1 (F10-16)
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12 (F10-17)
3 aqua window glass

Lot F10-2
1 porcelain toy/doll?
10 undecorated whiteware
1 (F10-3)
1 (F10-7)
3 clear container glass
1 milk glass
3 (F10-17)
1 (F10-18)
3 porcelain doll (hand)
1 blue/turquoise glass bead (.17”

diameter; tubular and knobbed)
2 unglazed porcelain “knick knack”
5 machine cut nail fragments
4 aqua window glass
1 clinker
3 bone

Lot F10-3
1 (F10-8)
1 (F10-9)
1 (F10-10)
1 (F10-11)
4 (F10-12)
1 (F10-13)
60 clear container glass (melted)
2 clear container glass (melted)
2 (F10-19)
1 (F10-20)
6 shoe leather
3 machine cut nail fragments
1 clinker

Lot F10-4
1 (F10-11)
1 (F10-12)
1 (F10-14)
1 aqua container glass
1 dark green/black container glass
2 clear container glass
2 milk glass
5 (F10-21)
1 (F10-22)

1 (F10-23)
3 (F10-24)
2 (F10-25)
1 copper/brass wire (.15” diameter)
1 bone

Lot F10-5
1 (F10-12)
1 (F10-15)
1 dark green container glass
2 milk glass
1 (F10-25)
1 (F10-26)
2 (F10-27)
1 (F10-28)
1 wire drawn nail (5¾” long)
1 wire drawn nail (4¼” long)
1 iron object (mop head?)
4 writing slates
1 clinker
1 mussel shell
4 bone

Lot F10-6
1 (F10-2)
1 (F10-4)
12 (F10-12)
1 (F10-15)
2 salt/salt glazed stoneware
1 clear container glass
1 (F10-25)
8 (F10-26)
12 (F10-27)
1 (F10-29)
2 (F10-30)
8 (F10-31)
3 (F10-32)
9 (F10-33)
9 (F10-34)
11 (F10-35)
4 (F10-36)
1 (F10-37)
1 (F10-38)
1 (F10-39)
1 (F10-40)
1 porcelain doll leg
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4 wire drawn nail fragments
2 machine cut nail fragments
1 wire drawn nail (5” long)
1 wire drawn nail (4” long)
1 unidentified iron
4 aqua window glass
1 mussel shell
9 bone

Feature 12
Lot F12-1
1 transfer printed (purple) whiteware
1 salt glazed stoneware
1 (F12-1)
1 (F12-2)
9 (F12-42)
1 (F12-43)
1 (F12-44)
2 hand painted porcelain doll head

Lot F12-2
2 undecorated whiteware
1 unglazed red paste earthenware
1 clear container glass
1 brick fragment
3 bone

Lot F12-3
2 undecorated whiteware
1 (F12-2)
1 (F12-3)
4 redware (distinctive mottled yellow

and green glaze typical of Elizabeth
pottery)

3 (F12-42)
1 (F12-44)
1 limestone gravel
1 iron spike (6” long)
19 machine cut nail fragments
12 machine cut nails (2½” long)
1 machine cut nail (1½” long)
1 unidentified fragment
2 burnt wood
8 bone

Lot F12-4
2 undecorated whiteware
1 unglazed red paste earthenware
8 machine cut nail fragments
2 machine cut nails (2½” long)
1 bone

Lot F12-5
1 (F12-4)
4 (F12-5)
2 machine cut nail fragments
1 machine cut nail (2½” long)

Lot F12-6
17 machine cut nail fragments

Lot F12-7
4 (F12-6)
1 (F12-7)
2 (F12-8)
1 (F12-9)
2 (F12-10)
2 (F12-11)
8 (F12-12)
2 (F12-13)
1 (F12-14)
12 (F12-15)
8 (F12-16)
6 (F12-17)
1 (F12-45)
1 (F12-46)
1 (F12-47)
1 (F12-48)
1 (F12-49)
95 (F12-50)
7 (F12-51)
25 (F12-52)
16 (F12-53)
36 machine cut nail fragments
11 machine cut nails (2½” long)
2 brass screws (5/8” long)
71 “tin” container fragments
2 “tin” cans/containers (2¼” diameter

by 3½” tall; whole and unopened)
12 aqua window glass
76 bone
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Lot F12-8
1 unidentified iron
18 machine cut nail fragments
1 coal
3 bone

Lot F12-9
2 undecorated whiteware
2 (F12-18)
3 machine cut nail fragments
3 machine cut nail (2½” long)

Lot F12-10
1 (F12-51)

Lot F12-11
5 (F12-11)
6 (F12-14)
1 (F12-19)
1 (F12-26)
10 (F12-42)
27 (F12-43)
12 (F12-51)
1 (F12-54)
1 (F12-55)
1 (F12-56)
1 (F12-57)
1 (F12-58)
1 (F12-59)
15 (F12-60)
1 (F12-61)
4 (F12-62)
2 (F12-63)
85 (F12-64)
1 (F12-65)
39 dark green/black container glass
60 aqua container glass
58 clear container glass
20 machine cut nail fragments
21 machine cut nails (2½” long)
1 percussion cap
1 clinker
1 unidentified
1 unidentified brass “cap” (oval; ¼”

by3½”)

Lot F12-12
3 undecorated whiteware
1 redware (burned)
2 (F12-62)
2 (F12-66)
1 (F12-67)
1 (F12-68)
1 (F12-69)
4 aqua container glass
15 machine cut nail fragments
1 machine cut nail (5” long)
1 machine cut nail (3/4” long)
1 cast iron skillet leg
1 aqua window glass
2 clinkers
1 coal
3 brick
2 limestone gravel
8 bone

Lot F12-13)
3 (F12-6)
11 (F12-8)
16 (F12-9)
13 (F12-10)
1 (F12-12)
5 (F12-13)
1 (F12-14)
5 (F12-16)
7 (F12-17)
1 (F12-20)
1 (F12-21)
7 (F12-22)
3 (F12-23)
1 (F12-24)
6 (F12-25)
6 (F12-27)
9 (F12-29)
4 (F12-30)
4 (F12-31)
7 (F12-32)
9 (F12-33)
1 (F12-34)
3 (F12-35)
1 (F12-36)
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13 (F12-37)
4 (F12-38)
7 (F12-39)
11 (F12-40)
13 (F12-41)
46 (F12-50)
28 (F12-53)
1 (F12-70)
1 (F12-71)
1 (F12-72)
2 (F12-73)
3 (F12-74)
1 (F12-75)
10 (F12-76)
7 (F12-77)
5 (F12-78)
6 (F12-79)
11 (F12-80)
13 (F12-81)
9 (F12-82)
1 (F12-83)
1 (F12-84)
6 (F12-85)
12 undecorated porcelain
11 aqua window glass (several “stripes”

from cutting glass to fit window)
35 aqua container glass
59 (F12-86)
27 (F12-87)
11 (F12-88)
34 (F12-89)
31 “tin” containers fragments
4 “tin” container lids (3½” to3¾”

diameter)
28 machine cut nail fragments
1 u-shaped iron wire
1 iron clasp (or cast iron pan handle)
1 unidentified iron
1 unidentified brass “cap” (oval; 1¼”

by3½”)
87 aqua window glass
299 bone

Feature 13
Lot F13-1

1 undecorated whiteware
2 salt/salt glazed stoneware
1 salt/unglazed stoneware
1 (F13-1)
1 (F13-2)
1 (F13-3)
4 (F13-4)
5 (F13-5)
7 (F13-6)
2 (F13-13)
2 aqua window glass
5 aqua container glass
6 amber container glass
4 dark green/black container glass
5 clear container glass
2 clear chimney glass
1 (F13-22)
2 (F13-23)
1 iron band/strap (1/2” wide)
2 iron bands/straps (3/4” wide)
1 iron band/strap (1” wide)
5 machine cut nail fragments
28 “tin” container fragments
4 aqua window glass
2 brick
1 coal
1 large clinker
49 bone

Lot F13-2
1 (F13-1)
1 (F13-2)

Lot F13-3
1 undecorated whiteware with

backstamp “IRO[NSTONE] /
DAVENPORT”

1 redware
1 salt glazed extruded drainage tile
1 (F13-2)
1 (F13-8)
1 (F13-9)
1 (F13-10)
1 (F13-11)
1 aqua glass container glass
2 amber container glass
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1 clear chimney glass
6 burned/eroded glass
1 (F13-23)
28 tin container fragments
10 machine cut nail fragments
7 machine cut nails (2½” long)
1 brass window shade bar (4¼” long

by ¼” wide)
1 soft mud brick or daub
1 lined writing slate
1 stone marble (20.5” diameter)
29 bone

Lot F13-4
3 undecorated whiteware
2 (F13-24)
14 “tin” container fragments
5 machine cut nail fragments
13 limestone “chips” or “flakes”
15 bone

Lot F13-5
1 (F13-25)
11 machine cut nail fragments
2 machine cut nails (2” long)

organic sample
6 bone

Lot F13-6
1 undecorated whiteware
4 (F13-12)
10 machine cut nail fragments

Lot F13-7
8 undecorated whiteware
1 salt glazed extruded drain pipe
2 salt/salt glazed stoneware
2 salt/unglazed stoneware
8 unglazed red paste earthenware
1 (F13-1)
2 (F13-10)
2 (F13-12)
3 (F13-13)
1 (F13-14)
1 (F13-15)
1 (F13-16)

1 (F13-17)
1 (F13-18)
1 (F13-19)
3 (F13-20)
1 (F13-21)
1 (F13-32)
4 amber container glass
3 aqua container glass
1 clear container glass (melted)
1 (F13-26)
1 (F13-27)
1 (F13-28)
1 (F13-29)
1 (F13-30)
17 machine cut nail fragments
4 “tin” container fragments
1 brass curtain rod holder
1 metal spring/coil (3.48” diameter)
10 metal spring/coil fragments
1 peach pit
2 seeds
1 corn cob
8 aqua window glass
60 bone

Lot F13-8
1 undecorated whiteware
1 redware
1 salt glazed stoneware
1 (F13-8)
1 (F13-17)
1 amber container glass
1 (F13-31)
3 aqua window glass
1 stone marble (.64” diameter)
1 milk glass button (.52” diameter)
15 machine cut nail fragments
2 machine cut nails (2½” long)
2 unidentified iron
1 tin scrap
1 iron rod (6” long; approximately ¼”

diameter)
1 bent, u-shaped rod (¼” diameter; 4”

by 10”)
3 aqua window glass
18 bone
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Lot F13-9
1 redware
1 undecorated whiteware
1 undecorated porcelain
5 machine cut nail fragments
1 unidentified iron
1 limestone chip
2 bone

Feature 15
Lot F15-1
1 oyster shell
1 (F15-1)
1 (F15-2)
1 (F15-3)
15 (F15-4)
1 (F15-5)
1 (F15-6)
1 (F15-7)
1 (F15-8)
1 (F15-9)
1 (F15-10)
1 (F15-11)
1 (F15-12)
1 (F15-13)
1 (F15-14)
1 (F15-15)
1 (F15-16)
1 (F15-17)
1 (F15-18)
1 (F15-19)
1 (F15-20)
1 (F15-21)
3 (F15-22)

Feature 20
Lot F20-1
2 undecorated whiteware
1 (F20-1)
2 (F20-2)
17 (F20-3)
2 (F20-4)
1 (F20-5)

1 (F20-42)
1 bone

Lot F20-2
12 undecorated whiteware
1 undecorated ironstone
1 1 Ginger beer bottle sherd
3 (F20-5)
1 (F20-6)
1 (F20-7)
1 (F20-8)
4 (F20-9)
1 annular decorated yellowware
2 buff paste unglazed earthenware
3 salt glazed stoneware
2 redware
1 (F20-43)
1 (F20-44)
1 amber container glass
2 aqua container glass
2 dark green/black container glass
2 clear press molded tableware
1 4-hole milk glass button (.46”

diameter)
1 4-hole, decorated milk glass button

(.42” diameter)
1 turned bone pin/needle (3.06” long)
1 shoe leather (heel with metal nails)
7 machine cut nail fragments
1 machine cut nail with upper end

(2.35” long)
1 tubular cupper (1.39” long; .35”

wide)
7 writing slate
8 aqua window glass
22 bone

Lot F20-3
8 undecorated whiteware
2 undecorated ironstone
1 transfer printed (blue) whiteware
1 redware
3 salt glazed stoneware
5 undecorated yellowware (potential

beaded handle)
1 (F20-5)
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2 (F20-10)
1 (F20-11)
1 (F20-12)
2 (F20-13)
3 (F20-14)
2 (F20-15)
1 (F20-45)
1 (F20-46)
1 (F20-47)
2 (F20-48)
6 aqua container glass
2 dark green/black container glass
12 amber container glass
6 clear press molded tableware
5 machine cut nail fragments
3 machine cut nails (2¾” long)
2 iron spikes (5” long)
4 metal bands (1” wide)
2 aqua window glass
8 aqua mirror glass
4 plaster with finish white coat

(possibly applied to riveted lath?)
18 bone

Lot F20-4
1 relief decorated ironstone
1 undecorated whiteware
1 (F20-9)
1 (F20-42)
5 aqua container glass (melted)
1 chimney glass
1 4-hole milk glass button (.22”

diameter)
1 kaolin pipe stem and bowl (with heel

and “T.D.” with a cross hatch
pattern)

1 unidentified iron
2 machine cut nail fragments
4 machine cut nails (3” long)
3 aqua window glass
12 aqua mirror glass
1 plaster with finish coat
7 bone

Lot F20-5
7 (F20-16)

1 (F20-17)
1 relief decorated figurine base [cross

mends with F21-lot 11]
1 mirror glass
3 aqua container glass
1 (F20-49)
1 (F20-50)
10 (F20-51)
5 (F20-52)
1 glass syringe (approximately 5”

long)
2 4-hole milk glass buttons (.24”

diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass buttons (.40”

diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass button with pie

crust edges (.45” diameter)
7 machine cut nail fragments
2 machine cut nails (2½” long)
75 aqua window glass
32 mirror glass fragments
7 bone

Lot F20-6
1 (F20-17)
1 (F20-18)
5 (F20-19)
2 (F20-20)
3 (F20-21)
4 (F20-22)
12 (F20-23)
1 redware
2 aqua window glass (thick)
3 (F20-53)
5 (F20-54)
7 (F20-55)
4 (F20-56)
1 (F20-57)
2 (F20-58)
1 glass test tube (approximately 3½”

long)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.41”

diameter)
1 4-hole blue glass button (.41”

diameter)
1 rubber made hair pin (2½” long)
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1 gold colored oblong (.37” diameter)
5 machine cut nail fragments
2 machine cut nails (2½” long)
1 machine cut nail (1” long)
18 tin container fragments
3 tin containers with contents (1.9”

diameter)
3 tin containers with contents (1.7”

diameter)
7 tin containers with contents (2”

diameter)
2 tin containers with contents
26 aqua window glass
8 plaster
19 bone

Lot F20-7
4 plaster with finish white coat
99 bone

Lot F20-8
1 aqua container glass
1 machine cut nail (2¾” long)
8 sheet metal
1 bone

Lot F20-9
56 undecorated whiteware [all very

small pieces]
3 undecorated ironstone
1 undecorated porcelain
1 annular decorated whiteware
6 salt glazed stoneware
4 (F20-9)
5 (F20-13)
1 (F20-14)
2 (F20-15)
3 (F20-24)
1 (F20-25)
1 (F20-26)
1 (F20-27)
3 (F20-28)
5 (F20-29)
1 (F20-30)
3 (F20-31)
1 (F20-32)

8 (F20-33)
1 aqua container glass (melted)
19 aqua container glass
5 clear chimney glass
6 clear container glass
1 aqua window glass
3 clear chimney glass (melted)
3 dark green/black container glass
1 (F20-60)
2 (F20-61)
3 (F20-62)
1 (F20-63)
2 (F20-64)
1 (F20-65)
1 (F20-66)
2 kaolin pipe stems
34 machine cut nail fragments
13 machine cut nails (2½” long)
3 iron wire (bent; .016” diameter)
26 “tin” container or can (approximately

6” diameter, unknown height)
9 iron bands (1” wide)
1 unidentified cast iron handle
5 aqua window glass
2 writing slates
2 brick (destruction debris)
104 bone

Lot F20-10
2 salt glazed stoneware
1 redware
1 transfer printed (black) whiteware
1 transfer printed (brown) whiteware
1 annular decorated whiteware
6 undecorated whiteware
1 (F20-16)
8 (F20-18)
3 (F20-20)
1 (F20-22)
1 (F20-34)
10 (F20-35)
16 (F20-36)
3 (F20-37)
2 (F20-38)
1 (F20-40)
1 (F20-41)
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19 aqua container glass
1 clear chimney glass
1 clear container glass (melted)
1 glass pocket watch bezel
15 (F20-58)
1 (F20-67)
1 (F20-68)
1 (F20-69)
1 (F20-70)
1 (F20-71)
1 (F20-72)
1 (F20-73)
1 (F20-74)
2 (F20-75)
3 (F20-76)
2 (F20-77)
1 porcelain doll leg (1” long)
1 clear glass bead (.20” diameter)
1 black marble (.72” diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.43”

diameter)
3 4-hole milk glass buttons (.65”

diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass button with black

and white decoration (.50” diameter)
1 4-hole bone button (.64” diameter)
104 machine cut nail fragments
5 machine cut nails (2½” long)
6 iron bands (approximately 1” wide)
1 c-shaped iron hook, threaded end

(3½” long)
1 unidentified iron
10 tin container fragments (with

contents)
1 melted container glass (clear)
6 melted container glass (aqua)
136 aqua window glass
8 aqua mirror glass
22 plaster
3 coal
914 bone

Feature 21
Lot F21-1
1 salt/salt glazed stoneware

1 (F21-18)

Lot F21-2
9 undecorated whiteware
1 unglazed red paste earthenware
4 salt/salt glazed stoneware
1 redware
1 (F21-1)
1 (F21-2)
1 (F21-3)
3 clear container glass
4 aqua container glass
2 amber container glass
1 milk glass container glass
4 (F21-11)
1 (F21-18)
1 (F21-19)
3 (F21-20)
2 (F21-21)
1 shoe leather (heel with iron nails;

child’s shoe)
13 “tin” containers
9 machine cut nail fragments
1 machine cut nail (3” long)
2 iron wire (.09” diameter)
5 iron bands/straps (1” wide)
1 whetstone
2 aqua window glass
5 plaster with finish white coat
31 bone

Lot F21-3
3 undecorated whiteware
1 salt/salt glazed stoneware
1 (F21-2)
3 (F21-4)
2 clear container glass
1 aqua container glass
2 dark green/black container glass
1 (F21-18)
1 (F21-22)
2 (F21-23)
2 machine cut nails (2 ½” long)
18 tin container fragments
1 rectangular tin fragment with edge

(3¾” long)
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1 unidentified metal
28 bone

Lot F21-4
3 undecorated whiteware
1 undecorated whiteware with

impressed backstamp
1 (F21-5)
1 (F21-6)
3 clear container glass
1 aqua container glass
1 clear chimney glass
7 (F21-11)
1 (F21-24)
2 (F21-25)
4 iron strains/dipper (holes in metal)
10 tin container fragments
1 tin container, can, bottom (1 5/8”

diameter)
5 machine cut nail fragments
3 machine cut nails (2” long)
2 machine cut nails (3¼” long)
1 iron band (7½” long by 1½” wide)
1 iron square (2¾” wide by 3½” long)
2 iron buckles (1½” by 1½”)
6 unidentified iron
32 sheet zinc
4 aqua window glass

Lot F21-5
2 redware
1 clear container glass
2 aqua container glass
2 (F21-11)
1 (F21-26)
36 machine cut nail fragments
10 tin container fragments
27 bone

Lot F21-6
1 (F21-6)
2 aqua window glass
1 clear container glass
1 amber container glass
1 (F21-11)
10 (F21-27)

1 4-hole milk glass button (.42”
diameter)

1 copper corset stay “connector”
375 thin, narrow bands/straps (heavily

corroded; corset stays?)
25 machine cut nail fragments
1 machine cut nail (2½” long)
1 turned bone “set screw” or knob (see

handle in lot F21-7?)
2 strap iron bands
1 iron band (¾” wide)
7 aqua window glass
9 bone

Lot F21-7
1 clear container glass (melted)
1 clear container glass (melted)
4 aqua container glass
2 (F21-18)
10 (F21-27)
1 (F21-28)
1 wood handle (½” wide; utensil with

rat tail tang)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.63”

diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.41”

diameter)
1 kaolin pipe stem
2 bone toothbrush (MNV=1)
1 turned bone handle
1 melted container glass (clear)
1 unidentified iron strap
61 machine cut nail fragments
1 machine cut nail (2” long)
1 large cast iron (7” long by 2½” wide;

with raise seam down the middle)
1 copper tube or clip (.32” diameter)
24 aqua window glass
1 brick
1 clinker
17 bone

Lot F21-8
1 redware
3 (F21-27)
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2 4-hole milk glass buttons (.41”
diameter)

2 machine cut nail fragments
27 aqua window glass
4 bone

Lot F21-9
1 transfer printed (brown) whiteware
1 redware
1 4-hole milk glass button (.40”

diameter)
4 aqua window glass

Lot F21-10
5 undecorated whiteware
1 transfer printed 9blue) whiteware
1 salt/unglazed stoneware
1 redware
1 (F21-1)
1 (F21-7)
2 (F21-8)
5 clear container glass
1 (F21-27)
7 (F21-29)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.40”

diameter)
3 machine cut nail fragments
4 machine cut nails (2½” long)
1 machine cut nail (3” long)
7 bone

Lot F21-11
2 aqua container glass
1 undecorated figurine base
2 shoe leather (small heels; metal

studs)
2 4-hole bone buttons (.67” diameter)
7 aqua window glass
4 bone

Lot F21-12
7 undecorated whiteware
2 salt/unglazed stoneware
2 salt/salt glazed stoneware
1 (F21-10)
2 (F21-11)

1 (F21-12)
4 clear container glass
1 dark green/black container glass
30 (F21-30)
1 porcelain doll foot
5 melted container glass (clear)
3 machine cut nail fragments
1 machine cut nail (2½” long)
1 plaster
8 bone

Lot F21-13
2 undecorated whiteware
1 aqua container glass
2 (F21-18)
1 (F21-30)
1 straight pin
2 machine cut nail fragments
1 machine cut nail (2” long)
1 bone

Lot F21-14
1 undecorated whiteware
4 (F21-11)
1 (F21-13)
1 clear container glass
2 (F21-30)
10 tin container fragments
2 bent sheet metal
3 machine cut nail fragments
1 plaster
6 bones

Lot F21-15
3 undecorated whiteware
1 (F21-11)
1 (F21-14)
1 (F21-15)
7 (F21-30)
1 brass clothing clasp (1½” long)
85 machine cut nail fragments
12 bone

Lot F21-16
1 (F21-16)
22 (F21-27)
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1 4-hole milk glass button (.43”
diameter)

1 2-hole milk glass button (.45”
diameter)

73 machine cut nail fragments
14 aqua window glass
5 bone

Lot F21-17
3 bone

Lot F21-18
1 undecorated whiteware
2 (F21-17)
1 aqua container glass
1 (F21-18)
3 (F21-22)
1 (F21-31)
1 4-hole milk glass button
4 machine cut nail fragments
1 machine cut nail (2½” long)
2 unidentified iron
15 thin, narrow straps/bands (heavily

corroded; corset stays?)
47 aqua window glass

Feature 22
Lot F22-1
2 transfer printed (purple) whiteware
1 color glazed (green) fiesta ware
3 undecorated whiteware
2 salt/salt glazed stoneware
1 (F22-1)
1 (F22-2)
1 (F22-3)
1 aqua window glass
1 clear container glass, painted
2 clear container glass
1 aqua container glass
1 (F22-7)
1 (F22-8)
1 (F22-9)
2 wire drawn nails (5” long)
1 iron pipe with stop cock (water

faucet?)

1 unidentified chrome “nut”
1 pencil lead
1 bone

Lot F22-2
1 (F22-4)
1 (F22-5)
1 (F22-6)

Lot F22-3
1 (F22-10)

Feature 29
Lot F29-1
1 transfer printed (blue) whiteware
1 (F29-1)
1 (F29-11)
1 (F29-12)
1 (F29-15)
14 machine cut nail fragments
1 machine cut nail (1¾” long)
2 aqua window glass
2 plaster
1 brick
3 bone

Lot F29-2
1 undecorated whiteware
1 (F29-2)
1 (F29-12)
1 (F29-13)
2 aqua container glass
1 clear chimney glass

Lot F29-3
5 undecorated whiteware
2 redware
1 relief decorated porcelain (doll part?)
1 undecorated whiteware (with

impressed Registration mark for
1858 and words “…SHAPE”)

1 (F29-3)
1 (F29-4)
2 (F29-5)
5 (F29-6)
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10 clear chimney glass
2 clear container glass
3 aqua container glass
1 aqua window glass
1 (F29-12)
3 (F29-15)
1 (F29-16)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.15”

diameter)
16 machine cut nail fragments
3 iron straps/bands
1 glazed brick
2 plaster
8 bone

Lot F29-4
1 undecorated yellowware
2 (F29-7)
1 (F29-8)
2 aqua container glass
3 clear container glass
3 clear chimney glass
3 tin container fragments
26 machine cut nail fragments
6 machine cut nails (2¼” long)
3 aqua window glass
1 brick
1 plaster with reddish colored finish

coat
3 bone

Lot F29-5
1 undecorated yellowware
2 undecorated whiteware
1 (F29-9)
1 (F29-10)
2 aqua container glass
5 clear chimney glass
1 clear container glass
1 melted glass (clear)
12 machine cut nail fragments
1 copper tube (rolled; ½” diameter; 5”

long)
2 aqua window glass
7 bone

Lot F29-6
1 clear container glass
3 clear chimney glass
1 (F29-14)
1 (F29-15)
1 tin container fragments
8 machine cut nail fragments
1 machine cut nail (2½” long)
8 unidentified iron
1 iron band (2½” long)
4 bone

Feature 30
Lot F30-1
1 (F30-1)
1 (F30-2)
1 (F30-3)
1 (F30-4)
3 (F30-17)
2 (F30-18)
1 elbow pipe
1 marble slab (polished, 7/8” thick;

furniture top)

Lot F30-2
5 undecorated whiteware
1 (F30-2)
1 (F30-4)
2 (F30-5)
2 (F30-6)
1 (F30-7)
1 (F30-8)
2 (F30-9)
1 (F30-10)
3 (F30-12)
1 (F30-13)
2 clear container glass
4 aqua container glass
1 clear melted glass
7 clear chimney glass
4 (F30-19)
1 (F30-20)
1 (F30-21)
1 (F30-22)
8 (F30-23)
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1 4-hole milk glass button with pie
crust edges (.39” diameter)

1 brass clip
1 machine cut nail fragment
1 iron container fragment
2 aqua window glass
1 thick aqua window glass
1 plaster
23 bone

Lot F30-3
2 undecorated whiteware
1 undecorated whiteware with printed

backstamp “IRONSTONE CHINA /
EDWARD WALLEY”)

1 salt glazed stoneware
1 (F30-9)
1 (F30-10)
1 (F30-12)
1 (F30-14)
3 clear container glass
2 clear melted glass
1 aqua container glass
1 milk glass
1 (F30-23)
2 (F30-24)
2 (F30-25)
11 machine cut nail fragments
1 machine cut nail (4¼” long)
2 aqua window glass
9 bone

Lot F30-4
1 undecorated whiteware
2 (F30-6)
1 (F30-12)
2 clear container glass
1 clear container glass (melted)
1 clear melted glass
1 (F30-25)
1 (F30-28)
12 machine cut nail fragments
1 machine cut nail (4¼” long)
7 bone

Lot F30-5

4 undecorated whiteware
1 salt/salt glazed stoneware
1 salt/salt glazed stoneware (burned)
1 (F30-3)
3 (F30-6)
2 (F30-15)
9 (F30-16)
2 clear container glass
1 clear container glass (melted)
1 clear melted glass
3 aqua container glass
3 clear chimney glass
3 (F30-23)
1 (F30-26)
1 (F30-27)
1 bone handle (3¾” long) toothbrush
14 machine cut nail fragments
6 machine cut nails (4¼” long)
1 aqua window glass
26 bone

Feature 31
Lot F31-1
10 undecorated whiteware
1 undecorated ironstone
1 painted (polychrome)whiteware
1 Rockingham glazed yellowware
3 porcelain doll legs
3 (F31-1)
6 (F31-2)
1 (F31-3)
1 (F31-4)
2 (F31-10)
1 (F31-11)
1 (F31-16)
2 (F31-17)
1 hard rubber comb (4” long)

Lot F31-2
2 undecorated whiteware
1 printed (flow black) whiteware
5 (F31-5)
1 (F31-1)
4 printed (blue) whiteware
2 redware
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6 (F31-11)
1 (F31-12)
1 (F31-13)
1 (F31-14)
1 yellowware
4 salt glazed stoneware
2 (F31-16)
3 (F31-18)
1 (F31-19)
2 (F31-20)
3 (F31-21)
2 (F31-22)
1 (F31-23)
4 (F31-24)
4 amber container glass (melted)
5 clear container glass (melted)
19 aqua container glass
1 aqua container glass embossed

“…AML”
29 clear container glass
1 light green container glass
1 amber container glass
1 kaolin pipe bowl (heavily decorated)
1 brass ring (7/8” diameter)
5 shoe leather (2 heels)
5 unidentified iron
2 iron container fragments
16 machine cut nail fragments
11 aqua window glass
3 glazed brick fragments
23 bone

Lot F31-3
4 undecorated whiteware
1 (F31-5)
1 (F31-7)
1 (F31-8)
1 (F31-1) (burned)
2 yellowware
2 salt glazed stoneware
5 (F31-15)
1 undecorated porcelain
4 aqua window glass
1 (F31-24)
1 (F31-25)
3 (F31-26)

1 (F31-27)
1 (F31-28)
1 (F31-29)
1 (F31-30)
1 (F31-31)
5 clear container glass
6 aqua container glass
1 milk glass container
3 dark green/black container glass
1 shoe leather (1 heel)
1 loop shank glass button (.53”

diameter)
1 hard rubber clothing stay
3 machine cut nail fragments
20 bone

Lot F31-4
1 (F31-9)
2 (F31-11)
1 (F31-12)
1 (F31-32)
1 (F31-22)
1 (F31-33)
1 (F31-34)
1 clear window glass
2 clear container glass
1 aqua container glass
1 2-hole milk glass button (.61”

diameter)
1 aqua window glass
1 machine cut nail fragment
6 bone

Feature 34
Lot 34-1
6 bone

Feature 35
Lot F35-1
3 (F35-1)
2 aqua container glass
1 clear container glass
1 machine cut nail fragment
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Lot F35-2
5 (F35-1)
1 (F35-2)
1 (F35-3)
3 (F35-4)
1 undecorated whiteware
1 unglazed red paste earthenware
1 redware
2 Albany slipped earthenware
2 salt glazed stoneware
1 printed with painted highlights

ironstone
1 undecorated whiteware (with

backstamp “STONE CHINA …
[ED]WARDS…”)

1 (F35-29)
1 (F35-30)
1 (F35-31)
1 shoe leather (heel; 1¼” wide; with

iron nails)
13 machine cut nail fragments
3 machine cut nails (2¾” long)
1 machine cut nail (3¼” long)
2 tin container/sheet metal
5 unidentified iron
1 aqua window glass
11 bone

Lot F35-3
9 undecorated whiteware
1 undecorated porcelain
1 transfer printed (blue) whiteware
2 (F35-5)
4 (F35-6)
1 (F35-7)
7 salt glazed stoneware
6 (F35-2)
2 (F35-27)
3 aqua container glass
3 machine cut nail fragments
1 machine cut nail (2¾” long)
7 sheet iron
1 glazed brick (corner)

Lot F35-4
2 undecorated whiteware

1 (F35-8)
1 (F35-2)
1 (F35-30)
1 (F35-33)
1 (F35-34)
1 aqua container glass
2 machine cut nail fragments
1 machine cut nail (3¼” long)
1 machine cut nail (2¾” long)
2 tin container fragments
2 coal
7 bone

Lot F35-5
1 (F35-8)
1 (F35-9)
1 (F35-10)
1 (F35-11)
5 undecorated whiteware
2 sponge decorated (blue) whiteware
1 (F35-12)
2 undecorated porcelain
6 salt glazed stoneware
1 (F35-13)
1 (F35-33)
1 (F35-35)
8 (F35-36)
2 (F35-37)
1 (F35-38)
1 dark green/black container glass
1 aqua container glass
1 hard rubber comb
1 4-hole milk glass button (.40”

diameter)
8 machine cut nail fragments
1 machine cut nail (1½” long)
1 machine cut nail (4¼” long)
1 machine cut nail (2” long)
5 tin container fragments
2 iron straps/bands (5/8” wide)
3 iron straps/bands (1” wide) 1 with a

nail)
14 aqua window glass
34 bone

Lot F35-6
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5 undecorated whiteware
1 (F35-14)
2 redware
4 yellowware
2 salt glazed stoneware
1 (F35-15)
1 (F35-39)
3 clear container glass
2 aqua container glass
1 dark green/black container glass
4 leather
2 leather shoe sole with heel

(approximately 8” long; heels with
metal studs; child’s shoe?)

26 machine cut nail fragments
1 machine cut nail (1¼” long)
2 machine cut nails (3¼” long)
1 iron band (1¼” wide)
2 iron bands (¾” wide)
1 iron wire
8 sheet metal
1 iron caster (2” diameter)
15 “tar/asphalt” roofing (one applied

over metal sheet roofing)
15 bone

Lot F35-7
1 (F35-11)
2 (F35-17)
1 (F35-18)
1 (F35-19)
1 (F35-20)
1 (F35-21)
5 (F35-22)
1 sponge decorated (blue) whiteware
18 undecorated whiteware
1 redware
1 yellowware
1 salt glazed stoneware
5 clear container glass
37 clear chimney glass
4 (F35-23)
4 (F35-24)
1 (F35-25)
1 (F35-26)
1 (F35-27)

3 (F35-40)
2 (F35-41)
2 (F35-42)
20 (F35-43)
14 (F35-44)
4 (F35-45)
1 (F35-46)
1 (F35-47)
1 (F35-48)
1 (F35-49)
1 (F35-50)
1 (F35-51)
1 (F35-52)
1 (F35-53)
2 (F35-54)
1 (F35-55)
1 (F35-56)
1 (F35-57)
1 (F35-58)
1 (F35-59)
1 (F35-60)
2 (F35-61)
2 (F35-62)
2 (F35-63)
1 (F35-64)
2 (F35-65)
1 (F35-66)
4 (F35-67)
1 (F35-68)
1 (F35-69)
1 (F35-70)
1 (F35-71)
2 4-hole milk glass buttons (.33”

diameter)
3 4-hole milk glass buttons (.34”

diameter)
3 4-hole milk glass buttons (.42”

diameter)
3 4-hole milk glass buttons (.43”

diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass buttons (.56”

diameter)
11 machine cut nail fragments
1 tin can (rectangular; 3½” by 4¼” by

1¼” tall; opened; sardine-like
container)
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1 iron strap (1½” wide)
1 tar/asphalt roofing
59 aqua window glass
2 aqua mirror glass
1 coke or charcoal briquette
1 wood plant (with hole; 2¼”

diameter; ½” wide)
1 eggshell
3 peach pits
1 hickory nut
1 pencil (.24” diameter; 4 7/8” long)
1 blue bead (.40” diameter)
1 wood circle with beveled edge (. 9”

diameter; wooden container base)
2 wood circles with beveled edge (.8”

diameter, wooden container base)
1 coconut shell
79 bone
1 round copper, brass tableware base

/stand (4½” diameter approximately
1 copper tube (1/4” diameter)
1 copper “cap or wick burner”
1 brass/copper ornamental tableware

handle (possibly represents
condiment tray) threaded end; 53/8”
long)
lime (slashed)

2 leather shoe and heals (wooden pegs;
square tipped 9¾” long
approximately)

1 shoe heel (2” long) metal pegs
1 shoe sole (4½” long) partial, square

tipped
9 leather harness straps (3/4” wide)
1 leather harness straps holes on sides

(¾” wide)
1 leather harness straps holes on sides

(½” wide approximately)
1 wood slab (5/8” wide)
1 elastic sample
2 fabric samples
1 unidentified black felt with stitching

Lot F35-8
1 (F35-11)
2 (F35-17)

2 (F35-22)
1 undecorated whiteware
4 (F35-23)
4 (F35-24)
1 (F35-25)
4 (F35-27)
1 (F35-28)
1 salt glazed stoneware
1 (F35-39)
20 (F35-40)
1 (F35-46)
1 (F35-66)
1 (F35-72)
1 (F35-73)
1 (F35-74)
1 (F35-75)
5 (F35-76)
1 (F35-77)
2 (F35-78)
7 (F35-79)
1 (F35-80)
3 (F35-81)
19 clear chimney glass
2 aqua window glass (thin)
5 clear container glass
1 wood clapboard (6 3/8” long 4”

wide)
5 unidentified brass wedge shaped lids
1 lead can seal (1.7” diameter)
2 hard rubber comb
2 4-hole milk glass (.52” diameter)
2 4-hole milk glass (.36” diameter)
3 4-hole milk glass (.41” diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass (.43” diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass (.57” diameter)
3 4-hole milk glass (.33” diameter)
1 loop shank faceted black glass button

(.45” diameter)
2 leather straps (3/4” wide)
3 shoe heal fragments
4 asphalt/tar roofing
3 fabric
1 child’s leather shoe sole and heel

square tipped with copper reinforced
toe (6½” long)

1 child’s leather shoe sole and heel
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162 aqua window glass
11 mirror glass
8 machine cut nail fragments
1 tar with nail fragments
7 unidentified thin wood
1 limestone
61 bone (one possible human deciduous

tooth)
19 peach pits
12 seeds (small fruits)

Feature 36
Lot F36-1
2 (F36-1)
1 (F36-2)
8 (F36-3)
3 (F36-4)
4 milk glass container glass
1 (F36-10)
3 (F36-11)
6 (F36-12)
1 iron container fragment

(approximately 1¾” long x 7/8”
wide) (tobacco tin)

1 iron wire
1 machine cut nail (3 1/8” long)
1 wire drawn nail (2¾” long)
1 machine cut nail (2 1/8” long)

Lot F36-2
1 undecorated whiteware
1 (F36-5)
1 dark green/black container glass
1 clear container glass
2 (F36-11)
1 (F36-12)
1 (F36-14)
4 (F36-15)
1 (F36-16)
1 (F36-17)
7 (F36-18)
6 shoe leather (1 sole)
5 iron container fragments (tin can

round)
1 iron/tin (scrap from tin)

1 unidentified pewter (vase shaped)
(approximately ¾” diameter)

2 aqua window glass
1 brick fragment

Lot F36-3
6 undecorated whiteware
2 printed (blue) whiteware
1 (F36-5)
6 (F36-6)
1 (F36-7)
1 (F36-8)
1 (F36-9)
1 (F36-13)
1 (F36-16)
3 (F36-18)
1 4-hole print decorated milk glass

button (.43” diameter)
2 bone

Feature 45
Lot F45-1
3 undecorated whiteware
1 transfer printed (brown), relief

decorated
2 undecorated porcelain
1 Rockingham glazed yellowware
1 (F45-1)
1 (F45-2)
1 (F45-3)
3 dark green/black container glass
4 clear container glass
1 clear pressed glass
1 amber container glass
1 aqua container glass
4 blue pressed glass
1 (F45-65)
1 (F45-66)
3 (F45-67)
4 aqua window glass
29 bone
11 machine cut nails fragments
2 clinker
2 burned shaley coal
3 coal
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1 metal band with leather and copper
rivet (7/8” wide)

3 burned and vitrified “can” contents

Lot F45-2
1 transfer printed (blue) whiteware
3 undecorated whiteware
1 undecorated porcelain
1 Albany/Albany slipped stoneware
1 (F45-4)
3 dark green/black container glass
1 citron container glass
3 aqua container glass
1 amber container glass
1 (F45-68)
1 aqua window glass
34 bone
7 machine cut nail fragments
1 machine cut nail (2 1/8” long)
1 mortar
1 limestone (weathered)
1 brick
1 coal (shaley)

Lot F45-3
1 kaolin pipe bowl
5 undecorated whiteware
2 undecorated yellowware
1 (F45-3)
2 (F45-5)
1 (F45-6)
1 (F45-7)
5 (F45-8)
1 clear container glass
2 aqua container glass
1 (F45-69)
1 (F45-70)
1 (F45-71)
1 aqua window glass
15 bone
12 machine cut nail fragments
1 piece coal (hard; anthracite?)
1 possible wire drawn nail (1” long)

pulled

Lot F 45-4

1 toy porcelain saucer
2 undecorated whiteware
1 Albany/Albany slipped stoneware
1 (F45-9)
1 (F45-10)
1 clear container glass
1 (F45-69)
3 (F45-72)
1 aqua window glass
27 bone
1 clinker
8 machine cut nail fragments
6 metal container (“cans”)
1 unidentified metal
3 shaley clinker

Lot F45-5
2 (F45-10)
1 (F45-11)
1 (F45-12)
6 (F45-72)
1 (F45-73)
1 (F45-74)
1 (F45-75)
1 aqua window glass
28 bone
2 machine cut nail fragments
1 machine cut nail (3” long)
2 machine cut nail (4” long)
1 metal band (1” wide)
1 seashell (1” long)

Lot F45-6
4 undecorated whitewae
1 Bristol glazed stoneware (ginger beer

style)
1 building tile?
1 (F45-5)
14 (F45-13)
5 (F45-14)
1 (F45-15)
4 (F45-16)
6 (F45-17)
5 (F45-18)
1 (F45-19)
4 (F45-20)
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2 (F45-21)
1 (F45-22)
14 (F45-23)
10 (F45-24)
2 (F45-25)
2 (F45-26)
9 aqua window glass
4 dark green/black container glass
33 clear container glass
2 clear pressed glass
89 aqua canning jar body glass
1 (F45-65)
2 (F45-72)
7 (F45-75)
1 (F45-76)
3 (F45-77)
1 (F45-78)
1 (F45-79)
1 (F45-80)
1 (F45-81)
1 (F45-82)
23 (F45-83)
3 (F45-84)
1 (F45-85)
1 (F45-86)
1 (F45-87)
4 (F45-88)
5 (F45-89)
3 (F45-90)
6 (F45-91)
1 (F45-92)
1 (F45-93)
1 (F45-94)
1 (F45-95)
2 (F45-96)
1 (F45-97)
2 (F45-98)
2 (F45-99)
1 (F45-100)
5 (F45-101)
3 (F45-102)
3 (F45-103)
3 (F45-104)
2 (F45-105)
7 (F45-106)
4 (F45-107)

7 (F45-108)
2 (F45-109)
3 (F45-110)
1 (F45-111)
5 (F45-112)
37 (F45-183)
37 window glass
194 bone
66 machine cut nail fragments
2 machine cut nails (1½” long)
2 machine cut nails (13/4” long)
7 machine cut nails (2½” long)
5 machine cut nails (3” long)
1 iron table knife
1 metal “can” bottom (3” diameter)
1 iron buckle (1” diameter)
1 slate (lined writing slate
3 clinker
1 copper
1 melted glass (aqua)
4 cork
1 4-hole milk glass (.56” diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass (.53” diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass (.43” diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass pie crust (.48”

diameter)
1 unidentified “egg-like” object (2½”

long)
1 mussel shell

Lot F45-7
2 undecorated whiteware
1 undecorated yellowware
1 (F45-17)
3 (F45-25)
1 (F45-27)
1 (F45-28)
4 (F45-29)
1 (F45-30)
4 (F45-31)
1 (F45-32)
1 (F45-37)
10 aqua window glass
4 dark green/black container glass
6 aqua container glass
10 clear container glass
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1 (F45-83)
16 (F45-86)
1 (F45-113)
1 (F45-114)
1 (F45-115)
1 (F45-116)
1 (F45-117)
1 (F45-118)
1 (F45-119)
1 (F45-120)
1 (F45-121)
1 (F45-122)
1 (F45-123)
1 (F45-124)
1 (F45-125)
1 (F45-126)
1 (F45-127)
1 (F45-128)
2 (F45-129)
1 (F45-130)
1 (F45-131)
1 (F45-132)
1 (F45-133)
1 (F45-134)
2 (F45-135)
9 (F45-136)
1 (F45-137)
1 (F45-138)
4 (F45-139)
1 (F45-140)
2 (F45-141)
1 (F45-142)
2 (F45-185)
4 (F45-144)
3 (F45-145)
1 (F45-188)
1 (F45-189)
5 window glass
131 bone
16 machine cut nail fragments
9 metal containers
1 peach pit
1 4 whole milk glass button (.05)
1 bone toothbrush (6 ½ “ long:;

impressed mark “[Taylor] and
Gibson … St. Joplin, Missouri”)

Lot F45-8
6 undecorated whiteware
1 undecorated yellowware
1 salt glazed stoneware
4 (F45-33)
7 (F45-34)
2 (F45-35)
1 (F45-36)
4 (F45-37)
7 (F45-38)
8 (F45-39)
1 (F45-40)
1 (F45-41)
31 aqua container glass
9 dark green/black container glass
8 aqua window glass
5 clear chimney glass
42 clear container glass
7 (F45-14)
18 (F45-85)
4 (F45-86)
3 (F45-147)
1 (F45-148)
14 (F45-149)
1 (F45-150)
1 (F45-151)
1 (F45-152)
1 (F45-153)
1 (F45-154)
1 (F45-155)
1 (F45-156)
8 (F45-157)
7 (F45-158)
1 (F45-159)
2 (F45-160)
1 (F45-161)
1 (F45-162)
1 (F45-163)
3 (F45-164)
24 (F45-165)
4 (F45-166)
4 (F45-167)
20 (F45-168)
49 window glass (cut in strips average

(1” wide)
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82 aqua window glass
114 bone
48 machine cut nail fragments
23 metal container
5 metal tubes/pipes (¾” diameter)
1 small pocket knife (3” long)
11 peach pits
4 shoe heels with nails (one heel)
2 fabric
1 porcelain doll head partial (1¼”

long)
1 porcelain doll head partial (7/8”

long)
5 hard rubber comb/barrette
2 4-hole milk glass buttons (.43”

diameter)
1 stamped metal button (.55” diameter)
1 hard rubber hair pin
1 copper button
10 copper shoelace rivets

Lot F45-9
1 (F45-25)
1 (F45-31)
1 (F45-32)
6 clear container glass
1 dark green/black container glass
2 (F45-139)
1 (F45-169)
4 bone
4 machine cut nail fragments
1 copper wire “bundle” (electrical)

Lot F45-10
1 transfer printed (purple) whiteware
1 edge decorated (blue) whiteware
6 undecorated whiteware
1 undecorated porcelain
2 salt glazed extruded drain tile
5 (F45-5)
1 (F45-21)
1 (F45-29)
6 (F45-42)
4 (F45-43)
3 (F45-44)
1 (F45-45)

1 (F45-47)
1 (F45-48)
1 (F45-49)
1 (F45-50)
2 (F45-51)
5 aqua window glass
1 aqua plate glass ¼” thick
6 clear container glass
1 aqua canning jar glass
1 aqua container glass
1 dark green/black container glass
24 (F45-69)
2 (F45-75)
1 (F45-91)
3 (F45-170)
3 (F45-171)
3 (F45-172)
1 (F45-173)
2 (F45-174)
9 (F45-175)
1 (F45-176)
8 window glass
1 marble “chip”
33 bone
1 eggshell
13 machine cut nail fragments
2 machine cut nails (2½” long)
1 machine cut nails (3½” long)
1 machine cut nails (4¾” long)
7 tin roofing or sheet metal (?)
1 copper tubing (1/8” wide); curved
7 copper band (¾” wide)
1 bundle copper band (¼” wide)
6 single copper band (¼” wide)
6 single copper band (¼” wide)
1 9”long iron blade–knife
1 unidentified metal (4” long)
2 clinkers
1 fabric
1 unidentified rubber (?) with copper

ferrule (.14” diameter)
1 rubber fabric (boot)
1 kaolin pipe stem (1½” long)
1 4-hole milk glass button pie crust

(.69” diameter)
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1 4-hole milk glass button with copper
band (.88” diameter)

1 white rectangular “tray or container”
(“W & N / LONDON”) (.73” long
.63” wide)

Lot F45-11
1 yellowware
12 (F45-46)
1 amber container glass
1 aqua canning jar glass
1 clear container glass, melted
1 dark green/black container glass
1 (F45-83)
1 (F45-177)
2 (F45-178)
3 aqua window glass
39 bone
1 slate “pencil”
1 4hole milk glass button (.60”

diameter)

Lot F45-12
1 salt/unglazed stoneware
1 (F45-8)
1 (F45-9)
4 (F45-13)
11 (F45-18)
3 (F45-20)
1 (F45-22)
7 (F45-24)
3 (F45-26)
1 (F45-37)
1 (F45-52)
1 (F45-53)
31 aqua canning jar glass
5 amber container glass
8 dark green/black container glass
13 clear container glass
4 aqua window glass
5 aqua container glass
1 white/pink layered glass
4 (F45-66)
1 (F45-72)
9 (F45-75)
2 (F45-81)

14 (F45-83)
3 (F45-85)
11 (F45-86)
3 (F45-87)
3 (F45-93)
7 (F45-142)
1 (F45-79)
1 (F45-180)
1 (F45-181)
1 (F45-182)
6 (F45-183)
2 (F45-184)
5 (F45-185)
13 (F45-186)
12 (F45-187)
4 (F45-188)
4 (F45-189)
8 (F45-190)
2 (F45-191)
11 (F45-192)
5 (F45-193)
10 (F45-194)
1 (F45-195)
1 (F45-196)
29 aqua window glass
5 cut aqua window glass strips (1”

wide)
32 bones
2 slate (gray, lined)
3 clinker
5 machine cut nail fragments
2 machine cut nails (2½” long)
1 wire
6 rolled metal (¾” diameter)
10 metal container
2 tin “cans” (3” wide “tall”)
1 metal knife/skate blade [similar to

45-10]
1 brass grommet (9½” long)
1 blue Bennington marble (.59”

diameter)
1 glass bead (.26” x.35”)
1 1hole bone button (1 1/8” diameter)
1 unidentified porcelain

Lot F45-13
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1 toy porcelain teapot
1 toy porcelain cup
1 slate
1 porcelain doll part?
9 undecorated whiteware
1 undecorated yellowware
1 undecorated porcelain
1 salt/unglazed stoneware
1 Bristol/Albany slipped stoneware
4 (F45-22)
4 (F45-29)
5 (F45-33)
4 (F45-35)
17 (F45-37)
33 (F45-39)
12 (F45-54)
5 (F45-55)
7 (F45-56)
5 (F45-57)
1 (F45-58)
1 (F45-60)
1 (F45-61)
1 (F45-62)
1 (F45-63)
18 (F45-64)
27 clear chimney glass
197 clear container glass
64 aqua container glass
46 aqua canning jar glass
3 dark green/black container glass
23 aqua window glass
66 (F45-85)
1 (F45-145)
31 (F45-147)
6 (F45-149)
2 (F45-159)
1 (F45-168)
1 (F45-197)
1 (F45-198)
1 (F45-199)
1 (F45-200)
1 (F45-201)
1 (F45-202)
1 (F45-203)
1 (F45-204)
1 (F45-205)

1 (F45-206)
1 (F45-207)
1 (F45-208)
1 (F45-209)
1 (F45-210)
1 (F45-211)
1 (F45-212)
1 (F45-213)
1 (F45-214)
1 (F45-215)
1 (F45-216)
1 (F45-217)
1 (F45-218)
1 (F45-219)
1 (F45-220)
1 (F45-221)
1 (F45-222)
7 (F45-223)
7 (F45-224)
3 (F45-225)
65 (F45-226)
39 (F45-227)
9 (F45-228)
1 (F45-229)
3 (F45-230)
1 (F45-231)
1 (F45-232)
4 (F45-247)
4 (F45-234)
3 (F45-235)
4 (F45-236)
2 (F45-237)
5 (F45-238)
3 (F45-239)
2 (F45-240)
2 (F45-241)
2 (F45-242)
2 (F45-243)
2 (F45-244)
2 (F45-245)
2 (F45-246)
1 (F45-247)
1 (F45-248)
1 (F45-249)
23 (F45-250)
4 (F45-251)
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6 (F45-252)
4 (F45-253)
10 (F45-254)
1 (F45-255)
2 (F45-256)
1 (F45-257)
14 (F45-260)
5 (F45-261)
4 (F45-262)
3 (F45-263)
181 cut window glass strips/ average (1”

wide)
16 bone
9 4-hole white milk glass buttons (.43”

diameter)
2 4-hole white milk glass buttons (.42”

diameter)
1 4-hole white milk glass buttons (.40”

diameter)
1 4-hole white milk glass buttons pie

crust (.43” diameter)
1 2-hole white milk glass button (30”

diameter)
1 2-hole green milk glass button (.49”

diameter)
1 unidentified hard rubber
1 glass (red and white) oval and cameo

(?) back (¾” x ½”)
248 window glass
4 writing slates
1 sheet metal tube (.71” diameter)
8 metal container
1 clinker
2 fabric
1 bag of red pigmented material
26 peach pits
1 porcelain doll head (2” long)
1 porcelain doll (Frozen Charlotte,

with missing limbs; 3½” long)
3 porcelain doll limbs (1”, ¾”, and ½”

long)
1 porcelain doll arm (1½” long)
1 set dentures –bottom set
1 bone toothbrush
1 worked bone threaded rod
1 ornamental worked bone handle

1 unidentified metal tube (¾” x 7/8”
long)

1 hard rubber unidentified

Feature 46
Lot F46-1
3 undecorated whiteware
1 salt glazed stoneware
1 (F46-1)
2 (F46-2)
1 (F46-3)
1 (F46-4)
3 (F46-5)
1 (F46-6)
1 (F46-7)
2 (F46-8)
2 aqua container glass
1 clear container glass
9 (F46-53)
1 (F46-54)
1 (F46-55)
1 (F46-56)
1 (F46-57)
1 (F46-58)
1 aqua window glass
6 bone
1 machine cut nail (4¼” long)
1 metal band (1” wide)
1 metal wire (.18” diameter)
1 plaster
1 brick (with mortar)
1 limestone “flake” or chips

(construction debris)

Lot F46-2
5 painted porcelain dog statue (knick-

knack)
17 undecorated whiteware
1 redware
1 yellowware
2 salt glazed stoneware
1 undecorated whiteware (backstamp

“…CHINA/ … HANLEY”)
1 (F46-8)
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5 (F46-9)
1 (F46-10)
1 (F46-11)
1 (F46-12)
1 (F46-13)
1 (F46-14)
1 (F46-15)
1 (F46-16)
1 (F46-17)
2 (F46-18)
9 (F46-19)
3 (F46-20)
13 (F46-53)
1 (F46-59)
1 (F46-60)
1 (F46-61)
10 clear container glass
2 aqua container glass
2 thick plate glass
1 amber container glass
32 bone
4 machine cut nail (3” long)
2 metal band (1” wide)
1 shaley coal clinker
1 melted glass
1 unidentified copper
1 metal band

Lot F46-3
1 redware
2 salt glazed stoneware
12 undecorated whiteware
5 (F46-1)
1 (F46-2)
2 (F46-11)
1 (F46-17)
1 (F46-19)
1 (F46-21)
3 (F46-22)
1 (F46-23)
5 (F46-24)
1 (F46-25)
3 (F46-26)
2 (F46-27)
9 (F46-53)
6 (F46-62)

1 clear chimney glass
2 clear container glass
1 amber container glass
2 dark green/black container glass
4 (F46-61)
1 (F46-63)
1 (F46-64)
2 (F46-65)
1 (F46-66)
5 aqua window glass
47 bone
1 machine cut nail (3” long)
1 metal band (½” wide)
1 metal band (¾” wide)
1 metal band (7/8” wide)
1 metal band (1” wide)
1 metal band (2” wide)
1 metal band (1” wide with ¾” wide

metal band attached)
4 metal container (“cans”)
1 melted glass (clear)
1 hard rubber comb embossed

[RUBB]ER COMB CO.
GOODYEARS PAT

1 4-hole milk glass button
1 4-hole milk glass button (.42”

diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass button (painted:

0.41” diameter)
1 coal (soft, shaley)
1 melted glass (tableware)

Lot F46-4
1 salt glazed stoneware
4 undecorated whiteware
1 (F46-2)
5 (F46-22)
1 (F46-27)
1 (F46-64)
1 (F46-67)
1 thick plate glass
7 chimney glass
1 clear container glass
4 aqua window glass
41 bone
4 machine cut nail fragments
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3 metal containers
1 metal band (1¼” wide)
2 clinkers
2 melted glass
1 brick (clear; construction debris)
1 sandstone

Lot F46-5
2 (F46-22)
1 redware
1 thick plate glass
5 clear chimney glass
1 (F46-65)
1 (F46-66)
1 (F46-69)
1 (F46-70)
142 aqua window glass
19 bone
5 machine cut nail fragments
1 metal band (¾” wide)
2 metal container
1 mortar
1 brass ring (2” diameter)
5 coal
1 porcelain toy pitcher
1 brass compact with hinge (1¾”

diameter; “ROUGE”)

Lot F46-6
1 (F46-2)
3 (F46-9)
1 (F46-22)
28 clear chimney glass
2 (F46-71)
2 (F46-72)
1 (F46-73)
1 (F46-74)
2 (F46-75)
1 (F46-76)
1 (F46-77)
39 aqua window glass
26 bone
1 machine cut nail (3½” long)
2 metal band (½” wide)
1 metal band (¾” wide)

1 unidentified iron stove grate (9”
long)

1 unidentified brass or copper (1½”
wide)

2 4-hole milk glass button (.43”
diameter)

1 mortar

Lot F 46-7
1 (F46-9)
2 transfer printed whiteware
1 undecorated whiteware
34 clear chimney glass
2 (F46-78)
1 (F46-79)
1 (F46-80)
8 aqua window glass
80 bone
15 machine cut nail fragments
1 metal band (¾” wide)
1 metal band (1”wide)
8 metal container (“cans”)
1 mortar
2 shaley coal
1 shoe heel with nails (1¼” wide)

Lot F46-8
1 (F46-28)
2 (F46-29)
3 (F46-30)
2 (F46-31)
7 (F46-32)
4 (F46-33)
3 (F46-34)
4 (F46-81)
1 (F46-82)
2 (F46-83)
2 (F46-84)
4 (F46-85)
1 (F46-86)
6 bones
1 machine cut nail fragment
3 unidentified iron (nails?)
1 brick (refractory?) (clear,

construction)
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1 brick (with glazing) (clear,
construction)

1 melted glass (tableware)
1 shoe sole (leather)
1 shoe heel with nails (2¾” wide;

large)

Lot F46-9
10 undecorated whiteware
1 undecorated whiteware with

backstamp “MANUFACTURED /
FOR / … F. FILLEY / [ST.] LOUIS,
MO. / … T. J. & J. M[AYER] … /
… PO …”)

2 (F46-7)
1 (F46-10)
1 (F46-12)
4 (F46-20)
2 (F46-35)
6 (F46-36)
2 (F46-37)
1 (F46-38)
4 (F46-39)
3 (F46-40)
1 (F46-41)
1 (F46-42)
4 (F46-43)
1 (F46-87)
2 (F46-88)
8 aqua container glass
1 (F46-61)
1 (F46-69)
2 (F46-89)
3 (F46-90)
5 aqua window glass
29 bones
1 machine cut nail fragment
2 melted glass (tableware)
2 kaolin pipe stems
1 glass marble (multi-colored; swirled)

(.65” diameter)
1 leather child’s shoe heel (1¼” wide)
1 leather shoe/boot with eyelets

Lot F46-10
1 salt glazed stoneware

2 undecorated whiteware (burned)
1 (F46-2)
1 (F46-18)
1 (F46-19)
1 (F46-22)
1 (F46-44)
1 (F46-45)
1 (F46-46)
1 (F46-47)
1 (F46-48)
1 undecorated whiteware (impressed

circular backstamp “… MEAKIN
…”)

1 undecorated whiteware (impressed
rectangular backstamp “…OHES, /
…NE CHINA”)

2 clear chimney glass (melted)
1 amber container glass
4 aqua container glass
1 dark green/black container glass
3 (F46-71)
1 (F46-91)
1 (F46-92)
1 (F46-93)
1 (F46-94)
1 (F46-95)
1 (F46-96)
9 aqua window glass
49 bones
1 machine cut nail fragment
1 unidentified iron (railroad spike?)
1 metal band (5/8” wide)
1 metal band (1¼” wide)
2 metal container
1 metal container attached to plaster
1 block of “chert”
1 brass hair comb (?) (¾” long)
2 leather shoe sole (2½” wide)

Lot F46-11
1 undecorated whiteware
1 (F46-22)
1 (F46-49)
2 (F46-50)
1 (F46-87)
1 (F46-97)
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1 (F46-98)
2 (F46-99)
1 amber container glass
3 clear chimney glass
1 (F46-100)
37 aqua window glass
1 mirror glass
61 bone
3 machine cut nail fragments
1 metal band (copper?) (¾” wide)
3 metal container with brick attached
1 low fired soft mud brick
1 kaolin pipe stem (2 1/8” long)
1 unidentified iron (door “keeper”?)

Lot F46-12
2 undecorated whiteware
1 (F46-29)
2 (F46-30)
1 (F46-32)
2 (F46-34)
1 (F46-51)
2 (F46-52)
2 (F46-100)
14 clear container glass
1 (F46-71)
7 (F46-101)
6 (F46-102)
4 aqua window glass
125 bone
42 machine cut nail fragments
1 wooden and copper folding rule
10 shaley coal
3 mortar
5 unidentified brass/copper

(candlestick?)

Feature 47
Lot F47-1
1 undecorated whiteware
11 (F47-1)
3 machine cut nail fragments
4 aqua window glass
1 brick fragment
8 wood (burnt)

10 bone

Lot F47-2
1 (F47-2)
2 clear lamp chimney glass
2 “green” glass, eye glass/spectacle?
1 aqua container glass
1 kaolin pipe bowl and stem

(approximately 4” long)
1 kaolin pipe stem
1 5-hole bone button (.62” diameter)
1 bone ring (.39” diameter)
1 brass/copper loop shank dome button
9 machine cut nail fragments
1 bone

Lot F47-3
1 1-hole bone button (.37” diameter)
17 machine cut nail fragments
5 aqua window glass
2 mortar

Lot F47-4
1 undecorated pearlware
1 machine cut nail fragment
1 iron band (1” wide)
1 aqua window glass
1 brick fragment
1 plaster
1 bone

Lot F47-5
1 clear container glass
1 5-hole bone button (.68” diameter)
2 machine cut nail fragments

Lot F47-6
6 machine cut nail fragments
1 unidentified iron

Feature 48
Lot F48-1
1 (F48-1)
2 undecorated whiteware
1 printed (blue) whiteware
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1 (F48-2)
3 iron container fragments
7 aqua window glass
1 mortar
5 bone

Feature 49
Lot F49-1
6 undecorated whiteware
1 painted (monochrome) porcelain
1 undecorated porcelain
2 unglazed red earthenware
2 salt/salt glazed stoneware
1 Albany/Albany slipped stoneware
1 (F49-1)
5 (F49-2)
1 (F49-3)
4 (F49-4)
1 (F48-5)
1 (F49-6)
2 (F49-7)
1 (F49-8)
1 (F49-9)
1 (F49-10)
19 clear container glass
4 aqua container glass
2 aqua window glass
1 green container glass
35 aqua window glass
2 plate glass (aqua; ¼” thick)
2 (F49-20)
7 (F49-21)
1 (F49-22)
3 (F49-23)
1 (F49-24)
1 (F49-25)
2 (F49-26)
1 (F49-27)
3 (F49-28)
1 (F49-29)
1 (F49-30)
3 (F49-31)
1 (F49-32)
1 (F49-33)

1 (F49-34)
1 (F49-35)
2 (F49-36)
1 (F49-37)
1 machine cut nail (3¾” long)
10 machine cut nail fragments
1 “can” lid (3 ½” diameter)
1 “can” lid (approximately 5 to 6”

diameter)
1 iron spring (1 1/8” diameter)
2 unidentified iron
2 iron container
1 unidentified copper (7/8” x 1 1/8”

diameter)
5 bone
1 rubber hose (approximately 1”

diameter)
1 shaley coal
5 coal
2 plastic “fiber” (discarded)
1 porcelain doorknob
2 white milk glass
1 4-hole shell button (fragments)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.61”

diameter)
12 center fire brass cartridges (unfired;

“W. R. A. Co. / 32 W. G. F.”?) (1
5/8” long)

11 center fire brass cartridges (unfired;
“W. R. A. Co. / 32 W.G.F.”?) (2½”
long)

3 center fire brass cartridges (unfired;
“W .R .A Co. / 3 W. G. F”?) (3”
long)

Lot F49-2
1 undecorated whiteware
1 (F49-13)
1 yellow container glass
4 clear lantern globe glass
2 clear container glass
8 aqua window glass
3 (F49-38)
2 (F49-39)
1 (F49-40)
1 machine cut nail (3” long)
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1 machine cut nail fragment
1 iron container
6 brass cartridge fragments
1 brass cartridge (unfired; 1 1/8” long)
4 brass cartridge (unfired; 1 5/8” long)
8 brass cartridge (unfired; 2 5/8” long)
2 brass cartridge (unfired;

approximately (¾” long)
3 brass cartridge (unfired;

approximately (1½” long)
3 bone
4 coal
1 cloth backed rubber hose (?)

(approximately 1½”-2” diameter)

Lot F49-3
3 undecorated whiteware
1 painted (polychrome) porcelain
1 Bristol/salt glazed stoneware
2 salt/salt glazed stoneware
1 (F49-14)
1 milk glass container glass
1 clear glass (melted)
7 clear lantern glass
18 clear container glass
2 aqua container glass
7 aqua window glass
1 plate glass (aqua; ¼” thick)
3 (F49-26)
1 (F49-41)
1 (F49-42)
1 (F49-43)
1 (F49-44)
1 (F49-45)
1 (F49-46)
2 (F49-47)
1 (F49-48)
1 (F49-49)
1 (F49-50)
1 (F49-51)
1 (F49-52)
1 (F49-53)
1 (F49-54)
4 (F49-55)
4 (F49-56)
4 (F49-57)

4 (F49-58)
2 (F49-59)
1 (F49-60)
1 crown bottle cap (iron)
13 bone
1 copper/brass spoon bowl
1 light bulb base
1 porcelain doll’s leg
2 porcelain “knobs” (knob and tube

wiring)
2 hexagonal porcelain flow tiles
3 shoe leather
1 4-hole milk glass button (.55”

diameter)

Lot F49-4
1 (F49-15)
1 (F49-16)
1 (F49-17)
4 (F49-18)
1 (F49-19)
30 clear container glass
4 clear lantern glass
1 amber container glass
1 (F49-62)
1 (F49-63)
3 (F49-64)
3 (F49-65)
3 (F49-66)
3 (F49-67)
4 (F49-68)
1 (F49-69)
1 (F49-70)
1 (F49-71)
1 (F49-72)
2 (F49-73)
1 machine cut nail
1 brass spoke wheel (approximately

3½” diameter)
1 brass (?) comb with wooden teeth
1 brick fragment (refractory?)
1 glass syringe (clear, 3 1/8” long)

Lot F49-5
2 clear container glass
3 (F49-74)
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1 (F49-75)

Feature 50
Lot F50-1
1 (F50-1)
1 (F50-2)
1 (F50-3)
3 undecorated whiteware
1 transfer printed (purple) whiteware
2 clear pressed glass
30 clear container glass
3 aqua container glass
4 milk glass
2 wheel engraved milk glass
1 (F50-38)
1 (F50-39)
1 (F50-40)
19 (F50-41)
6 (F50-115)
3 aqua window glass
6 bone

Lot F50-2
4 salt glazed stoneware
1 Albany slipped stoneware
1 redware
1 unglazed buff paste earthenware
1 architectural earthenware

construction block
4 undecorated whiteware
2 (F50-2)
4 (F50-4)
1 (F50-5)
1 (F50-6)
1 (F50-7)
1 (F50-8)
1 amber container glass
1 dark green/black container glass
28 aqua canning jar glass
8 aqua container glass
72 clear container glass
1 milk glass
1 painted milk glass
8 (F50-42)
1 (F50-43)

6 (F50-44)
1 (F50-45)
1 (F50-46)
1 (F50-47)
1 (F50-48)
1 (F50-49)
7 (F50-50)
7 (F50-51)
12 (F50-52)
12 (F50-53)
3 (F50-54)
1 (F50-55)
2 (F50-56)
1 (F50-57)
1 (F50-58)
2 (F50-115)
3 shoe leather
1 4-tined fork
1 iron wire bail bundle with connector
7 machine cut nail fragments
1 machine cut nail fragments
1 machine cut nail (approximately 3

¾” long)
1 unidentified iron
1 plate glass (3/8” thick)
1 plate glass (¼” thick)
35 bone

Lot F50-3
1 (F50-9)
3 (F50-10)
1 (F50-11)
2 (F50-12)
14 (F50-13)
2 redware
1 Bristol glazed stoneware bottle
1 extruded salt glazed stoneware drain

tile
1 undecorated whiteware
1 porcelain doll head
1 clear chimney glass wheel engraved
5 clear chimney glass
9 clear container glass
1 aqua container glass
1 (F50-45)
1 (F50-59)
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1 (F50-60)
1 (F50-61)
3 (F50-62)
3 (F50-63)
2 (F50-64)
1 (F50-65)
1 (F50-66)
1 (F50-67)
1 (F50-68)
1 (F50-69)
1 (F50-70)
1 (F50-71)
1 (F50-72)
1 (F50-116)
2 aqua window glass
1 wood

unidentified rubber (hot water
“bulb”)

2 machine cut nail fragment
1 copper wire bottle closure
4 unidentified copper/brass “cap”
3 unidentified iron
20 bone

Lot F 50-4
4 (F50-6)
3 (F50-7)
1 (F50-12)
1 (F50-14)
4 (F50-15)
2 (F50-16)
1 (F50-17)
1 (F50-18)
4 (F50-19)
1 (F50-20)
67 (F50-21)
9 undecorated whiteware
1 salt glazed extruded drain tile
1 architectural earthenware

construction block
9 salt glazed stoneware
2 Albany slipped stoneware
2 rubber syringe lalb
1 amber container glass
9 aqua container glass
38 clear container glass

1 (F50-53)
6 (F50-70)
26 (F50-71)
1 (F50-73)
1 (F50-74)
1 (F50-75)
1 (F50-76)
1 (F50-77)
15 (F50-78)
7 (F50-79)
1 (F50-80)
2 (F50-81)
1 (F50-82)
3 (F50-83)
4 (F50-84)
1 (F50-85)
1 (F50-86)
1 (F50-87)
1 (F50-88)
1 (F50-90)
1 (F50-91)
1 (F50-92)
1 (F50-93)
1 (F50-94)
1 (F50-95)
1 (F50-96)
1 (F50-97)
1 (F50-98)
1 (F50-99)
1 (F50-100)
1 (F50-101)
11 (F50-102)
2 shoe leather
1 porcelain doll head
1 porcelain doll arm
1 milk glass collar or cuff tack
4 unidentified iron
3 machine cut nail fragments
1 unidentified iron
18 iron container fragments
2 unidentified copper/brass comb
3 unidentified rubber (medical “bulb”)
1 clinker
58 bone

Lot F50-5
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2 redware
1 yellowware
2 Albany slipped stoneware
2 Bristol glazed bottle
4 salt glazed stoneware
17 undecorated whiteware
1 undecorated ironstone
1 annular decorated whiteware
1 (F50-22)
1 (F50-16)
3 (F50-23)
1 (F50-25)
1 (F50-26)
1 (F50-6)
3 amber container glass
10 aqua container glass
32 clear container glass
1 (F50-71)
7 (F50-83)
2 (F50-75)
1 (F50-78)
1 (F50-104)
1 (F50-105)
1 (F50-106)
4 (F50-107)
1 (F50-108)
1 (F50-109)
14 (F50-110)
2 (F50-111)
1 (F50-112)
1 (F50-113)
1 (F50-114)
3 aqua window glass
1 gold wire earring (pierced ear)
1 spoon fragment (copper/brass)
12 machine cut nail fragments
1 machine cut nail (2½” long)
4 unidentified brass or copper
24 bone
1 wooden eating utensil handle

Lot F50-6
1 undecorated ironstone
15 undecorated whiteware
2 Albany slipped stoneware
3 salt glazed stoneware

1 Rockingham glazed yellowware
1 (F50-26)
2 (F50-22)
1 (F50-23)
1 (F50-27)
1 (F50-28)
1 (F50-29)
2 dark green/black glass
9 aqua container glass
9 clear container glass
1 (F50-77)
1 (F50-112)
3 (F50-113)
1 (F50-117)
1 (F50-118)
1 (F50-119)
1 (F50-120)
1 (F50-121)
1 (F50-122)
1 (F50-123)
1 (F50-124)
1 (F50-125)
1 (F50-126)
1 (F50-127)
1 (F50-128)
1 (F50-129)
1 (F50-130)
1 (F50-131)
1 (F50-132)
1 (F50-133)
1 (F50-134)
1 (F50-135)
1 (F50-136)
1 (F50-137)
1 (F50-138)
1 (F50-139)
1 (F50-140)
1 (F50-141)
2 (F50-142)
3 (F50-143)
1 (F50-144)
1 (F50-145)
1 (F50-146)
1 (F50-147)
10 (F50-148)
2 (F50-149)
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5 (F50-150)
1 (F50-151)
1 (F50-152)
13 (F50-153)
4 (F50-154)
1 (F50-155)
3 (F50-222)
2 aqua window glass
2 shoe leather
1 milk glass cuff or collar tack
1 slate writing pencil
1 hard rubber comb tooth
7 unidentified copper/brass
10 machine cut nail fragments
1 machine cut nail (2½” long)
1 machine cut nail (2” long)
6 iron container fragments
1 unidentified iron
1 clinker
38 bone

Lot F50-7
7 salt glazed stoneware
2 extruded salt glazed drain tile
4 undecorated whiteware
1 transfer printed (blue) whiteware
1 (F50-12)
1 (F50-29)
31 aqua container glass
151 clear container glass
2 amber container glass
1 (F50-51, 52, or 53)
1 (F50-84)
1 (F50-151)
7 (F50-154)
1 (F50-156)
1 (F50-157)
2 (F50-158)
1 (F50-159)
1 (F50-160)
1 (F50-161)
1 (F50-162)
1 (F50-163)
1 (F50-164)
2 (F50-165)
1 (F50-166)

15 (F50-167)
3 (F50-168)
4 (F50-169)
5 (F50-170)
3 (F50-171)
2 (F50-172)
1 (F50-173)
2 (F50-174)
11 (F50-175)
11 (F50-176)
17 (F50-177)
1 (F50-178)
8 (F50-179)
5 (F50-180)
22 aqua window glass
1 shoe leather
1 spoon copper/brass
1 4-holed milk glass button
1 hard rubber (unidentified)
1 machine cut nail (1 3/8” long)
17 machine cut nail fragments
8 iron container fragments
3 unidentified copper/brass
14 coal
34 bone

Lot F50-8
1 (F50-6)
1 (F50-7)
1 (F50-12)
1 (F50-16)
1 (F50-17)
1 (F50-23)
1 (F50-31)
1 (F50-32)
1 (F50-33)
1 (F50-34)
1 undecorated porcelain
3 aqua container glass
26 clear container glass
4 (F50-71)
2 (F50-80)
4 (F50-85)
2 (F50-88)
1 (F50-112)
1 (F50-180)
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3 (F50-181)
1 (F50-182)
1 (F50-183)
1 (F50-184)
1 (F50-185)
1 (F50-186)
1 (F50-187)
1 (F50-188)
1 (F50-189)
1 (F50-190)
2 (F50-191)
1 (F50-192)
1 (F50-193)
1 (F50-194)
4 (F50-195)
1 (F50-196)
1 (F50-197)
1 (F50-198)
1 (F50-199)
3 (F50-200)
3 (F50-201)
2 (F50-202)
3 (F50-221)
1 4-holed shell button (approximately

.56” diameter)
1 cloth fragment with copper “hooks”
2 unidentified iron
1 unidentified copper/brass
7 brass

Lot F50-9
2 undecorated whiteware
1 salt glazed stoneware
1 (F50-6)
1 (F50-8)
1 (F50-35)
1 (F50-36)
2 (F50-37)
12 aqua container glass
22 clear container glass
1 clear pressed glass
2 aqua glass (melted)
1 (F50-77)
1 (F50-114)
1 (F50-154)
2 (F50-171)

4 (F50-175)
6 (F50-178)
3 (F50-179)
1 (F50-203)
1 (F50-204)
1 (F50-205)
1 (F50-206)
1 (F50-207)
1 (F50-208)
1 (F50-209)
1 (F50-210)
1 (F50-211)
5 (F50-212)
2 (F50-213)
10 (F50-214)
12 (F50-215)
7 (F50-216)
2 (F50-217)
1 (F50-218)
2 (F50-219)
5 (F50-220)
3 aqua window glass
1 copper/brass lamp chimney “arm” or

“support”
7 machine cut nail fragments
1 machine cut nail fragments (4” long)
5 bone

Feature 51
Lot F51-1
1 printed green whiteware
7 printed (brown) with painted

highlights
18 undecorated whiteware
1 undecorated whiteware with

backstamp “…IRE POTTERI…”
1 painted (flow blue) whiteware
1 undecorated whiteware (burned)
1 Bristol/salt glazed stoneware
1 salt glazed stoneware (drainage tile,

large diameter)
1 drain tile (burned, melted) stoneware
5 salt glazed stoneware
1 Peoria glazed stoneware
1 Albany slipped stoneware
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2 (F51-1)
1 (F51-2)
2 (F51-3)
1 (F51-4)
1 (F51-5)
1 (f51-6)
1 (F51-7)
3 (F51-8)
2 (F51-9)
2 (F51-23)
1 (F51-43)
1 (F51-44)
1 (F51-46)
2 (F51-47)
11 (F51-48)
3 clear chimney glass
1 milk glass (canning lid)
8 aqua container glass
7 clear container glass
3 amber container glass
1 clear window glass
1 aqua glass electrical insulator
5 aqua window glass
1 hard rubber comb handle
1 4-holed milk glass button (.62”

diameter)
2 iron container fragments
2 machine cut nail fragments
1 iron wire (bail bundle paint can?)
2 clinkers
5 coal
18 bone

Lot F51-2
37 undecorated whiteware
1 painted (polychrome, small floral)

whiteware
1 sponge decorated (blue) whiteware
1 painted (flow blue) whiteware
3 yellowware
1 redware
9 salt glazed stoneware
2 Bristol glazed stoneware
4 Albany slipped stoneware
4 Peoria glazed stoneware
1 (F51-2)

2 (F51-3)
8 (F51-4)
3 (F51-5)
1 (F51-6)
1 (F51-9)
1 (F51-10)
1 (F51-11)
2 (F51-12)
1 (F51-13)
1 (F51-14)
1 (F51-15)
1 (F51-16)
1 (F51-17)
3 (F51-18)
1 (F51-19)
1 (F51-43)
1 (F51-44)
2 (F51-49)
1 (F51-51)
1 (F51-52)
2 (F51-53)
1 (F51-89)
9 clear container glass
15 aqua container glass
15 aqua window glass
2 amber container glass
1 dark green/black container glass
1 stoneware marble (painted lines .73”

diameter)
1 4-holed milk glass button (.56”

diameter)
1 4-holed milk glass button (.45”

diameter)
1 4-holed milk glass button (partial;

.41” diameter)
1 iron wire
1 iron spike fragment
2 machine cut nail fragments
2 unidentified copper (ring)
3 coal
1 brick fragment
9 bone

Lot F51-3
1 Albany slipped stoneware
1 redware
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1 salt glazed stoneware
27 undecorated whiteware
1 (F51-3)
1 (F51-14)
1 (F51-17)
1 (F51-20)
1 (F51-21)
1 amber container glass
7 clear container glass
7 aqua container glass
3 aqua window glass
1 dark green/black container glass
1 (F51-53)
1 (F51-54)
1 2-holed milk glass button (.70”

diameter)
2 shoe leather
2 copper/brass clothing clasp
3 iron wire (heavy gauge, ¼”

diameter)
3 machine cut nail

limestone
1 whetstone
4 bone

Lot F51-4
3 undecorated whiteware
1 undecorated porcelain
1 (F51-22)
8 clear container glass
2 clear chimney glass
2 aqua container glass
2 aqua window glass
1 dark green/black container glass
1 (F51-55)
1 (F51-56)
2 iron container fragments
6 machine cut nail fragments
1 limestone
1 brick fragment

coal
18 bone

Lot F51-5
6 undecorated whiteware
1 undecorated porcelain

1 redware
1 Albany slipped stoneware
1 Rockingham glazed yellowware
1 (F51-24)
4 aqua container glass
1 clear container glass
14 clear chimney glass
1 aqua window glass
2 (F51-55)
4 (F51-56)
1 (F51-57)
2 (F51-58)
1 (F51-59)
1 (F51-60)
2 toy cups (relief decorated)
11 machine cut nail fragments
1 machine cut nail (3½” long)
1 iron spike (6” long)
38 bone

Lot F51-6
6 undecorated whiteware
2 painted (blue) whiteware
1 undecorated porcelain
1 Rockingham glazed yellowware
1 undecorated ironstone
2 undecorated yellowware
1 (F51-25)
1 (F51-26)
1 (F51-27)
1 aqua mirror glass
8 aqua container glass
8 aqua window glass
5 clear container glass
13 clear chimney glass
16 dark green/black container glass
2 (F51-55)
1 (F51-57)
4 (F51-61)
1 (F51-62)
1 (F51-63)
1 (F51-64)
1 (F51-65)
1 (F51-66)
12 shoe leather (2 shoes, adult)
1 unidentified brass/copper
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1 iron wire
1 machine cut nail (3 1/8” long)
30 machine cut nail fragments
5 iron container fragments
1 cut pipe (approximately 1½”

diameter) iron
1 iron knife blade (table knife, blunt

ended 7” long blade)
wood sample

3 coal
118 bone

Lot F51-7 (?)
7 undecorated whiteware
3 (F51-1)
1 (F51-28)
2 (F51-29)
1 (F51-30)
3 (F51-31)
1 (F51-32)
3 aqua window glass
17 aqua container glass
23 clear container glass
74 clear chimney glass
1 purple art glass
2 (F51-50)
1 (F51-56)
3 (F51-58)
3 (F51-60)
1 (F51-63)
1 (F51-67)
1 (F51-68)
1 (F51-69)
3 (F51-70)
1 (F51-71)
1 (F51-72)
1 (F51-73)
1 (F51-74)
1 (F51-75)
3 (F51-76)
3 (F51-77)
2 (F51-78)
5 (F51-79)
2 (F51-80)
2 (F51-81)
2 (F51-82)

1 (F51-83)
1 (F51-84)
1 iron bale handle
6 iron wire
1 slate writing pencil
1 copper/brass spoon bowl (broken)
1 fork (without handle)
1 hard rubber black comb
3 graphite square pencil leads
1 walnut
2 fabric fragments
4 shoe leather

eggshell
6 peach pits 1
1 cut lead pipe (1 7/8” diameter)
1 cut lead pipe (1 7/8” diameter)
2 cut lead pipe (1½” diameter)
2 cut lead pipe (1 3/8” diameter)
1 cut lead pipe (1” diameter)
20 iron container fragments
64 machine cut nail fragments
1 machine cut nail fragments (2 1/8”

long)
1 machine cut nail fragments (1½”

long)
1 machine cut nail fragments (1¼”

long)
coal

2 unidentified iron
65 aqua window glass

bark and wood
234 bone
1 brick (wedge shaped or “clipped

corner” floor pavement)

Lot F51-7
1 4-holed milk glass button (.55”

diameter)
1 4-holed milk glass button (.51”

diameter)
2 4-holed milk glass button (.44”

diameter)
4 4-holed milk glass button (.43”

diameter)
1 4-holed milk glass button (.42”

diameter)
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1 4-holed milk glass button (.40”
diameter)

1 4-holed milk glass button (.38”
diameter)

1 4-holed milk glass button (.36”
diameter)

1 milk glass loop shank button (.51”
diameter)

1 limestone “chip” or “flake”
3 metal necklace chain fragments
21 iron spring fragments (furniture?)
1 unidentified copper/brass and milk

glass button (1¼” diameter)
1 porcelain flower
1 kaolin pipe bowl and stem
1 kaolin pipe bowl and stem (with

touch of marble)
1 glazed elbow pipe (knobbed)
1 worked bone “handle”

Lot F51-8
1 undecorated porcelain
1 printed (blue) whiteware
24 undecorated whiteware
3 Peoria glazed stoneware
1 redware
4 salt glazed stoneware
1 toy saucer
3 (F51-4)
1 (F51-5)
1 (F51-6)
3 (F51-9)
1 (F51-17)
4 (F51-18)
2 (F51-33)
2 (F51-34)
3 (F51-35)
1 (F51-36)
2 (F51-37)
1 (F51-33)
2 (F51-39)
1 (F51-40)
3 aqua container glass
10 clear container glass
4 aqua window glass
3 clear chimney glass

2 (F51-53)
1 (F51-85)
1 (F51-87)
3 iron container fragments (3”

diameter; round can)
7 bone

Lot 51-9
6 undecorated porcelain
1 (F51-1)
1 (F51-5)
1 (F51-66)

Lot F51-10
1 undecorated ironstone
2 (F51-24)
1 clear chimney glass
1 clear tableware glass
2 aqua window glass
1 unidentified iron
1 unidentified iron “ grate”
1 brick fragment
3 bone

Lot F51-11
2 printed (blue) whiteware
1 redware
1 (F51-74)
1 (F51-87)
6 clear chimney glass
1 aqua container glass
1 aqua window glass
1 shoe leather (soled heel)
1 shoe nail
9 machine cut nail fragments
1 iron container fragment
1 unidentified iron

Lot F51-12
1 undecorated whiteware
1 redware
1 (F51-41)
7 clear chimney glass
1 aqua mirror glass
3 aqua window glass
1 (F51-86)
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1 limestone marble (.51” diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass button (57”

diameter; molded decoration)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.44”

diameter)
peach pit fragments

1 pipe stem
1 pipe
4 machine cut nail fragments
1 brick fragment

wood and bark sample
9 bone

Feature 52
Lot F52-1
1 painted (polychrome) porcelain
1 (F52-27)
1 (F52-28)
1 (F52-29)
1 glass marble (.62” diameter; swirled)

Lot F52-2
9 undecorated whiteware
3 undecorated porcelain
1 salt glazed stoneware
13 (F52-1)
1 (F52-2)
2 (F52-3)
1 (F52-4)
5 (F52-5)
3 (F52-6)
1 (F52-7)
1 clear pressed glass
1 white and rose layered glass, press

molded
1 dark green/black container glass
3 aqua container glass
6 aqua window glass
34 clear container glass
19 amber container glass
1 (F52-30)
1 (F52-31)
5 (F52-33)
6 (F52-33)
4 (F52-34)

1 (F52-35)
7 (F52-36)
1 (F52-32)
2 (F52-38)
1 (F52-39)
1 (F52-40)
1 (F52-41)
2 (F52-42)
2 (F52-43)
2 (F52-44)
1 (F52-45)
2 shoe leather
1 4-holed milk glass button 56”

diameter)
10 iron container fragments
4 machine cut nail fragments
1 decorated plate glass (¼” thick)
2 clinkers
37 bone

Lot F52-3
7 (F52-6)
10 (F52-46)
1 (F52-47)
4 (F52-48)
13 (F52-49)
1 (F52-50)
1 (F52-51)
1 (F52-52)
1 milk glass button (.56” diameter)
4 machine cut nail fragments
1 machine cut nail (3” long)
1 machine cut nail (4½” long)
1 unidentified iron and cork (bottle

stopper)
1 bone

Lot F52-4
1 Albany slipped stoneware
1 undecorated whiteware
1 (F52-6)
1 (F52-8)
1 (F52-9)
6 aqua window glass
4 clear container glass
4 dark green/black container glass
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3 (F52-47)
1 (F52-48)
13 (F52-49)
1 (F52-50)
1 (F52-51)
1 (F52-52)
1 4-holed milk glass button (.56”

diameter)
1 blue Bennington marble (.80”

diameter)
1 stoneware marble (half; .51”

diameter)
4 machine cut nail fragments
1 iron container fragment
2 unidentified iron
3 bone

Lot F52-5
1 salt glazed stoneware
5 (F52-5)
2 (F52-9)
2 (F52-10)
8 (F52-11)
1 (F52-12)
1 (F52-13)
4 aqua container glass
6 clear container glass
1 amber glass
3 aqua window glass
1 (F52-53)
1 (F52-53)
1 (F52-55)
6 (F52-56)
3 (F52-57)
8 (F52-58)
10 (F52-59)
2 (F52-60)
2 (F52-61)
2 (F52-62)
1 (F52-63)
1 4-holed milk glass button (48”

diameter)
1 4-holed milk glass button (.45”

diameter)
1 wire drawn nail (3” long)
2 machine cut nail fragments

2 iron container fragments
1 iron container fragment

(approximately 3¾” diameter; agate
ware cup)
bark sample

3 bone

Lot F52-6
17 undecorated whiteware
2 whiteware with backstamp (ROYAL

/ PATENT IRON[STONE] /
BURGESS &…”

1 salt glazed stoneware
2 (F52-5)
6 (F52-9)
2 (F52-10)
30 (F52-12)
4 (F52-14)
4 (F52-15)
2 (F52-16)
5 (F52-17)
4 (F52-18)
5 (F52-19)
3 (F52-20)
1 (F52-21)
2 (F52-22)
3 (F52-23)
1 (F52-24)
1 (F52-25)
3 (F52-26)
200 aqua canning jar glass
35 clear canning jar glass
36 aqua container glass
175 clear container glass
4 aqua window glass
100 clear chimney glass
2 (F52-65)
1 (F52-66)
2 (F52-67)
8 (F52-68)
1 (F52-69)
2 (F52-70)
4 (F52-71)
2 (F52-72)
7 (F52-73)
2 (F52-74)
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4 (F52-75)
3 (F52-76)
3 (F52-77)
3 (F52-78)
3 (F52-79)
3 (F52-80)
2 (F52-81)
1 (F52-82)
1 (F52-83)
2 (F52-84)
156 (F52-5)
4 (F52-86)
1 (F52-87)
6 (F52-88)
17 (F52-89)
15 (F52-90)
1 (F52-91)
3 (F52-92)
1 (F52-93)
1 (F52-94)
3 (F52-95)
2 (F52-96)
4 (F52-97)
2 (F52-98)
2 (F52-99)
2 (F52-100)
8 (F52-101)
3 (F52-102)
4 (F52-103)
3 (F52-104)
3 (F52-105)
11 (F52-106)
7 (F52-107)
1 (F52-108)
1 (F52-109)
2 (F52-110)
1 (F52-111)
3 (F52-112)
1 (F52-113)
4 copper/brass eyelets
1 piece cut leather
23 machine cut nail fragments (in

wood)
167 aqua window glass
5 aqua plate glass (¼” thick; shaped

corners)

plaster/mortar
1 clinker
1 brick fragment
26 bone

Feature 54
Lot F54-1
8 (F54-1)
5 (F54-2)
7 (F54-3)
1 (F54-4)
6 (F54-8)
1 (F54-9)
1 aqua container glass
16 machine cut nail fragments
5 iron container fragments
1 aqua window glass
1 coal
25 bone

Lot F54-2
10 (F54-1)
1 (F54-8)
3 clear chimney glass
6 machine cut nail fragments
12 bone

Lot F54-3
4 (F54-3)
1 (F54-1)
6 undecorated whiteware
4 clear chimney glass
1 clear container glass
1 aqua window glass
1 dark green/black container glass
5 iron container fragments
1 iron container fragments

approximately 2 1/8” diameter)
1 machine cut nail fragment
1 unidentified iron band
1 brick fragment
10 bone

Lot F54-5
1 fabric fragment
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1 copper/brass clasp
3 machine cut nail fragments
8 iron container fragments
1 unidentified iron
2 bone

Lot F54-6
1 salt glazed stoneware

Lot F54-7
4 (F54-2)
1 (F54-5)
3 (F54-1)
5 (F54-3)
1 undecorated whiteware
5 salt glazed stoneware
2 (F54-8)
2 (F54-10)
1 clear chimney glass
33 iron container fragments
6 machine cut nail fragments
5 unidentified iron
2 coal
1 slate writing pencil
1 aqua window glass
1 plaster with white finish coat
1 plaster
5 clinkers
16 bone

Lot F54-8
6 (F54-1)
16 (F54-3)
1 (F54-6)
1 annular decorated whiteware
1 undecorated yellowware
1 clear chimney glass
2 iron container fragments
3 machine cut nail fragments
1 unidentified iron
4 mortar
2 brick fragments
4 bone

Lot F54-9
1 (F54-7)

1 printed (purple) whiteware
1 printed (brown) whiteware
1 annular decorated whiteware
1 clear chimney glass
10 machine cut nail fragments
1 aqua window glass
2 shaley coal
1 slate fragment
1 plaster/mortar

brick sample
12 bone

Lot F54-10
1 printed (brown) whiteware
2 clear container glass
1 4-hole milk glass button (.51”

diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.45”

diameter)
1 copper/brass fastener
2 copper wire
1 4-hole brass/copper stamped button

(.55” diameter)
4 glass doll eyes (3 sets)
11 glass doll eye fragments
4 machine cut nail fragments
71 iron container fragments
2 aqua window glass
1 plaster/mortar
3 brick fragments
1 bone

Lot F54-11
1 glass doll’s eye
1 4-holed milk glass button (.52”

diameter)
5 machine cut nail fragments
3 coal
2 brick fragments

Feature 55
Lot F55-1
8 (F55-1)
1 (F55-2)
1 aqua window glass
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Lot F55-2
2 undecorated whiteware
1 (F55-1)
1 (F55-3)
1 Rockingham glazed yellowware
1 light aqua container glass
1 milk glass
1 layered milk glass/rose glass
1 melted clear container glass
1 (F55-4)
1 (F55-5)
1 wood pencil
2 pencil leads
5 iron container fragments (tin lid for

pan)
2 machine cut nail fragments
1 machine cut nail (2 5/8” long)
1 machine cut nail (2” long)
4 aqua window glass

plaster sample
3 bone
1 loop shank milk glass button (metal

banded) (.84” diameter)
1 BENNINGTON marble (.58”

diameter)
2 unidentified brass/copper
1 unidentified iron 6 iron container

fragments
12 machine cut nail fragments
3 aqua window glass
1 clinker
18 bone

Lot F55-3
3 undecorated whiteware
1 printed (blue) whiteware
1 (F55-1)
1 Rockingham glazed yellowware
2 clear container glass
1 dark green/black container glass

Lot F55-4
1 relief decorated whiteware (burned)
2 undecorated whiteware
1 porcelain doll head

1 (F55-6)
1 clear container glass (melted)
1 aqua container glass
1 (F55-4)
2 (F55-7)
1 (F55-8)
1 2-hole shell button (.38” diameter)
9 iron container fragments
16 machine cut nail fragments
1 unidentified iron
4 aqua window glass

plaster sample
1 wood (burnt)
22 bone
2 calcined bone

Feature 56
Lot F56-1
1 undecorated whiteware
1 salt glazed stoneware
1 redware
2 clear container glass
3 amber container glass
2 clear chimney glass
1 aqua window glass
1 4-hole milk glass button
6 machine cut nails
1 bone

Lot F56-2
1 machine cut nail

Feature 57
Lot F57-1
2 undecorated whiteware
1 (F57-1)
3 (F57-2)
1 redware
2 unglazed red paste earthenware
1 (F57-35)
1 (F57-36)
4 machine cut nail fragment
1 machine cut nail (2 5/8” long)
1 brick fragment
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2 plaster/mortar
1 lime
2 bone

Lot F57-2
1 (F57-3)
1 dark green/black container glass

(melted)
23 machine cut nail fragments
5 aqua window glass
1 plaster/mortar

Lot F57-3
1 undecorated whiteware
1 (F57-37)
15 machine cut nail fragments
1 clinker
1 plaster/mortar
1 aqua window glass
3 brick fragments
5 bone

Lot F57-4
23 machine cut nail fragments
1 machine cut nail (2 5/8” long)
1 machine cut nail (2 ½” long)
2 glazed brick fragments
1 aqua window glass
3 mortar/plaster
2 bone

Lot F57-5
1 (F57-1)
13 undecorated whiteware
1 annular and mocha decorated

whiteware
1 transfer printed (blue) whiteware
1 transfer printed (purple) whiteware
1 undecorated porcelain
1 (F57-2)
1 (F57-4)
1 (F57-5)
1 (F57-6)
1 (F57-7)
3 (F57-8)
1 (F57-9)

1 (F57-10)
1 salt glazed stoneware
1 redware
1 (F57-38)
1 (F57-39)
1 machine cut nail (2 ¾” long)
16 machine cut nail fragments
6 copper clothing “stays”
1 plaster (with white coat)
20 aqua window glass
2 brick fragment
1 glazed brick fragment
4 coal
3 bone

Lot F57-6
1 (F57-11)
7 redware
1 transfer printed (red) whiteware
1 transfer printed (purple) whiteware
1 glass syringe
1 (F57-5)
3 (F57-6)
1 annular decorated whiteware
15 undecorated whiteware
30 (F57-8)
4 (F57-12)
6 (F57-13)
1 (F57-14)
14 (F57-15)
4 (F57-16)
12 (F57-17)
3 (F57-18)
5 (F57-19)
12 (F57-21)
11 (F57-22)
3 (F57-23)
22 (F57-24)
2 (F57-25)
4 (F57-26)
12 (F57-27)
14 (F57-28)
25 (F57-35)
1 (F57-40)
3 (F57-41)
6 (F57-42)
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1 (F57-43)
5 (F57-44)
16 (F57-45)
1 (F57-46)
41 (F57-47)
1 (F57-48)
28 (F57-49)
1 (F57-51)
5 (F57-52)
1 glass syringe and plunger (4 5/8”

long)
3 iron container fragments
31 machine cut nail fragments
7 copper clothing “stays”
1 threaded brass ring (7/8” diameter)
495 aqua window glass
2 aqua mirror glass
15 bone

Lot F57-7
2 undecorated whiteware
1 undecorated ironstone
1 (F57-27)
1 (F57-28)
4 machine cut nail fragments
1 bone
28 machine cut nail fragments
2 machine cut nails (2 7/8” long)
1 machine cut nail (3 1/8” long)
2 machine cut nails (2 ¾” long)

Lot F57-9
30 machine cut nail fragments
1 wood sample
2 bone

Lot F57-10
6 transfer printed (blue) whiteware
18 undecorated whiteware)
1 (F57-15)
3 (F57-17)
4 (F57-22)
3 (F57-24)
1 (F57-30)
1 (F57-31)
1 (F57-32)

1 (F57-33)
1 (F57-34)
6 (F57-43)
1 (F57-44)
1 (F57-45)
1 (F57-49)
1 (F57-50)
1 fabric
1 unidentified leather
17 copper clothing “stays”
66 machine cut nail fragments

wood sample
17 aqua window glass

plaster
brick

10 bone
2 mussel shell

Feature 58
Lot F58-1
1 salt glazed stoneware
1 (F58-1)
19 undecorated whiteware
2 (F58-2)
1 (F58-3)
8 (F58-4)
2 (F58-5)
1 (F58-6)
2 (F58-7)
1 (F58-8)
1 (F58-9)
1 porcelain doll head (burned?)
1 salt glazed stoneware drain tile (bell

shaped end)
16 clear container glass
2 dark green/black container glass
2 milk glass
4 aqua container glass
1 Kelly green container glass
1 amber container glass
2 aqua plate glass
1 undecorated whiteware (impressed

backstamp “…CHINA / …W
SHAPE”)

1 unidentified copper/brass
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1 writing slate
10 aqua window glass
1 brick fragment
1 coal
1 plaster
1 clinker
7 bone

Feature 59
Lot F59-1
11 machine cut nail fragments
85 bone calcined

Feature 60
Lot F60-1A
4 unglazed stoneware
1 redware
6 salt glazed stoneware
1 soft mud brick (demolition debris)
1 aqua window glass
2 machine cut nail fragments
1 soft paste porcelain (undecorated)
1 sponge decorated (blue) whiteware
2 printed (blue) whiteware
3 printed (red) whiteware
3 undecorated whiteware
1 clear tableware glass
2 (F60-1)
1 (F60-2)
1 (F60-3)
17 (F60-4)
1 (F60-5)
1 (F60-6)
1 (F60-7)
1 (F60-8)
4 (F60-9)
1 worked bone handle (toothbrush)
1 machine cut nail fragment
1` aqua window glass
1 brick fragment
10 bone

Lot F60-1B
3 bone

Lot F60-2
2 salt glazed stoneware
1 (F60-9)
9 (F60-10)
2 (F60-11)
3 (F60-12)
1 (F60-13)
1 (F60-14)

Feature 61
Lot F61-1
1 redware
1 (F61-1)
2 (F61-2)
2 (F61-3)
1 (F61-4)
1 (F61-5)
1 printed (brown) whiteware
1 undecorated whiteware
1 (F61-14)
1 (F61-15)
1 clear container glass
1 machine cut nail fragment
2 bone

Lot F61-2
1 redware
1 salt glazed stoneware
1 (F61-4)
1 (F61-6)
4 (F61-16)
1 (F61-17)
3 machine cut nail fragments
1 bone

Lot F61-3
1 salt glazed stoneware
1 (F61-7)
3 (F61-4)
3 undecorated whiteware
1 (F61-2)
2 (F61-9)
1 (F61-10)
2 redware
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2 (F61-1)
2 clear container glass
5 machine cut nail fragments
3 iron container fragments
1 unidentified iron
5 bone

Lot F61-4
1 annular decorated whiteware
1 printed (purple) whiteware
1 redware
1 (F61-7)
1 aqua container glass
3 machine cut nail fragments
1 clinker
3 bone

Lot F61-5
2 undecorated whiteware
1 printed (purple) whiteware
1 (F61-2)
2 (F61-9)
1 (F61-18)
2 aqua container glass

Lot F61-6
1 (F61-4)
2 printed (brown) whiteware
1 (F61-7)
2 redware
1 (F61-10)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.66”

diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.63”

diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.43”

diameter)
2 aqua window glass
1 (F61-18)
1 (F61-19)
1 (F61-14)
72 (F61-20)
2 (F61-16)
1 dark green/black container glass
1 clear container glass (melted)
8 machine cut nail fragments

1 unidentified iron
8 bone

Lot F61-7
4 (F61-1)
1 (F61-11)
1 (F61-16)
1 dark green/black container glass
21 (F61-17)
1 (F61-21)
1 muscle shell fragments
1 brass cartridge (unfired; .56”

diameter)
7 iron container fragments
5 machine cut mail fragments
2 machine cut nail nails (4 ¼” long)
1 unidentified iron
4 unidentified copper/brass
2 aqua mirror glass

wood sample
2 bone

Lot F61-8
1 undecorated whiteware
2 redware
1 4-hole milk glass button (.61”

diameter)
1 brass/copper lid (approximately 3”

diameter)
13 unidentified brass/copper fragments

(decorative, bell-shaped)
1 brass cartridge fragment
11 machine cut nail fragments
1 machine cut nail (1 3/8” long)
2 unidentified iron
9 aqua mirror glass
1 (F61-21)
3 (F61-22)
1 (F61-23)
1 (F61-24)
1 (F61-25)
8 (F61-26)
1 (F61-27)
15 (F61-28)
5 (F61-29)
2 (F61-30)
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3 (F61-31)
4 (F61-32)
1 (F61-33)
54 clear chimney glass
12 aqua container glass
17 clear container glass
6 bone
1 porcelain dolls foot
1 machine cut nail fragment
1 unidentified iron
19 unidentified copper/brass fragments

(threaded inside and outside;
kerosene container spout?)

5 bone

Lot F61-9
1 (F61-12)
1 (F61-13)
1 (F61-9)
15 (F61-32)
9 (F61-27)
1 (F61-31)
1 (F61-21)
1 (F61-22)
24 clear chimney glass
10 aqua container glass

Feature 62
Lot F62-1
1 undecorated whiteware
1 (F62-21)
1 aqua container glass
2 clear container glass
1 unidentified machine cut nail, body

with iron head (3 1/8” long)
1 unidentified copper
1 mussel shell
2 bone

Lot F62-2
4 undecorated whiteware
1 clear container glass
2 aqua container glass
3 iron “grates” or “gas burners”
29 iron container fragments

9 machine cut nail fragments
4 aqua window glass
6 coal
1 shaley coal
20 bone

Lot F62-3
3 undecorated whiteware
1 printed (blue) whiteware
1 printed (black) whiteware
1 salt/salt glazed stoneware
1 (F62-1)
1 (F62-2)
1 (F62-3)
3 aqua container glass
1 clear container glass
7 machine cut nail fragments
10 iron container fragments
1 unidentified iron (possibly part of

furnace; see lot F62-2 for burners)
2 aqua window glass
1 clinker
227 bone

Lot F62-4
11 undecorated whiteware
1 printed (blue) whiteware
1 painted (polychrome) large floral

whiteware
1 salt/salt glazed stoneware
1 (F62-4)
1 (F62-5)
1 (F62-6)
1 (F62-7)
1 (F62-8)
1 (F62-9)
6 clear chimney glass
1 clear container glass
5 aqua container glass
2 aqua melted glass
5 (F62-24)
1 (F62-25)
1 (F62-26)
1 (F62-27)
1 milk glass cufflink
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1 blue BENNINGTON marble (.58”
diameter)

1 porcelain dolls foot
1 unidentified copper/brass
1 unidentified iron
1 machine cut nail (1 5/8” long)
25 machine cut nail fragments
15 aqua window glass
3 coal
67 bone

Lot F62-5
10 undecorated whiteware
1 printed with painted highlight

porcelain
1 unglazed buff paste earthenware
4 (F62-10)
5 (F62-11)
6 (F62-12)
2 (F62-13)
2 (F62-5)
1 (F62-14)
1 (F62-15)
1 (F62-16)
11 (F62-6)
1 (F62-17)
1 (F62-18)
1 (F62-19)
1 (F62-20)
20 aqua soda water bottle glass
10 aqua container glass
1 aqua melted glass
41 clear container glass
16 clear chimney glass
1 clear melted glass
35 (F62-24)
5 (F62-26)
15 (F62-27)
3 (F62-28)
3 (F62-29)
1 (F62-30)
3 (F62-31)
8 (F62-32)
5 (F62-33)
4 (F62-34)
1 (F62-35)

1 (F62-36)
1 (F62-37)
1 (F62-38)
1 (F62-39)
6 (F62-40)
1 (F62-41)
2 (F62-42)
3 (F62-43)
6 (F62-44)
6 (F62-45)
1 (F62-25)
1 black, hard rubber comb

(“GOODYEAR. U. COMB CO”)
2 slate writing pencils
1 brass/copper coin (.75” diameter)
3 blob top bottle closure (metal)
1 unidentified brass/copper (1” long by

1” wide)
1 brass spoon (small; approximately 4

¼” long)
1 brass utensil handle (approximately 4

½” long)
1 brass/copper ring (½” diameter)
4 iron container fragments
11 machine cut nail fragments
1 brass cartridge (.22 caliber)
4 brass cart ridged (1” long)
4 aqua mirror glass
13 thick aqua window glass (3.20

millimeters thick)
29 aqua window glass
2 coal
64 bone
12 mussel shell fragments

Lot F62-6
2 (F62-6)
1 (F62-5)
2 clear chimney glass
1 (F62-46)
2 (F62-47)
2 porcelain doll head

Feature 63
Lot F63-1
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1 (F63-1)
1 (F63-2)
1 (F63-3)
3 (F63-4)
1 printed (blue) whiteware
3 undecorated whiteware
1 redware
1 Albany slipped stoneware
2 unglazed red paste earthenware
1 undecorated whiteware (burned)
1 (F63-20)
1 (F63-21)
1 (F63-22)
4 burned elbow pipe fragments
3 machine cut nail fragments
1 aqua window glass
11 bone

Lot F63-2
1 (F63-5)
5 (F63-6)
1 (F63-7)
2 (F63-8)
3 printed (blue) whiteware
7 undecorated whiteware
1 unglazed Albany slipped stoneware
5 redware
1 unglazed red paste earthenware
1 (F63-16)
1 (F63-18)
3 (F63-23)
3 clear container glass
2 aqua container glass
1 dark green/black container glass
2 elbow pipe
2 iron container fragment
29 machine cut nail fragments
1 unidentified iron
17 aqua window glass
1 plaster with a white finish coat
1 brick fragment
28 bone

Lot F63-3
1 (F63-2)
1 (F63-9)

1 printed (black) whiteware
1 salt/unglazed stoneware
1 redware
1 unglazed red paste earthenware
3 machine cut nail fragments
6 knife blade fragments
1 mortar (old, brown type)
3 bone fragments

Lot F63-4
1 (F63-5)
1 (F63-10)
1 undecorated whiteware
1 (F63-24)
1 kaolin pipe stem
1 coffee bean
6 machine cut nail fragments
3 plastic (one with a white finish coat)
5 bone

Lot F63-5
2 (F63-9)
1 (F63-11)
1 (F63-1)
1 (F63-12)
1 (F63-4)
2 (F63-13)
1 (F63-14)
1 annular decorated whiteware
1 printed (red) whiteware
3 undecorated whiteware
1 salt glazed stoneware
2 redware
3 unglazed red paste earthenware
2 (F63-25)
7 (F63-27)
1 (F63-8)
1 brass/copper candlestick holder
1 shoe leather
2 marbles (.79” diameter) (marble)
1 marble (.64” diameter) (marble)
2 fabric fragments
1 4-hole bone button (.55” diameter)
45 coffee beans (roasted)
20 iron container fragments

(approximately 4” diameter “can”)
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2 unidentified iron
1 iron rod (approximately 8 ¾” long)
18 machine cut nail fragments
1 aqua window glass
1 glazed brick fragment
4 brick fragments
5 plaster with a white finish coat
18 bone

Lot F63-6
11 machine cut nail fragments
2 unidentified iron
1 unidentified copper/brass (thin sheet

metal)
1 slate writing pencil
1 glazed brick fragment

brick sample
1 bone

Lot F63-7
1 (F63-7)
1 (F63-8)
1 (F63-10)
1 (F63-12)
1 (F63-15)
1 (F63-16)
2 printed (blue) whiteware
2 undecorated whiteware
1 salt glazed/Albany slipped stoneware
1 glazed brick
1 redware
1 (F63-27)
1 clear container glass
1 aqua container glass
11 wire-drawn nail fragments
1 wire-drawn nail fragments (1 5/8”

long)
1 unidentified iron
1 iron container (1 3/8” diameter)

(can)
1 iron container
19 machine cut nail fragments
4 aqua window glass
6 bone

Lot F63-8

2 undecorated whiteware
1 printed (green) whiteware
1 undecorated whiteware (burned)
1 (F63-8)
2 (F63-28)
2 (F63-20)
1 dark green/black container glass
8 machine cut nail fragments
1 aqua mirror glass
2 plaster with a white finish coat
4 bone

Lot F63-9
1 (F63-7)
4 (F63-9)
1 (F63-12)
1 (F63-17)
2 (F63-2)
1 (F63-4)
1 (F63-19)
1 undecorated whiteware
1 blue swirled glass
6 (F63-29)
2 (F63-30)
1 (F63-20)
1 dark green/black container glass
3 fabric fragments
1 seed
1 coffee bean
5 machine cut nail fragments
9 iron wire
6 container fragments
1 unidentified iron
1 glazed brick fragment
44 bone

Feature 64 (and 79)
Lot F64/79-1
1 sponge decorated (blue) whiteware
1 undecorated whiteware
1 (F79-1)
1 (F79-2)
1 (F79-3)
1 (F79-4)
1 (F79-40)
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1 clear lamp chimney
1 aqua container glass
1 (F79-62)
5 mica/isinglass
1 4-hole milk glass button (0.50”

diameter)
1 milk glass, loop shank button (0.57”

diameter)
1 iron ferrule
1 iron strap hinge (stamped)
8 machine cut nail fragments
1 machine cut nail (3 ¼” long)
1 unidentified iron (1 ½” diameter on

one end, 1 1/8” on the other end)
7 aqua window glass
48 bone

Lot F64/79-2
1 undecorated whiteware
1 transfer printed (purple) whiteware
1 (F79-5)
1 salt glazed stoneware
1 (F79-6)
2 (F79-63)
1 (F79-64)
1 aqua container glass
1 bone

Lot F64/79-3
1 salt glazed stoneware
18 undecorated whiteware
1 relief decorated whiteware (Sharon

arch pattern)
1 (F79-7)
1 (F79-8)
2 (F79-9)
4 (F79-10)
1 (F79-11)
1 (F79-12)
2 (F79-13)
1 (F79-14)
1 (F79-15)
7 aqua container glass
4 clear container glass
1 clear tableware glass
1 blue container glass

1 (F79-62)
1 (F79-65)
1 (F79-66)
4 shoe leather
1 graphite rod (1/2” diameter, potential

electric arc lighting)
5 iron container fragments
1 machine cut nail (4 1/8” long)
1 machine cut nail fragment
1 iron band (approximately ¾” wide)
1 brass/copper band (approximately 1”

wide)
1 unidentified brass/copper “bell”

(potentially from early telephone?)
1 aqua window glass
1 clinker
1 wood
22 bone

Lot F64/79-4
1 (F79-8)
1 (F79-16)
2 (F79-17)
1 (F79-18)
2 (F79-19)
1 redware
1 blue container glass
1 (F79-67)
1 (F79-68)
1 (F79-69)
1 (F79-70)
1 (F79-71)
1 kaolin pipe stem
1 4-hole milk glass button (0.53”

diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass button (0.43”

diameter)
4 machine cut nail fragments
6 bone

Lot F64/79-5
1 transfer printed (blue) whiteware
2 relief decorated ironstone (burned)
1 undecorated whiteware
1 (F79-17)
1 (F79-20)
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1 (F79-64)
33 machine cut nail fragments
17 bone

Lot F64/79-6
4 undecorated whiteware
1 undecorated ironstone
1 undecorated Bristol glazed

stoneware
1 (F79-71)
1 (F79-72)
1 (F79-73)
1 lined writing slate
1 zinc cap (interior threads)
9 machine cut nail fragments
1 machine cut nail (3 ¼” long)
7 bone

Lot F64/79-7
4 (F79-11)
1 (F79-23)
1 (F79-24)
1 aqua container glass
15 machine cut nail fragments
4 wood
5 bone

Lot F64/79-8
2 undecorated whiteware (burned)
2 aqua container glass
2 iron container fragments (“cans”)
8 machine cut nail fragments
1 machine cut nail (3 1/8” long)
4 bone

Lot F64/79-9
2 undecorated whiteware
1 undecorated whiteware (backstamp,

“…S FURNIVAL…”)
1 (F79-21)
1 aqua container glass (melted)
4 machine cut nail fragments
1 plaster with finish white coat
5 bone

Lot F64/79-10

1 (F79-9)
2 (F79-22)
4 (F79-25)
2 (F79-26)
2 (F79-27)
4 undecorated whiteware
1 sponge decorated/painted whiteware
1 porcelain figurine (seated zouave

soldier?)
1 (F79-62)
1 (F79-74)
1 (F79-75)
1 (F79-76)
1 (F79-77)
1 amber container glass
1 rose container glass
1 milk glass/white glass
1 aqua container glass
1 aqua container glass (melted)
1 wood and iron handle

(approximately 4” long, possibly tool
handle?)

1 machine cut nail (3 ¼” long)
5 machine cut nail fragments
1 unidentified copper/brass
1 large brass sleigh bell

(approximately 2” diameter)
4 clinkers
2 aqua window glass
2 coal
1 wood
12 bone

Lot F64/79-11
1 (F79-28)
2 (F79-79)
1 (F79-105)
1 4-hole milk glass button (0.69”

diameter)

Lot F64/79-12
3 (F79-17)
2 (F79-21)
1 (F79-29)
3 (F79-30)
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1 annular decorated whiteware (with
sponge decorated cameo/appliqué)

1 undecorated whiteware (with
backstamp, “[IMPER]IAL /
IRONSTONE CHINA / RICHARD
ALCOCK”)

1 (F79-65)
2 (F79-74)
1 (F79-80)
1 (F79-81)
8 (F79-82)

Lot F64/79-13
2 (F79-31)
5 (F79-32)
1 (F79-81)
3 (F79-82)

Lot F64/79-14
1 (F79-33)
1 (F79-34)
1 (F79-35)

Lot F64/79-15
1 cork (1/2” diameter)
1 cork (1/4” diameter)
1 painted, porcelain doll head)
1 loop shank shell button (0.57”

diameter)
1 2-hole milk glass button with painted

edges (0.56” diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass button (0.62”

diameter)
1 4-hole green glass button (0.42”

diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass button (0.43”

diameter)
2 coconut shell
1 matchstick (?) (approximately 1 ¾”

long)
1 felt hat
1 rubber decorative fabric style tassel
7 machine cut nail fragments
1 machine cut nail (3 1/8” long)
1 machine cut nail (4 ¼” long)
2 iron wire

1 wood finial
58 aqua window glass
2 plaster with finish coat
1 coal
1 shaley coal
41 bone
12 undecorated whiteware
1 undecorated porcelain
1 undecorated whiteware (burned)
1 Rockingham glazed yellowware
1 (F79-28)
1 (F79-36)
2 (F79-37)
1 (F79-38)
1 (F79-39)
1 (F79-40)
5 (F79-41)
4 (F79-42)
5 (F79-43)
1 (F79-44)
7 (F79-45)
2 (F79-46)
6 (F79-47)
6 (F79-48)
3 (F79-49)
2 (F79-50)
35 (F79-51)
1 (F79-52)
1 (F79-53)
3 clear container glass
33 aqua container glass
1 toy child’s cup
1 undecorated whiteware disk (2”

diameter by ¼” thick)
6 (F79-83)
3 (F79-84)
4 (F79-85)
4 (F79-86)
1 (F79-87)
1 (F79-88)
1 (F79-89)
3 (F79-90)
1 (F79-91)
5 (F79-92)
2 (F79-93)
2 (F79-94)
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1 (F79-95)
1 (F79-96)
1 (F79-97)
1 (F79-98)
1 (F79-99)
2 (F79-100)
1 (F79-101)
2 (F79-102)
1 (F79-103)
2 (F79-104)
7 (F79-105)
7 (F79-106)
1 (F79-107)
1 (F79-108)
1 (F79-109)
4 women’s leather shoes
2 children’s leather shoes
1 fabric sample
4 iron clothing stays
11 tin can lead seams
3 iron bands (1 ¼” wide)
1 graduated brass thermometer (9 ¾”

long)
1 tin can (3 7/8” diameter), round
1 iron Ferrell (square, 1 5/8” x 1 5/8”)
1 brass comb backing (6” long)
2 enameled metal tubes (0.25”

diameter, 8 5/8” long & 4 ½” long)

Lot F64/79-16
2 (F79-1)
1 (F79-16)
3 (F79-32)
1 (F79-45)
1 (F79-48)
1 (F79-54)
2 (F79-55)
1 (F79-62)
5 (F79-72)
2 (F79-110)
3 (F79-111)
1 (F79-112)
1 (F79-113)
3 (F79-114)
5 (F79-115)
10 clear container glass

2 amber container glass
2 undecorated whiteware
1 (F79-56)
4 (F79-83)
1 (F79-102)
1 (F79-105)
1 (F79-116)
1 (F79-117)
1 undecorated whiteware
13 shoe leather
1 brass door knob (approximately 2”

diameter)
1 iron band (1 ¼” wide)
1 iron band (1 3/8” wide)
1 aqua window glass
4 wood
16 bone

Lot F64/79-17
1 fabric
1 iron? Clothing “stay” (with

connecter)
1 aqua window glass
3 wood

Lot F64/79-18
1 (F79-28)
1 (F79-43)
3 (F79-45)
3 (F79-46)
1 (F79-48)
1 (F79-49)
2 (F79-57)
3 (F79-58)
5 (F79-59)
1 toy child’s cup (cross mends with lot

15)
1 toy child’s teapot (relief decorated)
3 (F79-83)
2 (F79-88)
2 (F79-106)
6 (F79-118)
1 (F79-119)
1 (F79-120)
1 (F79-121)
1 (F79-122)
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2 (F79-123)
1 (F79-124)
1 (F79-125)
1 shoe leather (1 shoe)
3 fabric
1 iron wire (0.15” diameter)
13 “tin” container (rectangular)
1 “tin” pouring spout
10 aqua window glass
5 wood
1 wood clothes pin
1 bone
Lot F64/79-19
4 (F79-29)
6 (F79-32)
1 (F79-60)
1 (F79-100)
1 (F79-107)
1 (F79-124)
3 (F79-126)
1 (F79-127)

Lot F64/79-20
2 (F79-40)
1 (F79-44)
1 (F79-45)
1 (F79-49)
2 (F79-51)
2 (F79-58)
1 (F79-61)
1 (F79-89)
2 (F79-110)
4 undecorated whiteware
1 (F79-67)
1 (F79-128)
1 (F79-129)
1 (F79-130)
1 rubber hose with metal

mister/atomizer
1 rubber bulb (“PAT’D NOV. 18,

1861. REISSUED (?) OCT. 18,
1864. MATTISON (?)”)

1 notched wood spindle (?) (Lincoln-
log-like)

4 aqua window glass
4 bone

Lot F64/79-21
1 (F79-17)

Feature 65
Lot F65-1
1 printed (purple) whiteware
1 undecorated whiteware
1 aqua container glass
1 clear container glass
17 machine cut nail fragments
6 aqua window glass
4 plaster
1 wood
140 bone

Lot F65-2
1 (F65-1)

Lot F65-3
1 (F65-1)

Feature 67
Lot F67-1
1 bone
2 undecorated whiteware
1 painted (monochrome) whiteware
6 (F67-1)
1 (F67-2)
1 (F67-14)
1 (F67-15)
7 (F67-16)
39 (F67-17)
1 (F67-18)
4 shell button fragments (MNV=)
11 machine cut nail fragments
3 iron container fragments
2 wire-drawn nail fragments
1 brass rod, bent (1/4” thick)
1 iron wire (.16” diameter)
1 bone

Lot F67-2
1 (F67-19)
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1 (F67-20)
1 (F67-21)
1 (F67-22)
1 (F67-23)
1 (F67-24)
1 (F67-25)
1 (F67-26)
1 (F67-27)
1 (F67-28)
1 (F67-29)
1 (F67-30)
1 (F67-31)
17 iron container fragments
1 copper wire (approximately .06”

diameter)
38 machine cut nail fragments
9 bone

Lot F67-3
1 (F67-32)
1 (F67-33)
1 (F67-34)
1 (F67-35)
1 (F67-36)
1 (F67-37)
1 (F67-38)
1 (F67-39)
1 (F67-40)
7 iron container fragments
1 iron container fragment

(approximately 1¼” diameter)
31 machine cut nail fragments
2 wire-drawn nail fragments
1 crown bottle cap
1 clinker
2 wood

Lot F 67-4
1 (F67-41)
1 (F67-42)
1 (F67-43)
1 (F67-44)
10 (F67-45)
37 iron container fragments
22 machine cut nail fragments

1 wire-drawn nail (approximately 2¾”
long)

7 bone

Lot F67-4
1 bone tooth brush

Lot F67-5
1 (F67-45)
1 (F67-46)
1 (F67-47)
1 (F67-48)
1 burned bottle cork
28 iron container fragments
1 iron container “can” (2 3/8”

diameter)
14 machine cut nail fragments
1 wire-drawn nail (1 7/8” thick)
1 clinker

Lot F67-6
1 (F67-3)
1 (F67-4)
1 (F67-49)
1 (F67-50)
1 (F67-51)
1 (F67-52)
1 (F67-53)
1 (F67-54)

Lot F67-7
4 undecorated whiteware
1 Bristol / Albany slipped stoneware
3 (F67-4)
2 (F67-5)
1 (F67-6)
1 (F67-7)
5 (F67-8)
1 (F67-9)
1 (F67-10)
1 (F67-11)
1 (F67-12)
1 (F67-13)
5 aqua container glass
7 clear container glass
1 (F67-55)
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1 (F67-56)
4 (F67-57)
4 (F67-58)
2 (F67-59)
2 (F67-60)
1 (F67-61)
1 (F67-62)
1 iron container fragment
1 unidentified iron (4” long)
3 machine cut nail fragments
2 iron wire (¼” thick)
1 aqua window glass
1 thick aqua window glass (.12” thick)
1 wood
3 bone

Feature 68
Lot F68-1
1 undecorated whiteware
2 aqua container glass
11 (F68-23)
1 (F68-24)
8 brass cartridges (center-fire; 1 3/8”

long; .38” diameter)
4 brass cartridges (center-fire; 1 1/8”

long; .42” diameter)
3 brass cartridges (center-fire; 1 ¼”

long; .42” diameter)
2 brass cartridges (center-fire; 1 1/8”

long; 35” diameter)
7 brass cartridges fragments
1 aqua window glass

Lot F68-2
15 undecorated whiteware
1 extruded drain tile
3 rectangular extruded structural tile
2 (F68-1)
1 (F68-2)
4 (F68-3)
2 (F68-4)
19 (F68-5)
1 (F68-6)
1 (F68-7)
1 (F68-8)

1 (F68-9)
1 dark green/black container glass
1 cobalt blue container glass
2 milk glass
12 aqua container glass
22 clear container glass
1 (F68-24)
1 (F68-25)
1 (F68-26)
1 (F68-27)
1 (F68-28)
3 (F68-29)
7 (F68-30)
1 (F68-31)
1 (F68-32)
3 (F68-33)
1 (F68-34)
4 shoe leather
1 asphalt/tar paper roofing
1 porcelain FROZEN CHARLOTTE

doll (2½” tall)
1 peach pit
6 machine cut nail fragments
1 wire-drawn nail (2 5/8” long)
1 copper/brass top or cap (with

threads)
2 unidentified copper/brass
2 iron wire
2 aqua window glass
1 aqua window plate glass (¼” thick)
2 brick fragments
1 wood (approximately 15 ¼” long:

turned spindle discarded)
4 bone

Lot F68-3
4 undecorated whiteware
1 (F68-10)
1 (F68-11)
4 (F68-12)
5 (F68-13)
1 (F68-14)
1 (F68-15)
1 dark green/black container glass
1 amber container glass
3 aqua container glass
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10 clear container glass
1 (F68-27)
4 (F68-30)
1 (F68-35)
2 (F68-36)
1 (F68-37)
1 (F68-38)
1 (F68-39)
1 (F68-40)
2 (F68-41)
1 (F68-42)
1 (F68-43)
1 (F68-44)
1 fabric
1 iron container fragment
1 machine cut nail fragment
1 iron tea pot (approximately 10¼”

diameter)
1 railroad spike (approximately 5½”

long)
1 iron pail handle
1 unidentified iron
1 unidentified copper/brass

wood sample
ceramic boiler lining

3 bone

Lot F68-4
3 undecorated whiteware
1 painted (polychrome) porcelain
1 extruded drain tile
3 rectangular extruded structural tile
1 (F68-1)
1 (F68-12)
3 (F68-13)
2 (F68-16)
2 (F68-17)
1 (F68-15)
1 (F68-18)
1 (F68-19)
1 (F68-20)
5 aqua container glass
2 clear container glass
1 milk glass
1 (F68-28)
5 (F68-30)

4 (F68-40)
1 (F68-42)
1 (F68-43)
1 (F68-45)
1 (F68-46)
1 (F68-47)
1 (F68-48)
6 (F68-49)
1 (F68-50)
1 (F68-51)
1 (F68-52)
1 (F68-53)
18 shoe leather
1 belt leather
4 iron container fragments
3 unidentified iron
1 fabric
1 wood
2 aqua window glass

Lot F68-5
2 undecorated whiteware
1 rectangular extruded structural tile
1 (F68-14)
1 (F68-20)
1 (F68-21)
5 clear container glass
1 aqua container glass
1 (F68-30)
1 (F68-54)
1 (F68-55)
1 (F68-56)
1 (F68-57)
1 (F68-58)
1 (F68-59)
21 shoe leather (multiple shoes)
1 leather belt
3 iron container fragments (blue

enameled basin)
1 iron container fragments (2¼”

diameter)
2 mortar
1 aqua window glass
1 bone

Lot F68-6
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2 (F68-16)
1 (F68-22)
2 clear container glass
1 (F68-60)
1 (F68-61)
1 (F68-62)
7 shoe leather
1 brass cartridge (center-fire; 3 1/8”

long .50” diameter)
10 iron container fragments (tea kettle)
1 iron container fragments

(2¼diameter) (“can”)
2 unidentified iron

Lot F68-7
1 undecorated whiteware
1 extruded drain tile
4 aqua container glass
2 clear container glass
5 (F68-63)
1 (F68-64)
1 (F68-65)
1 (F68-66)
6 (F68-67)
1 (F68-68)
6 (F68-69)
1 (F68-70)
2 (F68-71)

Feature 69
Lot F69-1
5 redware
3 salt glazed stoneware
19 undecorated whiteware
2 undecorated pearlware
2 transfer printed (dark blue) pearlware
12 (F69-1)
1 (F69-2)
3 (F69-3)
3 painted (monochrome blue, large

floral) pearlware
1 painted (polychrome, large floral)

whiteware
1 (F69-4)
1 (F69-5)

1 transfer printed (brown) whiteware
5 dark green/black container glass
2 clear container glass
1 clear container glass (melted)
2 aqua container glass
1 (F69-40)
4 machine cut nail fragment
1 slate writing pencil
3 aqua window glass
1 glazed brick fragment
1 plaster with a white finish coat
24 bone

Lot F69-2
1 (F69-2)
20 (F69-6)
1 (F69-7)
1 (F69-8)
1 (F69-9)
1 (F69-10)
1 (F69-41)
1 kaolin pipe stem/bowl
1 2-hole shell button (.43” diameter)

Lot F69-3
6 (F69-6)
1 (F69-8)
1 (F69-10)
1 (F69-11)
3 (F69-12)
1 (F69-13)
3 (F69-14)
5 (F69-15)
1 (F69-16)
1 (F69-17)
3 (F69-18)
2 (F69-19)
1 (F69-20)
3 Albany slipped stoneware
2 salt glazed stoneware
17 undecorated whiteware
1 undecorated ironstone
1 toy/figurine base (burned)
15 aqua container glass
6 clear container glass
1 (F69-42)
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3 (F69-43)
1 (F69-44)
5 (F69-45)
1 (F69-46)
4 (F69-47)
1 worked bone toothbrush

(approximately 4” long)
1 black, hard rubber “chain link”
1 machine cut nail fragment
1 iron container fragment
4 aqua window glass
3 coal
1 plaster/mortar
13 bone

Lot F69-4
1 transfer printed (purple) whiteware
3 salt glazed stoneware
1 (F69-8)
1 (F69-10)
1 (F69-15)
2 (F69-21)
2 (F69-22)
1 (F69-23)
3 (F69-24)
3 (F69-25)
3 (F69-26)
6 (F69-27)
6 (F69-28)
1 (F69-29)
1 (F69-30)
3 (F69-31)
3 aqua container glass
2 clear container glass
7 clear chimney glass
1 milk glass
5 (F69-46)
1 (F69-48)
2 (F69-49)
2 iron container fragments
5 iron pail handle fragments
8 machine cut nail fragments
1 plaster/mortar
18 bone

Lot F69-5

2 undecorated whiteware
3 (F69-13)
3 (F69-32)
2 (F69-33)
2 (F69-34)
1 (F69-35)
2 aqua container glass
1 clear container glass
5 clear chimney glass
1 (F69-50)
1 (F69-51)
1 (F69-52)
2 (F69-53)
2 (F69-54)
1 (F69-55)
1 kaolin pipe stem fragment
35 iron “container” fragments (sturdy

corrugated “tin” roof)
4 machine cut nail fragments
2 unidentified iron
1 paint brush (hair with green paint)
4 machine cut nail fragments
2 unidentified iron
1 paint brush (hair with green paint)
6 molded stoneware drain tile (4”

diameter, with “bell end”)
3 aqua window glass

plaster sample
144 bone

Lot F69-6
1 (F69-36)
1 (F69-37)
2 porcelain furniture pulls or knobs
4 (F69-54)
1 (F69-56)
1 (F69-57)
1 (F69-58)
10 (F69-59)
4 (F69-60)
1 (F69-61)
3 (F69-62)
1 brass/copper comb handle

(approximately 7” long)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.68”

diameter)
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1 wood knife handle (approximately 5”
long)

1 unidentified iron
77 iron container fragments (square-

rectangle “cans”)
1 iron spike (7 ¼” long)
1 iron spike (5 ½” long)
6 salt glazed stoneware

brick sample
1 aqua window glass
1 lined writing slate

plaster/mortar
wood sample

15 bone

Lot F69-7
2 (F69-15)
7 (F69-38)
1 (F69-39)
1 (F69-63)
1 (F69-64)

Feature 70
Lot F70-1
1 (F70-1)
1 (F70-2)
1 (F70-3)
1 (F70-4)
1 (F70-19)
7 (F70-20)
4 (F70-21)
1 machine cut nail fragment
6 bone

Lot F70-2
2 (F70-5)
2 undecorated whiteware
1 Bristol/salt glazed stoneware
2 salt glazed/salt glazed stoneware
5 (F70-19)
4 (F70-21)
1 (F70-22)
2 (F70-23)
1 (F70-24)
2 (F70-25)

3 (F70-26)
1 (F70-27)
1 (F70-28)
15 clear container glass
5 aqua container glass
6 clear chimney glass
2 clear/lead chimney glass
2 clear container glass (melted)
12 glass syringe ( with metal “cap”)
1 kaolin pipe stem
1 iron container fragment
1 machine cut nail (3 1/8” long)
16 machine cut nail fragments
1 iron wire
2 unidentified wire
1 worked marble (architectural marble)
8 aqua window glass
4 aqua window glass
45 bone

Lot F70-3
2 (F70-1)
2 (F70-6)
4 undecorated whiteware
1 (F70-29)
1 (F70-30)
18 clear chimney glass
3 clear container glass ( burned)
1 kaolin pipe stem
1 bone toothbrush
1 copper/brass ring (7/8” diameter)
1 hard rubber comb fragment
1 hard rubber hair pin
1 iron door lock
27 machine cut nail fragments
3 aqua window glass
1 wood
1 coal
53 bone

Lot F70-4
1 (F70-1)
1 (F70-6)
1 (F70-7)
1 (F70-8)
1 (F70-9)
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6 undecorated whiteware
1 (F70-28)
1 (F70-29)
1 (F70-30)
3 (F70-31)
1 (F70-32)
1 (F70-33)
1 (F70-34)
2 (F70-35)
18 clear chimney glass
2 clear container glass
1 copper clothing stay
1 copper jewelry
1 4-hole brown glass button (.42”

button)
1 unidentified iron door bracket
1 machine cut nail (2 5/8” long)
34 machine cut nail fragments
1 aqua mirror glass
4 coal
59 bone

Lot F70-5
1 aqua container glass
3 iron bands (7/8” wide)
4 machine cut nails (2¾” long)
29 machine cut nail fragments
1 wood
12 bone

Lot F70-6
1 (F70-1)
1 undecorated whiteware
1 clear chimney glass
1 iron band (approximately 1” wide)
4 machine cut nail fragments
2 machine cut nails (2 5/8” long)

Lot F70-7
2 (F70-11)
1 (F70-12)
3 (F70-13)
1 printed (brown) whiteware
1 undecorated whiteware
1 redware
6 (F70-27)

1 (F70-32)
1 (F70-36)
3 aqua container glass
1 clear container glass
1 4-hole bone button (.60” diameter)
1 loop shank, milk glass button (.45”

diameter)
7 iron bands (7/8” wide)
2 machine cut nails (2¾” long)
31 machine cut nail fragments
1 plaster/mortar
1 aqua mirror glass
2 aqua window glass
1 wood
60 bone

Lot 70-8
2 (F70-1)
4 (F70-8)
1 (F70-6)
1 (F70-14)
2 (F70-15)
2 (F70-16)
3 (F70-17)
1 annular decorated yellowware
1 printed (blue) whiteware
27 undecorated whiteware
1 unglazed red paste earthenware
5 (F70-31)
1 (F70-22)
1 (F70-27)
1 (F70-28)
2 (F70-37)
1 (F70-35)
1 (F70-38)
15 (F70-39)
1 aqua window glass
2 aqua container glass
8 clear container glass
2 clear container glass (melted)
25 clear chimney glass
1 kaolin pipe bowl
4 kaolin pipe stems
1 4-hole brown glass button (.40”

diameter)
1 milk glass bead (.30” diameter)
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16 machine cut nails
99 machine cut nail fragments
1 unidentified brass/copper
12 aqua window glass
1 brick fragment
2 wood
137 bone

Lot F70-9
1 (F70-12)
1 (F70-13)
2 clear container glass
2 clear chimney glass
5 machine cut nail (2 5/8” long)
27 machine cut nail fragments
1 aqua window glass
1 wood
7 bone

Feature 71
Lot F71-1
3 (F71-1)
1 (F71-2)
5 (F71-3)
5 (F71-10)
1 (F71-11)
17 (F71-30)
1 (F71-31)
1 (F71-32)
1 clear container glass
1 aqua window glass
3 coal
2 peach pits
1 walnut
1 celluloid pipe stem
1 brass cartridge (½” long; 22-caliper)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.49”

diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.44”

diameter)
1 machine cut nail (2 5/8” long)
21 machine cut nail fragments
1 brass “connector”
1 rubber syringe
14 aqua window glass

5 wood
3 coal
3 mortar/lime
8 bone

Lot F71-2
10 (F71-3)
2 (F71-4)
2 (F71-5)
3 (F71-6)
2 (F71-10)
1 (F71-33)
1 (F71-34)
1 (F71-35)
12 undecorated whiteware
4 saltglazed stoneware
1 undecorated yellowware
2 redware
6 aqua container glass
7 clear container glass
2 porcelain doll head fragments

Lot F71-3
1 (F71-7)
1 (F71-8)
2 (F71-9)
1 (F71-22)
1 (F71-33)
1 (F71-37)
4 undecorated whiteware
3 undecorated yellowware
1 Rockingham glazed yellowware
5 saltglazed stoneware
1 unglazed stoneware
1 redware
8 clear container glass
7 aqua container glass
1 peach pit
1 brass shot gun cartridge (.73”

diameter)
1 brass syringe
14 machine cut nails fragments
1 machine cut nail (2¾” long)
1 machine cut nail (2 3/8” long)
1 iron bracelet
1 brass hinge fragment
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1 brass door catch/lock “keeper”
11 aqua window glass
2 brick fragments
7 coal
2 wood
14 bone

Lot F71-4
2 (F71-10)
1 (F71-12)
2 (F71-13)
1 (F71-38)
1 (F71-39)
1 (F71-40)
1 (F71-41)
14 undecorated whiteware
1 Bristol glazed stoneware (ginger

beer-style bottle)
4 salt glazed stoneware
1 Albany slipped stoneware
2 redware
2 aqua container glass
1 clear container glass
1 kaolin pipe stem
1 unidentified iron
1 iron container fragment
6 machine cut nail fragments
10 aqua window glass
1 painted brick fragment

wood sample
7 bone

Lot F71-5
1 (F71-13)
1 (F71-14)
1 (F71-15)
1 (F71-16)
1 (F71-17)
1 (F71-18)
1 (F71-19)
1 (F71-20)
3 (F71-22)
1 (F71-9)
1 (F71-42)
1 (F71-43)
1 (F71-43)

1 (F71-45)
1 (F71-46)
1 (F71-47)
2 (F71-48)
12 (F71-49)
17 undecorated whiteware
1 transfer printed (flow blue)

whiteware
1 transfer printed (red) whiteware
1 undecorated whiteware (with printed

backstamp; British lion)
3 salt glazed stoneware
4 clear container glass
3 aqua container glass
1 white rubber brush handle (4” long)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.56”

diameter)
2 4-hole milk glass button (.42”

diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.43”

diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.33”

diameter)
1 4-hole (pie crust) milk glass button

(.44” diameter)
1 machine cut nail (2 1/8” long)
10 machine cut nail fragments
3 unidentified iron
10 aqua window glass

wood sample
3 coal
25 bone

Lot F71-6
1 (F71-19)
1 (F71-21)
1 (F71-50)
1 undecorated whiteware
1 undecorated whiteware (with printed

backstamp)
1 undecorated porcelain
1 annular decorated yellowware

Lot F71-7
1 (F71-23)
2 (F71-24)
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1 (F71-25)
4 (F71-26)
4 (F71-27)
3 (F71-28)
1 (F71-29)
1 (F71-51)
1 (F71-52)
2 (F71-53)
9 (F71-54)
1 (F71-55)
9 (F71-56)
14 undecorated whiteware
1 undecorated whiteware (with printed

backstamp “ROYAL PATENT
IRON[STONE] / WILKINSON &
HULME / LATE RICHARD
ALCOCK / BURSLEM,
ENGLAND”)

7 salt glazed stoneware
2 annular decorated and mocha

decorated yellowware
6 aqua container glass
2 clear container glass
4 clear chimney glass
2 leather harness straps
1 white rubber brush (decorated)
1 leather (cut)
1 unidentified iron
3 wood shingles
1 wooden dowel (½” diameter)

eggshell and membrane
3 wood (construction debris, 1 x 6

sawn boards)
29 bone

Feature 72
Lot F72-1
1 Albany slipped stoneware
3 undecorated whiteware
1 redware
1 yellowware
1 salt glazed stoneware
1 annular decorated yellowware
1 amber container glass
3 clear container glass

2 aqua container glass
1 (F72-1)
1 (F72-2)
2 unidentified iron
1 bone

Lot F72-2
5 shoe leather (1 sole-approximately

10” long)
1 whetstone
15 machine cut nail fragments
6 machine cut nails (2 7/8” long)
1 machine cut nail (4” long)
1 wire drawn nail (4 1/8” long)
1 iron band (approximately 5/8” wide)
2 unidentified iron
3 aqua window glass
5 bone

Feature 73
Lot F73-1
2 printed (blue) whiteware
1 undecorated whiteware
1 (F73-1)
1 Kelly green container glass
1 aqua container glass
34 (F73-2)
3 machine cut nail fragments
1 unidentified iron

Lot F73-2
2 salt glazed stoneware
1 undecorated porcelain
1 (F73-3)
5 (F73-4)
1 aqua container glass
3 (F73-5)
1 (F73-8)
1 aqua container glass
1 shoe leather (1 sole approximately

8½” long)
1 machine cut nail fragment
1 machine cut nail (2” long)
1 bone
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Lot F73-3
1 undecorated whiteware
1 (F73-4)
6 (F73-6)
1 redware
1 shoe leather (1heel)
10 iron container fragments
1 machine cut nail fragment
2 bone

Lot F73-4
1 machine cut nail fragment
1 iron container fragment
3 aqua window glass

Lot F73-5
1 (F73-7)
3 undecorated whiteware
3 machine cut nail fragments
1 unidentified iron
55 aqua window glass

Lot F73-6
5 shoe leather (1 heel)
3 machine cut nail fragments
2 iron container fragments

Feature 74
Lot F74-1
1 glass cat’s eye marble
6 undecorated whiteware
4 undecorated porcelain
2 salt glazed stoneware
1 redware
1 (F74-1)
2 (F74-2)
1 (F74-3)
1 (F74-4)
1 (F74-5)
3 (F74-6)
1 (F74-7)
1 (F74-8)
1 (F74-9)
2 (F74-10)
8 (F74-11)

2 (F74-30)
3 (F74-31)
1 flat pressed glass
74 clear chimney glass
2 aqua container glass
1 (F74-34)
1 (F74-35)
1 (F74-36)
25 (F74-37)
4 (F74-38)
1 (F74-39)
1 (F74-40)
1 (F74-41)
2 (F74-42)
1 (F74-43)
1 (F74-44)
2 (F74-45)
3 (F74-46)
2 (F74-47)
7 (F74-48)
2 (F74-65)
3 shoe leather
1 slate writing pencil
1 kaolin pipe bowl
1 4-hole milk glass button (0.43”

diameter)
4 machine cut nail fragments
2 machine cut nail (3” long)
1 machine cut nail (2¾” long)
1 machine cut nail 2¼” long)
1 machine cut nail (2 1/8” long)
1 iron spring (1¾” diameter)
1 tapered iron Ferrell (3” long; 1 1/8”

diameter)
17 aqua window glass
3 thick aqua window glass (3.62

millimeter thick)
1 coal/coke
37 bone

Lot F74-2
1 door knob (swirled red agate, clear

glazed)
18 (F74-1)
2 (F74-12)
1 (F74-13)
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1 (F74-14)
1 aqua container glass
50 clear container glass
1 (F74-45)
3 (F74-47)
1 (F74-49)
5 (F74-50)
2 (F74-51)
11 (F74-52)
1 (F74-53)
1 (F74-54)
1 (F74-55)
7 (F74-56)
1 kaolin pipe stem
1 4-hole milk glass button (.41”

diameter)
1 slate writing pencil
6 machine cut nail fragments
1 machine cut nail (2¾” long)
1 machine cut nail (2 1/8” long)
1 machine cut nail (2 1/16” long
6 aqua window glass
5 coal
38 bone

Lot F74-3
1 undecorated whiteware
2 (F74-13)
5 (F74-15)
1 (F74-6)
5 (F74-17)
4 (F74-18)
10 (F74-19)
4 (F74-20)
12 (F74-21)
7 (F74-22)
23 (F74-23)
1 (F74-24)
2 (F74-25)
1 (F74-26)
1 (F74-27)
7 (F74-28)
1 (F74-29)
1 clear chimney glass
1 (F74-57)
1 (F74-58)

1 (F74-59)
1 (F74-60)
8 (F74-61)
1 (F74-62)
1 fabric
4 shoe leather
1 coffee bean
3 slate writing pencils
1 kaolin pipe stem
1 painted, stoneware marble (.78”

diameter)
1 black, hard rubber barrette
1 printed, 4-hole, milk glass button

(.43” diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.39”

diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.42”

diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.32”

diameter)
1 unidentified iron
1 unidentified iron (10¼” long)
1 unidentified iron (8¼” long)
2 coarse ceramic with corrugated

surface (washboard for a sink)
1 machine cut nail fragment
4 roofing slates
31 aqua window glass

coal sample
wood and bark sample

62 bone

Lot F74-3
1 4-hole milk glass button (.37”

diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.44”

diameter)
1 4-hole, pie crust, milk glass button

(.42” diameter)
1 4-hole, pie crust, milk glass button

(.44” diameter)
1 4-hole, pie crust, milk glass button

(.43” diameter)

Lot F74-4
1 undecorated porcelain
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3 undecorated whiteware
1 painted (polychrome) whiteware
2 (F74-1)
1 (F74-32)
1 clear chimney glass
1 aqua container glass
1 (F74-37)
2 (F74-50)
1 kaolin pipe stem
1 black, hard rubber comb handle
1 iron container fragment
12 machine cut nail fragments
1 machine cut nail (3 1/8” long)
1 machine cut nail (1 5/8” long)
1 machine cut nail (1½” long)
1 unidentified iron (wall anchor)
11 aqua window glass
2 thick aqua window glass (3.93

millimeter thick)
4 bone

Lot F74-5
4 undecorated whiteware
1 transfer printed (blue) whiteware
1 transfer printed (green) with painted

highlights
2 redware
2 clear chimney glass
1 aqua container glass
1 milkglass
1 (F74-53)
3 (F74-63)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.49”

diameter)
5 machine cut nail fragments
2 machine cut nail (3” long)
1 machine cut nail (2 5/8” long)
2 machine cut nails (2 1/8” long)
1 machine cut nail (4½” long)
2 aqua window glass
25 bone

Lot F74-6
1 relief decorated whiteware
2 (F74-1)
1 (F74-23)

2 (F74-24)
4 (F74-33)
7 (F74-64)
1 fabric
1 4-hole bone button (.67” diameter)
1 peach pit
1 coffee bean
4 machine cut nail fragments
3 copper clothing stays

wood sample
1 aqua mirror glass
4 coal
1 clinker
22 bone

Feature 75
Lot F75-1
1 transfer printed (black) whiteware
3 transfer printed (blue) whiteware
7 undecorated whiteware
5 salt/salt glazed stoneware
1 redware
1 (F75-1)
3 (F75-2)
2 (F75-3)
2 (F75-4)
2 (F75-5)
1 (F75-6)
1 clear container glass
2 aqua container glass
2 dark green/black container glass
1 (F75-7)
1 (F75-8)
1 (F75-9)
1 iron band (1 3/8” wide)
1 brick fragment
1 pointed screw (1¼” long)
2 machine cut nails (3” long)
3 machine cut nails (2 5/8” long)
3 machine cut nails (2” long)
3 machine cut nails (1 9/16” long)
1 machine cut nail (1½” long)
2 machine cut finish nails (3 1/8” long)
7 machine cut finish nails (2½” long)
3 machine cut finish nails (2 1/8” long)
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1 machine cut finish nail (1 9/16”
long)

64 machine cut finish nail fragments
5 aqua window glass
21 bone

Feature 76
Lot F76-1
4 undecorated whiteware
2 salt/salt glazed stoneware
1 Rockingham glazed yellowware
3 redware
1 (F76-1)
2 (F76-2)
1 clear/lead container glass
1 (F76-19)
2 (F76-20)
1 (F76-21)
1 (F76-22)
1 unglazed soft paste porcelain

(figurine, dog?)
6 machine cut nail fragments
1 machine cut nail (3 3/8” long)
3 machine cut nail (2 5/8” long)
1 aqua window glass
4 writing or roofing slates
1 mortar
9 bone

Lot F76-2
1 transfer printed (blue) whiteware
2 undecorated whiteware
2 annular decorated yellowware
1 (F76-3)
1 clear/lead container glass
1 citron container glass
1 machine cut nail (2½” long)
1 iron hook
1 aqua window glass
4 writing slates
5 bone

Lot F76-3
1 undecorated whiteware
2 machine cut nail fragments

1 forged strap hinge with a button end
1 aqua window glass
7 bone

Lot F76-4
1 annular decorated yellowware
1 (F76-1)
1 (F76-4)
1 (F76-5)
1 (F76-23)
1 (F76-24)
5 shoe leather
6 aqua window glass
2 large lumps of coal
5 bone

Lot F76-5
3 undecorated whiteware
1 (F76-1)
4 (F76-7)
1 (F76-8)
1 (F76-9)
1 (F76-10)
1 (F76-11)
1 (F76-13)
1 aqua window glass
1 amber container glass
1 (F76-25)
1 (F76-26)
1 (F76-27)
13 (F76-28)
3 (F76-29)
1 (F76-30)
1 (F76-31)
15 (F76-32)
1 peach pit
2 nut shells
1 4-hole milk glass button (.43”

diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.42”

diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.41”

diameter)
1 glass bead (.40” diameter)
1 unidentified iron
2 machine cut nail fragments
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4 unidentified iron
6 ZINC / BRITTANIA 4-hole bottle

cruet (MNV=1)
1 egg (shell and membrane)
1 aqua mirror glass
12 aqua window glass
2 wood
1 copper clothing stay
1 mortar
15 bone
1 mussel shell

Lot F76-6
1 salt/ salt glazed stoneware
1 redware
4 (F76-33)
1 (F76-34)
1 machine cut nail fragment
5 aqua window glass

Lot F76-7
1 redware
1 (F76-12)
1 (F76-35)
3 (F76-36)
1 (F76-37)
1 aqua window glass
1 mortar
1 wood
6 bone

Lot F76-8
1 unglazed soft paste porcelain

figurine
1 red paste swirl glazed doorknob
1 porcelain toy lid
1 relief decorated whiteware
2 undecorated whiteware
1 (F76-1)
1 (F76-13)
2 (F76-14)
1 (F76-15)
1 (F76-16)
1 (F76-17)
2 aqua window glass
1 (F76-31)

37 (F76-32)
1 (F76-4)
1 (F76-38)
1 (F76-39)
1 (F76-40)
1 (F76-41)
2 peach pits
6 shoe leather
1 glass marble (.79” diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.43”

diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.36”

diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.45”

diameter)
3 unidentified iron
1 machine cut nail (2 5/8” long)
2 plaster (with white finish coat)
7 aqua window glass
1 roofing slate

wood sample
3 coal
29 bone
1 mussel shell

Feature 77
Lot F77-1
2 machine cut nail fragments

Feature 78
Lot F78-1
1 undecorated whiteware
4 aqua container glass
1 (F78-1)
1 (F78-3)
17 tar paper roofing
1 wire drawn nail (4 1/8” long)
1 wire drawn nail (3” long)
1 wire drawn nail (3 1/8” long)

painted wood sample
1 bone

Lot F78-2
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1 transfer printed (red) whiteware
“LAUSANNE / VILLA” on base

1 transfer printed (brown) whiteware
1 flow blue whiteware
2 undecorated whiteware
1 (F78-2)
1 (F78-4)
1 wire drawn nail (3¼” long)
1 wire drawn nail (3 1/8” long)
1 wood

Lot F78-3
1 undecorated whiteware
1 (F78-2)
2 aqua container glass
3 (F78-5)
1 (F78-6)
1 2-hole shell button (.37” diameter)

eggshell
1 wire drawn nail (3 1/8” long)
1 iron band (1 5/8” wide)
1 unidentified iron
4 coal
16 bone

Feature 79
See Feature 64

Feature 80
Lot F80-1
1 machine cut nail fragment

(discarded)
2 bone

Feature 81
Lot F81
4 undecorated whiteware
1 annular decorated yellowware
1 salt/salt glazed stoneware
1 redware
1 writing slate
1 backhoe trench

Feature 100
Lot F100-1
1 undecorated porcelain
1 undecorated yellowware
2 undecorated whiteware with illegible

printed backstamp
34 undecorated whiteware
5 Albany/Albany slipped stoneware
2 salt glazed stoneware
1 (F100-1)
4 (F100-2)
1 (F100-3)
2 (F100-4)
1 (F100-5)
1 (F100-6)
1 (F100-7)
2 (F100-8)
6 (F100-9)
3 (F100-75)
1 (F100-76)
1 (F100-77)
1 (F100-41)
1 (F100-78)
1 (F100-81)
1 dark green/black container glass
1 dark green/black glass, melted
11 clear container glass
6 aqua container glass
1 aqua glass, melted
3 milk glass
3 amber container glass
3 (F100-90)
1 (F100-91)
3 (F100-92)
1 (F100-93)
2 (F100-94)
1 (F100-95)
1 (F100-96)
1 (F100-97)
1 (F100-98)
1 (F100-99)
3 (F100-100)
1 (F100-101)
1 (F100-102)
1 (F100-103)
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1 (F100-104)
2 (F100-105)
1 hard rubber comb
1 rectangular brass tag (1½” x 7/8”)

(A. CLAUS / WATCH / 81)
4 circular brass tags (all say: A.

CLAUS / WATCH / NO…)
3 aqua window glass
2 bone
1 circular brass tag (1” diameter) (A.

CLAUS / WATCH / NO. 61)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.43”

diameter)
1 fabric
1 large copper pan lid or base (9”

diameter)
5 iron wire
1 threaded iron bolt (5½”)
2 machine cut nails (4½” long)
1 machine cut nail (3½” long)
1 machine cut nail (3” long)
6 machine cut nail fragments
4 aqua window glass
2 limestone chips
1 shaley coal
13 bone

Lot F100-2
1 clear/blue layered window / flat glass

with ground decoration
1 toy porcelain saucer
5 undecorated whiteware
4 salt/salt glazed stoneware
2 Albany/Albany slipped stoneware
2 (F100-2)
1 (F100-4)
1 (F100-11)
2 (F100-12)
5 (F100-13)
1 (F100-14)
4 (F100-16)
2 (F100-17)
3 (F100-18)
1 (F100-19)
1 (F100-20)
1 (F100-79)

9 clear container glass
2 amber container glass
1 clear glass, melted
2 aqua container glass
16 (F100-106)
1 rectangular brass tag (1½” x 7/8”)

(A. CLAUS / WATCH / 13”)
1 circular brass tag (7/8” diameter)

(19” or 61”)
1 glass polychrome swirled marble

(.68” diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.43”

diameter)
1 iron horseshoe
1 iron rod (10”) (bolt)
1 iron band (¾” width)
1 machine cut nail (3¼” long) (finish

nail)
2 machine cut nails (3” long)
2 machine cut nails (2½” long)
1 iron sheet metal
8 aqua window glass
1 weathered marble chip
1 shaley coal
1 burned wood slat or lathe
7 bone

Lot F100-3
1 4-hole milk glass button
8 undecorated whiteware
1 undecorated whiteware with partial

printed backstamp, lion coat of arms
[“W-F”?]

1 undecorated whiteware with printed
backstamp “IRON [STONE])

1 (F100-12)
1 (F100-13)
4 (F100-14)
1 (F100-16)
2 (F100-17)
1 (F100-18)
11 (F100-20)
1 (F100-21)
1 (F100-22)
5 (F100-23)
4 (F100-24)
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5 (F100-25)
1 (F100-26)
8 (F100-27)
6 (F100-28)
1 (F100-29)
11 (F100-30)
12 (F100-31)
1 (F100-80)
6 (F100-81)
1 (F100-82)
2 aqua glass, melted
2 clear container glass
2 amber container glass
2 (F100-106)
1 (F100-107)
2 (F100-108)
5 (F100-109)
1 (F100-110)
1 (F100-111)
6 (F100-112)
3 (F100-113)
1 (F100-114)
1 (F100-115)
1 brass tag (7/8” diameter; “99”)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.68”

diameter)
1 unidentified brass and gold plated

chain
1 shoe leather
1 machine cut nail (3” long)
4 machine cut nail fragments
1 iron wire
5 unidentified iron
12 aqua window glass
1 limestone chip
13 bone

Lot F100-4
1 transfer printed, red, whiteware
4 undecorated whiteware
4 (F100-28)
2 (F100-116)
1 (F100-117)
10 opaque white glass
2 amber container glass
7 aqua window glass

4 bone

Lot F100-5
1 porcelain toy pitcher
19 undecorated whiteware
1 undecorated whiteware with printed

backstamp “W-F / IRON” with 2
lion coat of arms

1 annular decorated mocha whiteware
2 salt/salt glazed stoneware
1 undecorated whiteware with partial

painted backstamp “WA… /
ROYAL IRO[NSTONE]” with lion
coat of arms

1 undecorated yellowware
1 (F100-15)
1 (F100-16)
3 (F100-20)
5 (F100-27)
3 (F100-28)
1 (F100-32)
2 (F100-33)
17 (F100-34)
14 (F100-35)
11 (F100-36)
3 (F100-37)
3 (F100-38)
2 (F100-39)
7 (F100-40)
1 (F100-41)
4 (F100-42)
1 (F100-43)
5 (F100-44)
4 (F100-45)
2 (F100-46)
2 (F100-47)
5 (F100-48)
4 (F100-49)
1 (F100-50)
4 (F100-52)
15 (F100-53)
2 (F100-54)
1 (F100-57)
1 (F100-73)
4 (F100-83)
2 (F100-84)
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3 (F100-85)
2 (F100-86)
1 aqua window glass
6 clear container glass
2 (F100-106)
1 (F100-112)
1 (F100-118)
1 (F100-119)
1 (F100-120)
1 (F100-121)
3 (F100-122)
3 (F100-123)
14 (F100-124)
9 (F100-125)
9 (F100-126)
10 (F100-127)
9 (F100-128)
10 (F100-129)
8 (F100-130)
1 (F100-131)
2 (F100-132)
2 (F100-133)
1 (F100-134)
1 (F100-135)
1 (F100-136)
2 (F100-137)
4 (F100-138)
3 (F100-139)
5 (F100-140)
2 (F100-141)
1 (F100-142)
1 (F100-143)
14 (F100-144)
2 (F100-145)
8 (F100-146)
13 (F100-156)
2 porcelain doll head heads
1 porcelain toy lid/game piece
1 rubber canning jar lid gasket
2 machine cut nails (3” long)
1 machine cut nail (2½” long)
1 brass strap (¼” width)
1 machine cut nail fragment
54 aqua window glass

plaster
2 clinkers

coal
21 bone

Lot F100-6
8 undecorated whiteware
1 undecorated whiteware with partial

printed backstamp “W-F” with 2 lion
coat of arms

1 undecorated whiteware with partial
printed backstamp “[CHA]RLES
MEAKIN / ENGLAND” with 2 lion
coat of arms

1 (F100-39)
1 (F100-43)
2 (F100-48)
2 (F100-49)
12 (F100-52)
1 (F100-53)
3 (F100-55)
16 (F100-56)
3 (F100-57)
9 (F100-58)
4 (F100-59)
1 (F100-63)
8 (F100-65)
1 (F100-69)
1 (F100-70)
1 (F100-72)
1 (F100-84)
6 (F100-87)
23 amber container glass
3 aqua container glass
1 (F100-117)
1 (F100-124)
1 (F100-128)
1 (F100-129)
1 (F100-130)
1 (F100-131)
1 (F100-133)
7 (F100-144)
1 (F100-146)
6 (F100-162)
2 (F100-147)
1 (F100-148)
24 (F100-149)
1 (F100-150)
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6 (F100-151)
10 (F100-152)
1 (F100-153)
1 (F100-154)
1 porcelain doll head
1 pewter/britania ring (2” diameter)
1 unidentified iron
1 aqua window glass
1 aqua window glass trim piece (3½”

width)
1 limestone
1 bone

Lot F100-7
5 (F100-65)
1 (F100-66)
4 (F100-67)
1 (F100-68)
1 (F100-69)
1 (F100-70)
3 (F100-71)
21 (F100-72)
1 (F100-88)
1 (F100-89)
2 (F100-92)
2 (F100-150)
18 (F100-155)
1 shoe heel
1 shoe leather

Lot F100-8
2 (F100-156)
1 (F100-157)
1 (F100-158)
1 (F100-159)
1 (F100-160)
1 (F100-161)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.67”

diameter)

Feature 84 (Old Feature 101)
Lot F101-1
3 machine cut nail fragments
1 unidentified rock/refractory brick

Lot F101-2
2 undecorated whiteware
2 redware
1 (F101-1)
3 clear container glass
1 aqua container glass
53 machine cut nail fragments
1 aqua window glass

Lot F101-3
5 undecorated whiteware
1 (F101-2)
4 clear chimney glass
1 machine cut nail (3½” long)
5 machine cut nail fragments
1 aqua window glass
4 bone

Lot F101-4
10 (F101-9)
4 machine cut nails (2¾” long)
5 machine cut nail fragments

Lot F101-5
7 (F101-3)
39 (F101-9)
1 kaolin pipe bowl
2 hard rubber comb
2 machine cut nails (2¾” long)
2 machine cut nails (3” long)
4 machine cut nail fragments
1 plaster (with white coat; no paint)
1 glazed brick fragment
1 bone

Lot F101-6
1 (F101-4)
9 (F101-9)
1 (F101-10)
2 (F101-11)
7 machine cut nails (2¾” long)
11 machine cut nail fragments
1 iron band (3/4” width)
1 brick fragment
5 plaster (with white coat; no paint)
1 bone
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Lot F101-7
5 undecorated whiteware
2 unglazed red paste earthenware
1 (F101-3)
2 (F101-5)
2 (F101-6)
13 machine cut nail fragments

Lot F101-8
83 clear chimney glass
1 (F101-11)
1 (F101-12)
1 (F101-13)
1 (F101-14)
2 (F101-15)
1 slate writing pencil
12 machine cut nail fragments
4 iron bands (3/4” width)
2 plaster (with finish coat and

indeterminate lathe impressions

Lot F101-9
3 undecorated whiteware
1 salt/salt glazed stoneware
3 (F101-16)
61 machine cut nail fragments
1 aqua window glass
5 bone

Lot F101-10
2 undecorated whiteware
5 machine cut nail fragments

Lot F101-11
1 machine cut nail fragment
1 unidentified iron

Lot F101-12
1 4-hole milk glass button (.37”

diameter)
3 unidentified brass
5 machine cut nail fragments
1 aqua window glass

Lot F101-13

1 salt glazed stoneware
1 (F101-7)
16 aqua window glass
20 (F101-17)
6 (F101-18)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.44”

diameter)
6 machine cut nail fragments
64 aqua window glass
5 plaster (with white coat, no paint,

and rived lathe impressions)

Lot F101-14
1 transfer printed (red) whiteware
2 (F101-8)
1 (F101-17)
7 machine cut nail fragments

Lot F101-15
1 clear container glass
1 (F101-12)
3 (F101-17)
3 (F101-18)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.42”

diameter)
9 machine cut nail fragments

Feature 85 (Old Feature 102)
Lot F102-1
1 toy porcelain plate
1 toy porcelain tureen/serving bowl
1 undecorated porcelain
1 redware
1 (F102-1)
1 (F102-2)
1 (F102-13)
12 (F102-14)
2 (F102-15)
4 machine cut nail fragments
2 aqua window glass
1 clinker
6 bone

Lot F102-2
1 (F102-16)
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1 pewter spoon
2 5-hole bone button (.69” diameter)
2 machine cut nail fragments
2 bone

Lot F102-3
5 (F102-4)
1 aqua container glass
1 (F102-17)
2 4-hole milk glass buttons (.42”

diameter)
13 machine cut nail fragments
10 aqua window glass
2 bone

Lot F102-4
1 aqua window glass
2 (F102-5)
1 (F102-18)
35 (F102-19)
48 (F102-20)
1 (F102-22)
1 iron shovel (wide tile spade)
1 machine cut nail fragment
3 aqua window glass

Lot F102-5
7 machine cut nail fragments

Lot F102-6
5 undecorated whiteware
1 undecorated yellowware
1 unglazed/Albany slipped stoneware
5 redware
1 (F102-6)
2 (F102-7)
1 (F102-8)
1 (F102-9)
9 aqua container glass
1 clear window glass
1 clear/lead container glass (melted)
1 (F102-21)
2 writing slate
1 machine cut nail (3” long)
1 machine cut nail (2½” long)
11 machine cut nail fragments

1 clinker
5 aqua window glass

shaley coal
1 brick fragment
10 bone

Lot F102-7
1 undecorated yellowware
1 (F102-4)
1 (F102-10)
11 machine cut nail fragments
10 aqua window glass
5 bone

Lot F102-8
39 (F102-5)
1 (F102-11)
1 (F102-12)
1 dark green/black container glass
10 milk glass
1 (F102-20)
1 machine cut nail (3½” long)
1 machine cut nail (3” long)
7 machine cut nail fragments
28 aqua window glass

Lot F102-9
5 machine cut nail fragments

Feature 103
Lot F103-1
1 (F103-1)
1 (F103-2)
14 clear container glass
2 (F103-5)
3 (F103-7)
4 machine cut nail fragments
2 unidentified iron
8 bone

Lot F103-2
3 salt/Albany slipped stoneware
1 (F103-2)
1 (F103-3)
1 dark green/black container glass
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1 clear container glass
7 (F103-6)
2 (F103-7)
1 (F103-8)
1 (F103-9)
2 shoe leather heels
1 leather shoe sole (front)
4 shoe leather
3 machine cut nail fragments
7 unidentified iron
4 bone

Lot F103-3
3 (F103-4)
1 amber container glass
1 machine cut nail fragment
3 bone

Feature 104
Lot F104-1
1 undecorated whiteware
2 (F104-1)
1 (F104-2)
1 machine cut nail (3” long)
2 brick fragments
1 clinker
1 bone

Feature 106
Lot F106-1
1 (F106-1)
3 aqua container glass
1 dark green/black container glass
3 machine cut nail fragments
1 aqua window glass

Lot F106-2
1 redware
1 dark green/black container glass
1 (F106-3)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.44”

diameter)
1 slate writing pencil
1 porcelain pipe stem or figurine foot ?

2 machine cut nail fragments
1 coke/coal
3 bone

Lot F106-3
1 aqua container glass
3 clear container glass
1 2-hole shell button (.57” diameter)
5 machine cut nail fragments
1 unidentified iron
2 bone

Lot F106-4
1 buff paste earthenware
1 redware
1 (F106-2)
1 aqua container glass
2 (F106-3)
1 iron ash shovel (for fireplace)
2 machine cut nails (3” long)
3 machine cut nails (2½” long)
4 machine cut nail fragments
8 unidentified iron
1 clinker
1 limestone

Lot F106-5
2 iron buttons
3 machine cut nail fragments

Feature 90 (Olf Feature 107)
Lot F107-1
1 antler handle with brass ferrule (rat

tail type)
1 bone
1 mussel shell

Feature 110
Lot F110-1
2 (F110-1)
1 (F110-2)
2 clear container glass
1 (F110-3)
3 bone
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APPENDIX III

CERAMIC AND GLASS VESSELS BY FEATURE
PARKING GARAGE (EAST HALF)

Feature 4
F4-1 S tea pot lid (spray painted, porcelain) [late]
F4-2 P cup (undecorated, whiteware, handled)
F4-3 P pitcher (undecorated, whiteware, backstamp “THOMAS FURNIVAL…”, large

sized)
F4-4 P saucer (undecorated, whiteware, backstamp, “… CHINA / … GRINDLEY & CO.

/ ENGLAND”)
F4-5 P wash basin (undecorated, whiteware, backstamp “ALFRED…”) [Meakin?]
F4-6 P small plate (undecorated, whiteware, 8” diameter, backstamp, “GEO. S.

HARKER & CO. / E. LIVERPOOL / TRADE MARK / IRONSTONE CHINA /
REPUBLIC SHAPE” with mark incorporating two crossed American flags)

F4-7 P soup plate (undecorated, whiteware, backstamp, “W. H. GRINDLEY & CO. /
ENGLAND”)

F4-8 S flower pot (buff paste earthenware, jigger molded, base embossed “PEORIA /
POTTERY”)

F4-9 S chamber pot (undecorated, whiteware, early cc form)
F4-10 S cup (undecorated, whiteware, base only)
F4-11 S pie plate/baker (undecorated, yellowware, approximately 9” diameter, 1 ¼” high,

similar to vessel F4-46, with foot ring)
F4-12 S saucer (transfer printed, blue, whiteware)
F4-13 S serving bowl (undecorated, whiteware)
F4-14 S pipkin (undecorated, yellowware)
F4-15 P flower pot (unglazed red paste earthenware, hand turned)
F4-16 P flower pot (unglazed buff paste earthenware, jigger molded, approximately 7 ½”

diameter and 7 ½” tall, large)
F4-17 S serving bowl (relief decorated, ribbed pattern, base only)
F4-18 P pitcher (undecorated, whiteware, backstamp “M & CO. / IRON STONE CHINA”,

base oval, 3 7/8” by 4 ½”, large sized)
F4-19 S cup (undecorated, whiteware)
F4-20 S saucer (undecorated, whiteware)
F4-21 S saucer (transfer printed, brown, whiteware)
F4-22 P platter (undecorated, whiteware, oval, approximately 8 ½” x 12”)
F4-23 S saucer (spray painted, overglaze, porcelain)
F4-24 S wash basin? (undecorated, whiteware, base only, backstamp “IRONSTONE

CHINA / … KNOWLS, TAYLOR / AND / KNOWLS”)
F4-25 S flower pot (unglazed red paste earthenware, hand turned)
F4-26 S saucer (undecorated, whiteware)
F4-27 P soup plate (undecorated, whiteware, backstamp “ROYAL IRONSTONE CHINA /

W. H. GRINDLEY & CO / ENGLAND”)
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F4-28 S serving bowl lid (relief decorated, whiteware, oval?)
F4-29 P saucer (transfer printed, blush gray, whiteware, 6” diameter, Aesthetic style,

backstamp “F. FURNIVAL & SONS”, with partially legible registration mark for
1872 or 1879)

F4-30 S pitcher (undecorated, ironstone, oval, backstamp “… & G. MEAKIN / HANLEY
/ ENGLAND”, base only)

F4-31 S bowl/jar (redware, hand turned)
F4-32 S flower pot (unglazed, red paste earthenware, hand turned)
F4-33 S saucer (undecorated, whiteware/creamware?) [early]
F4-34 S saucer (transfer printed, blue, whiteware)
F4-35 S saucer (undecorated, whiteware)
F4-36 S cup plate/saucer (undecorated, whiteware)
F4-37 S indeterminate vessel (undecorated, creamware?, small diameter specialty vessel)

[potentially toy child’s cup?]
F4-38 P wine bottle (salt glazed stoneware, hand turned, impressed mark “… T E…” with

Germane lion on shoulder) [imported wine]
F4-39 S pitcher (relief decorated, whiteware, fluted body, small sized, polygonal)
F4-40 S saucer (undecorated, whiteware)
F4-41 S cup (relief decorated, fluted, handled, ironstone, gothic shape)
F4-42 P flower pot (unglazed red paste earthenware, hand turned, small sized, 2 1/8”

diameter base, 3” tall, approximately 3 ¼” diameter rim)
F4-43 S bowl (salt glazed stoneware, hand turned, finely made ware)
F4-44 S plate (transfer printed, red, whiteware, scalloped edge, unidentified pattern similar

to Moral Maxims, one double-line banner reads “…MIND”)
F4-45 P waster bowl (annular decorated with mocha, yellowware, London Urn shape)
F4-46 P baker/pie plate (undecorated, yellowware, 7” diameter base, 8 ½” diameter rim, 1

¼” tall, with foot ring)
F4-47 S indeterminate vessel (undecorated, yellowware, hollowware, body only)
F4-48 S flower pot (unglazed, red paste earthenware, hand turned)
F4-49 S serving/waster bowl (transfer printed, brown with painted highlights, same pattern

as wares in Feature 12, 57)
F4-50 P pitcher (relief decorated, fluted, whiteware, polygonal/gothic shape, 6” diameter

base, 11” tall, large sized, backstamp “MONTPELIER / PORCELAINE A LA
FRANCAISE / JOHN RIDGWAY & CO.”) [Godden 1964: 534, states circa
1841-55]

F4-51 P plate (edge decorated, blue, whiteware, 8 ¾” diameter rim, 5” diameter base)
F4-52 P saucer (undecorated, whiteware, 3” diameter base, 6 3/8” diameter rim, impressed

backstamp “IRONSTONE / J. WEDGWOOD / CHINA” and number “12”)
F4-53 P serving bowl (undecorated, whiteware, round, 5 ½” diameter base, 10 ½”

diameter rim, 2 3/8” tall, s-curve shape, impressed backstamp “IRONSTONE
CHINA / G. WOOLISCROFT?”) [Godden 1964: 691, states circa 1851-53 and
1860-64]

F4-54 P small plate (relief decorated, ribbed pattern, whiteware, approximately 5 ½-6”
diameter, base 4” diameter, gothic shape, impressed mark probably one of the two
Challinor marks) [see Dieringer and Dieringer (2001: 136) for marks]

F4-55 S saucer (undecorated, whiteware)
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F4-56 P chamber pot (undecorated, whiteware, applied early handle, 5” diameter base, 9
3/8” rim, 6” tall)

F4-57 P pie plate/baker (undecorated, yellowware, 7” diameter base, 9” diameter rim, 1
1/8” tall, jigger molded, no foot ring, impressed mark “AMERICAN / POTTERY
CO. / JERSEY CITY”)

F4-58 P pitcher (relief decorated, large floral pattern, whiteware, oval base, 4” x 4 ½”, 9
¼” tall, illegible impressed backstamp with registration mark) [potentially
“Draped leaf” pattern, which was produced by James Edwards and Son as well as
Henry Allock; registered in 1859; Wetherbee (1985: 98]

F4-59 no vessel assigned
F4-60 S cup (transfer printed, blue, whiteware)
F4-61 S waster bowl (annular decorated, whiteware)
F4-62 S saucer (undecorated, whiteware, thick bodied)
F4-63 S cup (undecorated, whiteware)
F4-64 P plate (undecorated, whiteware, 6” diameter base, 9 ¾” diameter rim, impressed

mark believed to be “J. CLEMENT SON / LAFAYETTE SHAPE”) [unlike
Lafayette shape illustrated in Wetherbee 1985]

F4-65 P covered jar (Rockingham glazed yellowware, 8 ¼” tall, Hop or Grape vine pattern
with lug handles) [unlike anything illustrated in Claney 2004)

F4-66 P cup plate (undecorated, whiteware, 2 ½” diameter base, 5” diameter rim, 1” tall,
impressed mark “IRONSTONE / CHINA / J. CHALLINOR & CO”)

F4-67 P plate (undecorated, whiteware, 8 ½” diameter rim, 5 ¼” diameter base, backstamp
“PRIZE MEDAL 1851 / T. J. & J. MAYER / DALE HALL POTTERY / LONG
PORT / IMPROVED BERLIN IRONSTONE” with registration mark for 1851)

F4-68 P serving bowl (edge decorated, molded and unpainted, 6 ¾” diameter base, 11”
diameter rim, 2 ¾” tall, whiteware, s-curve shape)

F4-69 S saucer (painted, flow blue, whiteware)
F4-70 P pitcher (annular decorated, yellowware, 4 ¼” diameter base, approximately 3 ¼”

diameter rim, 5” tall, probably Ohio Valley ware)
F4-71 S saucer (undecorated, whiteware)
F4-72 S saucer (transfer printed, brown, partial highlights, scalloped and gilded edge)

[late]
F4-73 S cup (printed, overglaze, porcelain) [late]
F4-74 S cup (indeterminate decoration, ironstone, base only, backstamp “FLOY…”)
F4-75 S mixing bowl (salt glazed/Albany slipped, jigger molded, stoneware)
F4-76 S serving bowl (transfer printed, whiteware, S-curve shape)
F4-77 S mixing bowl (Albany slipped earthenware, jigger molded)
F4-78 S saucer (undecorated, ironstone, backstamp “ROYAL IRONSTONE… / W. H.

GR…”)
F4-79 S cup (undecorated, whiteware)
F4-80 S pitcher (relief decorated, whiteware, handle only, large sized)
F4-81 S pitcher (annular decorated, yellowware; similar to F4-70)
F4-82 S lid (relief decorated, large floral pattern, porcelain) [may cross mend with lid from

other feature?]
F4-83 S cup (transfer printed, blue, whiteware, gothic shape)
F4-84 S salve jar? (tin glazed earthenware, small diameter vessel, base only) [delft?]
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F4-85 S cup (transfer printed, blue, whiteware)
F4-86 S cup (transfer printed, blue, whiteware, gothic shape)
F4-87 S plate (transfer printed, blue, whiteware)
F4-88 S pitcher (annular decorated, whiteware, body only, small sized?)
F4-89 S flower pot (unglazed, red paste earthenware, hand turned)
F4-90 S jar/bowl (salt glazed stoneware, hand turned)
F4-91 S plate/soup plate? (undecorated, porcelain)
F4-92 S serving bowl/lid? (undecorated, porcelain, body only)
F4-93 S cup/pitcher? (relief decorated, ironstone, handle only, small sized)
F4-94 P plate (edge decorated, blue, whiteware)
F4-95 P cup (relief decorated, ironstone, handleless, unidentified pattern, 1 ¾” diameter

base, 4” diameter rim, 3 3/8” tall) [pattern is reminiscent of “Prize Puritan”
pattern registered by T. J. & J. Mayer in 1851 (Weatherbee 1985: 44)]

F4-96 P cup (transfer printed, purple, painted polychrome highlights, London Urn shape,
porcelain, handled, 1 ¾” diameter base, 3 ¾” diameter rim, 2 3/8” tall) [same
pattern as set found in adjacent feature]

F4-97 P cup (transfer printed, purple, painted polychrome highlights, London Urn shape,
porcelain, handled, 1 ¾” diameter base, 3 ¾” diameter rim, 2 3/8” tall) [same
pattern as set found in adjacent feature]

F4-98 P cup (relief decorated, ribbed pattern, porcelain, handled, 1 7/8” diameter base, 3
¼” diameter rim, 2 ½” tall)

F4-99 P pitcher (relief decorated, ironstone, 2 ¾” diameter round base, approximately 6”
tall, small sized) [reminiscent of “Draped leaf” pattern and similar to F4-58]

F4-100 P cup plate (undecorated, whiteware, 2 ½” diameter base, 5” diameter rim,
impressed backstamp “IRONSTONE / CHINA / …CHALLINOR & CO.”)

F4-101 P small plate (relief decorated, ribbed pattern, round, 4” diameter base, 5 ½”
diameter rim, impressed backstamp ‘IRONSTONE CHINA / E & C
CHALLINOR & CO.”) [“round scallop” pattern registered early, circa 1845,
Wetherbee 1985: 29]

F4-102 P plate (undecorated, whiteware, 7” diameter rim, 4 ½” diameter base, backstamp
“PRIZE MEDAL 1851 / T. J. & J. MAYER / DALE HALL POTTERY / LONG
PORT / IMPROVED BERLIN IRONSTONE” with registration mark for 1851)

F4-103 P small plate (undecorated, whiteware, 4 ½” diameter base, 7 ½” diameter rim,
impressed backstamp “ELSMORE & FORSTER / GOTHIC SHAPE /
TUNSTALL”) [Godden 1964: 235) assigns date of 1853-1871]

F4-104 P small plate (undecorated, whiteware, 4 ½” diameter base, 7 ¾” diameter rim,
impressed round backstamp, “IRONSTONE / CHINA / … & CO”) [unusual 1½-
1¾” circular area in center has glaze ground off]

F4-105 P plate (undecorated, whiteware, 8 ½” diameter rim, 5 ¼” diameter base, backstamp
“PRIZE MEDAL 1851 / T. J. & J. MAYER / DALE HALL POTTERY / LONG
PORT / IMPROVED BERLIN IRONSTONE” with registration mark for 1851)
[unusual 1½-1¾” circular area in center has glaze ground off]

F4-106 P plate (undecorated, whiteware, 8 ½” diameter rim, 5 ¼” diameter base, backstamp
“PRIZE MEDAL 1851 / T. J. & J. MAYER / DALE HALL POTTERY / LONG
PORT / IMPROVED BERLIN IRONSTONE” with registration mark for 1851)
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F4-107 P plate (undecorated, whiteware, 8 ½” diameter rim, 5 ¼” diameter base, backstamp
“PRIZE MEDAL 1851 / T. J. & J. MAYER / DALE HALL POTTERY / LONG
PORT / IMPROVED BERLIN IRONSTONE” with registration mark for 1851)

F4-108 P serving bowl (undecorated, ironstone, oval 4 ¼” x 6 ¾” base, 6 7/8” x 9 ½” rim,
2” tall, impressed backstamp “IRONSTONE / CHINA / … & CO”, same mark as
F4-104)

F4-109 P platter (relief decorated, whiteware, 7 ½” x 10 ¼” base, 11” x 14” rim, backstamp
“PRIZE MEDAL 1851 / T. J. & J. MAYER / DALE HALL POTTERY / LONG
PORT / IMPROVED BERLIN IRONSTONE”, Prize Puritan pattern, pattern
same as cup in F4-95, scalloped edge, impressed “NS”)

F4-110 P chamber pot lid (annular decorated and mocha, yellowware, 7 ½” diameter rim,
10” diameter body, mocha applied to look like flower leaf)

F4-111 P ink well (aqua, French Square, 1 ¾” x 1 ¾”, 2 7/8” tall, improved tool Patent lip
finish, school house shape)

F4-112 P Food jar (aqua, round, 2 1/8” diameter base, 5 1/8” tall, 3-piece plate bottom,
improved tool Patent lip finish, wide mouth, shoulder embossed “HORSFORD’S
BAKING POWER”, base embossed “4”)

F4-113 P Food jar (aqua, round, 2 1/8” diameter base, 5 1/8” tall, 3-piece plate bottom,
improved tool Patent lip finish, wide mouth, shoulder embossed “HORSFORD’S
BAKING POWER”, base embossed “4”)

F4-114 P medicine/chemical bottle (aqua, round, 2 3/8” diameter, 6 ¼” tall, 3-piece plate
bottom, improved tool Patent lip finish)

F4-115 P medicine bottle (aqua, Blake variant 1, 1 ½” x 2 7/8”, 7 7/8” tall, 3-piece plate
bottom, improved tool Ring or Oil lip finish, paneled, embossed “DR. PIERCE’S
/ GOLDEN / MEDICAL DISCOVERY // R. V. PIERCE MD. // BUFFALO N.
Y.”)

F4-116 P medicine bottle (aqua, Blake variant 1, 1 ½” x 2 7/8”, 7 7/8” tall, 3-piece plate
bottom, improved tool Ring or Oil lip finish, paneled, embossed “DR. PIERCE’S
/ GOLDEN / MEDICAL DISCOVERY // R. V. PIERCE MD. // BUFFALO N.
Y.”)

F4-117 S beer bottle (amber, round, 2 7/8-3” diameter base, unknown height, 3-piece plate
bottom, improved tool lightening lip finish)

F4-118 S indeterminate bottle (aqua, molded, distinctive shoulder typical of Chianti style
wine and/or vinegar bottles, body only)

F4-119 P medicine bottle (aqua, polygonal, 2 ½” base, 7 1/8” tall, 3-piece plate bottom,
improved tool Ring or Oil lip finish, embossed “DR. WISTARS / BALSAM OF /
WILD CHERRY / JOHN D. PARK / CINCINNATI. O”, base embossed “C”)

F4-120 P indeterminate bottle (blue, round, 2 7/8” diameter base, Rickett’s mold, 8 ¼” tall,
improved tool Patent lip finish) [chemical bottle?]

F4-121 P bitters bottle (dark green/black, round, 3” diameter base, 3-piece plate bottom,
unknown height, improved tool Bead lip finish, base embossed “HUNYADI /
JANOS / SAXLEHNERS / BITTERQUELLE”)

F4-122 P medicine bottle (clear, Blake variant 1, 1 ¼” x 2”, 5 5/8” tall, 3-piece plate
bottom, improved tool Prescription lip finish, base embossed “M CC.”)

F4-123 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, French Square, 1 1/8” x 1 1/8”, 3 3/8” tall)
F4-124 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, French Square, 1 3/8” x 1 3/8”, 4” tall)
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F4-125 S medicine/chemical bottle (clear, Blake variant 1, approximately 1” x 2”, unknown
height)

F4-126 S lamp (blue glass, press molded, approximately 3 ¾” square, base only)
F4-127 S drinking glass? (clear, round)
F4-128 S lamp chimney (clear, flanged base, straight fire polished rim)
F4-129 S stemware/wine glass (clear, molded, bulbous stem)
F4-130 S liquor bottle (dark green/black, dip molded, pontiled, 3” diameter base, base only)
F4-131 P medicine bottle (clear, Philadelphia oval, 1 ¼” x 2”, 5” tall, 3-piece plate bottom,

improved tool prescription lip finish)
F4-132 S serving bowl (clear/lead, press molded, 3 ¾” diameter base, ground pontil, base

only)
F4-133 S indeterminate jar/bottle (aqua, improved tool Patent lip finish, rim only)
F4-134 S indeterminate hollowware (clear, press molded body)
F4-135 S medicine bottle (clear, graduated capacity markings on side, body only)
F4-136 S perfume? bottle (clear, round, 1 1/8” diameter base, unknown height, 3-piece plate

bottom, embossed “…AFERS… / UPJOHN…”, base embossed with “I” in
diamond)

F4-137 P stopper (clear, molded, tear drop shape, ½” diameter, 2 ¾” long)
F4-138 S lamp globe (milk glass, large body sherd only)
F4-139 P medicine/chemical bottle (aqua, round, 1 5/8” diameter, 4 5/8” tall, 3-piece plate

bottom, improved tool patent lip finish, contents still present)
F4-140 P medicine/chemical bottle (aqua, round, 1” diameter, 3-piece plate bottom,

improved tool patent lip finish, 2 5/8” tall, contents still present)
F4-141 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, Philadelphia oval, 7/8” x 1 ½”, 3 ½” tall, 3-piece

plate bottom, improved tool prescription lip finish)
F4-142 P medicine bottle (aqua, Blake variant 1, 1 ½” x 2 7/8”, 7 7/8” tall, 3-piece plate

bottom, improved tool Ring or Oil lip finish, paneled, embossed “DR. PIERCE’S
/ GOLDEN / MEDICAL DISCOVERY // R. V. PIERCE MD. // BUFFALO N.
Y.”, base embossed “3”)

F4-143 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, French Square, 1 ½” x 1 ½”, 5 1/8” tall,
improved tool prescription lip finish)

F4-144 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, French Square, 1 1/8” x 1 1/8”, 3 3/8” tall,
improved tool prescription lip finish)

F4-145 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, French Square, 7/8” x 7/8”, 2 5/8” tall, improved
tool prescription lip finish)

F4-146 P food jar (aqua, round, 2 1/8” diameter base, 3 7/8” tall, 3-piece plate bottom,
improved tool patent lip finish, embossed shoulder “HORSFORD’S”) [baking
powder]

F4-147 P cruet (clear, molded, polygonal base, 1 ½” diameter base, 4 ½” tall, blow-over
mold, unground/chipped lip finish with screw top, pontiled)

F4-148 S liquor/wine bottle (dark green/black, round, 2 ¾” diameter base, 3-piece plate
bottom, no kick up, base only)

F4-149 P tumbler (clear, round, 2 3/8” diameter base, 3 ¼” rim, 3 ½” tall)
F4-150 P medicine/chemical bottle (aqua, Excelsior base, 1 ½” x 2 ½”, 5 ½” tall, 3-piece

plate bottom, improved tool bead lip finish, embossed “WHITTEMORE /
BOSTON / USA”) [no information in Fike 1987 for Boston]
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F4-151 S whiskey flask (clear, oval, unknown size, 3-piece plate bottom, improved tool
Brandy lip finish, probably coffin style, quart sized)

F4-152 S medicine/chemical bottle (clear, fluted oblong base, approximately 1 ¼” x 2 3/8”,
unknown height, base only)

F4-153 P syrup “can”/pitcher (clear/lead, blow over mold with chipped lip finish, round
base, 4” diameter, paneled sides, starburst base, applied handle, 6 ½” tall)

F4-154 no vessel assigned
F4-155 no vessel assigned
F4-156 liquor/beer bottle (amber, round, 3’ diameter base, unknown height, approximately

11-12” tall, improved tool lightening lip finish, stopper intact, bulbous neck, 3-
piece plate bottom)

F4-157 P olive oil bottle (aqua, dip molded, 2 ½” diameter base, deep kick up, base only)
F4-158 S cup plate (clear/lead, press molded, lacy period, 1 ½” diameter base, base only)
F4-159 P chemical bottle (blue, polygonal/8-sided, 1 ¾” base, 7 1/8” tall, 3-piece plate

bottom, applied tool double bead lip finish, pontiled, embossed “C.
HEIMSTREET & CO / TROY, N. Y.”)

F4-160 P chemical bottle (blue, polygonal/8-sided, 1 ¾” base, 7 1/8” tall, 3-piece plate
bottom, applied tool double bead lip finish, pontiled, embossed “C.
HEIMSTREET & CO / TROY, N. Y.”)

F4-161 P olive oil bottle (aqua, dip molded, 2 ½” diameter base, deep kick up, base only,
pontiled)

F4-162 P wine bottle (amber, dip molded, round, 2 3/8” diameter base, 10 ½” tall, applied
tool string lip finish, pontiled, shallow kick up, long necked Hock style,
short/small bottle)

F4-163 P chemical bottle (clear, Blake variant 1, 7/8” x 1 5/8”, 4” tall, paneled, embossed
“ROCHESTER / CHEMICAL WORKS”, improved tool prescription lip finish,
unpontiled)

F4-164 P medicine/chemical bottle (aqua, Blake variant 1, 1 1/8” x 1 7/8”, 5” tall, paneled,
embossed “HEGEMAN & CO / CHEMISTS / NEW YORK”, applied tool Patent
lip finish, unpontiled, 2-piece mold)

F4-165 P cruet “mustard jar” (clear/lead, molded, polygonal, 1 5/8” base, 4 ¼” tall, folded
to exterior lip finish, pontiled)

F4-166 P footed tumbler (clear/lead, round, 2 ¾” diameter base, 5” tall, press molded,
elongated thumbprint pattern) [same as F12-54]

F4-167 P stemware/wine glass (clear/lead, 3 ½” diameter base, faceted stem, base only)
F4-168 P lamp chimney (clear, flanged base, straight fire polished rim)
F4-169 P lamp globe (clear/lead, 2 ½” diameter flanged base, scalloped edge and flared rim,

frosted background with wheel engraved floral decoration, 7 ½” diameter rim, 4
7/8” tall, rim cut or trimmed)

F4-170 P footed tumbler (clear/lead, molded, 2 ¾” diameter base, paneled sides, 3”
diameter rim, 4 ½” tall, ground base) [same as F12-60]

F4-171 no vessel assigned
F4-172 P condiment bottle (aqua, polygonal, approximately 2” diameter base, 3-piece plate

bottom, applied tool double bead lip finish, gothic panels, unknown height,
unpontiled)
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F4-173 P liquor bottle (amber, round, 3” diameter base, no kick up, Rickett’s mold, 12” tall,
applied tool Brandy lip finish, ringed base)

F4-174 P condiment/mustard jar (clear/lead, round, 2” diameter base, 3-piece plate bottom,
pontiled, barrel shape, rolled, bead rim, 5” tall)

F4-175 no vessel assigned
F4-176 no vessel assigned
F4-177 no vessel assigned
F4-178 no vessel assigned
F4-179 no vessel assigned
F4-180 no vessel assigned
F4-181 P food jar (aqua, French Square, 3 1/8” x 3 1/8”, 11” tall, 3-piece plate bottom,

gothic panels, ringed neck, 2” diameter mouth, rolled bead lip finish, large rough
pontil?)

F4-182 P vial (aqua, polygonal base, 1 3/8” diameter, dip molded, pontiled, 3 5/8” tall,
fragile lip finish)

F4-183 P vial (aqua, round, 1” diameter base, 2 ¼” tall, fragile lip finish)
F4-184 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, round, 1 7/8” diameter base, improved tool

Patent lip finish, fragmentary) [base may actually be a cruet base and not to this
bottle?] [secondary fills]

F4-185 P lamp globe (clear/lead, 2 ½” diameter flanged base, scalloped edge and flared rim,
frosted background with wheel engraved floral decoration, 7 ½” diameter rim, 4
7/8” tall, rim cut or trimmed)

F4-186 P footed tumbler (clear/lead, round, 2 ¾” diameter base, 5” tall, press molded,
elongated thumbprint pattern) [same as F12-54]

F4-187 P chemical bottle (blue, polygonal/8-sided, 1 ¾” base, 7 1/8” tall, 3-piece plate
bottom?, applied tool double bead lip finish, pontiled, embossed “C.
HEIMSTREET & CO / TROY N.Y.”)

F4-188 P liquor bottle (amber, round, 3” diameter base, no kick up, Rickett’s mold, 12” tall,
applied tool Brandy lip finish, ringed base)

F4-189 P liquor bottle (amber, round, 3” diameter base, no kick up, Rickett’s mold, 12” tall,
applied tool Brandy lip finish, ringed base)

F4-190 P lamp globe (clear/lead, round, approximately 3 ¾” diameter flanged base, slightly
flared 2 ½” diameter rim)

F4-191 P stemware (clear/lead, molded, 2 ½” diameter base, faceted stem, 5 1/8” tall,
thumbprint pattern)

F4-192 P stemware/wine glass (clear/lead, press molded, faceted stem, thumbprint pattern,
3 3/8” diameter bowl, bowl only) [same as F4-235]

F4-193 P whiskey flask (aqua, oval base, 2 3/8” x 3”, 9” tall, 2-piece mold, graphite pontil,
scroll design, fire polished lip finish)

F4-194 P condiment bottle (aqua, round, 2” diameter base, 3-piece plate bottom, 3 ¼” long
neck, applied tool lip finish specially designed to receive stopper, embossed
“CUMBERLAND SAUCE” on shoulder and ‘FITHIAN & POGUE /
BRIDGETON N. J.” on body)

F4-195 P pepper sauce stopper (aqua, molded, fits F4-194)
F4-196 P olive oil bottle (aqua, dip molded, 2 ½” diameter base, deep kick up, base only)
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F4-197 P syrup “can”/pitcher (clear/lead, blow over mold with chipped lip finish, round
base, 4” diameter, paneled sides, starburst base, applied handle, 6 ½” tall)

F4-198 P liquor bottle (amber, round, 3” diameter base, no kick up, Rickett’s mold, 12” tall,
applied tool Brandy lip finish, ringed base)

F4-199 P perfume bottle? (clear/lead, 12-sided polygonal base, 2 ½” diameter, 2 piece
mold, missing lip, approximately 4 ¾”-5” tall)

F4-200 P footed tumbler (clear/lead, round, 2 ¾” diameter base, 5” tall, press molded,
elongated thumbprint pattern) [same as F12-54]

F4-201 P chemical bottle (blue, polygonal/8-sided, 1 ¾” base, 7 1/8” tall, 3-piece plate
bottom?, applied tool double bead lip finish, pontiled, embossed “C.
HEIMSTREET & CO / TROY N. Y.”)

F4-202 P chemical bottle (blue, polygonal/8-sided, 1 ¾” base, 7 1/8” tall, 3-piece plate
bottom?, applied tool double bead lip finish, pontiled, embossed “C.
HEIMSTREET & CO / TROY N. Y.”)

F4-203 P liquor bottle (amber, round, 3” diameter base, no kickup, Rickett’s mold, 12” tall,
applied tool Brandy lip finish, ringed base)

F4-204 P syrup “can”/pitcher (clear/lead, blow over mold with chipped lip finish, round
base, 4” diameter, paneled sides, starburst base, applied handle, 6 ½” tall)

F4-205 P wine bottle (dark green/black, dip molded, round, 2 ¾” diameter base, 10” tall,
applied tool string lip finish, deep kickup, small sized)

F4-206 P whiskey flask (aqua, oval, 1 ¾” x 2 ½”, 7” tall, 2-piece mold, fire polished lip
finish, pontiled, scroll style, pint sized)

F4-207 P gin bottle (dark green/black, square, 2 3/8” x 2 3/8”, 9” tall, dip molded, tapered
body, applied tool flared rim, unpontiled)

F4-208 S syrup “can”/pitcher (clear/lead, similar to F4-153)
F4-209 P chemical bottle/jar (clear, round, approximately 7” diameter base, approximately

3 ½” tall, improved tool patent lip finish) [similar to baking powder jar]
F4-210 S cruet (clear/lead, round, 1 7/8 diameter, base only)
F4-211 S jelly glass (clear, base only)
F4-212 S indeterminate bottle (clear, round, approximately 1 ½” diameter base, base only)
F4-213 S jelly glass (clear, rim only)
F4-214 S jelly glass (clear, rim only)
F4-215 S medicine bottle (clear, oval, 1 1/8” x 2 5/8”, improved tool patent lip finish)
F4-216 S medicine/chemical bottle (aqua, French Square, approximately 1 ½” x 1 ½”,

unknown height, applied tool Ring or oil lip finish)
F4-217 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, French Square, 2” x 2”, 6 ¼” tall, improved tool

prescription lip finish)
F4-218 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, French Square, 1 1/8” x 1 1/8”, 3 3/8” tall,

improved tool prescription lip finish, base embossed “H”)
F4-219 P medicine/salve bottle (aqua, French Square, 1 ¼” x 1 ¼”, 2 5/8”x tall, 3-piece

plate bottom, embossed ‘A. TRASK’S / MAGNETIC / OINTMENT”, improved
tool patent lip finish)

F4-220 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, Blake variant 1, 1” x 2 ¼”, 6 ½” tall, 3 piece
plate bottom, improved tool Patent lip finish)

F4-221 S bottle (aqua, French Square, 1 ¾” x 1 ¾”, 3-piece plate bottom, unknown height,
base only)
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F4-222 S bottle (aqua, round, approximately 1 1/8” diameter base, 2-piece mold, base only)
F4-223 S indeterminate tableware (clear/lead, round, wheel engraved, floral pattern)

[probably stemware bowl?]
F4-224 S footed tumbler (clear, molded, 2 ½” diameter base, base only)
F4-225 S tumbler (clear/lead, polygonal, rounded flutes, rim only) [reminiscent of F20-73;

earlier form]
F4-226 P vial (aqua, dip molded, 1 1/8” diameter base, unknown height, pontiled, fragile lip

finish)
F4-227 P chemical bottle (blue, polygonal/8-sided, 1 ¾” base, 7 1/8” tall, 3-piece plate

bottom, applied tool double bead lip finish, pontiled, embossed “C.
HEIMSTREET & CO. / TROY, N. Y.”)

F4-228 P food jar (aqua, round, 2 ¼” diameter base, dip molded, 7” tall, rolled/bead lip
finish, pontiled)

F4-229 P stemware/wine glass (clear/lead, molded, 3 ¼” diameter base, faceted stem, 3 ½”
diameter rim, 6 3/8” tall, thumbprint pattern)

F4-230 P stemware/wine glass (clear/lead, 3” diameter base, molded, faceted stem, 6 1/8”
tall, ground pontil, thumbprint pattern)

F4-231 S footed tumbler (clear/lead, molded, 2 ¾” diameter base, paneled sides, 3”
diameter rim, 4 ½” tall, ground base) [cross mends with F12-60]

F4-232 P footed tumbler (clear/lead, molded, 2 ¾” diameter base, paneled sides, 3”
diameter rim, 4 ½” tall, ground base) [same as F12-60]

F4-233 P stemware/cordial glass (clear/lead, molded, 2 ½” diameter base, faceted stem, 5
1/8” tall, thumbprint pattern)

F4-234 P tumbler (clear/lead, polygonal base, 2 ¼” diameter base, 3 ¼” diameter rim, 3
3/8” tall, fluted body, rough plunger scar on base)

F4-235 P stemware/wine glass (clear/lead, molded, 3 ¼” diameter base, faceted stem, 3 ½”
diameter rim, 6 3/8” tall, thumbprint pattern)

F4-236 P tumbler (clear/lead, polygonal base, 3 3/8” diameter rim, 3 5/8” tall, 2-2 ¼” base,
fluted body, rough plunger scare on base)

F4-237 P tumbler (clear/lead, polygonal base, 3 3/8” diameter rim, 3 5/8” tall, 2-2 ¼” base,
fluted body, rough plunger scare on base)

F4-238 P tumbler (clear/lead, polygonal base, 2 ¼” diameter rim, 3 ¼” diameter rim, 3 3/8”,
fluted body, rough plunger scare on base)

F4-239 P lamp chimney (clear, flanged base, 1 5/8” diameter base, straight fire polished
rim)

F4-240 P serving bowl (clear/lead, press molded, lacy period, 8-sided/gothic shape, 4 5/8”
diameter base, 8 ½”-9” rim, 1 ¾” tall)

F4-241 P cruet (clear/lead, round, 1 5/8” diameter base, 6 ¼” tall, blow-over mold, ground
flutes on body, ground pontil, double sided pouring spout with ground interior lip)

F4-242 P cruet (clear/lead, round, 1 5/8” diameter base, 6” tall, blow-over mold, ground
flutes on body, blow over mold with ground cap for pouring spout)

F4-243 P liquor/ale bottle (dark green/black, Rickett’s mold, round, 2 ½” diameter base, no
kick up, applied tool Ring or oil lip finish)

F4-244 P condiment bottle (aqua, polygonal, 2” base, 8 ½” tall, gothic panels, applied tool
double ring lip finish, unpontiled)

F4-245 P vial (aqua, dip molded, 1 ¾” diameter base, fragile lip finish, unknown height)
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F4-246 S syrup “can”/pitcher (clear/lead, chipped blow over mold, rim only)

Feature 5
F5-1 P small plate (undecorated, porcelain, 7 ¼” diameter, heavy bodied restaurant or

Hotelware)
F5-2 P saucer (transfer printed, reddish brown, overglaze?, whiteware, 6” diameter,

printed backstamp “SEBRING’S / SEMI-VITREOUS / PORCELAIN”)
F5-3 P saucer (transfer printed, reddish brown, overglaze?, whiteware, 6” diameter,

printed backstamp. “SEBRING’S / SEMI-VITREOUS / PORCELAIN”)
F5-4 P pitcher (transfer printed, reddish brown, with painted highlights, soft paste

porcelain)
F5-5 S cup (undecorated, whiteware, handled)
F5-6 S indeterminate vessel (undecorated whiteware)
F5-7 P Tea “Caddy” (painted, monochrome, green, soft paste porcelain, traditional

Chinese tea caddy)
F5-8 S flower pot (unglazed, red paste earthenware, hand turned, large size)
F5-9 S cup (undecorated, whiteware, approx. 3” diameter rim, handled)
F5-10 S saucer/small plate (transfer printed, green with gold, gild highlights, whiteware,

7” diameter, line gilded edge)
F5-11 S serving bowl (transfer printed, brown overglaze, with painted highlights,

whiteware)
F5-12 S saucer (transfer printed, brown, with painted highlights, overglaze, whiteware)
F5-13 P medicine bottle (aqua, Blake Variant 1, 2 ½” x 1 ¼” base, 7 3/8” tall, 3-piece plate

bottom, improved tool ring or oil lip finish, paneled sides, unpontiled base
embossed “0031” inside diamond)

F5-14 P medicine bottle (clear, Blake Variant 1, 1 3/8” x 7/8” base, 4 1/8” tall, 3-piece
plate bottom, improved tool patent lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “EDDY &
EDDY / CHEMISTS / ST. LOUIS.”)

F5-15 S soda water bottle (aqua, round, 2 ½” diameter base, minimally 5” tall, 3-piece
plate bottom, assume improved tool blobtop lip finish, unpontiled, embossed
“JOS. DE G”)

F5-16 P jelly glass (clear, round, approx. 2 ½” diameter rim, minimally 2 ½” tall, machine
made?)

F5-17 P medicine bottle (clear, Blake Variant 1, 1 ¾” x ¾” base, 5 3/8” tall, 3-piece plate
bottom, improved tool patent lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “JOHN W. BUNN
& CO. / SPRINGFIELD, ILLS.”)

F5-18 P medicine bottle (clear, oval, 1 ¾” x 7/8” base, 5” tall, 3-piece plate bottom,
improved tool patent lip finish, ballneck, unpontiled)

F5-19 P medicine bottle (clear, French Square 1 3/8” square lase, 4 ¼” tall, 3-piece plate
bottom, improved tool prescription lip finish, unpontiled)

F5-20 P medicine bottle (aqua, Blake Varient 1, 2” x 7/8” base, 6” tall, 3-piece plate
bottom, improved tool patent lip finish, unpontiled, base embossed “IGCO”)

F5-21 P tumbler (clear, round, 2 ¼” diameter base, 3 ¾” tall, press molded, base embossed
“8”)

F5-22 P footed tumbler (clear, round, 1 7/8” diameter base, minimally 4” tall)
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F5-23 P vial (clear, round, approx. 3/8” diameter base, 2 ¼” tall, melted)
F5-24 P indeterminate vessel (clear, approx. 2 ½” diameter base, 1” diameter rim, vase or

long stemmed funnel?, flared top, trumpet shaped)
F5-25 P decanter? stopper (clear, 7?8” diameter top, minimally 1 5/8” tall, broken)
F5-26 S indeterminate vessel (blue, ground rim, wheel-ground decoration)
F5-27 S indeterminate vessel (painted, polychrome, porcelain, scalloped edge, Japanese

style)
F5-28 S medicine bottle (clear, prescription lip finish, lip only)

Feature 9
F9-1 S plate (edge decorated, blue, whiteware, approx. 9” diameter, unscalloped, feather

painted only, no molding)
F9-2 S bowl (transfer printed, blue, whiteware, approx. 10” diameter, scalloped edge)

[pattern looks familiar]
F9-3 S saucer (transfer printed, blue, whiteware, scalloped edge)
F9-4 S saucer (transfer printed, purple, whiteware, scalloped edge)
F9-5 S cup (painted, lusterware, porcelain, handled)
F9-6 S tureen (transfer printed, blue, whiteware)
F9-7 S waste bowl (annular and worm mocha, decorated whiteware, London urn shape?)
F9-8 S plate (relief decorated, fluted pattern?, whiteware)
F9-9 S bowl (rocking ham glazed, yellow paste stoneware, S-curved shape)
F9-10 S large pitcher (relief decorated, whiteware, approx. 4” diameter rim)
F9-11 S bowl (redware, approx. 9” diameter rim, handturned)
F9-12 S bowl (redware, handturned)
F9-13 S plate (edge decorated, blue)
F9-14 S wine bottle (dark green/black, round, approx. 2” diameter base)

Feature 10
F10-1 P saucer (decal decorated, whiteware, approx. 6 ½” diameter, line gilded edge)
F10-2 P serving bowl (decal decorated, relief decorated, whiteware, approx. 7” diameter)
F10-3 P plate (relief decorated, flora printed gilded edge, approx. 9” diameter)
F10-4 S cup (decal decorated, whiteware, line guilded edge)
F10-5 S cup (transfer printed, brown, whiteware, handled)
F10-6 S serving vessel (undecorated, whiteware)
F10-7 S plate (blue enameled glaze, fiestaware?, scalloped edge)
F10-8 S serving bowl (undecorated, whiteware, footed base, printed backstamp “ROYAL

[IRONSTONE] / WOOD… / EN[GLAND]”)
F10-9 S saucer (relief decorated & printed, flow blue, whiteware)
F10-10 S saucer (painted, polychrome, porcelain)
F10-11 S small bowl (Bristol glazed, stoneware)
F10-12 P flower pot (buff paste unglazed earthenware, approx. 5” diameter, ribbed exterior,

jigger molded)
F10-13 S flower pot (unglazed red paste earthenware, hand turned, approx. 5” diameter rim)
F10-14 S saucer (undecorated, porcelain, 6” diameter)
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F10-15 S flower pot (buff paste unglazed earthenware, 3 3/8” diameter rim, jigger molded)
F10-16 S serving bowl (clear, press molded)
F10-17 S bowl/vase (smolder and/or layered clear/blue glaze, press molded)
F10-18 S indeterminate bottle (clear, Blake Variant 1, approx. 1 1/8” x 7/8” base)
F10-19 P small whisky bottle (clear, round, 1 ½” diameter base, approx. 5” tall, 3-piece

plate bottom, embossed “M” in a circle on base, ribbed swirled shoulder, small
individual serving size similar to quarts & other features, improved tool Brandy
lip finish, melted)

F10-20 S small whisky bottle (clear, round, 1 ½” diameter base, approx. 5” tall, 3-piece
plate bottom, embossed “M” in a circle on base, ribbed swirled shoulder, small
individual serving size similar to quarts & other features, improved tool Brandy
lip finish, melted)

F10-21 P extract bottle (clear, Blake Variant 1, 1 ¾” x 7/8” base, 5 ¾” tall, 3-piece plate
bottom, improved tool patent lip finish, ball neck, unpontiled, base embossed
“H”)

F10-22 S food jar (clear, 2 1/8” diameter rim, machine made)
F10-23 S lantern globe (clear, approx. 4” diameter base, straight base, ground base)
F10-24 S lamp chimney (milk glass)
F10-25 P wine bottle (dark green/black, round, 2 ½” diameter base, approx. 10” tall, dip

molded, improved tool blob lip finish, concave base, unpontiled, foil on neck)
F10-26 P liquor/wine bottles (clear, round, approx. ¾” diameter base, 12” tall, Rickett’s

mold, improved tool Brandy lip finish, unpontiled)
F10-27 P liquor/wine bottles (clear, round, approx. ¾” diameter base, 12” tall, Rickett’s

mold, improved tool Brandy lip finish, unpontiled)
F10-28 S small tumbler (clear, round, approx. 2 ½” diameter base, press molded, fluted

bottom, sunburst pattern base)
F10-29 P medicine/pill bottle (clear, Monarch or Erie oval, 2 ½” x 1 3/8” base, 5 ½” tall, 3-

piece plate bottom, improved tool bead lip finish, wide-mouth, unpontiled,
embossed “WHITTEMORE / BOSTON / U.S.A.”)

F10-30 P wine bottle (light aqua, round, 2 ¾” diameter base, 11 ¾” tall, dip molded,
sheared blow-over lip with applied string finish, unpontiled, kick-up, foil on neck)

F10-31 P beer bottle (amber, round, 2 ¾” diameter base, 11 5/8” tall, 3-piece plate bottom,
improved tool Crown lip finish, unpontiled, large sized, base embossed “R & CO /
35”)

F10-32 P beer bottle (amber, round, 2 ¾” diameter base, 11 5/8” tall, 3-piece plate bottom,
improved tool Crown lip finish, unpontiled, large sized, base embossed “R & CO /
35”, body and base missing)

F10-33 P wine bottle (dark green/black, round, 2 ½” diameter base, approx. 10” tall, dip
molded, improved tool blob lip finish, concave base, unpontiled, foil on neck)

F10-34 P wine bottle (dark green/black, round, body sherds only)
F10-35 P wine? or liquor bottle (dark green/black, round, applied tool ring or oil lip finish,

kick-up)
F10-36 P wine bottle (dark green/black, round, 2 ¾” diameter base, dip molded, sheared

blow – over lip with applied string finish, no foil on neck)
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F10-37 P food/condiment bottle (clear, round, 2 3/8” diameter base, 8” tall, 3-piece plate
bottom, lip finish, unpontiled, base embossed “E.D. HAZARD & CO /
SHREWSBURY. N.J.”)

F10-38 P canning jar lid (aqua, round, 2 7/8” diameter, press molded)
F10-39 S jelly glass (clear, round, approx. 2 ½” diameter rim)
F10-40 S canning jar (aqua, round, base only)

Feature 11 (See Feature 45)

Feature 12
F12-1 S serving bowl (undecorated, whiteware, distinctive deeply curved rim)
F12-2 S ink bottle (salt glazed stoneware, impressed “VITREOUS … / J. BOURNE… /

PATENTEE / … & CODNER PARK POTTERIES / NEAR DERBY”)
F12-3 S cup (undecorated, ironstone)
F12-4 S saucer (gilded, lined edge, porcelain)
F12-5 P flower pot (unglazed, red paste earthenware, hand turned, 2 ¼” diameter base)
F12-6 P saucer (undecorated, whiteware, 6 ½” diameter, impressed “IRONSTONE /

CHINA / E. CHALINOR & CO.” [Godden 1964: 137, puts date of 1853-62 for
this mark]

F12-7 P butter pot plate (undecorated, whiteware, 3 5/8” diameter)
F12-8 P saucer (gilded, lined rim, fluted, porcelain, 5 5/8” diameter rim, 2 ¾” diameter

base)
F12-9 P saucer (undecorated, porcelain, 6 5/8” diameter rim, 4” diameter base)
F12-10 P saucer (gilded, lined rim, fluted, porcelain, 5 5/8” diameter rim, 2 ¾” diameter

base)
F12-11 P small saucer (gilded, lined rim, porcelain, 4 ¾” rim, 2 ½” diameter base)
F12-12 P small plate (undecorated, whiteware, 8” diameter rim, 4 ¾” diameter base,

impressed mark, “JOHN VENABLE & CO. / TRENT POTTERY, BURSLEM”
[Godden 1964: 632 gives date of 1853-55 for this mark]

F12-13 P plate (undecorated, whiteware, 10” diameter rim, 4 ¾” diameter base, impressed
mark, “JOHN VENABLE & CO. / TRENT POTTERY, BURSLEM” [Godden
1964: 632 gives date of 1853-55 for this mark]

F12-14 P small plate (undecorated, whiteware, 4 ½” diameter base, 8” diameter rim,
impressed mark “IRONSTONE / CHINA / R. C. & CO.”?) [possibly R. Cochran
and Company, impressed mark post date 1846; Godden 1964:157]

F12-15 P cup (undecorated, whiteware, 2” base, 4” rim, 3 5/8” tall, handled, St. Denis
shape)

F12-16 P small plate (transfer printed, brown, with painted highlights, floral pattern, 3 ¾”
diameter base, 6 ¾” diameter) [same pattern as Feature 4 and 57]

F12-17 P bowl (salt glazed/Albany slipped stoneware, hand turned, 5 7/8” diameter base,
10” diameter rim, 5 3/8” tall) [poorly potted, very heavy, especially base which is
very thick]

F12-18 S indeterminate serving vessel (handle only)
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F12-19 P salve/toothpaste jar lid (undecorated, whiteware, 4” diameter, ¾” tall, distinctive
bluish tint to glaze)

F12-20 P small plate (undecorated, whiteware, 8” diameter rim, 4 ¾” diameter base,
impressed mark, “JOHN VENABLE & CO. / TRENT POTTERY, BURSLEM”
[Godden 1964: 632 gives date of 1853-55 for this mark]

F12-21 P saucer (undecorated, whiteware, 3 5/8” diameter base, 6 ¼” diameter rim,
impressed “IRONSTONE / CHINA / E. CHALINOR & CO.” [Godden 1964: 137,
puts date of 1853-62 for this mark]

F12-22 P saucer (undecorated, whiteware, 3 ¾” base, 6 5/8” diameter rim)
F12-23 P saucer/cup plate (undecorated, whiteware, 2 ½” diameter base, 5” diameter rim,

1” deep, impressed mark, “IRONSTONE / CHINA / S. CHALLINOR & CO.”
F12-24 P small plate (undecorated, whiteware, 8 ¼” diameter rim, 5 ¼” diameter base,

printed mark, “PRIZE MEDAL 1851 / T. J. & J. MAYER / DALE HALL
POTTERY / LONGPORT / IMPROVED BERLIN IRONSTONE” with lion and
unicorn mark incorporating a triangular registration mark for the year 1851 and an
impressed “NS”)

F12-25 P small plate (undecorated, whiteware, 7 ½” diameter rim, 4 ¼” diameter base,
impressed “PATENT IRONSTONE / CHINA / JOHN MADDOCK /
BURSLEM”) [Godden 1964: 405, puts an 1842-55 date on this mark]

F12-26 S cruet (clear/lead, molded, polygonal base, base only)
F12-27 P small plate (undecorated, whiteware, 4 ¼” base, 7 ½” rim, impressed mark,

“ELSMORE & FORSTER / TUNSTALL / GOTHIC SHAPE”) [although a
simple “Plain Round” style, the plate is stamped “Gothic Shape”; Dieringer and
Dieringer (2001: 8) note the association of the Plain Round with the Gothic name,
but suggests that they are later in age than the multi-sided, more traditional Gothic
wares. Godden (1964:235) puts an 1853-1871 date on this mark.]

F12-28 no vessel assigned
F12-29 P cup (undecorated whiteware, 2 3/8” diameter base, 3 5/8” diameter rim, 3 ¼” tall,

handled)
F12-30 P cup (undecorated whiteware, 2 3/8” diameter base, 3 5/8” diameter rim, 3 ¼” tall,

handled)
F12-31 P cup (undecorated, ironstone, 2 ¼” base, 3 ¾” rim, 3” tall, handled)
F12-32 P cup (undecorated, whiteware, 2 ½” base, 3 ½” rim, 3 3/8” tall, handled)
F12-33 P cup (undecorated, whiteware, 2 ½” base, 3 ½” rim, 3 3/8” tall, handled)
F12-34 P ink well (salt glazed stoneware, hand turned, 2 ¼” diameter base, 2 ¾” tall)
F12-35 P jar (Albany slipped stoneware, 5 3/8” base, 5 ¾” rim, 10 5/8” tall, hand turned,

local product?)
F12-36 S jar (Albany slipped stoneware, probably similar to F12-35 except slightly larger

diameter, hand turned)
F12-37 P pie plate (undecorated, yellowware, 7” diameter base, 9 ½” rim, 1 ¼” tall, jigger

molded with foot ring)
F12-38 P saucer (gilded, lined rim, fluted, 2 7/8” base, 3 ¾” rim, porcelain)
F12-39 P saucer (undecorated, porcelain, 2 ½” base, 4 ¾” rim)
F12-40 P cup (relief decorated, paneled/ribbed, porcelain, handled, 1 7/8” diameter base, 3

¼” rim, 2 5/8” tall)
F12-41 P saucer (undecorated, porcelain, 2 ½” base, 4 ¾” rim)
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F12-42 P wine/liquor bottle (amber, round, 3” diameter base, dip molded, no kick up, base
has 8 “studs” or knobs around perimeter, applied string lip finish, long hock-style
neck)

F12-43 P cruet (clear/lead, molded, round, 1 ¾” diameter base, approximately 7” tall, 2 ¼”-
2 ½” diameter at midsection, ground circle and line as decoration, unpontiled)

F12-44 S wine bottle (dark green/black, dip molded, approximately 2 ¾” diameter base,
kick up, base only)

F12-45 P medicine/chemical bottle (aqua, oval, 1” x 1 7/8”, 4 ¼” tall, 2 piece mold,
improved tool patent lip finish, unpontiled)

F12-46 P ink well (dark green, polygonal, 2 ¼” base, pyramidal shape, rolled rim to
interior, 2 piece mold, pontiled)

F12-47 P medicine/chemical bottle (aqua, Blake variant 1, 1” x 2”, 5 ¾” tall, paneled,
unpontiled, 2 piece mold, improved tool ring or oil lip finish)

F12-48 P chemical bottle (clear, round, 1 7/8” diameter base, 4 7/8” tall, 3-piece plate
bottom, improved tool patent lip finish, unpontiled)

F12-49 P whiskey flask (aqua, oval, 1 ½” x 3” base, 7 ¾” tall, 2 piece mold, applied string
lip finish, embossed “FOR PIKE’S PEAK / OLD RYE” with figure on one side,
and eagle with banner and “PITTSBURGH, PA” on other, unpontiled)

F12-50 P apothecary jar (clear/lead, dip molded, approximately 5 7/8” diameter base, large
pontil, shouldered, 4” diameter rim, 1” tall neck, improved tool lip finish,
unknown height)

F12-51 P food jar (aqua, round, approximately 3 ½” diameter base, 2 piece mold, unknown
height, paneled/constricted neck, rolled to exterior bead lip finish, interior shelf
for lid, unpontiled) [similar in form to F50-215]

F12-52 P condiment bottle (aqua, polygonal, 2” base, Gothic paneled body, tapered, applied
tool double bead lip finish, 2 piece mold?, unpontiled, 8 5/8” tall)

F12-53 P whiskey flask (aqua, oval, 1 7/8” x 4”, 9” tall, 2 piece mold, applied tool string lip
finish, unpontiled, embossed “FOR PIKE’S PEAK” and “OLD RYE” on one side
with figure, and “PITTSBURGH, PA” with eagle on opposite side, approximately
quart size)

F12-54 P footed tumbler (clear/lead, molded, 2 ¾” diameter base, 3” diameter rim, 5 1/8’
tall, thumb print like pattern)

F12-55 P medicine/chemical bottle (aqua, round, 2 ¾” base, 6 5/8” tall, 3-piece plate
bottom, applied tool double ring lip finish, pontiled, tar-like substance in bottle
base)

F12-56 P hair tonic bottle (cobalt blue, polygonal, 1 ¾” diameter base, 7” tall, applied tool
double ring lip finish, 2 piece mold, embossed “C. HEIMSTREET & CO. /
TROY, N. Y.,” unpontiled) [Fike 1987: 63 note company was established in 1834
but the “& CO.” was added to the name in 1852]

F12-57 P medicine/chemical bottle (light aqua, Blake variant 1, 3-piece plate bottom, 1 ¼”
x 2”, 5 1/8” tall, improved tool patent lip finish, unpontiled, paneled)

F12-58 P medicine/chemical bottle (aqua, round, 1 ¾” diameter, 2 piece mold, improved
tool patent lip finish, 4 5/8” tall, unpontiled)

F12-59 P hygiene bottle (clear, Blake variant 1, 1” x 1 7/8” tall, 3-piece plate bottom,
improved tool patent lip finish, ball neck, unpontiled, embossed “VAN
BUSKIRK’S / FRAGRANT / SOZODONT”, still retains pewter pour spout) [for
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bad breath and teeth; Fike 1987: 184; advertised as early as 1865 in New York
City]

F12-60 P footed tumbler (clear, molded, 2 ¾” diameter base, 3” diameter rim, 4 ½” tall,
straight paneled sides)

F12-61 P wine bottle (dark green/black, dip molded, 2 7/8” diameter base, kick up)
F12-62 P liquor bottle (dark green/black, round, approximately 2 7/8”-3” diameter base,

Rickett’s mold, applied tool Brandy lip finish, shoulder embossed, probably
“PATENT”, unpontiled)

F12-63 P medicine/chemical bottle (aqua, oval, 1” x 1 ¾”, unknown height, pontiled, 2
piece mold, folded to interior lip finish)

F12-64 P apothecary jar (clear/lead, dip molded, approximately 5 ½”-6” diameter base,
large pontil, shouldered, 4” diameter rim, 1” tall neck, improved tool lip finish,
unknown height)

F12-65 S cake plate/stand (clear/lead, approximately 11” diameter top, top rim only)
F12-66 S medicine/chemical bottle (aqua, French Square, approximately 2-2 ½” square,

graphite pontil, base only)
F12-67 S wine bottle (dark green/black, applied tool string lip finish, neck only)
F12-68 S liquor bottle (amber, applied tool Brandy lip finish, neck only)
F12-69 S indeterminate table ware (clear, handled, handle only)
F12-70 P medicine/chemical bottle (aqua, Blake variant 1, 1 ¼” x 2 ¼” base, 6 7/8” tall, 3-

piece plate bottom, unpontiled, applied tool Double Bead lip finish, paneled,
embossed, “MRS. S. A. ALLENS // WORLDS HAIR / BALSALM // NEW
YORK”) [Fike 1987:212; Mrs. Allen’s Worlds hair color restorer introduced circa
1846, bottles first embossed in circa 1855]

F12-71 P extract bottle (aqua, Blake variant 1, 7/8” x 2”, 4 ¼” tall, 2 piece mold,
unpontiled, improved tool bead lip finish, paneled, embossed, “BUNNEL’S /
PURE / EXTRACT”)

F12-72 P ale bottle (amber, round, 2 ½” diameter base, 3-piece plate bottom, applied tool
Brandy lip finish, 9 ¼” tall, unpontiled)

F12-73 P condiment bottle (aqua, lobed polygon, 2 3/8” diameter base, 8 ½” tall, ringed
neck, applied tool Double Bead lip finish; unpontiled 2 piece mold)

F12-74 P stemware/wine glass (clear/lead, molded, 3” diameter base, fluted stem, 6” tall,
thumbprint-like pattern)

F12-75 P vial (aqua, round, 1 ½” diameter base, 3 3/8” tall, pontiled, dip molded, fragile lip
finish)

F12-76 P bitters bottle (dark green/black, French Square, 2 ¾” x 2 ¾”, 9 7/8” tall, applied
tool Ring or Oil lip finish, embossed, “UDOLPHO WOLFE’S // SCHLEDAM //
AROMATIC / SCHNAPPS”, 2 piece mold, unpontiled)

F12-77 P tumbler (clear/lead, round, 2 ½” diameter base, 3 3/8” diameter rim, 3 ¾” tall,
unfluted, ground base, rough pontil evident)

F12-78 P tumbler (clear/lead, polygonal, 2 1/8” base, 3 3/8” rim, 3 ¾” tall, fluted, rough
base/pontil)

F12-79 P tumbler (clear/lead, polygonal, 2 1/8” base, 3 1/8” rim, 3 3/8” tall, fluted, rough
base/pontil)

F12-80 P short tumbler or shot glass (clear/lead, polygonal, 1 ½” diameter base, short flutes,
2 5/8” rim, 3” tall, rough base)
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F12-81 P hygiene bottle (rose color, Blake variant 1, 1 ¾” 2 ¾” base, 7 ¼” tall, 2 piece
mold, applied tool prescription lip finish, paneled, unpontiled, embossed, “MRS.
S .A. ALLEN’S // WORLDS HAIR / RESTORER // NEW YORK”)

F12-82 P proprietary medicine bottle (aqua, union oval, stirrup/strap sides, 1 ¾” x 2 ¼”
base, 5 ½” tall, 2 piece mold, unpontiled, applied tool patent lip finish, embossed,
“T. J. V. OWEN / DRUGGIST / SPRINGFIELD, ILL.”)

F12-83 S stemware/cordial glass (clear/lead, molded, faceted stem, 2 1/8” diameter base,
base only)

F12-84 S footed tumbler (clear/lead, molded, base only)
F12-85 P medicine/chemical bottle (aqua, Blake variant 1, 1 ¼” x 1 ¾”, approximately 5

3/8” tall, 2-piece mold, applied tool Double Bead lip finish, unpontiled, paneled
body)

F12-86 P liquor bottle (dark green/black, round, approximately 3” diameter base, Rickett’s
mold, no kick up, applied tool Brandy lip finish, 4” long neck, potentially
embossed “PATENT” on shoulder)

F12-87 P lantern globe/syrup “can”? (clear, molded, blow-over mold rim, 2 ¾” diameter
rim, rim only)

F12-88 P medicine/chemical bottle (aqua, round, 1 ¾” diameter base, 2-piece mold,
unpontiled, approximately 5 ¼-5 ¾” tall, applied tool patent lip finish)

F12-89 P whiskey flask (aqua, oval, 1 ½” x 3 ¼” base, 7 5/8” tall, 2 piece mold, applied tool
string lip finish emulating an applied string lip finish; unpontiled, embossed
“UNION” with shield and clasped hands on one side, and eagle with banner on
opposite side; approximate pint size)

Feature 13
F13-1 P saucer (undecorated, ironstone, 6” diameter)
F13-2 S saucer (relief decorated, Sharon Arch pattern, whiteware, approx. 8” diameter)
F13-3 S jar (salt/salt glazed stoneware, hand turned, approx. 8” diameter rim, impressed

“2” on rim)
F13-4 S jug (salt/unglazed stoneware)
F13-5 S flower pot (unglazed red paste earthenware, hand turned)
F13-6 S flower pot (unglazed red paste earthenware, hand turned, approx. 6” diameter rim)
F13-7 S saucer (undecorated, whiteware, approx. 6” diameter)
F13-8 S saucer (relief decorated, unidentified large floral leaf pattern, whiteware, approx.

7” diameter, impressed backstamp “JAMES EDWA[RD] / DALEHAL…”)
F13-9 S small plate (relief decorated, Sharon Arch pattern, whiteware, approx. 9”

diameter, same pattern as vessel #2?)
F13-10 S cup (undecorated, whiteware, heavy-bodied)
F13-11 S flower pot (unglazed, red paste earthenware, hand turned)
F13-12 S saucer (undecorated, whiteware)
F13-13 P small serving bowl (undecorated, whiteware, oval)
F13-14 S cup (relief decorated, indeterminate floral pattern, whiteware)
F13-15 S small plate (relief decorated, similar to “Lily Shape” pattern, whiteware)
F13-16 S toy cup (undecorated, whiteware, 1 1/8” diameter, footed base, London urn

shape?)
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F13-17 S saucer (undecorated, whiteware)
F13-18 s ginger beer bottle (body only)
F13-19 S flower pot (unglazed red paste earthenware, approx. 8” diameter rim, hand turned)
F13-20 S flower pot (unglazed red pasted earthenware, approx. 6” diameter rim, approx. 3

½” diameter base, hand turned)
F13-21 S flower pot pan (unglazed red earthenware, approx. 7” diameter base, hand turned)
F13-22 S tumbler (clear, press molded, ribbed side)
F13-23 S medicine bottle (aqua, Blake Variant 1, 1 ½” x 1” base, 2 piece mold, embossed

“GIN… / …ING / …INE OIL”, pontilled”)
F13-24 S indeterminate jar (aqua, round, approx. 2 ¼” diameter base)
F13-25 P liquor bottle (amber, round, 3 ¼” diameter base, minimally 8 ¾” tall, 3-piece plate

bottom, embossed “R & CO”, unpontiled)
F13-26 S wine bottle (dark green/black, round, 2 5/8” diameter base, dip molded, kick-up)
F13-27 S liquor bottle (aqua, applied tool Brandy lip finish)
F13-28 S tumbler (clear, round, approx. 3” diameter rim, unfluted)
F13-29 S tumbler (clear, fluted)
F13-30 S liquor/wine? bottle (light amber, round, shoulder only)
F13-31 S medicine/chemical bottle (aqua, applied tool patent lip finish)
F13-32 S salve jar (undecorated, whiteware)

Feature 14
F14-1 P whisky flask (clear, oval, 2 1/8” x 1 1/8” base, 6 ¾” tall, machine made, Brandy

lip finish, ball neck, embossed “HALFPINT / FULL MEASURE”, base embossed
“1”, ideal shape)

F14-2 P medicine bottle (clear, plain oval, 2 5/8” x 1 ½” base, 7 ¼” tall, 3-piece plate
bottom, improved tool collared ring lip finish, embossed “SELL & COE /
DRUGGISTS / SPRINGFIELD ILL”, base embossed “2 / G.L.G. CO.”,
unpontiled)

F14-3 P olive oil? Bottle (clear, round, 2 ¼” diameter base, 9 ½” tall, machine made,
Brandy lip finish, embossed “12 FLUID OUNCES”)

F14-4 P medicine bottle (clear, Blake Variant 1, 1 ½” x 1” base, minimally 5 ½” tall,
machine made, collared ring lip finish, embossed “DR. D. JAYNE… / TONIC
VERMIF… / 242 CHEST ST P…”)

F14-5 S soda/beer bottle (aqua, round, machine made, Crown lip finish, bulbous neck)
F14-6 P pill bottle/jar (aqua, round, 1 1/8” diameter base, 2 ½” tall, 3-piece plate bottom,

improved tool lip finish, wide mouth, base embossed “4”)
F14-7 S indeterminate bottle (aqua, round, 2 ¾” diameter base, machine made, collared

ring lip finish, ball neck, base embossed “W / 54”) [chemical?]
F14-8 P condiment bottle (clear, polygon, 2 ¼” diameter base, 7 ¾” tall, machine made,

Crown lip finish, paneled body) [catsup]
F14-9 P liquor bottle (clear, round, 3 ¼” diameter base, 11” tall, machine made, Brandy lip

finish) [whisky?]
F14-10 P condiment/food jar (clear, polygon, 2 ¼” base, 6 3/8” tall, machine made,

threaded lip, wide mouth, double ball neck, paneled body)
F14-11 P vial (clear, round, 3/16” diameter base, 2 ¾” tall, machine made)
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F14-12 P medicine bottle (clear, Golden Gate Oval, 2” x 1 ¼” base, 5 5/8” tall, machine
made, collared ring lip finish, graduated embossing “1-3 / 20-100”, front panel
embossed “3 IV”, base embossed Owen’s mark)

F14-13 P serving bowl/kick nack (blue, oval, 2 7/8” x 2” diameter, press molded, handled)
F14-14 P jelly glass, clear, round, 1 ¾” diameter base, 3 1/8” tall, press molded, rouletted

rim)
F14-15 S tumbler (clear, polygon/fluted, approx. 2 ¼” diameter base)
F14-16 S jelly glass (clear, round, approx. 2 ¼” diameter base)
F14-17 S medicine bottle (clear, improved tool Double Ring lip finish)
F14-18 S medicine bottle (clear, improved tool Double Ring lip finish)
F14-19 P jar lid (Rockingham glazed, buff paste, stoneware, 2 ¼” diameter bottom, 2 5/8”

diameter top, handled) [tobacco/snuff jar?]
F14-20 S cup (painted gilded rim, ironware, 2 ½” tall)
F14-21 S serving bowl (Bristol glazed buff paste stoneware, approx. 10” diameter rim, rim

only, jigger molded)
F14-22 S indeterminate hollowware (painted, polychrome, porcelain)

Feature 15
F15-1 P food jar (clear, machine made, threaded lip, wide mouth)
F15-2 P soda water bottle (aqua, round, 2 3/8” diameter base, minimally 6 ½” tall, 3-piece

plate bottom, embossed “F.X. REISCH / SPRINGFIELD, ILL.”, base embossed
“R”, unpontiled)

F15-3 P canning jar (aqua, round, 3 ½” diameter base, 6 ¾” tall, machine made, threaded
lip, embossed “BALL / PERFECT / MASON”)

F15-4 P large ink bottle (clear, round, 3 ½” diameter base, 9 ¾” tall, blow-over mold, fire
polished, small mouth external thread lip finish, embossed diamond chain around
shoulder and base, “INKS”, embossed in diamonds, base embossed “DIAMOND
INK CO.”)

F15-5 P condiment bottle (clear, polygon, 2 ¼” diameter base, 9 ¼” tall, machine made,
small external thread lip finish, paneled body) [catsup]

F15-6 P condiment bottle (clear, polygon, 2” diameter base, 8” tall, machine made, small
external thread lip finish, paneled body, base embossed “F”) [catsup]

F15-7 P chemical/cleaner bottle (amber, round, 2 1/8” diameter base, 5 ½” tall, machine
made, collared ring lip finish, embossed “LYSOL”, Owen’s scar on base)

F15-8 P chemical bottle (amber, round, 2” diameter base, 6 1/8” tall, machine made, flared
ring? Lip finish, base embossed “9”)

F15-9 P chemical bottle (amber, round, 2” diameter base, 5 ¼” tall, machine made, small
mouth external thread lip finish, embossed “G46” inside Owen’s mark)

F15-10 P miniature liquor/condiment bottle? (clear, round, 1 ¼” diameter base, 4 5/8” tall,
3-piece plate bottom, improved tool Brandy lip finish, base embossed “B / 8004”,
unpontiled)

F15-11 P pill/chemical bottle (clear, round, 1” diameter base, 3 1/8” tall, Rickett’s mold,
improved tool Patent lip finish, embossed “PHENIQUE CHEMICAL
COMPANY ST LOUIS, MO”, unpontiled)
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F15-12 P perfume/chemical bottle (clear, round, ¾” diameter base, 2 1/8” tall, 3-piece plate
bottom, improved tool Bead lip finish, ball neck, paneled sides)

F15-13 S chemical/medicine bottle (clear, improved tool collared ring lip finish)
F15-14 S milk bottle (clear, round, machine made, wide mouth, embossed “…QUART”)
F15-15 P medicine bottle (clear, excelsior, 2 1/8” x 1 3/8” base, 6 3/8” tall, machine made,

collared ring lip finish, graduated embossing “1-5 / 2.0-14.0 CC”, scroll design on
shoulder, embossed “6” in a circle on shoulder, base embossed “LYRIC” with
Owen’s mark)

F15-16 P extract/chemical bottle (clear, Blake Variant 1, 2 ¾” x 1 ½” base, 8 ½” tall,
machine made, patent lip finish, ball neck, Owen’s mark on base)

F15-17 P medicine bottle (clear, excelsior, 1 5/8” x 1” base, 4 3/8” tall, machine made,
Bead lip finish with ball neck, graduated embossing “3, 1 / CC, 2.0, 40”, scroll
design on neck with “2” in a circle, base embossed “LYRIC / 5 / Owen’s mark”)

F15-18 P medicine bottle (clear, Golden Gate oval, 1 ¼” x ¾” base, 3 ¾” tall, machine
made, Bead lip finish, graduated embossing “2, 4, 6, 3 / 10, 20, CC / 3 I”)

F15-19 P medicine bottle (clear, Monarch or Erie oval, 1” x ¾” base, 3 1/8” tall, 3-piece
plate bottom, improved tool Prescription lip finish, base embossed “REX”)

F15-20 P jelly glass (clear, round, 2” diameter base, 3 7/8” tall, fluted at base, press
molded)

F15-21 P cake plate? pedestal (clear, round, 5” diameter base, 5” tall to base of plate, press
molded)

F15-22 P small pitcher (decal decorated, relief decorated, spray gold gilded rim, handled,
porcelain)

Feature 20
F20-1 S spittoon (painted, polychrome, blue and gold lined, porcelain, approximately 7”

diameter base, heavy bodied)
F20-2 S cup (undecorated, whiteware, approximately 3” diameter rim)
F20-3 P cup (painted, polychrome, small floral pattern, gothic style, whiteware, 3 ¾”

diameter rim, 2 ½” tall, footed base, handle less)
F20-4 S jar (salt/salt glazed stoneware, hand turned, rim only)
F20-5 S serving bowl (Rockingham glazed yellowware, 9” diameter rim, beaded edge, S-

curve shape)
F20-6 S nappie (undecorated, yellowware, rim only)
F20-7 S jug (salt glazed stoneware, handle only)
F20-8 S mixing bowl (salt/salt glazed stoneware, approximately 11” diameter rim, jigger

molded, rim only)
F20-9 P flower pot (unglazed red paste earthenware, approximately 3” diameter base, hand

turned)
F20-10 S saucer (undecorated, whiteware)
F20-11 S saucer (painted polychrome small floral pattern)
F20-12 S serving bowl (undecorated, whiteware, approximately 6” diameter, rim only, S-

curve shape)
F20-13 S large pitcher (relief decorated, ironstone, handled)
F20-14 P ginger beer bottle (Bristol/Bristol glazed, 2 ¾” diameter base)
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F20-15 S jar (salt/salt glazed stoneware, approximately 7 ½” diameter rim, slipped top type
of Alton wares)

F20-16 P plate (relief decorated, unidentified Arch and Ball pattern, whiteware, 9 7/8”
diameter rim, impressed backstamp, “IRONSTONE / CHINA / CHALLINOR”)

F20-17 S spittoon (Rockingham glazed yellowware)
F20-18 P wash basin (relief decorated, whiteware, gothic style, 13” diameter rim, 4 ½” tall)
F20-19 P plate (undecorated, whiteware, 10 5/8” diameter, cup foot and early marley

design)
F20-20 P saucer (transfer printed, blue, 6” diameter, round) [same pattern, see Feature 74]
F20-21 P soap dish? (relief decorated, whiteware, gothic style, rectangular, 4 x 4 7/8” rim, 2

1/8” tall, impressed backstamp, “JA … EDWARDS”)
F20-22 P waster bowl (annular decorated whiteware, 6 ½” diameter rim, 3 ½” tall)
F20-23 P chamber pot (undecorated, whiteware, 8 5/8” diameter rim, 5 1/8” tall)
F20-24 S plate (relief decorated, Sydenham pattern, whiteware, approximately 10”

diameter)
F20-25 S cup (undecorated, whiteware, approximately 3 ¾” diameter rim)
F20-26 S plate (undecorated, whiteware)
F20-27 S small plate (undecorated, whiteware, approximately 7” diameter)
F20-28 S small plate (relief decorated, approximately 7” diameter)
F20-29 S small platter (undecorated, whiteware, approximately 7 ½” diameter, impressed

backstamp, “IRONSTONE / J. WEDGWOOD / CHINA”)
F20-30 S serving bowl (undecorated, whiteware)
F20-31 S bottle (salt/Albany glazed stoneware, faceted body)
F20-32 S lid (undecorated, whiteware, gothic style, potential salve or toothpaste “jar”)
F20-33 S mixing bowl (annular decorated, yellowware)
F20-34 S bowl (redware, hand turned, base only)
F20-35 P plate (undecorated, whiteware, 10 ¾” diameter) [same as vessel F20-19]
F20-36 P plate (undecorated, whiteware, 10 ¾” diameter) [same as vessel F20-19]
F20-37 S saucer (relief decorated, ribbed pattern, whiteware, Boote’s 1851 Round pattern,

approximately 7” diameter, impressed triangular registration backstamp
“BOOTE’S 1851”) [Registration date of 1851]

F20-38 S saucer (undecorated, whiteware, approximately 6” diameter, rim only)
F20-39 no vessel
F20-40 S small plate (relief decorated, whiteware, gothic style)
F20-41 S cup? (painted, overglaze, polychrome, pink luster, porcelain)
F20-42 P stemware (clear/lead, round, approximately 3 ½” diameter base, 6 ¾” tall, press

molded, ground pontil) [pattern?]
F20-43 S vial (aqua, round, 1 ¾” diameter base, paneled body, dip molded, pontiled)
F20-44 S wine bottle (dark green/black, applied string lip finish)
F20-45 S liquor bottle (amber, applied tool Brandy lip finish, probably same as F20-49, lip

only)
F20-46 S indeterminate bottle (aqua, applied tool Double Ring lip finish, lip only)
F20-47 S lamp chimney (clear/lead, round, blow over lip finish, lip only, straight top)
F20-48 S jelly glass (clear/lead, round, press molded, ribbed interior)
F20-49 P liquor bottle (amber, round, 2 7/8” diameter base, 11 ¾” tall, Rickett’s mold,

applied tool Brandy style lip finish, unpontiled)
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F20-50 P vial (aqua, polygon, 7/8” diameter base, 2 3/8” tall, dip mold, fragile lip finish,
pontiled)

F20-51 P vial (aqua, round, 1 7/8” diameter base, minimally 5” tall, dip molded, improved
tool Patent lip finish, pontiled)

F20-52 P stemware (clear/lead, round, approximately 3 ½” diameter base, 6 ¾” tall, press
molded, ground pontil) [pattern?]

F20-53 P stemware (clear/lead, round, 3 ¼” diameter base, 6” tall, press molded, ground
pontil and base, gothic panels)

F20-54 P stemware (clear/lead, round ,3 ¼” diameter base, 6 ¼” tall, press molded, ground
pontil, flat panels)

F20-55 P cruet/decanter (citron, round, 2 1/8” diameter base, minimally 5 ½” tall, press
molded, hob-knob pattern)

F20-56 P olive oil bottle (aqua, round, 2 ¼” diameter base, minimally 8” tall, dip molded,
kick-up)

F20-57 S pitcher (clear/lead, hand blown, handled, handle only)
F20-58 P tumbler (clear/lead, polygon/fluted, 2 ¼” diameter base, 3 ¼” tall, press molded,

paneled body)
F20-59 S stemware (clear, round, 3 ½” diameter base, base only)
F20-60 S lamp chimney (clear/lead, straight lip, lip only)
F20-61 S canning jar (aqua, round, blow over-mold, ground threaded lip)
F20-62 S medicine bottle (aqua, Blake variant 1, improved tool Double Ring lip finish,

embossed, “LINIMENT…”)
F20-63 S medicine bottle (clear/lead, French Square or Blake variant 1)
F20-64 S medicine bottle (aqua, Blake variant 1, applied tool Brandy lip finish, embossed,

“… N BULL”)
F20-65 S indeterminate bottle (aqua, round, approximately 2 ½” diameter base, base only)

[soda water?]
F20-66 S indeterminate bottle (aqua, round, approximately 2 ½” diameter base, base only)

[soda water?]
F20-67 P soda water bottle (aqua, round, 2 ½” diameter, 7 ½” tall, 3-piece plate bottom,

improved tool? Blob top lip finish, embossed, “J. JOHNSON & CO. /
SPRINGFIELD / ILL // F. A. & CO”, graphite pontil)

F20-68 P perfume bottle (clear/lead, plain oval, 1 ¾” x 1 1/8” base, 6 ¼” tall, 2 piece mold,
improved tool Patent lip finish, unpontiled, gothic paneled body) [see Fargo Run]

F20-69 P indeterminate bottle (aqua, round, 2 7/8” diameter base, dip molded, unpontiled)
[Beer?]

F20-70 P pill bottle/salve jar (clear/lead, round, 1 ¼” diameter base, 2 ¼” tall, Rickett’s
mold, improved tool lip finish, wide mouth, unpontiled) [similar to jars in Feature
35]

F20-71 P pill bottle/salve jar (clear/lead, round, 1 ¼” diameter base, 2 ¼” tall, Rickett’s
mold, improved tool lip finish, wide mouth, unpontiled) [similar to jars in Feature
35]

F20-72 P wine bottle (dark green/black, round, 2 ½” diameter base, 11 ¾” tall, dip molded,
applied string lip finish, unpontiled, kick up with large mamelon)

F20-73 P tumbler (clear/lead, irregular polygon/fluted, 2 1/8” diameter base, 3 ½” tall, press
molded)
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F20-74 S vial (aqua, round, approximately 1 ½” diameter base, base only, dip molded)
F20-75 S stemware (clear/lead, round, approximately 3 ½” diameter base, 6 ¾” tall, press

molded, ground pontil) [pattern?]
F20-76 S tumbler (clear/lead, polygonal/fluted, approximately 3 ½” diameter rim, paneled

body)
F20-77 S indeterminate vessel (clear, molded, basket weave pattern, body only) [potentially

cruet or similar specialty vessel]

Feature 21
F21-1 S cup (undecorated, whiteware, 2 1/8” diameter base, approx. 4” diameter rim,

handled)
F21-2 S saucer (undecorated, whiteware)
F21-3 S chamber pot? (undecorated, yellowware, handle only)
F21-4 S saucer/small plate (line gilded edge, gold, approx. 7” diameter, porcelain)
F21-5 S saucer (undecorated, whiteware, approx. 4” diameter)
F21-6 S saucer (undecorated, whiteware, approx. 8” diameter)
F21-7 S small pitcher (relief decorated, whiteware)
F21-8 S jug (salt/unglazed stoneware)
F21-10 S saucer (relief decorated, New York shape, whiteware, 6” diameter) [D and D

2001: 84]
F21-11 P medicine bottle (milk glass, Blake Variant 1, 1 7/8” x 1 5/16” base, unpontiled)
F21-12 S jug/bottle (salt/salt glazed stoneware, lip only)
F21-13 S indeterminate flatware (transfer printed, purple, whiteware, rim only) [plate?]
F21-14 S pitcher? (paneled exterior, whiteware, approx. 3” diameter base)
F21-15 S cup (undecorated, whiteware, 3” diameter rim)
F21-16 S plate (edge decorated, blue, whiteware)
F21-17 S bowl (redware, approx. 6” diameter base, hand turned)
F21-18 P tumbler (clear/lead fluted, 2 5/8” diameter base, press molded/ ground base,

quality glass)
F21-19 S liquor? bottle (dark green/black, round, applied tool ring or oil lip finish, foil

wrapping around lip)
F21-20 S medicine bottle (aqua, probably elixir, approx. 3 ½” x 2” base, 2 piece mold)
F21-21 S stemware (clear, round, approx. 2 ½” diameter base, press molded)
F21-22 P lamp chimney (clear, 1 ½” base diameter, 1 ¼” rim diameter, flanged base,

straight fire polished rim)
F21-23 S wine bottle (dark green/black, round, approx. 2 ½” diameter base, dip molded,

kick-up with large mamelon)
F21-24 S beer or liquor bottle (amber, round, 2 ¾” diameter base, shallow kick up)
F21-25 S lamp chimney (clear, 1 1/8” diameter rim, straight fire polished rim)
F21-26 S medicine bottle (aqua, Blake Variant 1, 1 5/8” x 7/8” base, 5 ¼” tall, 3-piece plate

bottom, applied tool double ring lip finish, embossed “E.R. DURKEE & CO /
NEW YORK” unpontiled)

F21-27 P lamp chimney (clear, 1” diameter rim, approx 1 ½” diameter base, flanged base,
straight ground rim)
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F21-28 P tumbler (clear, fluted, 2 ½” diameter base, 3 5/8” tall, press molded, fluted body,
ground base)

F21-29 P whiskey flask (aqua, Union oval, approx. 3” x 1 ½” base, 3-piece plate bottom,
applied tool string lip finish, base embossed “W. … CO.”, pint sized)

F21-30 P lamp chimney (clear 1 5/8” diameter, straight fire polished rim, approx. 1 ½”
diameter flanged base)

F21-31 S bric-a-brac (opaque blue, approx. 2 ½” diameter, pontiled) [vase?]

Feature 22
F22-1 S plate (line gilded rim, whiteware, scalloped edge)
F22-2 S saucer (undecorated, whiteware, approx. 6” diameter)
F22-3 S saucer (undecorated, soft paste porcelain, approx. 6” diameter)
F22-4 P cup (undecorated, whiteware, 1 ¾” diameter base, 3 5/8” diameter rim, 2 ¼” tall,

handled)
F22-5 S serving bowl (gilded, lined rim, whiteware, oval, 1 7/8” tall)
F22-6 S plate (decal decorated, whiteware)
F22-7 S milk bottle (clear, round, machine made?, embossed “… BOTTLE / … OF &

FILLED / … ON DAI[RY]”)
F22-8 S chemical bottle (amber, plain oval or elixir, machine made)
F22-9 S jelly glass? (clear, round)
F22-10 P pill bottle (cobalt blue, round, 1” diameter base, 2 ½” tall, 3-piece plate bottom,

sheared, blow-over lip finish)

Feature 29
F29-1 S plate (relief decorated, lily shape, whiteware, approx. 9” diameter)
F29-2 S chamber pot? lid (relief decorated, whiteware, approx. 8” diameter)
F29-3 S cup (relief decorated, lily shape, whiteware, approx. 5” diameter)
F29-4 S saucer (painted, polychrome, small floral whiteware)
F29-5 S plate (edge decorated, whiteware, blue, scalloped edge)
F29-6 S plate (transfer printed, brown, whiteware)
F29-7 S tureen/serving bowl (transfer printed, blue, whiteware)
F29-8 S cup (undecorated, whiteware, approx. 3” diameter rim)
F29-9 S small plate (undecorated, whiteware, approx. 7 ½” diameter, impressed

“IRONSTONE / J. WEDGWOOD / CHINA”)
F29-10 S saucer (undecorated, whiteware)
F29-11 S wine bottle (dark green/black, round, dip molded, applied tool string lip finish)
F29-12 S whiskey flask (aqua, Pike’s peak decoration, applied tool string lip finish)
F29-13 S food jar? (clear, round, wide mouth improved tool lip finish)
F29-14 S tumbler (clear, fluted, press molded)
F29-15 S waster bowl (annular decorated, yellowwear)
F29-16 S medicine/chemical bottle (aqua, round, 2” diameter dip molded, pontiled)
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Feature 30
F30-1 P salve jar (undecorated, whiteware, 3 5/8” diameter base, 1 ½” tall)
F30-2 S ginger beer bottle (salt glazed stoneware, faceted body)
F30-3 S ginger beer bottle (Bristol glazed with yellow slipped top, stoneware)
F30-4 S mixing bowl (salt/salt glazed stoneware, approximately 9” diameter rim, jigger

molded)
F30-5 S platter (printed, blue, marble-like pattern, rectangular, whiteware)
F30-6 P small plate (relief decorated, ribbed pattern whiteware, 8” diameter)
F30-7 P small platter (undecorated whiteware)
F30-8 S small plate (gilded, lined rim, porcelain, 8” diameter)
F30-9 S saucer (undecorated whiteware)
F30-10 S saucer (relief decorated, whiteware)
F30-11 no vessel assigned
F30-12 P jar (salt/salt glazed stoneware, hand turned, approximately 7” diameter rim)
F30-13 S mixing bowl (red ware, hand turned)
F30-14 S narrow mouthed jar (clear glazed, red paste earthenware)[snuff jar?]
F30-15 S bowl (undecorated, whiteware, s-curve shape)
F30-16 S mug (printed, blue, whiteware, handled)
F30-17 S wine bottle? (dark green/black, round, 2 ¼” diameter base, dip molded,

unpontiled, slight kick up, base embossed “1”)
F30-18 S chemical bottle (aqua, 1 3/8” diameter lip, improved tool patent lip finish, neck

and lip only)
F30-19 S wine bottle (dark green/black, round, kip molded, champagne style lip finish, neck

and lip only)
F30-20 S chemical bottle (aqua, 1 3/8” diameter lip, improved tool patent lip finish, neck

and lip only)
F30-21 S medicine bottle (aqua, round, 2-piece mold, approximately 1 ½” diameter base,

base only)
F30-22 S soda water bottle (aqua, round, 3 piece plate bottom mold, 2 ½” diameter base,

base only)
F30-23 S pepper sauce bottle (aqua, French square or Blake Variant 1, cathedral-Gothic

style)
F30-24 S medicine bottle (aqua, Blake Variant 1, 2 piece mold, applied tool string double

ring lip finish, pontiled, embossed “…R”)
F30-25 S lamp globe (clear, flanged base, straight and fire polished rim, approximately 1

¼” diameter base, approximately 1” diameter rim)
F30-26 S large stemware (clear, round, 3 ½” diameter base, fluted stem)
F30-27 S lamp globe (clear, flanged base, 1 ¼” diameter base)
F30-28 S medicine bottle (aqua, French square or Blake Variant 1, embossed “THE / HAIR

/…”)

Feature 31
F31-1 P cup (undecorated whiteware, handled)
F31-2 S serving bowl (printed, blue, whiteware)
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F31-3 S plate (undecorated whiteware)
F31-4 S serving bowl (undecorated whiteware)
F31-5 S saucer (relief decorated, beaded edge, whiteware)
F31-6 S cup (relief decorated, indeterminate pattern, whiteware
F31-7 S saucer (printed red-lined rim, whiteware)
F31-8 S plate/small plate (printed, flow blue, whiteware)
F31-9 S saucer (undecorated whiteware)
F31-10 P ginger beer bottle (Bristol glazed, stoneware, 3” diameter base)
F31-11 P ginger beer bottle (salt glazed stoneware, 3 ½” diameter base, faceted body,

impressed “[KELLE]HER & C[O.]” on body)
F31-12 P ginger beer bottle (salt glazed stoneware, 3 ½” diameter base, faceted body,

impressed “[KELLE]HER & C[O.]” on body)
F31-13 S mixing bowl (salt glazed stoneware, jigger molded)
F31-14 S indeterminate vessel (Rockingham glazed, molded)[pitcher]
F31-15 P jar (salt glazed/Albany slipped, hand turned, 10” diameter rim)
F31-16 S tumbler (clear, fluted body)
F31-17 S whiskey flask (aqua, 2 piece mold, scroll style)
F31-18 S indeterminate bottle (aqua, round, 2” diameter base, 2 piece mold, unpontiled)
F31-19 S indeterminate bottle (aqua, round, 2” diameter base, 2 piece mold, unpontiled)
F31-20 S indeterminate bottle (aqua, embossed on body “…ERW…” and “…AGUA…”,

body sherd only)
F31-21 S wine bottle (dark green/black, dip molded, kick up)
F31-22 S extract/medicine bottle (clear, 3 piece plate bottom mold, improved tool patent lip

finish, ball neck, paneled body)
F31-23 S indeterminate bottle (aqua, 3 piece plate bottom mold, paneled body)
F31-24 S indeterminate vessel (milk glass, press molded, basked weave pattern, tableware)
F31-25 P liquor bottle (dark green/black, 3 piece plate bottom mold, embossed “3” on base)
F31-26 S liquor bottle e(amber, 2 piece mold, oval)
F31-27 S vial (clear, dip molded, fragile lip finish, approximately ½” diameter)
F31-28 S indeterminate bottle (aqua, round, approximately 1 ½” diameter base, unpontiled)
F31-29 S indeterminate bottle (aqua, round, approximately 2” diameter base, pontiled)
F31-30 S tumbler (clear, fluted body)
F31-31 S bottle/vial (clear, improved tool patent lip finish)
F31-32 S lamp chimney (clear, ground, blow-over mold top)
F31-33 P indeterminate bottle (aqua, 2 piece mold, plain oval, 1 ½” x 2 ¾” base,

unpontiled, Bluing style bottle or whiskey flask?)
F31-34 P vial (aqua, molded, folded interior lip finish)

Feature 35
F35-1 S pitcher (painted, gilded handle, whiteware)
F35-2 S bowl (redware, hand turned)
F35-3 S cup (undecorated, ironstone)
F35-4 S serving vessel (undecorated, ironstone)
F35-5 S cup (undecorated, ironstone)
F35-6 S serving bowl (relief decorated, fluted pattern, whiteware)
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F35-7 S ink bottle/well (salt glazed stoneware)
F35-8 S plate (undecorated, whiteware)
F35-9 S saucer (painted, polychrome, small floral pattern, whiteware)
F35-10 S mixing bowl? (undecorated, yellowware, jigger molded)
F35-11 S bird feeder? (relief decorated, whiteware, bird design, burnt) [similar to vessel

F76-8]
F35-12 S salve jar? (transfer printed, brown, whiteware, printed advertisement “… / AT

THE ES… / … MA…”) [last words may represent street address]
F35-13 S jar/bowl (salt glazed/Albany slipped, stoneware, hand turned, base only)
F35-14 S saucer (undecorated, whiteware)
F35-15 S bowl (redware, hand turned) [non-local ware?]
F35-16 no vessel assigned
F35-17 P cup (undecorated, whiteware, handle less, St. Dennis shape
F35-18 S soup plate (undecorated, whiteware)
F35-19 S indeterminate vessel (relief decorated, whiteware, gothic style) [similar to wash

basin vessel F20-18]
F35-20 S serving bowl lid (relief decorated, whiteware, handle only, pomegranite like)
F35-21 S cup (undecorated, porcelain, gothic style)
F35-22 S cup (painted, polychrome, floral pattern, whiteware, lined rim interior)
F35-23 P bowl (salt glazed/Albany slipped stoneware, hand turned)
F35-24 S pitcher/teapot (relief decorated, Rockingham glazed, yellowware, gothic style)
F35-25 S bowl (redware, hand turned)
F35-26 S mixing bowl (salt glazed/Albany slipped, stoneware, jigger molded)
F35-27 P bowl (redware, hand turned)
F35-28 P bowl (redware, hand turned)
F35-29 S chemical/medicine bottle (clear, improved tool Prescription lip finish, rim only)
F35-30 S soda water bottle (same as vessel #35)
F35-31 S indeterminate bottle/jar (clear, base only)
F35-32 no vessel
F35-33 S tumbler (clear, fluted)
F35-34 P medicine bottle (aqua, Blake variant 1, 1 1/8” x 2” base, 5 7/8” tall, improved tool

Patent lip finish, embossed “PRATT’S / ABOLITION OIL // FOR /
ABOLISHING PAIN”)

F35-35 P soda water bottle (aqua, round, 2 5/8” diameter base, 7” tall, improved tool Blob
top lip finish, embossed “JOHNSON & PETERSON / SPRINGFIELD / ILL // L
& W”)

F35-36 P medicine bottle (clear, French Square, 1 3/8” square base, approximately 4 1/8”
tall, improved tool Patent lip finish)

F35-37 S whiskey flask (aqua, scroll body style, body only)
F35-38 P medicine bottle (aqua, round, 1 1/8” diameter base, 5” tall, embossed “CURTIS &

PERKINS // PROPRIETORS // MRS. WINSLOW’S // SOOTHING SYRUP”,
rolled rim, unpontiled)

F35-39 P tumbler (clear, polygonal/fluted, 2 1/8” diameter base, fluted panels, square top
panel, ground base)

F35-40 P cruet (clear/lead, 1 5/8” diameter base, molded, pontiled, ribbed sides/body)
F35-41 P tumbler/jelly glass (clear, round, 2” diameter base, 3 3/8” tall, 3” diameter rim)
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F35-42 P tumbler (clear, round, 2 ¼” diameter base, 4” tall, 3 ¼” diameter rim)
F35-43 P salve jar (aqua, round, approximately 2” diameter base, 3 ½” tall, 1 ¾” wide

mouth rim, embossed, “DR. KENNEDY’S / SALT / RHUEM / OINTMENT”,
pontiled)

F35-44 P medicine bottle (aqua, Blake variant 1, approximately 1 ½” x 2 3/8” base, 5 1/8”
tall, pontiled, applied tool Ring or Oil lip finish, embossed “INDIA /
CHOLACOCUE // NEW YORK // …”)

F35-45 P tumbler (clear/lead, 2 ¼’ diameter base, fluted panels, polygonal/fluted, short
flutes, ground base)

F35-46 P tumbler (clear, polygonal/fluted, approximately 2 3/8” diameter base, 3 ½” tall, 3
3/8” diameter rim, plunger scar)

F35-47 P salve jar (clear, round, 2” diameter base, 5” tall, 1 ¾” diameter wide-mouth rim,
Rickett’s mold, poorly folded to exterior rim)

F35-48 P salve jar (clear, round, 2 1/8” diameter base, 4 7/8” tall, 1 7/8” diameter rim, 3-
piece plate bottom)

F35-49 P soda water bottle (aqua, round but deformed, 7 ½” tall, applied tool Blob top lip
finish, embossed “J. JOHNSON & CO. / SPRINGFIELD / ILL // F. A. & CO.”)

F35-50 P medicine bottle (clear, elixir, 1 3/8” x 5/8” base, 2 5/8” tall, improved tool
Prescription lip finish)

F35-51 P cologne/chemical bottle (clear, polygon, 1 ¾” base, 3” tall, improved tool Patent
lip finish)

F35-52 P chemical/medicine bottle (green/citron, oval/elixir, 1 1/8” x 1 7/8” base, 4 7/8”
tall, folded to exterior lip finish, pontiled)

F35-53 P chemical/medicine bottle (aqua, oval/elixir, 1 1/8” x 1 7/8” base, 4 ¾” tall, folded
to exterior lip finish, pontiled)

F35-54 P chemical/medicine bottle (aqua, round, approximately 1 ¼” diameter base, 5 1/8”
tall, improved tool Patent lip finish, 2 piece mold, Godfrey Cordial tapered shape)

F35-55 P vial (clear, round, 3/8” diameter base, approximately 1 ½” tall, 3/8” diameter rim,
folded/fragile lip finish)

F35-56 S vial (clear, round, 5/8” diameter rim, rim only, folded/fragile lip finish)
F35-57 S vial (clear, round, ½” diameter rim, rim only, prescription lip finish)
F35-58 S vial (clear, approximately ½” diameter rim, rim only)
F35-59 S liquor bottle (dark green/black, applied tool Brandy lip finish, rim only)
F35-60 S liquor bottle (dark green/black, applied tool Brandy lip finish, rim only)
F35-61 S chemical/medicine bottle (opaque white, rectangular, improved tool Prescription

lip finish)
F35-62 P lamp chimney (clear, approximately 1 5/8” diameter flanged base, approximately

7 3/8” tall, 1 ¼” straight rim)
F35-63 P lamp chimney (clear, approximately 1 5/8” diameter flanged base, approximately

7 3/8” tall, 1 ¼” straight rim, rim only)
F35-64 P lamp chimney (clear, approximately 1 5/8” diameter flanged base, approximately

7 3/8” tall, 1 ¼” straight rim)
F35-65 P lamp chimney (clear, 1 ½” diameter flanged base, 6” tall, 1” diameter straight rim,

oval body)
F35-66 P lamp chimney (clear, 1 5/8” diameter flanged base, oval body, 1 1/8” diameter

straight rim, 7 ¾” tall)
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F35-67 P lamp chimney (clear, approximately 1 5/8” diameter flanged base, approximately
7 3/8” tall, 1 ¼” straight rim)

F35-68 P lamp chimney (clear, approximately 1 5/8” diameter flanged base, approximately
7 3/8” tall, 1 ¼” straight rim)

F35-69 P lamp chimney (clear, approximately 1 5/8” diameter flanged base, approximately
7 3/8” tall, 1 ¼” straight rim)

F35-70 S tumbler (clear, round)
F35-71 S pitcher (clear/lead, applied handle, handle only, small sized)
F35-72 P medicine bottle (clear, round, 1 ½” diameter base, 4” tall, 7/8” diameter rim,

improved tool Prescription lip finish, 3-piece plate bottom, embossed “S. H.
MELVIN // SPRINGFIELD / ILL”)

F35-73 P vial (aqua, dip molded, 1 1/8” diameter base, 2 5/8” tall, 5/8” diameter rim, fragile
lip finish, pontiled)

F35-74 P medicine bottle (aqua, round, 1 ¼” diameter base, 5 1/8” tall, 2 piece mold, rolled
interior lip finish, embossed “CURTIS & PERKINS // PROPRIETORS // MRS.
WINSLOW’S // SOOTHING SYRUP”)

F35-75 P chemical bottle/medicine bottle (aqua, round, 1 ¾” diameter base, 5” tall, 7/8”
diameter rim, 2-piece mold, applied tool Prescription lip finish)

F35-76 P chemical/medicine bottle (aqua, oval, 1 1/8” x 1 7/8” base, folded interior lip
finish)

F35-77 P chemical/medicine bottle (clear, Blake variant 1, 1 ½” x 2 ¼” base, 4 ¾” tall, 3-
piece plate bottom, improved tool Patent lip finish, contents still present)

F35-78 S liquor bottle (amber, round, dip molded, 2 7/8” diameter base, base only)
F35-79 P tall tumbler/footed tumbler (clear, straight flutes to rim) [similar to item in feature

20]
F35-80 S chemical/medicine bottle (aqua, oval, 1 1/8” x 1 7/8” base, folded interior lip

finish)
F35-81 S chemical/medicine bottle (aqua, rectangular, embossing “… OSC[O] …”, body

sherds only)

Feature 36
F36-1 S jug (Peoria glazed stoneware, shouldered, 2-piece construction)
F36-2 S serving bowl (undecorated, whiteware, 5” diameter rim, 1 5/8” tall, scalloped

edge, printed backstamp “…CHINA / … & K” with bison, s-curve shape)
F36-3 P serving bowl (undecorated, whiteware, approximately 7” diameter rim, minimally

2 ½” tall)
F36-4 P serving bowl (gilded, lined rim, footed base, porcelain)
F36-5 S serving bowl (undecorated, whiteware, s-curve shape)
F36-6 P large pitcher/jardinière (printed yellowish brown with relief decoration,

approximately 8 ½” diameter rim, handled)
F36-7 S plate (printed, purple, beaded, scalloped edge)
F36-8 S jar (unglazed stoneware, hand turned)
F36-9 S jar (salt glazed stoneware, approximately 12” diameter base)
F36-10 P medicine bottle (clear, Philadelphia Oval, 7/8” x 1 3/8” base, 3 ½” tall, machine

made, collared lip finish)
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F36-11 P medicine bottle (clear, beveled ideal, 1” x 1 5/8” base, 4 5/8” tall, 3 piece plate
bottom mold, improved tool collared lip finish, embossed stylized ounce symbol,
unpontiled)

F36-12 S canning jar (aqua, round, 3 ¾” diameter base, machine made base embossed “G
3”)

F36-13 S salve jar (milk glass, round, machine made)
F36-14 P medicine bottle (clear, Philadelphia oval, 3/4” x 1 1/8” base, 3 piece plate bottom

mold, improved tool prescription lip finish, unpontiled, base embossed “L”)
F36-15 S medicine bottle (clear, 3 piece plate bottom mold, beveled ideal, 1 ¼” x 2” base,

embossed “…BRO’S / [DRUGGI]STS / [SPRINGFIELD,] ILL.”, base embossed
“C.L.C. CO”)

F36-16 S condiment bottle (clear, round, machine made, threaded lip)
F36-17 S canning/food jar (clear, round, machine made, threaded lip, lip only)
F36-18 P jelly glass/food jar (clear, round, 2 ¼” diameter base, 3 ¾” tall, machine made,

banded lip, base embossed “ARMOUR AND COMPANY / 855 / PAT FEB 10
’03 / 4 ¾ OZ. NET.”)

Feature 45
F45-1 S cup (transfer printed, purple, whiteware)
F45-2 S saucer (painted, lined edge, porcelain)
F45-3 S tableware lid (Rockingham glazed, yellowware, knob handled)
F45-4 S bowl/jar lid? (Bristol glazed, stoneware)
F45-5 P cup (gilded and green lined rim and base, porcelain, 2 ¼” diameter base, 3 1/8”

tall, handled)
F45-6 S saucer (relief decorated, ribbed pattern, porcelain
F45-7 S saucer (painted, polychrome, porcelain)
F45-8 S bowl (redware, hand turned) [non local rim style]
F45-9 S flower pot (unglazed, buff paste earthenware, jigger molded)
F45-10 S flower pot (unglazed, red paste earthenware, jigger molded)
F45-11 S mixing bowl (Albany/Albany slipped stoneware, approximately 10” diameter rim,

jigger molded)
F45-12 S jug (redware, highly fired, handle only)
F45-13 P chamber pot lid (transfer printed, brown, whiteware, 9” diameter, handled)
F45-14 P chamber pot (transfer printed, brown, whiteware, 8 ½” diameter rim, 5” tall,

handled, printed backstamp “MYCENAE WAR”)
F45-15 P chamber pot (undecorated, ironstone, 8 ½’ diameter rim, 5” tall, handled, printed

backstamp “IRONSTONE CHINA / J. & G. MEAKIN”, with lion & unicorn coat
of arms)

F45-16 P chamber pot (undecorated, ironstone, 8 ½” diameter rim, 5 ¼” tall, handled,
printed backstamp “ROYAL IRONSTONE CHINA / ALFRED MEAKIN /
ENGLAND”, with lion and unicorn coat of arms)

F45-17 P chamber pot (undecorated, ironstone, 9” diameter rim, 5 ½” tall, handled, printed
backstamp “PORCELAINE OPAQUE / BRIDGWOOD & SON”, crown coat of
arms)
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F45-18 P chamber pot (undecorated, whiteware, 8 ½” diameter rim, 5 ½” tall, handled,
printed backstamp “IRONSTONE CHINA / E. T. P. CO.”, British coat of arms,
braided rope design around handle)

F45-19 S pitcher (whiteware, handle only, large sized)
F45-20 P cup (undecorated, ironstone, 3 ¼” diameter rim, 2 7/8” tall, handled)
F45-21 P mug (Rockingham glazed yellowware, Roulette rim)
F45-22 P small plate (undecorated, whiteware, 6 ¾” diameter, printed backstamp “ROYAL

/ STONE CHINA / MADDOCK & CO. / BURSLEM ENGLAND /
TRADEMARK”)

F45-23 P mixing bowl (Albany/Albany slipped stoneware, 8 ¼” diameter rim, 3 ¾” tall,
jigger molded)

F45-24 P mixing bowl (Albany/Albany slipped stoneware, 10 ½” diameter rim, 4 ½” tall,
jigger molded)

F45-25 P mixing bowl (Albany/Albany slipped stoneware, 9” diameter rim, 3 ½” tall, jigger
molded) [red paint-like substance in interior]

F45-26 P mixing bowl (Albany/Albany slipped stoneware, 10 ¾” diameter rim, 4 ½” tall,
jigger molded)

F45-27 P cup (undecorated, whiteware, 3 ¼” diameter rim, 3” tall, handled)
F45-28 S cup (undecorated, whiteware, handled)
F45-29 P chamber pot (annular decorated yellowware, mocha decorated, 9” diameter rim, 5

5/8” tall, handled)
F45-30 S mug (relief decorated, hunter scene, yellowware)
F45-31 P flower pot (unglazed, red paste earthenware, 4” diameter rim, jigger molded)
F45-32 S saucer (undecorated, whiteware)
F45-33 P saucer (relief decorated, ribbed pattern, porcelain, 5 7/8” diameter)
F45-34 P plate (undecorated, whiteware, 8 7/8” diameter, printed backstamp

“PORCELAINE OPAQUE / BREDGWOOD & SON”, crown coat of arms,
illegible impressed backstamp)

F45-35 P platter (undecorated, whiteware, oval, 15” x 10 ½”, printed backstamp “PRINCE
OF WALES / ROYAL / PATENT IRONSTONE / BURGESS & GOODARD”,
with lion & unicorn coat of arms)

F45-36 S saucer (undecorated, whiteware)
F45-37 P pitcher (relief decorated, ivy-like floral motif, whiteware, 3 ¾” diameter rim, 7 ¾”

tall, handled, printed backstamp “IRONSTONE CHINA / O. P. CO.”, coat of
arms, with eagle)

F45-38 P shallow bowl/baker (relief decorated interior, Sydenham-like pattern, 11”
diameter rim, 3” tall, 7” diameter base)

F45-39 P jar (salt/salt glazed stoneware, 7 ½” diameter rim, 7 ½” tall, hand turned, 1-gallon
sized)

F45-40 S salve jar lid? (undecorated, whiteware)
F45-41 S flower pot (unglazed red paste earthenware, hand turned)
F45-42 P plate (transfer printed, brown, painted highlights, polychrome, 9 ¾” diameter,

scalloped edge, printed backstamp “MAY FLOWER / WOOD & SON
ENGLAND / RD NO 143322”, crown coat of arms) [This pattern was probably
registered in early 1890 (Godden 1964:528).]
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F45-43 P tureen lid (undecorated, whiteware, oval)
F45-44 S cup (transfer printed, brown, relief decorated, gilded edge, gilded base,

whiteware)
F45-45 S saucer (gilded edge, wide band, porcelain, approximately 6” diameter, thick

bodied)
F45-46 P cup (transfer printed, reddish brown, whiteware, handled) [same as vessel 44?]
F45-47 S saucer (decal decorated, gilded edge, whiteware)
F45-48 S cup (gilded edge, whiteware)
F45-49 S saucer (relief decorated, whiteware, scalloped edge)
F45-50 S serving bowl (undecorated, whiteware, square or rectangle)
F45-51 P jug (Albany/Albany slipped stoneware, hand turned, 5 ¾” diameter base, 7” tall,

handled)
F45-52 S cup (undecorated, whiteware, handled)
F45-53 S cup (undecorated, whiteware, handled)
F45-54 P cup (undecorated, whiteware, 3 ¼” diameter rim, 3” tall, handled)
F45-55 P bowl (relief decorated, “Corn and Oats” or “Corn on the Cob” shape, whiteware, 4

½” diameter rim, 3 ¼” tall) [Registered by Davenport, Banks and Company in
Jan. 1863 and by Wedgwood in October 1863) [Dierenger & Dierenger 2001:132]

F45-56 P platter (undecorated, whiteware, oval, 16 ¾’ x 11 5/8”, printed backstamp
“ROYAL. PATENT. / IRONSTONE / TURNER. GODDAR & CO.”, lion and
unicorn coat of arms)

F45-57 P tureen lid (undecorated, whiteware, oval, 8 5/8” x 6 3/8”, handled)
F45-58 P small saucer/cup plate (undecorated, whiteware, 4 ¼” diameter)
F45-59 no vessel assigned
F45-60 S platter (undecorated, whiteware)
F45-61 S plate (painted, polychrome, gilded edge, porcelain) [heavy bodied ware,

intrusive?]
F45-62 S saucer (transfer printed, purple, whiteware, scalloped edge)
F45-63 P teapot (relief decorated, “Rebecca at the Well” pattern, Rockingham glazed

yellow paste stoneware, 3 ½” diameter rim, minimally 8” tall, handled)
F45-64 P preserve jar (salt/salt glazed stoneware, 6” diameter rim, 10 ¼” tall, hand turned)
F45-65 S wine bottle (dark green/black, round, 2 ½” diameter base)
F45-66 S indeterminate bottle (aqua, machine made) [intrusive?]
F45-67 S lamp globe (colored glass, deep red, ground base)
F45-68 S shot glass (clear, round, 1 ¼” diameter base)
F45-69 P serving bowl (clear, oval, 10” x 12” rim, 5” tall, press molded)
F45-70 S tumbler (clear, round, 3” diameter rim)
F45-71 S lantern globe (clear, Blow-over mold, ground lip) [similar to vessel 253]
F45-72 P serving bowl (clear, round, press molded, scalloped rim)
F45-73 P medicine bottle (clear, round, 1 ½” diameter base, 4 1/8” tall, 3-piece plate

bottom, improved tool Patent lip finish, unpontiled, base embossed “G. W.”)
F45-74 P medicine bottle (clear, French Square, 1” square base, 3” tall, 3-piece plate

bottom, improved tool Patent lip finish, unpontiled)
F45-75 P lamp globe (clear, everted base, ground rim, globular shape, hunt/fish scene)
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F45-76 P food jar (clear, round, 3 ¼” diameter base, 6 ¼” tall, 3-piece plate bottom,
improved tool lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “HANNUM & HAUK /
CLEVELAND. O.”, interior shelf for lid)

F45-77 P food/condiment jar (aqua, round, 2 ½” diameter base, 6 ½” tall, 3-piece plate
bottom, beaded lip finish, unpontiled)

F45-78 P medicine bottle (clear, French Square, 1 ½” square base, 4 ¾” tall, 3-piece plate
bottom, improved tool prescription lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “W. C.
WOOD & BRO / DRUGGISTS / SPRINGFIELD / ILL.”, base embossed “W. T.
& CO. / G”) [Style B]

F45-79 P mucilage bottle (clear, round, 1 ¾” diameter base, 2 ¼” tall, 3-piece plate bottom,
improved tool Prescription lip finish, base embossed “S. M. CO.”)

F45-80 P ink bottle (aqua, round, 2 3/8” diameter base, 2 ½” tall, 3-piece plate bottom,
folded exterior lip finish, pyramid shape)

F45-81 P food/condiment jar (aqua, round, 3” diameter base, 7 ¾” tall, 3-piece plate
bottom, folded exterior lip finish, unpontiled, base embossed “C B”, narrow
mouthed)

F45-82 P vial (clear, round, 1 ½” diameter base, 1 ¾” tall, dip molded, folded exterior
Fragile lip finish, unpontiled)

F45-83 P vase (opaque blue, round, 1 ¾” diameter base, sand paint, floral design, minimally
3” tall, pontiled)

F45-84 no vessel assigned
F45-85 S lamp globe (clear, 1 1/8” diameter rim, flanged base, ground top, globular shape,

frosted/sand blasted, floral or leaf motif with bands)
F45-86 P lamp shade (milk glass, 10” diameter base, approximately 3” diameter rim, flared

shape)
F45-87 P footed jelly glass (clear, round, 2” diameter base, 3 ¼” tall)
F45-88 P tumbler (clear, round, 2 ½” diameter base, 3 5/8” tall, press molded, star inside a

horseshoe embossed on base)
F45-89 P tumbler (clear, round, 2 3/8” diameter base, 3 5/8” tall, press molded)
F45-90 P tumbler (clear, irregular round, 2 ½” diameter base, 3 5/8” tall, press molded,

Sunburst design on base)
F45-91 P jelly glass (clear, round, 2” diameter base, 3” tall, press molded, ribbed interior)
F45-92 no vessel assigned
F45-93 P footed bowl (clear, round, 2 5/8” diameter base, 4 3/8” diameter rim, 2 ¼” tall)

[same as F45-174]
F45-94 P canning jar (aqua, round, 3 ¼” diameter base, 7 ½” tall, 3-piece plate bottom,

threaded, blow-over mold with ground lip finish, unpontiled, embossed
“MASON’S / PATENT / NOV. 30 / 1858,” with cartouche symbol on reverse
side, base embossed “08A”)

F45-95 P canning jar (aqua, round, 3 ½” diameter base, 6 7/8” tall, 3-piece plate bottom,
threaded, blow-over mold ground lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “MASON’S /
PATENT / NOV. 30 / 1858,” illegible embossing on base)

F45-96 P canning jar (aqua, round, 3 ¼” diameter base, 7” tall, 3-piece plate bottom,
threaded, blow-over mold ground lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “MASON’S /
PATENT / NOV. 30TH / 1858,” with cartouche on reverse side, base embossed
“711”)
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F45-97 P canning jar (aqua, round, 3 ¼” diameter base, 7” tall, 3-piece plate bottom,
threaded, blow-over mold ground lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “MASON’S /
PATENT / NOV. 30TH / 1858,” with embossed Mason symbol, base embossed
“H70”) [cartouche same as #94 but on front]

F45-98 P canning jar (aqua, round, 3 ¼” diameter base, 7” tall, 3-piece plate bottom,
threaded, blow-over mold ground lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “MASON’S /
PATENT / NOV. 30TH / 1858,” with embossed Mason symbol, base embossed
“H70”) [cartouche same as #94 but on front]

F45-99 P canning jar (aqua, round, 3 ¼” diameter base, 7” tall, 3-piece plate bottom,
threaded, blow-over mold ground lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “MASON’S /
PATENT / NOV. 30TH / 1858,” with embossed Mason symbol, base embossed
“H70”) [cartouche same as #94 but on front]

F45-100 P canning jar (aqua, round, 3 ¼” diameter base, 7” tall, 3-piece plate bottom,
threaded, blow-over mold ground lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “MASON’S /
PATENT / NOV. 30TH / 1858,” with embossed Mason symbol, base embossed
“PAT NOV. 26 67 / 72” iron cross in front of jar)

F45-101 P canning jar (aqua, round, 3 ½” diameter base, 6 7/8” tall, 3-piece plate bottom,
threaded, blow-over mold ground lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “MASON’S /
PATENT / NOV. 30 / 1858,” illegible embossing on base)

F45-102 P canning jar (aqua, round, 3 ½” diameter base, 6 7/8” tall, 3-piece plate bottom,
threaded, blow-over mold ground lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “MASON’S /
PATENT / NOV. 30 / 1858,” illegible embossing on base)

F45-103 P canning jar (aqua, round, 3 ½” diameter base, 6 7/8” tall, 3-piece plate bottom,
threaded, blow-over mold ground lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “MASON’S /
PATENT / NOV. 30 / 1858,” illegible embossing on base)

F45-104 P canning jar (aqua, round, 3 ½” diameter base, 6 7/8” tall, 3-piece plate bottom,
threaded, blow-over mold ground lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “MASON’S /
PATENT / NOV. 30 / 1858,” base marked “PAT. NOV. 26, 67 / 72”)

F45-105 P canning jar (aqua, round, 3 ½” diameter base, 6 7/8” tall, 3-piece plate bottom,
threaded, blow-over mold ground lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “MASON’S /
PATENT / NOV. 30 / 1858,” base marked “PAT. NOV. 26, 67 / 72”)

F45-106 P canning jar (aqua, round, 3 ½” diameter base, 6 7/8” tall, 3-piece plate bottom,
threaded, blow-over mold ground lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “MASON’S /
PATENT / NOV. 30 / 1858,” base embossed “277 / H” in reverse)

F45-107 P canning jar (aqua, round, 3 ½” diameter base, 6 7/8” tall, 3-piece plate bottom,
threaded, blow-over mold ground lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “MASON’S /
PATENT / NOV. 30 / 1858,” base marked “711”)

F45-108 P canning jar (aqua, round, 3 ¼” diameter base, 7” tall, 3-piece plate bottom,
threaded, blow-over mold ground lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “MASON’S /
PATENT / NOV. 30TH / 1858,” with embossed Mason symbol, base embossed
“PAT NOV. 26 67 / 124” iron cross in front of jar)

F45-109 P chemical bottle (aqua, round, 2 ¾” diameter base, base embossed “M CC”) [same
as F45-135]

F45-110 no vessel assigned
F45-111 no vessel assigned
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F45-112 P canning jar (aqua, round, 3 ½” diameter base, 6 7/8” tall, 3-piece plate bottom,
threaded, blow-over mold ground lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “MASON’S /
PATENT / NOV. 30 / 1858”)

F45-113 P chemical bottle (aqua, round, 3 ½” diameter base, 9 ½” tall, 3-piece plate bottom,
improved tool Prescription lip finish, unpontiled)

F45-114 P chemical bottle (clear, round, 2 5/8” diameter base, 7” tall, Rickett’s mold,
improved tool Prescription lip finish, unpontiled)

F45-115 P medicine bottle (clear, Black variant 1, 2 ¼” x 1 ½” base, 5 1/8” tall, 3-piece plate
bottom, improved tool Patent lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “DR. WILHOFTS /
ANTIPERIODIC / OR / FEVER & AGUE / TONIC // WHEELOCK KEELER &
CO. / PROPRIETORS // NEW ORLEANS”)

F45-116 P medicine bottle (clear, Black variant 1, 2 ¼” x 1 ½” base, 5 1/8” tall, 3-piece plate
bottom, improved tool Patent lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “DR. WILHOFTS /
ANTIPERIODIC / OR / FEVER & AGUE / TONIC // WHEELOCK KEELER &
CO. / PROPRIETORS // NEW ORLEANS”)

F45-117 P whiskey flask (clear, irregular polygon, 2 3/8” x 1 3/8” base, 6 ¼” tall, 3-piece
plate bottom, improved tool Brandy lip finish, unpontiled, coffin-style)

F45-118 P medicine bottle (aqua, Blake variant 1, 2 ½” x 1 ½” base, 7” tall, 3-piece plate
bottom, improved tool Double Ring lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “DR. D.
JAYNE’S / EXPECTORANT // PHILADA”)

F45-119 P medicine bottle (aqua, Blake variant 1, 2 ½” x 1 ½” base, 7” tall, 3-piece plate
bottom, improved tool Double Ring lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “DR. D.
JAYNE’S / EXPECTORANT // PHILADA”)

F45-120 P medicine bottle (aqua, Blake variant 1, 2 1/8” x 1 ¼” base, 6 1/8” tall, 3-piece
plate bottom, improved tool Patent lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “DR.

BOSCHEE’S / GERMAN SYRUP / L. M. GREEN / PROPRIETOR”)
F45-121 P medicine bottle (clear, French Square, 1 ½” square base, 4 ½” tall, 3-piece plate

bottom, improved tool Prescription lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “WOOD &
BRO / PHARMACISTS / SPRINGFIELD / ILL”, with embossed Mortar and
Pestle) [Style A]

F45-122 P medicine bottle (clear, French Square, 1 5/8” square base, 5 ¼” tall, 3-piece plate
bottom, improved tool Patent lip finish, unpontiled)

F45-123 P polish bottle (aqua, French Square, 1 5/8” square base, 4 7/8” tall, 3-piece plate
bottom, improved tool Patent lip finish, wide-mouth, unpontiled, applicator in
bottle)

F45-124 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, round, 2 ¾’ diameter base, 6 5/8” tall, 3-piece
plate bottom, improved tool Double Ring lip finish, unpontiled, embossed
“CITRATE / OF / MAGNESIA”)

F45-125 P chemical bottle (aqua, round, 2 7/8” diameter base, 8 ¼” tall, 3-piece plate
bottom, improved tool Ring or Oil lip finish, unpontiled)

F45-126 P condiment bottle (aqua, round, 2” diameter base, 7 ¼” tall, 2 piece mold, applied
tool Ring or Oil lip finish, unpontiled)

F45-127 P medicine bottle (clear, French Square, 1 3/8” square base, 4” tall, 3-piece plate
bottom, improved tool Prescription lip finish, unpontiled)

F45-128 P polish bottle (clear, French Square, 1 ¼” square base, 3 5/8” tall, 3-piece plate
bottom, improved tool Patent lip finish, wide-mouth, unpontiled)
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F45-129 P medicine bottle (clear, French Square, 1 ½” square base, minimally 5” tall, 3-
piece plate bottom, improved tool Patent lip finish, unpontiled, base embossed
“H”)

F45-130 P medicine bottle (clear, French Square, 1” square base, 3” tall, 3-piece plate
bottom, improved tool Prescription lip finish, unpontiled, base embossed “G. W.”)

F45-131 P medicine bottle (clear, French Square, 1” square base, 3” tall, 3-piece plate
bottom, improved tool Prescription lip finish, unpontiled, base embossed “G. W.”)

F45-132 P medicine bottle (clear, French Square, 1” square base, 3” tall, 3-piece plate
bottom, improved tool Prescription lip finish, unpontiled, base embossed “G. W.”)

F45-133 P medicine bottle (clear, French Square, 7/8” square base, 2 5/8” tall, 3-piece plate
bottom, improved tool Prescription lip finish, unpontiled)

F45-134 P medicine bottle (clear, round, 1 ¼” diameter base, 3 ¼” tall, 3-piece plate bottom,
improved tool Patent lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “G. W.”)

F45-135 P chemical bottle (aqua, round, 2 ¾” diameter base, 7 ½” tall, improved tool Patent
lip finish, unpontiled, 4-piece mold) [mold in 2 piece base and 2 piece top, base
embossed “X”)

F45-136 S medicine bottle (clear, French Square, approximately 1 ¾” square base, 3-piece
plate bottom, improved tool Patent lip finish)

F45-137 no vessel assigned
F45-138 no vessel assigned
F45-139 P tumbler (clear, round, 2 ¾” diameter base, 3 ¾” tall, press molded, 3 ¼” diameter

mouth)
F45-140 P tumbler (clear, round, 2 ¾” diameter base, 3 ¾” tall, press molded, 3 ¼” diameter

mouth)
F45-141 P cup (clear, round, 1 ½” diameter base, 2 3/8” tall, blown, ground pontil, applied

handle)
F45-142 P serving bowl (clear, oval, 3 ¾” x 2 ¼” base, 1 5/8” tall, press molded, diamond

pattern on base, 2 ¾” x 5 1/8” rim)
F45-143 no vessel assigned
F45-144 S indeterminate/chemical bottle (cobalt blue, round, body only)
F45-145 P canning jar (aqua, round, 4 ¼” diameter base, 8 3/8” tall, 3-piece plate bottom,

blow-over mold threaded ground lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “MASON’S
IMPROVED”, base embossed “PATD JAN 1860 / 30”) [original mason jar shape]

F45-146 no vessel assigned
F45-147 P liquor bottle (amber, round, 2 ¾” diameter base, minimally 10” tall, 3-piece plate

bottom, applied tool Brandy lip finish, unpontiled, base embossed “LGC / 3”)
F45-148 P ale or wine bottle (dark green/black, round, 2 1/8” diameter base, 9 ½” tall,

Rickett’s mold, applied tool Packer lip finish, unpontiled, concave base with small
mamelon)

F45-149 P bitters bottle (milk glass, round, 3 ¼” diameter base, 12 ¼” tall, 3-piece plate
bottom, applied tool string lip finish, long bulged neck, unpontiled, embossed “P.
H. D. & CO.”, base embossed “SAZERAC AROMATIC BITTERS”)

F45-150 P medicine bottle (clear, round, 1 ¾” diameter base, 5” tall, Rickett’s mold,
improved tool Patent lip finish, unpontiled, base embossed “G. W.”)
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F45-151 P medicine bottle (clear, Philadelphia oval, 1 ¾” x 1” base, 4 ¼” tall, 3-piece plate
bottom, improved tool Prescription lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “REED &
CORNRICK / MFG PHARMACISTS / NEW YORK”)

F45-152 P medicine bottle (clear, French Square, 1” square base, 3 ¼” tall, 3-piece plate
bottom, improved tool Patent lip finish, unpontiled)

F45-153 P medicine bottle (clear, French Square, 1” square base, 3” tall, 3-piece plate
bottom, improved tool Prescription lip finish, unpontiled, base embossed “G. W.”)

F45-154 P medicine bottle (clear, French Square, 1” square base, 3” tall, 3-piece plate
bottom, improved tool Prescription lip finish, unpontiled, base embossed “G. W.”)

F45-155 P medicine bottle (clear, round, 1 ¼” diameter base, 3 ¼” tall, 3-piece plate bottom,
improved tool Patent lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “G. W.”)

F45-156 P medicine bottle (aqua, round, 1 1/8” diameter rim, 5” tall, 3-piece plate bottom,
folded interior lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “MRS. WINSLOW’S /
SOOTHING SYRUP / CURTIS & PERKINS / PROPRIETORS”, base embossed
“27”)

F45-157 P chemical bottle (aqua, round, 2 ¾” diameter base, 7 ½” tall, improved tool Patent
lip finish, unpontiled, 4-piece mold) [mold in 2 piece base and 2 piece top, base
embossed “X”)

F45-158 P chemical bottle (aqua, round, 2 ¾” diameter base, 7 ½” tall, improved tool Patent
lip finish, unpontiled, 4-piece mold) [mold in 2 piece base and 2 piece top, base
embossed “X”)

F45-159 P pickle/condiment jar (dark green/black, French Square, 2 ½” square base, 9” tall,
2 piece mold, applied tool bead lip finish, wide-mouth, Cathedral Gothic style,
unpontiled)

F45-160 S medicine bottle (clear, French Square, 1 5/8” square base, 5 ¼” tall, 3-piece plate
bottom, improved tool Patent lip finish, unpontiled)

F45-161 S extract bottle (clear, Blake variant 1, 3-piece plate bottom, improved tool Patent
lip finish, ball neck, unpontiled)

F45-162 P vial (clear, round, 3/8” diameter base, dip molded with small mamelon)
F45-163 P medicine bottle (clear, round, 1 ½” diameter base, base embossed “G. W.”)
F45-164 P tumbler (clear, irregular round, fluted, 2 3/8” diameter base, 3 ½” tall, press

molded) [same as F45-208]
F45-165 P small jar/sugar bowl (clear/lead, round, fluted, 2 ¼” diameter base, minimally 4”

tall, hand-cut fluted body and Sunburst base design)
F45-166 P cup (clear, round, 1 ½” diameter base, 2 3/8” tall, blown, ground pontil, applied

handle)
F45-167 P lamp globe (clear, round, short straight base, ground base, ground base & top,

approximately 3 ½” diameter base)
F45-168 P vase (opaque white, round, approximately 2 ½” diameter base, pontiled)
F45-169 P medicine bottle (clear, round, 1 ¼” diameter base, 3 ¼” tall, 3-piece plate bottom,

improved tool Patent lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “G. W.”)
F45-170 P small serving tray (milk glass, rectangular, 5” x 3” rim, press molded, painted

polychrome floral & scissors design)
F45-171 P chemical bottle (clear, Blake variant 1, 1 ¾” x 1 3/8” base, 5 1/8” tall, 3-piece

plate bottom, improved tool Patent lip finish, ball neck, unpontiled, embossed
“THE SINGER MANFG. CO. / TRADEMARK”)
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F45-172 P tumbler (clear, round, unfluted, 2 ¼” diameter base, 3 ¾” tall, press molded, with
design, rough and dark colored potentially graphite pontil, base embossed “8”)

F45-173 P stemware/wine glass (clear, round, 3” diameter, fluted stem, base only)
F45-174 P footed bowl (clear, round, 2 5/8” diameter base, 4 3/8” diameter rim, 2 ¼” tall)

[same as F45-174]
F45-175 P serving bowl (clear, oval, 4 5/8” x 2 7/8” base, 1 7/8” tall, press molded,

approximately 5 ¼” x 7 ¼” rim)
F45-176 S indeterminate vessel (citron/clear layered, round or oval, press molded, base only)
F45-177 no vessel assigned
F45-178 P medicine bottle (clear, Philadelphia oval, 1 7/8” x 1 1/8” base, 4 1/8” tall, 3-piece

plate bottom, improved tool Patent lip finish, unpontiled, base embossed “M CC”)
F45-179 P soda water bottle (aqua, round, 2 ½” diameter base, minimally 6 ½” tall, 3-piece

plate bottom, unpontiled, embossed “JOHNSON & PETERSON / SPRINGFIELD
/ ILL // A. & DH. C.”)

F45-180 P medicine bottle (clear, Blake variant 1, 1 ½” x 1” base, 4 ¼” tall, 3-piece plate
bottom, improved tool Patent lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “BUCK &
RAYNER / DRUGGISTS & PERFUMERS / CHICAGO”, base embossed “W. T.
& CO”)

F45-181 P medicine bottle (clear, Blake variant 2, 1” x ¾” base, 3 1/8” tall, 3-piece plate
bottom, improved tool Prescription lip finish, unpontiled)

F45-182 P tumbler (clear, irregular round, 2 ½” diameter base, 3 5/8” tall, press molded,
Sunburst design on base)

F45-183 P lamp globe (clear, round, flanged base, ground top, cameo motif decoration same
as David Davis Mansion Historic Site)

F45-184 P medicine bottle
F45-185 S medicine/chemical bottle (cobalt blue, round, approximately 4 ¾” diameter base,

extremely thick base, molded, unpontiled, base only)
F45-186 P tumbler (clear, round, 2 ¾” diameter base, 3 ¾” tall, press molded, 3 ¼” diameter

mouth)
F45-187 P door address “plate” (clear, press molded, back or reverse painted black with

numbers potentially indicating “[3]19”, approximately 3 ½” x 7 ½”)
F45-188 P lamp chimney (clear, straight and ground top and base, approximately 1 ½”

diameter base, 1 1/8” top, finely ground rims, potentially gilded geometric pattern
on body, straight style/shape)

F45-189 P whiskey flask (clear, oval, 1 3/8” x approximately 2 ½”, 6 ¾” tall, 3-piece plate
bottom, improved tool double bead lip finish, Pumpkin style flask, pint size)

F45-190 P canning jar (“MASON’S / PATENT / NOV. 30TH / 1858”, and cartouche HWC,
base “708”)

F45-191 P canning jar (base only, ‘PAT. NOV 26, 67 / 72”)
F45-192 P canning jar (“MASON’S / PATENT / NOV. 30TH / 1858”, base “PAT. NOV. 26,

67 / 72”)
F45-193 P canning jar (“MASON’S / PATENT / NOV. 30TH / 1858”, base “PAT. NOV. 26,

67 / 72”)
F45-194 S canning jar (aqua)
F45-195 S medicine bottle (aqua, Blake variant 1, rectangle, 1 ¾” x 2 ¾”, 3-piece plate

bottom, unpontiled, base only)
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F45-196 S liquor bottle (dark green/black, round, dip molded, small mamelon, approximately
2 ½” diameter base, base only)

F45-197 P medicine bottle (clear, French Square, 1 ¾” x 1 ¾”, 6 5/8” tall, 3-piece plate
bottom, improved tool Prescription lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “WOOD &
BRO / PHARMACISTS / SPRINGFIELD / ILL”, with embossed Mortar and
Pestle) [Style A]

F45-198 P medicine bottle (clear, French Square, 1 ½” x 1 ½”, 6 5/8” tall, 3-piece plate
bottom, improved tool Prescription lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “WOOD &
BRO / PHARMACISTS / SPRINGFIELD / ILL”, with embossed Mortar and
Pestle) [Style A]

F45-199 P medicine bottle (clear, French Square, 1 ½” square base, 4 ½” tall, 3-piece plate
bottom, improved tool Prescription lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “WOOD &
BRO / PHARMACISTS / SPRINGFIELD / ILL”, with embossed Mortar and
Pestle) [Style B]

F45-200 P medicine bottle (clear, French Square, 1 ½” square base, 4 ½” tall, 3-piece plate
bottom, improved tool Prescription lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “WOOD &
BRO / PHARMACISTS / SPRINGFIELD / ILL”, with embossed Mortar and
Pestle) [Style C]

F45-201 P medicine bottle (clear, French Square, 1 ¾” x 1 ¾”, 5 ¾” tall, 3-piece plate
bottom, improved tool Patent lip finish, unpontiled)

F45-202 P medicine bottle (clear, French Square, 1 ¼” x 1 ¼”, 4 ¼” tall, 3-piece plate
bottom, improved tool Prescription lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “WOOD &
BRO / PHARMACISTS / SPRINGFIELD / ILL”, with embossed Mortar and
Pestle) [Style A]

F45-203 P medicine bottle (clear, French Square, 1 ½” square base, 4 ½” tall, 3-piece plate
bottom, improved tool Prescription lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “WOOD &
BRO / PHARMACISTS / SPRINGFIELD / ILL”, with embossed Mortar and
Pestle) [Style A]

F45-204 P polish bottle (aqua, French Square, 1 5/8” square base, 4 7/8” tall, 3-piece plate
bottom, improved tool Patent lip finish, wide-mouth, unpontiled, applicator in
bottle)

F45-205 P medicine bottle (clear, French Square, 1 3/8” square base, 4” tall, 3-piece plate
bottom, improved tool Prescription lip finish, unpontiled, base embossed “W.
M C”)

F45-206 P medicine bottle (aqua, Black variant 1, 2 ¼” x 1 ½” base, 5 1/8” tall, 3-piece plate
bottom, improved tool Patent lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “DR. WILHOFTS /
ANTIPERIODIC / OR / FEVER & AGUE / TONIC // WHEELOCK KEELER &
CO. / PROPRIETORS // NEW ORLEANS”)

F45-207 P medicine bottle (clear, French Square, 1 ½” square base, 4 ½” tall, 3-piece plate
bottom, improved tool prescription lip finish, unpontiled) [Style B]

F45-208 P medicine bottle (clear, French Square, 1” square base, 3” tall, 3-piece plate
bottom, improved tool Prescription lip finish, unpontiled, base embossed “G. W.”)

F45-209 P medicine bottle
F45-210 P medicine bottle (clear, French Square, 1 ¼” x 1 ¼” base, 4 ¼” tall, 3-piece plate

bottom, improved tool Prescription lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “WOOD &
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BRO / PHARMACISTS / SPRINGFIELD / ILL”, with embossed Mortar and
Pestle) [Style A]

F45-211 P medicine bottle
F45-212 P medicine bottle
F45-213 P medicine bottle
F45-214 P polish/pill bottle
F45-215 P medicine bottle (clear, round, 1 5/8” diameter base, 4 5/8” tall, 3-piece plate

bottom, improved tool Patent lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “G. W.”)
F45-216 P medicine bottle (clear, round, 1 ¼” diameter base, 3 ¼” tall, 3-piece plate bottom,

improved tool Patent lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “G. W.”)
F45-217 P chemical bottle (aqua, round, 3 5/8” diameter base, 8 3/4” tall, 5 piece mold,

improved tool Prescription lip finish, unpontiled)
F45-218 P ink bottle (aqua, round, 2 3/8” diameter base, 2 ½” tall, 3-piece plate bottom,

folded exterior lip finish, pyramid shape, base embossed “W. M CC & CO.”)
F45-219 P vial (clear, dip molded, fragil lip, round, 3/8” diameter, 1 ¼” tall)
F45-220 P perfume vial? (clear, 3/16” diameter)
F45-221 P perfume vial? (clear, ¼” diameter)
F45-222 P perfume vial? (clear, 1/8” diameter)
F45-223 P tumbler (clear, round, 2 ¼” diameter base with Starburst, 3” diameter mouth, 3 ½”

tall, no flutes)
F45-224 P tumbler (clear, irregular round, fluted, 2 3/8” diameter base, 3 ½” tall, press

molded) [same as F45-208]
F45-225 P stemware/wine glass (clear, round, 3 ¼” diameter base, 3 ½” diameter bowl, 6”

tall, faceted stem, ribbed/striated body)
F45-226 P large globe (clear, flanged base, round or globe style, etched leaf and 6-pointed

star design) [same design as F45-85]
F45-227 P chemical bottle (Kelly green, round, 3” diameter base, unknown height, 3-piece

plate bottom, improved tool Patent lip finish, base embossed “P. D. & CO.”)
F45-228 P tumbler (clear, irregular round, fluted, 2 3/8” diameter base, 3 ½” tall, press

molded) [same as F45-208]
F45-229 S tumbler (clear, molded, rounded flutes)
F45-230 P medicine bottle (clear, round, 1 ¼” diameter base, 3 ¼” tall, 3-piece plate bottom,

improved tool Patent lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “G. W.”)
F45-231 P medicine bottle (clear, round, 1 5/8” diameter base, 4 5/8” tall, 3-piece plate

bottom, improved tool Patent lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “G. W.”)
F45-232 S medicine bottle
F45-233 no vessel assigned
F45-234 P medicine bottle (clear, French Square, 1 ½” square base, 4 ¾” tall, 3-piece plate

bottom, improved tool prescription lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “W. C.
WOOD & BRO / DRUGGISTS / SPRINGFIELD / ILL.”, base embossed “W. T.
& CO. / G”) [Style B]

F45-235 P medicine bottle (clear, French Square, 1 5/8” square base, 5 ¼” tall, 3-piece plate
bottom, improved tool Patent lip finish, unpontiled)

F45-236 P medicine bottle (clear, French Square, 1 5/8” x 1 5/8” base, 4 ½” tall, 3-piece
plate bottom, improved tool Prescription lip finish, unpontiled, embossed
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“WOOD & BRO / PHARMACISTS / SPRINGFIELD / ILL”, with embossed
Mortar and Pestle) [Style A]

F45-237 P medicine bottle (clear, French Square, 1 ½” x 1 ½” base, 4 ½” tall, 3-piece plate
bottom, improved tool Prescription lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “WOOD &
BRO / PHARMACISTS / SPRINGFIELD / ILL”, with embossed Mortar and
Pestle) [Style A]

F45-238 P medicine bottle (clear, French Square, 1 5/8” x 1 5/8” base, 4 ½” tall, 3-piece
plate bottom, improved tool Prescription lip finish, unpontiled, embossed
“WOOD & BRO / PHARMACISTS / SPRINGFIELD / ILL”, with embossed
Mortar and Pestle) [Style A]

F45-239 P medicine bottle (clear, French Square, 1 ½” x 1 ½” base, 4 ½” tall, 3-piece plate
bottom, improved tool Prescription lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “WOOD &
BRO / PHARMACISTS / SPRINGFIELD / ILL”, with embossed Mortar and
Pestle) [Style A]

F45-240 P medicine bottle
F45-241 P medicine bottle
F45-242 P medicine bottle
F45-243 P medicine bottle
F45-244 P medicine bottle (clear, French Square, 1” square base, 3” tall, 3-piece plate

bottom, improved tool Prescription lip finish, unpontiled, base embossed “G. W.”)
F45-245 no vessel assigned
F45-246 P chemical bottle (aqua, round, 2 ¾” diameter base, 7 ½” tall, improved tool Patent

lip finish, unpontiled, 4-piece mold) [mold in 2 piece base and 2 piece top, base
embossed “X”)

F45-247 P medicine bottle (clear, French Square, 1” square base, 3” tall, 3-piece plate
bottom, improved tool Prescription lip finish, unpontiled, base embossed “G. W.”)

F45-248 P medicine bottle (aqua, round, 1 1/8” diameter rim, 5” tall, 3-piece plate bottom,
folded interior lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “MRS. WINSLOW’S /
SOOTHING SYRUP / CURTIS & PERKINS / PROPRIETORS”, base embossed
“27”)

F45-249 P medicine bottle (clear, French Square, 1 3/8” square base, 4” tall, 3-piece plate
bottom, improved tool Prescription lip finish, unpontiled)

F45-250 P wine bottle (dark green/black, round, applied tool string lip finish, dip molded,
kick up)

F45-251 P food/condiment jar (aqua, round, 3” diameter base, 7 ½” tall, 3-piece plate
bottom, folded exterior lip finish, unpontiled, base embossed “C B”, narrow
mouthed)

F45-252 P canning jar (“MASON’S / PATENT / NOV. 30TH / 1858”, and cartouche HWC,
base “708”)

F45-253 P lantern globe? (clear, blow-over mold, ground base and top)
F45-254 P capote (clear/lead, free blown, 5” diameter base, 8 3/8” diameter bowl, 5 ½” tall,

shallow bowl, bulbous base, ground pontil, 2 piece construction)
F45-255 P tumbler (clear, round, 2 ¾” diameter base, 3 ¾” tall, press molded, 3 ¼” diameter

mouth)
F45-256 P stemware/wine glass (clear, press molded, fluted stem, honey comb pattern)
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F45-257 P stemware/wine glass (clear/lead, free blown, bulbous stem, ground pontil, base
only)

F45-258 P stemware/wine glass (clear/lead, molded, bulbous stem, unground base, base
only)

F45-259 no vessel assigned
F45-260 P lamp chimney (clear, free blown, trumpet/vase shaped, gold painted, geometric

design)
P45-261 S indeterminate/liquor bottle (amber, round, base only)
F45-262 P medicine bottle (clear, French Square, 1 ½” square base, 4 ¾” tall, 3-piece plate

bottom, improved tool prescription lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “W. C.
WOOD & BRO / DRUGGISTS / SPRINGFIELD / ILL.”, base embossed “W. T.
& CO. / G”) [Style B]

F45-263 P medicine bottle (clear, French Square, 1 ½” square base, 4 ¾” tall, 3-piece plate
bottom, improved tool prescription lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “W. C.
WOOD & BRO / DRUGGISTS / SPRINGFIELD / ILL.”, base embossed “W. T.
& CO. / G”) [Style B]

Feature 46
F46-1 P cup (relief decorated, ribbed pattern, whiteware, handle less) [same pattern as

those in Feature 57, this one is not in a primary context but near surface?]
F46-2 P plate (relief decorated, ball and stick pattern, whiteware [same pattern as other

feature, in upper fills]
F46-3 S serving bowl (undecorated, whiteware)
F46-4 S serving bowl (undecorated, whiteware)
F46-5 S lamp globe (milk glass)
F46-6 S bowl/jar (redware) [large sized]
F46-7 P ginger beer bottle (salt glazed stoneware, with yellow slipped top)
F46-8 S jar (salt glazed/Albany slipped stoneware, gallon sized, hand turned)
F46-9 P saucer (painted, Brown lined rim, “Brown Tea”, ribbed, backstamp

“IRONSTONE CHINA / EDWARD WA…”)
F46-10 S saucer (undecorated, ironstone)
F46-11 S saucer (undecorated, whiteware)
F46-12 S saucer (undecorated, whiteware)
F46-13 S saucer (relief decorated, ironstone)
F46-14 S serving bowl (relief decorated, whiteware)
F46-15 S serving bowl? (undecorated, whiteware)
F46-16 S cup (undecorated, porcelain, handled)
F46-17 S plate (relief decorated, unidentified floral pattern, whiteware)
F46-18 S flower pot (unglazed red paste earthenware, hand turned)
F46-19 S bowl (redware, hand turned)
F46-20 S vase (undecorated, porcelain)
F46-21 S bottle (salt glazed stoneware) [ink?]
F46-22 P bowl (Rockingham glazed yellowware, hand turned) [Alton wares?]
F46-23 S pie plate/baker (Rockingham glazed yellowware, base only)
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F46-24 S small saucer/cup plate (relief decorated, ribbed pattern, “Ribbed Raspberry with
Bloom”, ironstone) [J. & G. Meakin, ca 1860; Dierenger and Dierenger 2001:71]

F46-25 S plate (undecorated, whiteware, heavy bodied)
F46-26 S pitcher (undecorated, ironstone)
F46-27 S salve jar? (undecorated, whiteware, thick bodied)
F46-28 S serving bowl lid (relief decorated ironstone, large rose bud knob)
F46-29 P cup (undecorated, whiteware, handle less)
F46-30 P cup (undecorated, whiteware, handled)
F46-31 P serving bowl (relief decorated, ironstone, round, 4 ¾” diameter base, 8” diameter

rim, 2 1/8” tall)
F46-32 P plate (relief decorated, unidentified “Ball and Stick” pattern, round, 10” diameter,

impressed mark “IRONSTONE / CHINA / E & C CHALLINOR”) [see Dierenger
and Dierenger 2001: 136 for illustrated mark]

F46-33 P plate (relief decorated, unidentified “Ball and Stick” pattern, round, 10” diameter,
impressed mark “IRONSTONE / CHINA / E & C CHALLINOR”) [see Dierenger
and Dierenger 2001: 136 for illustrated mark]

F46-34 P spittoon (Rockingham glazed yellowware, polygonal base, 7” diameter base,
round top, 9” diameter, 4 ¾” tall, top has molded bi valves/sea shells)

F46-35 S serving vessel (same as vessel F57-20, actually crossmends to it)
F46-36 S serving bowl? (undecorated, whiteware)
F46-37 S plate (undecorated, whiteware, scalloped edge, early plate)
F46-38 S serving bowl (undecorated, whiteware)
F46-39 S flower pot (unglazed, red paste stoneware, hand turned, 2 ¼” diameter base, small

pot, burned?)
F46-40 S jar (salt glazed/Albany slipped stoneware, hand turned, indeterminate size)
F46-41 S bottle (salt glazed stoneware, faceted body, molded)
F46-42 S jug (salt glazed stoneware, small, approximately 1 gallon size?)
F46-43 S bottle (salt glazed stoneware, faceted body, molded)
F46-44 S cup (undecorated, whiteware)
F46-45 S flower pot pan (unglazed, red paste earthenware, rather large, 1 3/8” tall, hand

turned)
F46-46 S ginger beer bottle (Bristol glazed stoneware, base only)
F46-47 S waster bowl (annular decorated whiteware)
F46-48 P saucer (relief decorated, Sharon Arch Pattern, ironstone) [registered April 12,

1861; Dierenger and Dierenger 2001:136)
F46-49 S dessert plate (undecorated, whiteware)
F46-50 S cup (undecorated, whiteware, handled)
F46-51 S dessert plate (undecorated, whiteware)
F46-52 P saucer/child’s soup plate (undecorated, whiteware, 5 ¼” diameter rim, 1” tall, 2

½” diameter base, impressed backstamp, “IRONSTONE / J. WEDGWOOD /
CHINA”)

F46-53 P food jar (aqua, round, 3 ½” diameter base, approximately 9” tall, 3-piece plate
bottom, graphite pontil, wide mouth with interior shelf for lid, rolled to exterior
lip finish) [identical to F50-205 except presence of graphite pontil]

F46-54 S vial (aqua, round, 1 ½” diameter base, dip molded, pontiled, base only)
F46-55 S wine bottle (amber, applied tool String lip finish, neck only)
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F46-56 S tumbler (clear, polygonal, fluted, base only)
F46-57 S indeterminate bottle (clear, molded, round base, 2” diameter, starburst design in

base)
F46-58 S stemware (clear, molded, faceted stem, base only)
F46-59 S lamp reservoir/font (clear, molded, round, approximately 4” diameter, applied

brass ferrule in place)
F46-60 S canning jar lid? (aqua, round, approximately 3” diameter, molded)
F46-61 P compote (clear, press molded, round, 7 ½” diameter rim, 3” tall bowl, missing

standard)
F46-62 S medicine bottle (milk glass, Blake variant 1, 1 ½” wide by unknown length and

height, body only)
F46-63 S bitters bottle (amber, French Square, 3” x 3”, unknown height, base only, 3-piece

plate bottom)
F46-64 S indeterminate bottle (amber, round, 3 ½” diameter base, base only) [liquor

bottle?]
F46-65 S lamp chimney (clear, round, 1 ½” diameter flanged base, 1 ¼” diameter

sheared/fire polished rim, 7 ½” tall)
F46-66 S lamp chimney (clear, round, 1 ½” diameter flanged base, 1 ¼” diameter

sheared/fire polished rim, 7 ½” tall)
F46-67 S tumbler (clear/lead, round, base only)
F46-68 no vessel assigned
F46-69 S wine bottle (dark green/black, round, dip molded, body only)
F46-70 P stopper (clear/lead, faceted, molded)
F46-71 P lamp chimney (clear, round, 1 ½” diameter flanged base, 1 ¼” diameter

sheared/fire polished rim, 7 ½” tall)
F46-72 P lamp chimney (clear, round, 1 ½” diameter flanged base, 1 ¼” diameter

sheared/fire polished rim, 7 ½” tall)
F46-73 P chemical bottle (aqua, round, 2 1/8” diameter base, 6 ¼” tall, 2 piece mold,

applied tool Patent lip finish)
F46-74 P chemical bottle (aqua, round, 1 ¾” diameter base, 5” tall, 2 piece mold, applied

tool Patent lip finish)
F46-75 P chemical bottle (aqua, round, 1 ½” diameter base, 4” tall, 2 piece mold, applied

tool Patent lip finish)
F46-76 P soda water bottle (aqua, round, 2 ½” diameter base, 7 ¾” tall, 3-piece plate

bottom, improved tool Blob top lip finish, embossed, “J. JOHNSON & CO. /
SPRINGFIELD / ILL // F. A. & CO.”)

F46-77 P chemical/medicine bottle (aqua, Blake variant 1, 2 ¾” x 3 ¾” base, 9 ½” tall, 2
piece mold, applied tool Ring or Oil lip finish, graphite pontil, embossed “JOHN
BULL // EXTRACT OF / SARSAPARILLA // LOUISVILLE KY”)

F46-78 P lamp chimney (clear, round, 1 ½” diameter flanged base, 1 ¼” diameter
sheared/fire polished rim, 7 ½” tall)

F46-79 P chemical bottle (aqua, round, 1 ½” diameter base, 4-piece mold consisting of 2
piece base and 2 piece top, improved tool patent lip finish, 4” tall, unpontiled)

F46-80 P chemical/extract bottle (clear, Blake variant 1, 1” x 1 ½” base, 4 7/8” tall, ball
neck, paneled body, 3-piece plate bottom, improved tool Patent lip finish)
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F46-81 P lamp chimney (clear, round, 1 ½” diameter flanged base, 1 ¼” diameter
sheared/fire polished rim, 7 ½” tall)

F46-82 S wine glass/stemware (clear, 3 ½” diameter base, 6 3/8” tall, 3 ½” diameter rim,
straight flute body, fluted stem, molded)

F46-83 P wine glass/stemware (clear, 3 ½” diameter base, 6 3/8” tall, 3 ½” diameter rim,
straight flute body, fluted stem, molded)

F46-84 P wine glass/stemware (clear, 3 ½” diameter base, 6 3/8” tall, 3 ½” diameter rim,
straight flute body, fluted stem, molded)

F46-85
F46-85 P wine glass/stemware (clear, 3 ½” diameter base and rim, 6 ¼” tall, fluted body,

fluted stem, molded)
F46-86 P lamp chimney (clear, round, 1 ½” diameter flanged base, 1 ¼” diameter

sheared/fire polished rim, 7 ½” tall)
F46-87 P lamp chimney (clear, round, 1 ½” diameter flanged base, 1 ¼” diameter

sheared/fire polished rim, 7 ½” tall)
F46-88 S indeterminate bottle (aqua, round, 2 3/8” diameter base, 3-piece plate bottom,

base only)
F46-89 S whiskey flask (aqua, base only, probably Eagle flask similar to F46-91)
F46-90 S indeterminate jar/bottle (aqua, round, approximately 4 ½” diameter base, 3-piece

plate bottom, embossed on base “L”, unpontiled, base only) [food jar?]
F46-91 P whiskey flask (aqua, oval, 1 ½” x 2 ¼” base, 6 ¼” tall, 2 piece mold, applied tool

Brandy lip finish, Eagle with banner on both sides, embossed, “PITTSBURGH /
PA” on one side, unpontiled) [approximately ½ pint size?]

F46-92 S indeterminate bottle (aqua, round, fragmentary base only, approximately 3-4”
diameter base, 3-piece plate bottom, unpontiled)

F46-93 P ink well (aqua, polygonal base, approximately 2” diameter, pyramidal shape, 2 ¼”
tall, folded to interior rim, base missing)

F46-94 P indeterminate bottle? (clear, polygonal base, 1 ½” diameter base, 4 1/8” tall, 3-
piece plate bottom?, improved tool Patent lip finish, unpontiled) [scent bottle?]

F46-95 P scent bottle (clear, round, 1 ¼” diameter base, 3-piece plate bottom, 3 1/8” tall,
improved tool Patent lip finish, embossed, “PHALON & SON / PERFUMES /
NEW YORK”, unpontiled)

F46-96 S indeterminate bottle (clear, molded, improved tool Patent lip finish, large, lip
only)

F46-97 P stopper (clear, molded, gothic shape)
F46-98 P bitters bottle (amber, French Square, 2 1/8” x 2 1/8” base, 7 ¾” tall, 2 piece mold,

applied tool Ring or Oil lip finish, unpontiled)
F46-99 P chemical bottle (clear, round, 1 ½” diameter base, 5-piece mold, improved tool

Prescription lip finish, unpontiled, 4” tall)
F46-100 S lamp chimney (clear, round, 1 ½” diameter flanged base, 1 ¼” diameter

sheared/fire polished rim, 7 ½” tall)
F46-101 P indeterminate bottle (clear, polygonal base, 2” diameter base, base missing,

improved tool Patent lip finish, approximately 5-6 ½” tall, similar to vessel F46-
94) [scent bottle?]

F46-102 P vial (aqua, polygonal base, 2” diameter base, pontiled, approximately 3 ½”-4 ½”
tall, improved tool Patent lip finish, dip molded)
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F46-103 P lamp chimney (oval body, 1 ½” diameter flanged base, fire polished straight rim,
approximately 7 ½” tall)

Feature 47
F47-1 P tumbler (clear/lead, round, unfluted, 2 ¾” diameter, ground pontile, unknown

height)
F47-2 S waster bowl (annular decorated, whiteware)

Feature 48
F48-1 P food/preserve jar (salt glazed stoneware, hand turned, wax seal finish)
F48-2 S tumbler (clear, press molded)

Feature 49
F49-1 P saucer (printed, brown, with painted highlights, whiteware, 5 ¾” diameter with

scalloped edge, backstamp “MAY FLOWER / WOOD & SONS ENGLAND / RD
NO. 143322”, crown and knotted rope logo) [early 1890 registration date]

F49-2 P saucer (glided, lined rim, whiteware, approximately 9” diameter)
F49-3 S saucer (decal decorated scalloped edge, whiteware, yellowish tinted glaze)
F49-4 S plate (undecorated, whiteware)
F49-5 P cup (decal decorated, bluebird pattern, porcelain, 3 ½” diameter rim, 2” tall,

handled)
F49-6 S cup (undecorated, porcelain, handled)
F49-7 S cup (decal decorated, whiteware)
F49-8 S cup (porcelain, handled, handle only)
F49-9 S saucer (painted, polychrome with gilded edge, porcelain)
F49-10 S cup (undecorated porcelain)
F49-11 S flower pot (unglazed red paste earthenware, jigger molded)
F49-12 S jar (Albany slipped stoneware)
F49-13 flower pot (unglazed, buff paste, earthenware, approximately 1 ½” diameter base,

jigger molded)
F49-14 cup (undecorated, whiteware, approximately 3” diameter base)
F49-15 cup (decal decorated, gilded, whiteware, approximately 4” diameter rim)
F49-16 cup (painted, polychrome, porcelain)
F49-17 wash basin? (undecorated, whiteware)
F49-18 wash basin? (undecorated, whiteware)
F49-19 indeterminate vessel (undecorated, ironstone,)[sanitary ware?]
F49-20 P soda water bottle 9aqua, round, 2 1/8” diameter base, minimally 6 ½” tall,

machine made, embossed “SODA WATER / MIN. CONT. 8 FL. OZS. /
SPRINGFIELD, ILL. / CHERO COLA BOTT. CO.” base embossed “PAT’D.
JUNE 3, 1924”)

F49-21 P beer bottle (aqua, round, approximately 2 ½” diameter base, minimally 6 ½” tall,
machine made, embossed “GRAPICO BOTTLING WORKS / 6 ½ FLUID OZ. /
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SPRINGFIELD, ILL. // 1020”) Owen’ s mark on other side of bottle, base
embossed “6”, embossed stars around bottle neck)

F49-22 P soda water bottle (clear, round, 2 ½”
F49-23 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, rounded rectangular base, 1 7/8” x 2 ¼” diameter

base, minimally 5 ¼” tall, machine made, embossed graduated numbers down
side of bottle, base embossed “6 / A / K-4241”)

F49-24 S medicine bottle (aqua, Blake Variant 1, 1 5/8” x 2 ½” diameter base, base
embossed “18 B”, base only)

F49-25 S medicine/chemical bottle (aqua, plain oval, approximately 2” x 3 ½” diameter
base, base embossed “C / 11”, base only)

F49-26 S milk bottle (clear, round, 2 ¾” diameter base, machine made)
F49-27 S milk bottle (clear, round, 2 ¾” diameter base, machine made)
F49-28 S medicine/chemical bottle (cobalt blue, oval, machine made, threaded lip finish)
F49-29 S medicine/chemical bottle (clear, improved tool patent lip finish, lip and neck only)
F49-30 S soda bottle ( clear, machine made, crown lip finish, lip only)
F49-31 P drinking glass (clear, round, 2 ¼” diameter base, minimally 3” tall, machine

made, enameled “ST. NICOLAS HOT[EL]”)
F49-32 S medicine/chemical bottle (clear, machine made, bead lip finish, lip only)
F49-33 no vessel assigned
F49-34 S medicine/chemical bottle (clear, 8-sided, approximately 1 ¾” x 2” diameter base,

base embossed “8”)
F49-35 S serving bowl (clear, press molded, geometric pattern)
F49-36 S serving bowl lid (clear, round, handled)
F49-37 S serving bowl lid (clear, fluted with knob handle)
F49-38 P pitcher (clear, rectangular, approximately 2” x 3” diameter base, 5 “tall, machine

made, handled, geometric pattern)
F49-39 P soda water bottle 9aqua, round, 2 1/8” diameter base, minimally 6 ½” tall,

machine made, embossed “SODA WATER / MIN. CONT. 8 FL. OZS. /
SPRINGFIELD, ILL. / CHERO COLA BOTT. CO.” base embossed “PAT’D.
JUNE 3, 1924”)

F49-40 P food/condiment jar (clear, round, 2” diameter base, minimally 5 ¼” tall, machine
made, base embossed “O. J. RITTER COMPANY / PHILA”)

F49-41 P whiskey flask (clear, elixir, 2” x 4” diameter base, 10 ¼” tall, machine made,
brandy lip finish, ball neck, embossed “QUART / FULL MEASURE”, ideal style)

F49-42 P condiment bottle (clear, excelsior, 1 ½” x 2 ¾” diameter base, 9 ¾” tall, machine
made, embossed “NUAL / QUALITY” inside circle, base embossed “14”)

F49-43 P whiskey flask (clear, elixir, 1 ½” x 3 ¼” diameter base, 8” tall, machine made,
embossed “ONE PINT”, base embossed “12”, ideal style)

F49-44 P whiskey flask (clear, slender handy, 1” x 2 ½” diameter base, 6 ½” tall, machine
made, brandy lip finish, ball neck, embossed “7 FL. OZS.”, base embossed “B 4”,
ideal style)

F49-45 P whiskey flask (clear, slender handy, 1 ¼” x 2 7/8” diameter base, 6 ¾” tall, 3
piece plate bottom mold, fire polished brandy lip finish, unpontiled, base
embossed “3 / W”, ideal style)

F49-46 P beer bottle (aqua, round, 2 ¾” diameter base, 12” tall, machine made, crown lip
finish, embossed “16 S 2”)
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F49-47 P beer bottle (aqua, round, 2 ¼” diameter base, 9 ½” tall, machine made, crown lip
finish, embossed “REISCH / BEER / SPRINFIELD, ILL. / 17-S-3”, base
embossed “R”)

F49-48 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, beveled ideal, 1” x 2 ¼” diameter base, 6 ¾” tall,
machine made, bead lip, base embossed, “W. T.” inside a triangle, / “U. S. A. /
B”)

F49-49 P medicine bottle (clear, Golden Gate oval, 1 3/8” x 2 ¼” diameter base, 6 ¾” tall,
machine made, bead lip finish, embossed graduated numbers down two sides of
bottle, embossed stylized ounce with Roman numeral four, base embossed “6” o
inside a square, “6”)

F49-50 P medicine bottle (clear, Golden Gate oval, ¾” x 1 ¼” diameter base, 3 ¾” tall,
machine made, embossed graduated numbers down two sides of bottle, base
embossed “CAPITAL”)

F49-51 P medicine bottle (clear, Golden Gate oval, ¾” x 1 ¼” diameter base, 3 ¾” tall,
machine made, embossed graduated numbers down two sides of bottle, base
embossed “CAPITAL”)

F49-52 P medicine bottle (clear, plain oval, ¾” x 1 3/8” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold,
improved tool bead lip finish, unpontiled, embossed graduated numbers down
front of bottle, base embossed “MB”)

F49-53 P perfume bottle (clear, 8-sided, 1 ½” diameter base, 2 5/8” tall, press molded,
wide-mouthed, ground interior lip for stopper)

F49-54 P salve jar (milk glass, round, 1 5/8” diameter base, 2” tall, machine made, threaded
lip finish, base embossed “A” in “H”)

F49-55 P canning jar (aqua, round, 3 ¼” diameter base, 6 ½” tall, machine made, threaded
lip finish, embossed “BALL”)

F49-56 P tumbler (clear, 12-sided, 2” diameter base, 4” tall, press molded, paneled exterior)
F49-57 P tumbler/jelly glass (clear, round, 1 7/8” diameter base, 3 3/8” tall, roulleted rim,

press molded, base embossed “5”)
F49-58 P lamp chimney(clear, straight base, 2 ¾” diameter base, indeterminate top)
F49-59 S pill/polish bottle (clear, round 1 ½” diameter base, 3” tall, 3 piece plate bottom

mold improved tool bead lip finish, unpontiled)
F49-60 S whiskey flask (clear, elixir, 1 ½” x 3 ¼” diameter base, 8” tall, machine made,

embossed “ONE PINT”, base embossed “12”, ideal style)
F49-61 no vessel assigned
F49-62 P condiment bottle (clear, round, 2” diameter base, 9 ” tall, machine made, crown

lip finish, paneled body)[catsup?]
F49-63 P condiment bottle (clear, round, 2” diameter base, 9 ¼” tall, machine made,

threaded lip finish, base embossed “O”)
F49-64 P whiskey flask (clear, elixir”1 ½” x 3” diameter base, 8 ¼” tall, improved tool

brandy lip finish, base embossed “5”, pint size)
F49-65 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, minimally 8”tall, improved tool brandy lip finish,

paneled body
F49-66 P whiskey flask (clear, elixir”1 ½” x 3” diameter base, 8 ¼” tall, improved tool

brandy lip finish, base embossed “5”, pint size)
F49-67 P whiskey flask (clear, elixir”1 ½” x 3” diameter base, 8 ¼” tall, machine made

improved tool brandy lip finish, base embossed “5”, pint size)
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F49-68 P whiskey flask (clear, elixir”1 ½” x 3” diameter base, 8 ¼” tall, improved tool
brandy lip finish, base embossed “5”, pint size)

F49-69 P whiskey flask (clear, elixir”1 ½” x 3” diameter base, 8 ¼” tall, improved tool
brandy lip finish, machine made, base embossed “5”, pint size)

F49-70 P whiskey flask (clear, elixir”1 ½” x 3” diameter base, 8 ¼” tall, improved tool
brandy lip finish, machine made, base embossed “5”, pint size)

F49-71 P whiskey flask (clear, elixir”1 ½” x 3” diameter base, 8 ¼” tall, improved tool
brandy lip finish, base embossed “5”, pint size)

F49-72 P medicine bottle (clear, plain oval, ¾” x 1 7/8” diameter base, 3 5/8” tall, 3 piece
plate bottom mold, improved tool bead lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “SELL &
COE / DRUGGISTS / SPRINGFIELD ILL”)

F49-73 S tumbler (clear, round, 2” diameter base, minimally 3” tall, press molded)
F49-74 P milk bottle (clear, round, approximately 3” diameter base, 9 ¼” tall, machine

made, embossed leaf logo, embossed “ONE QUART / PROPERTY OF /
ILLINOIS DAIRY CO. / OF / SPRINGFIELD, ILL // THIS BOTTLE / NOT TO
BE BOUGHT OR SOLD”)

F49-75 P canning jar (aqua, round, 3 ¼” diameter base, 7” tall, blow-over mold with ground
lip finish, threaded lip, embossed “MASON’S / PATENT / NOV 30TH / 1858”,
base embossed “60”)

Feature 50
F50-1 S indeterminate serving bowl? (relief decorated, whiteware, scalloped edge)
F50-2 S saucer (decal decorated, blue lined edge, whiteware, printed backstamp,

“[PORC]ELAIN”)
F50-3 S saucer (color glazed whiteware, green, fiesta ware)
F50-4 S flower pot (unglazed red earthenware, jigger molded)
F50-5 S mixing bowl (Bristol/Albany slipped stoneware, jigger molded)
F50-6 S small pitcher (relief decorated, whiteware)
F50-7 P cup (relief decorated, gilded, lined edge, approximately 3 ½” diameter rim,

approximately 2 ¾” tall)
F50-8 S serving bowl (undecorated, oval, whiteware, small sized)
F50-9 P jug (Bristol glazed stoneware, wire bail handles, 4 ¼” diameter base, 5” tall, quart

sized, 2-piece molded construction, base embossed “MFG’D BY F. H. WEEKS /
STYLE / PAT. PENDING / AKRON, O. / XXX”) [syrup jug?; tTripple X implies
alcohol and not syrup?

F50-10 S pipkin (yellowware)
F50-11 S saucer (undecorated, whiteware, approximately 8’ diameter rim)
F50-12 P cup (relief decorated with gilded highlights, spray painted, pink, approximately 2

½” diameter rim, 3” tall, handled, printed backstamp “PORCELAIN”)
F50-13 P cup (relief decorated, gilded, lined edge, whiteware, 3 ½” diameter rim, 2 ½” tall,

handled)
F50-14 P butter pan dish (transfer printed, green, with painted highlights, gilded, lined edge,

whiteware, 2 ½” square, Rose Bud pattern) [same pattern as vessel #16]
F50-15 P cup (undecorated, whiteware, approximately 3 ½” diameter rim, 3 1/8” tall,

handled)
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F50-16 P plate (transfer printed, green, with painted highlights, gilded, lined edge, 8 7/8”
diameter, printed backstamp “FENTON / EDWARDS BROS / ENGLAND,”
impressed “680”) [same pattern as vessel #14]

F50-17 P saucer (undecorated, whiteware, 6” diameter, printed backstamp “E CHINA … /
CO.”)

F50-18 S jar (salt/Albany slipped stoneware, handled, handle only, hand turned)
F50-19 S flower pot (unglazed buff paste earthenware, jigger molded)
F50-20 S tea pot (Rockingham glazed, yellow paste stoneware, spout only)
F50-21 P spittoon (unglazed red paste earthenware, molded decoration, painted)
F50-22 P saucer (transfer printed, brown, with painted highlights, gilded, lined edge,

whiteware, 6” diameter, scalloped edge, printed backstamp “SEMI-PORCELAIN
/ JOH[NS]ON BROS / [EN]GLAND”) [blue bell pattern]

F50-23 S chamber pot (undecorated, whiteware, printed backstamp, “PREMIUM STONE
CHINA / [H]OMER LAUGHLI[N]”)

F50-24 no vessel assigned
F50-25 S cup (undecorated, porcelain, rim only)
F50-26 S saucer (painted, polychrome, porcelain) [small floral, quality early ware?]
F50-27 S saucer (relief decorated, whiteware)
F50-28 S mixing bowl (salt/Albany glazed stoneware, jigger molded, rim only)
F50-29 S cup (relief decorated, ironstone)
F50-30 no vessel assigned
F50-31 S jar (salt/Albany glazed stoneware, approximately 10” diameter base)
F50-32 S cup (painted, gilded, lined base, porcelain) [similar to vessel #12]
F50-33 P lid (burned, 3 ¼” diameter) [teapot?]
F50-34 S small pitcher (undecorated, whiteware)
F50-35 S saucer (relief decorated, whiteware)
F50-36 S indeterminate vessel (Albany slipped stoneware, approximately 4” diameter rim)

[wide mouth jug?]
F50-37 saucer (transfer printed, brown, with painted highlights, gilded, lined edge,

whiteware, 6” diameter, scalloped edge, printed backstamp “SEMI-PORCELAIN
/ JOH[NS]ON BROS / [EN]GLAND”) [blue bell pattern]

F50-38 P pouring bottle (clear, 1 ¼’ diameter rim, machine made, handled, syrup?)
F50-39 S food jar (clear, round, approximately 3” diameter base, base embossed “TWO

PATS. / APR. 21, 192 … / 259”)
F50-40 S food jar (aqua, round, rim only)
F50-41 S food jar (clear, round, approximately 3 ½” diameter base)
F50-42 S medicine bottle (clear, excelsior)
F50-43 P extract/medicine bottle (clear, Blake variant 1, 1 ¾” x 7/8” base, 5 ¼” tall, 3-piece

plate bottom, improved tool lip finish, ball neck, unpontiled)
F50-44 P medicine bottle (clear, Monarch or Erie oval, improved too lip finish, 3-piece

plate bottom)
F50-45 P medicine bottle (clear, Beveled Ideal, 1 5/8” x 1” base, 4 5/8” tall, 3-piece plate

bottom, improved tool Patent lip finish, unpontiled, base embossed “114”)
F50-46 P medicine bottle (clear, Philadelphia oval, 1 3/8” x 7/8” base, 3” tall, 3-piece plate

bottom, improved tool Prescription lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “STUART
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BROADWELL / DRUGGIST / SPRINGFIELD, ILL.”, base embossed “B / USA
/ PAT DEC 11, 1894”)

F50-47 P medicine bottle (clear, excelsior, 1 ¼” x 7/8” base, 3 7/8” tall, 3-piece plate
bottom, improved tool Patent lip finish, unpontiled)

F50-48 P pill bottle (clear, round, 1 ¼” diameter base, 2 ¾” tall, 3-piece plate bottom,
improved tool Patent lip finish, wide-mouthed, unpontiled, base embossed “L. H.
THOMAS CO. / CHICAGO / 17”)

F50-49 P medicine bottle (clear, Philadelphia oval, 1 ¾” x 1” base, 4 ¼” tall, 3-piece plate
bottom, improved tool Prescription lip finish, unpontiled, base embossed ‘MG-
68” inside an Owen’s mark)

F50-50 P condiment bottle (clear, polygon base, 2 ½” diameter base, 9” tall, machine made,
Crown lip finish, fluted body)

F50-51 P canning jar (aqua, round, 3 ¼” diameter base, 8-9” tall, 3-piece plate bottom,
blow-over mold, ground lip finish, threaded lip, unpontiled, embossed
“[MAS]ON’S / B / [PA]TENT / [NO]V 30TH / 1858,” base embossed “251”)

F50-52 P canning jar (aqua, round, 3 ¼” diameter base, 8-9” tall, 3-piece plate bottom,
blow-over mold, ground lip finish, threaded lip, unpontiled, embossed
“[MAS]ON’S / B / [PA]TENT / [NO]V 30TH / 1858,” base embossed “133”)

F50-53 P canning jar (aqua, round, 3 ¼” diameter base, 8-9” tall, 3-piece plate bottom,
blow-over mold, ground lip finish, threaded lip, unpontiled, embossed
“[MAS]ON’S / B / [PA]TENT / [NO]V 30TH / 1858,” base embossed “216”)

F50-54 S food jar (clear, round, approximately 2 ½” diameter base)
F50-55 S unidentified tableware glass (clear, round, approximately 3” diameter rim, rim

only)
F50-56 S salt? (blue, round, press molded)
F50-57 P salve jar (milk glass, round, approximately 2” diameter base)
F50-58 S soda water bottle (aqua, round, repeated raised diamond pattern, embossed

“[SPRINGFIELD], ILL.”)
F50-59 P soda water bottle (aqua, round, 2 ¼” diameter base, 6 ¾” tall, 3-piece plate

bottom, improved tool Blob lip finish, embossed, “F / M. A. FISCHER /
SPRINGFIELD / ILL.”, base embossed “F”)

F50-60 P liquor bottle (aqua, round, 2 ¾” diameter base, minimally 9” tall, dip molded,
unpontiled)

F50-61 P medicine bottle (clear, excelsior, 1 ½” x 7/8” base, 4 ½” tall, 3-piece plate bottom,
improved tool Prescription lip finish, unpontiled, base embossed “O”)

F50-62 P extract/medicine bottle (clear, Blake variant 1, 1 5/8” x 7/8” base, 5 ¾” tall, 3-
piece plate bottom, improved tool Patent lip finish unpontiled, base embossed “A”
inside a circle)

F50-63 P extract/medicine bottle (clear, Blake variant 1, 1 5/8” x 7/8” base, 5 ¾” tall, 3-
piece plate bottom, improved tool Patent lip finish unpontiled, base embossed “A”
inside a circle)

F50-64 P extract/medicine bottle (clear, Blake variant 1, 1 5/8” x 7/8” base, 5 ¾” tall, 3-
piece plate bottom, improved tool Patent lip finish unpontiled)

F50-65 P medicine bottle (clear, Philadelphia Oval, 2” x 1 ¼” base, 4 ¾” tall, 3-piece plate
bottom, improved tool Prescription lip finish, unpontiled)
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F50-66 P ink well (clear, round, 2 3/8” diameter base, 2 5/8” tall, 3-piece plate bottom,
improved tool Double Ring lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “SANFORD’S / 8”,
pyramidal shaped)

F50-67 P vial (clear, round, 5/8” diameter base, 2 ¼” tall, machine made, improved tool
Patent lip finish)

F50-68 P vial (clear, round, 5/8” diameter base, 2 ¼” tall, machine made, improved tool
Patent lip finish)

F50-69 P food jar (milk glass, round, 1 ¾” diameter base, 2 ¼” tall, machine made, base
embossed “ARMOUR & CO. / PACKERS / CHICAGO”)

F50-70 P serving bowl (clear, round, 5” diameter base, 8” diameter rim, 3” tall, press
molded, ribbed and/or basket weave pattern, scalloped edge, sunburst design on
base)

F50-71 P large pitcher (layered glass, red and clear) [Part of set with two different styles of
drinking glasses; Cranberry glass decorated with “loop and bead” pattern; circa
1890s]

F50-72 S food jar (clear, round, machine made)
F50-73 P medicine bottle (clear, Philadelphia oval, 2 ½” x 1 ½” base, 6 ¾” tall, 3-piece

plate bottom, improved tool Prescription lip finish, paneled front, unpontiled)
F50-74 P medicine bottle (aqua, Blake variant 1, 1 7/8” x 1” base, 5 ¾” tall, 3-piece plate

bottom, improved tool Double Ring lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “DR. S.
PITCHER’S // CASTORIA”, base embossed “6”)

F50-75 P mucilage/ink bottle (aqua, round, 2” diameter base, 5 ½” tall, 3-piece plate
bottom, improved tool lip finish, wide-mouthed, unpontiled)

F50-76 P salve jar (amber, round, 1 ¾” diameter base, 2 ¾” tall, machine made, improved
tool lip finish, embossed “CHESEBROUGH MFG CO. / VASELINE”)

F50-77 P whiskey flask (clear, elixir, 3” x 1 3/8” base, minimally 7” tall, 3-piece plate
bottom, improved tool Brandy lip finish, unpontiled)

F50-78 P wine bottle (dark green/black, round, 2” diameter base, minimally 8” tall, fire
polished lip finish, dip molded, large mamelon) [small sized sample]

F50-79 P food jar (aqua, round, 3-piece plate bottom, threaded, blow-over mold, ground lip
finish)

F50-80 S food jar (aqua, round, improved tool lip finish)
F50-81 no vessel assigned
F50-82 no vessel assigned
F50-83 P chemical/food bottle? (cobalt blue, round, 2” diameter base, 6 ¼” tall, 3-piece

plate bottom, improved tool Bend lip finish, wide-mouthed, unpontiled, embossed
shoulder “… MATTISON PHILADELPHIA”, base embossed “3”)

F50-84 P salve jar (milk glass, round, approximately 1 ½” diameter base, minimally 2” tall,
machine made, threaded lip)

F50-85 P canning jar lid (milk glass, 2 ½” diameter, embossed “BOYD’S GENUINE
PORCELAIN LINED”)

F50-86 S tumbler (clear, fluted, 2 3/8” diameter base, paneled body, press molded, pontiled)
F50-87 P canning jar lid (clear, approximately 3” diameter, press molded, embossed “…

DEC 17”)
F50-88 P serving bowl (clear, 4 ¾” x 3 1/8” rectangular base, 8 ¾” x 5 7/8” oval rim, 2”

tall, press molded, footed base)
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F50-89 no vessel assigned
F50-90 P serving bowl (clear, square, 4 ¾” square rim, 3” square base, 1 ½” tall, press

molded)
F50-91 S lamp chimney (clear, approximately 2 ½” base, straight base, hand crimped rim)
F50-92 P vial (clear, round, 5/8” diameter base, 2 ¼” tall, machine made)
F50-93 P vial (clear, round, 5/8” diameter base, 2 ¼” tall, machine made)
F50-94 P vial (clear, round, 5/8” diameter base, 2 ¼” tall, machine made)
F50-95 P vial (clear, round, 5/8” diameter base, 2 ¼” tall, machine made)
F50-96 P vial (clear, round, 5/8” diameter base, 2 ¼” tall, machine made)
F50-97 P vial (clear, round, 5/8” diameter base, 2 3/8” tall, machine made)
F50-98 P vial (clear, round, 5/8” diameter base, 2 3/8” tall, machine made)
F50-99 P vial (clear, round, 5/8” diameter base, 2 3/8” tall, machine made)
F50-100 P vial (clear, round, 5/8” diameter base, 2 1/8” tall, machine made)
F50-101 P vial (clear, round, 5/8” diameter base, 1 ¾” tall, machine made)
F50-102 P vial (clear, round, 5/8” diameter base, 2 ¼” tall, machine made)
F50-103 no vessel assigned
F50-104 P bitters bottle (dark green/black, round, 3” diameter base, 9” tall, dip molded,

improved tool Blob lip finish, unpontiled, base embossed “SAYLEHNERS /
BITTEROUELLE / HUNYADI / JANOS”)

F50-105 P chemical/medicine bottle (amber, round, 2 ¼” diameter base, 6 3/8” tall, 3-piece
plate bottom, improved tool Prescription lip finish, unpontiled)

F50-106 P medicine bottle (clear, excelsior, 2 1/8” x 1 1/8” base, 5 3/8” tall, 3-piece plate
bottom, improved tool Prescription lip finish, unpontiled, paneled front)

F50-107 P medicine bottle (clear, Philadelphia oval, 2 ¼” x 1 ¼” base, 5 3/8” tall, 3-piece
plate bottom, improved tool Prescription lip finish, unpontiled, paneled front)

F50-108 P medicine bottle (clear, Golden Gate oval, 1 ¾” x 1 1/8” base, 4 ¾” tall, 3-piece
plate bottom, improved tool Prescription lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “CHAS.
W. GILL / DRUGGIST / SPRINGFIELD, ILLS / N. E. COR. SQUARE”, base
embossed “PAT’D MAY 15, 88 / D. F. & D.”, embossed mortar and pestle)

F50-109 P medicine bottle (clear, Philadelphia oval, 1 ½” x 7/8” base, 3 ½” tall, 3-piece plate
bottom, improved tool Prescription lip finish, unpontiled, paneled front)

F50-110 P whiskey flask (clear, plain oval, 2 ¼” x 1 ½” base, minimally 7” tall, 3-piece plate
bottom, improved tool Double Ring lip finish, unpontiled, pumpkin style?)

F50-111 S medicine bottle (clear, French Square, 1 ¾” square, unpontiled, base only)
F50-112 P bluing bottle (aqua, oval, 2 ¼” x 1” base, minimally 5 ½” tall, 3-piece plate

bottom, improved tool Patent lip finish, unpontiled)
F50-113 P drinking glass (clear, round, 2 ¼” diameter base, 3 ¾” tall, press molded, wheel

engraved floral design)
F50-114 P salve jar with lid (milk glass, round, 2” diameter, 1” tall, machine made, base

embossed, “CHESEBROUGH MFG CO. / NEW YORK / VASELINE”)
F50-115 S lamp globe (milk glass, round, wheel engraved and painted)
F50-116 S lamp globe (clear, wheel engraved)
F50-117 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, Blake variant 1, 3” x 2” base, 10” tall, 3-piece

plate bottom, improved tool Brandy lip finish, unpontiled, base embossed “M CC”)
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F50-118 P extract/medicine bottle (clear, Blake variant 1, 1 5/8” x 5/8” base, 5 ¾” tall, 3-
piece plate bottom, improved tool Packer lip finish, ball neck, unpontiled, paneled
sides)

F50-119 P extract/medicine bottle (clear, Blake variant 1, 1 5/8” x 5/8” base, 5 ¾” tall, 3-
piece plate bottom, improved tool Packer lip finish, ball neck, unpontiled, paneled
sides)

F50-120 P extract/medicine bottle (clear, Blake variant 1, 1 5/8” x 5/8” base, 5 ¾” tall, 3-
piece plate bottom, improved tool Packer lip finish, ball neck, unpontiled, paneled
sides)

F50-121 P extract/medicine bottle (clear, Blake variant 1, 1 5/8” x 5/8” base, 5 ¾” tall, 3-
piece plate bottom, improved tool Packer lip finish, ball neck, unpontiled, paneled
sides)

F50-122 P medicine bottle (clear, Philadelphia oval, 2” x 1 ¼” base, 4 ¾” tall, 3-piece plate
bottom, improved tool Patent lip finish, unpontiled, paneled front)

F50-123 P medicine bottle (clear, Philadelphia oval, 1 ¾” x 1” base, 4 ¼” tall, 3-piece plate
bottom, improved tool Patent lip finish, unpontiled, paneled front, base embossed
“H”)

F50-124 P medicine bottle (clear, Philadelphia oval, 2 3/8” x 1 3/8” base, 6” tall, 3-piece
plate bottom, improved tool Prescription lip finish, unpontiled, paneled front)

F50-125 P medicine bottle (clear, Philadelphia oval, 2 3/8” x 1 ½” base, 5 ¾” tall, 3-piece
plate bottom, improved tool Patent lip finish, unpontiled, paneled front)

F50-126 P medicine bottle (clear, Philadelphia oval, 2 ½” x 1 ½” base, 6 ¾” tall, 3-piece
plate bottom, improved tool Prescription lip finish, unpontiled, paneled front)

F50-127 P medicine bottle (clear, Philadelphia oval, 2 ½” x 1 ½” base, 6 ¾” tall, 3-piece
plate bottom, improved tool Prescription lip finish, unpontiled, paneled front, base
embossed, “T”)

F50-128 P medicine bottle (clear, Philadelphia oval, 2 3/8” x 1 ½” base, 5 ¾” tall, 3-piece
plate bottom, improved tool Patent lip finish, unpontiled, paneled front)

F50-129 P medicine bottle (clear, excelsior, 2” x 1” base, 4 ¾” tall, 3-piece plate bottom,
improved tool Prescription lip finish, unpontiled, base embossed “F. & F. CO.”)

F50-130 P medicine bottle (clear, excelsior, 1 ¾” x 1” base, 4 1/8” tall, 3-piece plate bottom,
improved tool Patent lip finish, unpontiled, paneled front)

F50-131 P medicine bottle (clear, Oblong Prescription, 2 1/8” x 1 ¼” base, 5 1/8” tall, 3-
piece plate bottom, improved tool Prescription lip finish, unpontiled, paneled
front)

F50-132 P medicine bottle (clear, excelsior, 2 1/8” x 1 1/8” base, 5 3/8” tall, 3-piece plate
bottom, improved tool Prescription lip finish, unpontiled, paneled front)

F50-133 P medicine bottle (clear, excelsior, 2 1/8” x 1 1/8” base, 5 3/8” tall, 3-piece plate
bottom, improved tool Prescription lip finish, unpontiled, paneled front)

F50-134 P medicine bottle (clear, Oblong Prescription, 2 5/8” x 1 ½” base, 6 ½” tall, 3-piece
plate bottom, improved tool Prescription lip finish, unpontiled, paneled front and
sides)

F50-135 P medicine bottle (clear, Oblong Prescription, 2 5/8” x 1 ½” base, 6 ½” tall, 3-piece
plate bottom, improved tool Prescription lip finish, unpontiled, paneled front and
sides)
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F50-136 P medicine bottle (clear, excelsior, 2” x 1” base, 4 ¾” tall, 3-piece plate bottom,
improved tool Prescription lip finish, unpontiled, base embossed “F. & F. CO.”)

F50-137 P medicine bottle (clear, excelsior, 2 ¼” x 1 ½” base, 6” tall, 3-piece plate bottom,
improved tool Prescription lip finish, unpontiled, paneled front and sides)

F50-138 P medicine bottle (clear, excelsior, 2” x 1 1/8” base, 5 ½” tall, 3-piece plate bottom,
improved tool Prescription lip finish, unpontiled, paneled front and sides)

F50-139 P medicine bottle (clear, Oblong Prescription, 2 1/8” x 1 ¼” base, 5 1/8” tall, 3-
piece plate bottom, improved tool Prescription lip finish, unpontiled, paneled
front)

F50-140 P medicine bottle (clear, excelsior, 2 1/8” x 1 1/8” base, 5 3/8” tall, 3-piece plate
bottom, improved tool Prescription lip finish, unpontiled, paneled front)

F50-141 P medicine bottle (clear, excelsior, 1 ¾” x 1” base, 4 ¼” tall, 3-piece plate bottom,
improved tool Prescription lip finish, unpontiled, base embossed “F. & F. CO.”)

F50-142 P medicine bottle (clear, excelsior, 1 ¾” x 1” base, minimally 4” tall, 3-piece plate
bottom, improved tool Prescription lip finish, unpontiled)

F50-143 P medicine bottle (clear, excelsior, 1 ¾” x 1” base, minimally 4” tall, 3-piece plate
bottom, improved tool Prescription lip finish, unpontiled)

F50-144 P medicine bottle (clear, Philadelphia oval, 1 1/8” x ¾” base, 2 ¾” tall, 3-piece plate
bottom, improved tool Prescription lip finish, paneled front, unpontiled, base
embossed “M CC”)

F50-145 P medicine bottle (clear, Blake variant 1, 1 7/8” x 1 ¾” base, 4 ½” tall, 3-piece plate
bottom, improved tool Patent lip finish, wide-mouthed, unpontiled)

F50-146 P medicine/pill bottle (clear, Hopkins square, 7/8” square, 2 ¾” tall, 3-piece plate
bottom, improved tool Prescription lip finish, ground pontil)

F50-147 P pill bottle (clear, plain oval, 1 ½” x 1” base, 3 1/8” tall, 3-piece plate bottom,
improved tool Patent lip finish, wide-mouthed, unpontiled, embossed “JOHN
WYETIT & BRO / PHILA.”)

F50-148 P medicine bottle (clear, French Square, 1 ¼” square base, minimally 5 ¼” tall, 3-
piece plate bottom, improved tool Patent lip finish, ground pontil?, embossed
“HUSBAND’S // CALCINED // MAGNESIA // PHILADA”)

F50-149 P pill bottle (aqua, round, 1 ¼” diameter base, minimally 2 ¾” tall, 3-piece plate
bottom, improved tool Patent lip finish, unpontiled, base embossed “R”)

F50-150 P whiskey flask (clear, plain oval, 2 ¼” x 1 ½” base, minimally 7” tall, 3-piece plate
bottom, improved tool Double Ring lip finish, unpontiled, pumpkin style?)

F50-151 S whiskey flask (aqua, scroll design)
F50-152 S medicine bottle (aqua, improved tool Double Ring lip finish, lip only)
F50-153 P drinking glass (clear/lead, round, 2 ½” diameter base, 3” tall, press molded,

wheel-engraved floral design)
F50-154 P large drinking glass (red/clear, layered, round, 2 ¼” diameter base, 5 ¼” tall, press

molded, interior honey comb pattern)
F50-155 S lamp chimney (clear, flanged base, approximately 1” diameter rim)
F50-156 P bitters bottle (amber, Hopkins Square, 2 ¾” square base, 9 ¼” tall, 2 piece mold?,

applied tool String Brandy lip finish, unpontiled, embossed Hop leaf and buds,
embossed “DOYLES // HOP // BITTERS // 1872”)

F50-157 P food jar (Kelly green, round, 3” diameter base, 7 5/8” tall, 3-piece plate bottom,
folded lip finish, unpontiled, slight kick-up, ball neck)
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F50-158 P medicine bottle (aqua, Blake variant 1, 2” x 1 ¼” diameter base, 6 ¼” tall, 3-piece
plate bottom, improved tool ring or oil lip finish, unpontiled, 2 small bends
embossed on base, embossed “BARRY’S // TRICOPHEROUS / FOR THE SKIN
/ AND HAIR // NEW YORK // DIRECTIONS IN THE PAMPHLET”)

F50-159 P medicine bottle (clear, French Square, 1 ¾” square, 5 5/8” tall, 3-piece plate
bottom, improved tool Prescription lip finish, unpontiled)

F50-160 P medicine bottle (clear, Blake variant 1, 1 ¼” x 7/8” base, 3 5/8” tall, 3-piece plate
bottom, improved tool Prescription lip finish, unpontiled)

F50-161 P medicine bottle (clear, Philadelphia oval, 1 ¾” x 1” base, 4 ¼” tall, 3-piece plate
bottom, improved tool Prescription lip finish, base embossed “F. & F. CO.”)

F50-162 P medicine bottle (clear, Philadelphia oval, 1 3/8” x 7/8” base, 3 ½” tall, 3-piece
plate bottom, improved tool Prescription lip finish, unpontiled)

F50-163 P medicine bottle (clear, excelsior, 2” x 1” base, 4 ¾” tall, 3-piece plate bottom,
improved tool Prescription lip finish, unpontiled, base embossed “F. & F. CO.”)

F50-164 P medicine bottle (clear, round, 1 5/8” diameter base, 4 1/8” tall, Rickett’s mold,
improved tool Prescription lip finish, unpontiled)

F50-165 P medicine bottle (clear, excelsior, 2 ¼” x 1 ½” base, 6” tall, 3-piece plate bottom,
improved tool Prescription lip finish, unpontiled, paneled front and sides)

F50-166 P medicine bottle (clear, excelsior, 2 ¼” x 1 ½” base, 6” tall, 3-piece plate bottom,
improved tool Prescription lip finish, unpontiled, paneled front and sides)

F50-167 P medicine bottle (clear, excelsior, 3 ¼” x 1 ¾” base, approximately 8” tall, 3-piece
plate bottom, improved tool Patent lip finish, unpontiled, base embossed “M CC”

F50-168 P medicine bottle (clear, Philadelphia oval, 2” x 1 ¼” base, 4 ¾” tall, 3-piece plate
bottom, improved tool Patent lip finish, unpontiled, paneled front)

F50-169 P medicine bottle (clear, excelsior, 2” x 1” base, 4 ¾” tall, 3-piece plate bottom,
improved tool Prescription lip finish, unpontiled, base embossed “M CC”)

F50-170 P extract/medicine bottle (clear, Blake variant 1, 1 5/8” x 5/8” base, 5 ¾” tall, 3-
piece plate bottom, improved tool Packer lip finish, ball neck, unpontiled, paneled
sides)

F50-171 S chemical bottle (clear, round, 2 7/8” diameter base, 3-piece plate bottom,
improved tool Patent lip finish, unpontiled)

F50-172 S medicine bottle (clear, Oblong Prescription, 2 5/8” x 1 ½” base, 6 ½” tall, 3-piece
plate bottom, improved tool Prescription lip finish, unpontiled, paneled front and
sides)

F50-173 S chemical bottle (clear, improved tool Prescription lip finish) [broken off ground
glass stopped present]

F50-174 S chemical/medicine bottle (amber, round, improved tool Patent lip finish)
F50-175 P bitters flask (aqua, oval, 4 ¼” x 2” base, approximately 10” tall, 2 piece mold,

applied tool String Brandy lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “DR. GUYSOTT’S /
YELLOWDOCK & SARSAPARILLA / JOHN D. PARK”)

F50-176 P food jar (aqua, round, 2 ¾” diameter base, approximately 8” tall, 3-piece plate
bottom, folded lip finish, unpontiled, base embossed “1”)

F50-177 P canning jar (aqua, round, 3” diameter base, approximately 7” tall, 3-piece plate
bottom, blow-over ground lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “MASON’S /
PATENT / NOV 30TH / 1858”, base embossed “201”)

F50-178 P ink well (clear, press molded, Turtle-style, ground rim)
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F50-179 P pedestal cake plate (clear, round, 5 ¼” diameter base, 8 ¾” diameter plate, 7 3/8”
tall, press molded)

F50-180 P lamp globe (clear, round, 4” diameter base, 7” diameter rim, pressed glass,
starburst pattern)

F50-181 no vessel assigned
F50-182 P medicine bottle (clear, Philadelphia oval, 2” x 1” base, 4 ¾” tall, 3-piece plate

bottom, improved tool Prescription lip finish, unpontiled)
F50-183 P medicine bottle (clear, Golden Gate oval, 1 7/8” x 1 ¼” base, 5 3/8” tall, 3-piece

plate bottom, improved tool Prescription lip finish, unpontiled)
F50-184 P medicine bottle (clear, Blake variant 1, 1 5/8” x 1” base, 4 ½” tall, 3-piece plate

bottom, improved tool Prescription lip finish, unpontiled)
F50-185 P medicine bottle (clear, excelsior, 2 1/8” x 1 1/8” base, 5 3/8” tall, 3-piece plate

bottom, improved tool Prescription lip finish, unpontiled, paneled front)
F50-186 P medicine bottle (clear, Oblong Prescription, 2 1/8” x 1 ¼” base, 5 1/8” tall, 3-

piece plate bottom, improved tool Prescription lip finish, unpontiled, paneled
front)

F50-187 P medicine bottle (clear, excelsior, 2 1/8” x 1 1/8” base, 5 3/8” tall, 3-piece plate
bottom, improved tool Prescription lip finish, unpontiled, paneled front)

F50-188 P medicine bottle (clear, Monarch or Erie oval, 1 1/8” x 5/8” base, 3 1/8” tall, 3-
piece plate bottom, improved tool Prescription lip finish, unpontiled)

F50-189 P medicine bottle (clear, elixir, 1 1/8” x ¾” base, 2 ¾” tall, 3-piece plate bottom,
improved tool Patent lip finish, unpontiled)

F50-190 P extract/medicine bottle (clear, Blake variant 1, 1 ¾” x 7/8” base, 5 ¼” tall, 3-piece
plate bottom, improved tool lip finish, ball neck, unpontiled)

F50-191 P medicine bottle (clear, Philadelphia oval, 3-piece plate bottom, improved tool
Prescription lip finish, unpontiled)

F50-192 P medicine bottle (clear, elixir, 3-piece plate bottom, improved tool Prescription lip
finish)

F50-193 P medicine bottle (clear, elixir, 1 ¾” x 7/8” base, minimally 4” tall, 3-piece plate
bottom, embossed “… LLES / [PHARM]ACIST / SPRINGFIELD, ILL.”, base
embossed “G / USA / PAT. JAN 1892”, unpontiled)

F50-194 P extract/medicine bottle (clear, Blake variant 1, 1 ¾” x 7/8” base, 5 ¼” tall, 3-piece
plate bottom, improved tool lip finish, ball neck, unpontiled)

F50-195 S extract/medicine bottle (aqua, Blake variant 1, 5 ¼” tall, 3-piece plate bottom,
improved tool Ring or Oil lip finish, unpontiled)

F50-196 S extract/medicine bottle (aqua, French Square or Blake variant 1, improved tool
Double Ring lip finish)

F50-197 P miniature beer bottle (amber, round, 1 ½” diameter base, 5 ½” tall, 3-piece plate
bottom, improved tool Ring or Oil lip finish, bulbous neck, base embossed
“SCHLITZ / MILWAUKEE”, unpontiled)

F50-198 S indeterminate bottle (aqua, round, 2 ½” diameter base, base embossed “2”, base
only)

F50-199 P vial (clear, round, 5/8” diameter base, 2” tall, hand blown)
F50-200 P vial (clear, round, 5/8” diameter base, 2” tall, hand blown)
F50-201 P drinking glass (clear, round, 2 3/8” diameter base, minimally 4” tall, wheel-

engraved starburst design)
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F50-202 P drinking glass (red, round, 2 ¼” diameter base, 3 5/8” tall, press molded,
bead/lobe design)

F50-203 P medicine bottle (clear, French Square, 1 7/8” square base, 6 ¼” tall, 3-piece plate
bottom, improved tool Prescription lip finish, unpontiled)

F50-204 P medicine bottle (clear, French Square, 1 ¼” square base, 4 1/8” tall, 3-piece plate
bottom, improved tool Prescription lip finish, base embossed, “W. M. C.”,
unpontiled)

F50-205 P medicine bottle (clear, Blake variant 1, 1 7/8” x 1 ¾” base, 4 ½” tall, 3-piece plate
bottom, improved tool Patent lip finish, wide-mouthed, unpontiled)

F50-206 P medicine bottle (clear, Philadelphia oval, 1 ¾” x 1” base, 4 ¼” tall, 3-piece plate
bottom, improved tool Prescription lip finish, unpontiled, base embossed ‘MG-
68” inside an Owen’s mark)

F50-207 P medicine bottle (clear, excelsior, 2 1/8” x 1 1/8” base, 5 3/8” tall, 3-piece plate
bottom, improved tool Prescription lip finish, unpontiled, paneled front)

F50-208 P medicine bottle (clear, Philadelphia oval, 2 3/8” x 1 ½” base, 5 ¾” tall, 3-piece
plate bottom, improved tool Patent lip finish, unpontiled, paneled front)

F50-209 P medicine bottle (clear, excelsior, 2 ¼” x 1 ½” base, 6” tall, 3-piece plate bottom,
improved tool Prescription lip finish, unpontiled, paneled front and sides)

F50-210 P medicine bottle (clear, Philadelphia oval, 2 1/8” x 1 ½” base, 5 ¼” tall, 3-piece
plate bottom, improved tool Prescription lip finish, base embossed “T”, paneled
front, unpontiled)

F50-211 P medicine bottle (clear, Philadelphia oval, 2 1/8” x 1 ¼” base, 5 ¼” tall, 3-piece
plate bottom, improved tool Prescription lip finish, base embossed “F. & F.
[CO.]”)

F50-212 P medicine bottle (clear, Oblong Prescription, 2 5/8” x 1 ½” base, 6 ½” tall, 3-piece
plate bottom, improved tool Prescription lip finish, unpontiled, paneled front and
sides)

F50-213 P medicine bottle (clear, Oblong Prescription, 2 5/8” x 1 ½” base, 6 ½” tall, 3-piece
plate bottom, improved tool Prescription lip finish, unpontiled, paneled front and
sides)

F50-214 P large extract bottle (amber, plain oval, 3 ½” x 2” base, 8 ¼” tall, 3-piece plate
bottom, improved tool lip finish, wide-mouth, embossed “… ROMMER /
EXTRACT OF MALT CO. / FREMO[NT] OHIO // D. O. C.”, unpontiled)

F50-215 P food jar (aqua, round, 3 ½” diameter base, 7 ¾” tall, 2-piece mold, folded lip
finish, wide-mouth, unpontiled)

F50-216 P lamp globe (clear, round, 4” diameter base, 7” diameter rim, pressed glass,
starburst pattern)

F50-217 P drinking glass (clear, round, 2 ¼” diameter base, 3 ¾” tall, press molded, wheel
engraved floral design)

F50-218 P drinking glass (clear, round, 2 ¼” diameter base, 3 ¾” tall, press molded, wheel
engraved floral design)

F50-219 P jelly glass (clear, round, 1 ¼” diameter base, 3 ¼” tall, machine made, ribbed
interior, base embossed “20”)

F50-220 P lamp globe (clear, round, 4” diameter base, 7” diameter rim, pressed glass,
starburst pattern)
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Feature 51
F51-1 P cup (undecorated, whiteware, 4” diameter rim, 3 ½” tall, handle-less)
F51-2 S platter (relief decorated, whiteware, approximately 14” diameter, diameter,

scalloped edge)
F51-3 S cup (relief decorated, whiteware, 2” diameter base, gilded handle)
F51-4 P serving bowl (relief decorated, fluted pattern/shape, whiteware, 6” diameter rim, 2

½” tall, back stamp “PATE[NT] / BUR…”)
F51-5 S large pitcher (relief decorated, fluted pattern, whiteware, 2” diameter base,

scalloped rim, handled)
F51-6 S mixing bowl (salt/Peoria glazed stoneware, jigger molded, 11” diameter rim)
F51-7 S flower pot (unglazed buff paste, earthenware, jigger molded)
F51-8 S flower pot (unglazed buff paste earthenware, jigger molded, approximately 4 ½”

diameter rim)
F51-9 S flower pot (unglazed buff paste earthenware, approximately 4 ½” diameter rim,

hand turned)
F51-10 P cup (undecorated, whiteware, 2” diameter base)
F51-11 S plate (undecorated, whiteware, 9” diameter rim)
F51-12 S cup (printed, brown with painted highlights, whiteware)
F51-13 S saucer (undecorated whiteware, heavy-bodied ware)
F51-14 S saucer (undecorated whiteware)
F51-15 S cup (undecorated whiteware, handled )
F51-16 S flower pot (unglazed red earthenware, hand turned)
F51-17 S mixing bowl (Peoria glazed stoneware, jigger molded, approximately 11”

diameter base)
F51-18 S beer bottle (salt glazed stoneware, faceted body)
F51-19 S ink bottle (salt glazed stoneware)
F51-20 S chamber pot (undecorated, whiteware, rim only)
F51-21 S jug (Albany slipped stoneware, handled)
F51-22 S cup (relief decorated, whiteware, approximately 3½” diameter rim)
F51-23 S serving bowl (?) (undecorated, whiteware, backstamp “& GA… / …RDSHIRE”)
F51-24 S bowl (redware, approximately 6” diameter base)
F51-25 P ink bottle/ink well (salt glazed stoneware, 1 7/8” diameter base)
F51-26 S bowl (salt glazed stoneware, hand turned)
F51-27 S serving bowl (yellowware)
F51-28 P cup (undecorated, whiteware, 3 ¼” diameter rim, 3 ¼” tall, handle-less)
F51-29 P cup (undecorated whiteware 3 ¾” diameter rim, 3 ¼” tall, relief decorated handle)
F51-30 P saucer (relief decorated, unidentified floral pattern, whiteware, 6 ½” diameter,

impressed backstamp “IRONSTONE / T & R BOOTE”, illegible registration
mark)[same pattern as vessel 51-22]

F51-31 P plate (undecorated, whiteware, 8 ¾” diameter rim, backstamp “IRONSTONE
CHINA / MEAKIN V”, base embossed “S”)

F51-32 S lid (relief decorated, whiteware, rose bud handle)
F51-33 S plate (relief decorated, unidentified floral pattern, whiteware)
F51-34 S serving bowl (relief decorated, whiteware)
F51-35 S small plate (undecorated, whiteware, approximately 8” diameter)
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F51-36 S saucer (undecorated whiteware, heavy-bodied)
F51-37 S small plate (undecorated, porcelain, approximately 6” diameter)
F51-38 S unassigned vessel number
F51-39 S mixing bowl (Peoria glazed stoneware, jigger molded, approximately 8” diameter

rim)
F51-40 S flower pot (painted red earthenware, distinctive body sherd only)
F51-41 S waster bowl (annular decorated creamware?, mocha, engine-turned)
F51-42 P cup (undecorated, whiteware, 3” diameter base, 3 ¼” tall, handled)
F51-43 S canning jar lid liner (milk glass, approximately 2 ½” diameter, embossed

“…[COMP]ANY / [N]EW YORK”)
F51-44 S extract bottle (clear, Blake Variant 1, 1” x 1 7/8” diameter base, 3 piece plate

bottom mold, improved tool patent lip finish, ball neck)
F51-45 S unassigned vessel number
F51-46 S food jar (aqua, round, folded exterior lip finish)
F51-47 S wine bottle (dark green, round, approximately 3” diameter base, dip molded, large

kick up)
F51-48 P indeterminate bottle (cobalt blue, round, 1” diameter base, minimally 2 ¼” tall,

embossed “…CO / BALTIMORE MD”, base embossed “2”)
F51-49 S soda water bottle (aqua, round, improved tool blob lip finish, embossed “...

CHICAGO…”)
F51-50 S olive oil bottle (light aqua, round, approximately 2 ¾” diameter base, dip molded,

large kick up)
F51-51 S chemical bottle (clear, improved tool prescription lip finish)
F51-52 S jelly glass (clear, round, approximately 3” diameter rim)
F51-53 S stemware (clear, round, approximately 3” diameter base)
F51-54 P vial (clear, round, ½” diameter base, 1 5/8” tall, dip molded, small kick up)
F51-55 P lamp chimney (clear, bulbous body, flanged base, 1 ½” diameter base, straight

sheared top)
F51-56 P lamp chimney (clear, flanged base, approximately 2” diameter base, straight

sheared top)
F51-57 P medicine bottle (aqua, round 1” diameter base, 2-piece mold? Folded to interior

lip finish, pontiled, embossed “…/…ATORS”)
F51-58 P lamp reservoir (clear, round, 5 ¼” body, 1 ½” diameter rim, press molded, ribbed

exterior)
F51-59 P lamp chimney (clear, straight and sheared rim, 1 1/8” diameter rim)
F51-60 no vessel assigned
F51-61 P wine bottle (dark green/black, round, 3 ¼” diameter base, 12” tall, dip molded,

applied tool straight lip finish, unpontiled, large kick up)
F51-62 P chemical bottle (aqua, round, 2 ¼” diameter base, 5 ¾” tall, 5 piece mold,

improved tool patent lip finish, unpontiled)
F51-63 P medicine/chemical bottle (aqua, round, 1 ½” diameter base, minimally 4” tall, 3

piece plate bottom mold, improved tool patent lip finish, unpontiled, base
embossed “L & W”)

F51-64 P vial (aqua, round, 7/8” diameter base, minimally 3” tall, 3 piece plate bottom
mold, pontiled, embossed “THOMPSON’S / …WATER / …PORT / ..I”)
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F51-65 P vial (aqua, polygonal, 1 1/8” diameter base, minimally 3” tall, 3 piece plate
bottom mold, pontiled, fragile lip finish)

F51-66 P lamp reservoir (clear, press molded, base only)
F51-67 P whiskey flask (aqua, plain oval, 1 ¼” x 2” base, 6 ¼” tall, 2-piece mold, applied

tool bead lip finish, embossed “UNION EAGLE” (?) design, unpontiled, ½ pint
size)

F51-68 P liquor bottle (amber, round, 3 ½” diameter base, 10” tall, 3 piece plate bottom
mold, improved tool brandy lip finish, unpontiled, base embossed “M CCULLY &
CO. PITTSBURGH”)

F51-69 P chemical bottle (aqua, round, 2” diameter base,5 ½” tall, 5 piece mold, improved
tool patent lip finish, unpontiled)

F51-70 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, slender handy, 7/8” x 1/3/4” diameter base, 4 ½”
tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold, improved tool patent lip finish, unpontiled,
paneled front, fluted body)

F51-71 P extract (?) bottle (clear, fluted oblong Variant 2, 1” x 2” diameter base, 3 piece
plate bottom mold, unpontiled, possible ball neck)

F51-72 S medicine/chemical bottle (aqua, round, improved tool patent lip finish)
F51-73 S medicine/chemical bottle (aqua, round, improved tool patent lip finish)
F51-74 P cruet (clear, 9-sided, 1 ½” diameter base, minimally 5” tall, press molded)
F51-75 P tumbler (clear, 9-sided, 2 ¼” diameter base, 3 ¼” tall, press molded, fluted sides,

ground pontil)
F51-76 P tumbler (clear, 9-sided, 2 ¼” diameter base, 3 ¼” tall, press molded, fluted sides,

ground pontil)
F51-77 P footed tumbler (clear, round, 3” diameter base, 5” tall, press molded, fluted sides,

potential sandwich loop shape)
F51-78 P footed tumbler (clear, round, 3” diameter base, 5” tall, press molded, fluted sides,

potential sandwich loop shape)
F51-79 S tumbler (?) (clear/lead, round, 2 ½” diameter base, press molded, embossed

circles and stars, sunburst design on base, ground base)[possible small decanter?]
F51-80 P lamp chimney (clear, bulbous body, flanged base, straight sheared rim)
F51-81 P lamp chimney (clear, bulbous body, flanged base, straight sheared rim)
F51-82 P lamp chimney (clear, bulbous body, flanged base, straight sheared rim)
F51-83 S indeterminate bottle (purple, round, 2” diameter base, small kick up)
F51-84 S whiskey flask (aqua, elixir, 1 ½” x 2 ¾” diameter base, 3 piece plate bottom mold,

unpontiled, base embossed “N” under a star, coffin shape)
F51-85 S tumbler (clear, polygonal base)
F51-86 S toy/child’s lamp chimney (clear, bulbous body, flanged base, straight sheared rim)
F51-87 P vial (aqua, round, ¾” diameter base, minimally 3” tall, dip molded, pontiled,

fragile lip finish)
F51-88 S serving bowl lid? (clear)

Feature 52
F52-1 S saucer (decal decorated, printed, gilded edge, whiteware, approximately 6”

diameter with scalloped edge)
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F52-2 S bowl (decal decorated, relief decorated, whiteware, approximately 6” diameter, 1
¼” tall)

F52-3 S cup (painted, polychrome, Japanese style porcelain, approximately 3 ½” diameter)
F52-4 S saucer (painted, polychrome, line gilded rim, Japanese style porcelain)
F52-5 P lamp globe (painted, polychrome, milk glass, approximately 6” diameter base,

flared base)
F52-6 P flower pot (unglazed buff paste earthenware, hand turned, 4 ¾” diameter base(
F52-7 S bowl (redware, rim only) [not E../local wares]
F52-8 S saucer (undecorated, whiteware, heavy bodied, rim only)
F52-9 P cup (painted, polychrome floral, line gilded rim, 3 ¾” diameter rim, 1 ¾” tall,

handled)
F52-10 P bowl (relief decorated, spray painted gilded rim, whiteware, 7” diameter rim, 2”

tall, printed backstamp “LA BELLE / CHINA”)
F52-11 P plate (relief decorated, porcelain, 8 ½” diameter with scalloped edge)
F52-12 P pitcher (relief decorated, ironstone, 4 ¼” x 5” diameter base, approximately 4” x

5” rim, 9” tall, handled)
F52-13 P serving bowl lid (relief decorated, ironstone, handled)
F52-14 P saucer (undecorated, whiteware, 6” diameter base, printed backstamp “ROYAL

IRONSTONE CHINA / WARRANTED”)
F52-15 P saucer (undecorated, whiteware, 6” diameter, printed backstamp “ROYAL

IRONSTONE CHINA / WARRANTED”)
F52-16 P saucer (undecorated, whiteware, 6” diameter, printed backstamp “ALFRED

MEAKIN LTD. / ENGLAND”)
F52-17 P plate (undecorated, whiteware, 8 7/8” diameter, printed backstamp “ROYAL

IRONSTONE CHINA / W. H. GRINDLEY & CO. / ENGLAND”)
F52-18 P saucer (relief decorated, whiteware, 6 ¼” diameter with scalloped edge, printed

backstamp “KESWICK / CHINA”)
F52-19 P saucer (relief decorated, whiteware, 6 ¼” diameter with scalloped edge, printed

backstamp “KESWICK / CHINA”, with wreathed floral design around
backstamp)

F52-20 P plate (printed brown, with painted highlights, whiteware, approximately 10”
diameter with scalloped edge)

F52-21 S cup (undecorated, whiteware, approximately 3 ½” diameter rim, handled)
F52-22 S cup (printed, blue, porcelain)
F52-23 S cup (printed, brown, handled)
F52-24 S plate (undecorated, ironstone, heavy bodied, hotel ware)
F52-25 S serving bowl (undecorated, whiteware, s-curve shape)
F52-26 S plate (undecorated, whiteware, printed backstamp “ROYAL… / PATENT

IRO[NSTONE] / BURGESS & …”)
F52-27 S pitcher (undecorated, whiteware, printed backstamp “HOMER…”)
F52-28 P beer bottle (amber, round, 2 ¾” diameter base, 7 ¾” tall, machine made, crown lip

finish, embossed “P. SCHOENHOFEN BR’G CO. / EDELMALT / CHICAGO”)
F52-29 P salve jar (milk glass, round, 1 5/8” diameter base, 7/8” tall, machine made,

threaded lip finish)
F52-30 P medicine bottle (clear, Monarch or Erie oval, 1” x 1 5/8” diameter base, 4 ¾” tall,

3 piece plate bottom mold, improved tool prescription lip finish, embossed
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“RIEPE’S PHARMACY / 403 W. SECOND ST. / DAVENPORT IOWA.”,
embossed stylized ounce symbol “ii” top of front panel, unpontiled, base
embossed “1”)

F52-31 P medicine bottle (clear, Philadelphia oval, 1” x 1 5/8” diameter base, 4 ¼” tall, 3
piece plate bottom mold, improved tool prescription lip finish, unpontiled, base
embossed “W B 80”)

F52-32 P condiment bottle (clear, 8-sided, 3” diameter base, minimally 12” tall, embossed
“TOWLE [MAPLE SYRUP CO.]”)

F52-33 P medicine bottle (clear, Blake Variant 1, 3 piece plate bottom mold, improved tool
prescription lip finish)

F52-34 S soda water bottle (aqua, improved tool blob lip finish)
F52-35 S medicine bottle (clear, improved tool collared prescription lip finish)
F52-36 P jelly glass (clear, round, 1 ½” diameter base, 3 ½” tall, press molded, sunburst

design on base)
F52-37 S number not assigned
F52-38 S tumbler (clear, polygonal base, minimally 3 ½” tall, press molded, fluted)
F52-39 P paper weight (clear, 7/8” x 2 5/8” x 4 1/8” tall, press molded)
F52-40 S canning jar (aqua, round, 3 ½” diameter base, 3 piece plate bottom mold, base

embossed “I”)
F52-41 S jar lid (clear, round, 3” diameter base, press molded)
F52-42 P lamp reservoir (clear, round, 4” diameter base, molded)
F52-43 S indeterminate vessel (milk glass)[Darning Egg?]
F52-44 S canning jar lid (milk glass)
F52-45 S food jar (clear, round, machine made, threaded lip finish)
F52-46 P medicine/chemical bottle (amber, round, 1 7/8” diameter base, 6 1/8” tall, 3 piece

plate bottom mold, improved tool patent lip finish, unpontiled, base embossed
“M. C. W. / 5 ½ OZ”)

F52-47 S dosage cup (cobalt blue, round, 1 7/8” diameter base, base embossed “CUP
HOLDS A DOS…”)

F52-48 S beer bottle (amber, round, 2 7/8” diameter base, base embossed “R & … / 3…”)
F52-49 P beer bottle (aqua, round, 2 3/8” diameter base, 3 piece plate bottom mold,

improved tool crown lip finish, unpontiled embossed “WEISS-… / BREWING
C[O] // THIS BOTTLE / IS / [NE]VER SOLD / I. G. CO.”)

F52-50 S serving bold (clear, press molded, honey com/diamond pattern)
F52-51 S lantern globe (clear, approximately 4” diameter ground base)
F52-52 S salve jar (milk glass)
F52-53 S beer bottle (amber, round, approximately 2 ½” diameter base)
F52-54 P perfume bottle (clear, Blake Variant 2, 7/8”x 1 7/8” diameter base, 3 piece plate

bottom mold, improved tool variant collared lip finish, unpontiled, embossed
“ANTIGOUTTEUX / DU DR LAVILLE”, base embossed “LD / 734”)

F52-55 P medicine bottle (clear, Monarch or Erie oval, 1” x 1 7/8” diameter base, 5” tall, 3
piece plate bottom mold, improved tool prescription lip finish, unpontiled)

F52-56 S beer bottle (aqua, round, 3 piece plate bottom mold, improved tool lip finish,
unpontiled)

F52-57 P canning jar (clear, round, approximately 3 ¼” diameter base, blow over mold,
ground lip, embossed “MASON’S / …”)
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F52-58 P wine bottle (dark green, round, 3” diameter base, 11 ¾” tall, dip molded,
improved tool lighting lip finish, unpontiled)

F52-59 P wine bottle (dark green, round, 3” diameter base, 11 ¾” tall, dip molded,
improved tool lighting lip finish, unpontiled)

F52-60 S lamp chimney (clear, straight base, approximately 2 ½” diameter base, acid
engraved decoration)

F52-61 S stemware (clear, round, 2 ¼” diameter base)
F52-62 P serving bowl (clear, round, 4” diameter rim, 1 ½” tall, press molded, scalloped

edge)
F52-63 S serving bowl (clear, press molded, scalloped edge)
F52-64 P number not assigned
F52-65 P perfume bottle (clear, round, 2 ¾” diameter base, minimally 7 ¾” tall, 3 piece

plate bottom mold, improved tool prescription lip finish, unpontiled, embossed
“LAVINA / PARFUMEUR / CANNES / FRANCE”)

F52-66 P medicine bottle (clear, Blake Variant 1, ¾” x 1 7/8” diameter base, 3 ¼” tall, 3
piece plate bottom mold, improved tool prescription lip finish, unpontiled,
embossed “M CC”)

F52-67 P perfume bottle (clear, round, 1 ¼” diameter base, 3 ¼” tall, 3 piece plate bottom
mold, improved tool prescription lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “PHALON &
SON / PERFUMERS / NEW YORK”)

F52-68 P medicine bottle (aqua, Blake Variant 1, 1 11/16” x 2 13/16” diameter base, 9” tall,
2 piece mold, improved tool ring or oil lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “DR.
KENNE[DY’S] // MEDICAL DISCOVERY // ROXBURY, MASS”)

F52-69 P whiskey flask (clear, Monarch or Erie oval, 1 5/8” x 2 5/8” diameter base, 8 “tall,
3 piece plate bottom mold, fire polished brandy lip finish, unpontiled, coffin-style)

F52-70 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, round, 2 ¼” diameter base, minimally 4 ½” tall, 3
piece plate bottom mold, unpontiled)

F52-71 P tumbler (clear, round, unfluted, 2 ¼” diameter base, 3 5/8” tall, press molded)
F52-72 P tumbler (clear, round, unfluted, 2 ¾” diameter base, 3 ¾” tall, press molded,

embossed star in a horseshoe on base)
F52-73 P tumbler (clear/lead, round, 2 3/8” diameter base, 3 ¾” tall, press molded, fluted

body, starburst design on base, pontiled, valve scar on base?)
F52-74 P jelly glass (clear, round, 1 ½” diameter base, 3 ½” tall, press molded, sunburst

design on base)
F52-75 P jelly glass (clear, round, 1 ½” diameter base, 3 ½” tall, press molded, sunburst

design on base)
F52-76 P tumbler (clear, round, 2 ¼” diameter base, 3 5/8” tall, press molded, starburst

design on base)
F52-77 S tumbler (clear/lead, round, 2 3/8” diameter base, 3 ¾” tall, press molded, fluted

body, starburst design on base, pontiled, valve seal on base?)
F52-78 P child’s mug(clear, round, 2 3/8” diameter rim, 2 3/8” tall, press molded,

floral/shield design, handled)
F52-79 P butter jar (clear, round, 2 ¼” diameter base, 1 ½” tall, flared rim)[see 1906

catalog]
F52-80 P vase (clear, round, 2 5/8” diameter base, 6 ½” tall, press molded, exterior cube-

ribbed design)
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F52-81 P serving bowl (clear, round, 4” diameter rim, 1 ½” tall, press molded, scalloped
edge)

F52-82 S vase (clear, press molded)
F52-83 S tumbler (clear, round, rim only)
F52-84 P stemware/cordial flute (clear, round, 2” diameter base, minimally 3 ½” tall, oval

body)
F52-85 P number not assigned
F52-86 P lamp globe (clear, oval, ground base, 1 ¼” x 2” diameter rim)
F52-87 S lamp globe (clear, wheel-engraved band and scroll design, fluted/crimped rim)
F52-88 P lamp chimney (clear, straight base, 2 ½” diameter babes, 2 ½” diameter rim,

crimped rim)
F52-89 P serving bowl (clear/lead, round, 2 ½” diameter base, approximately 9” diameter

rim, approximately 4 ½” tall, press molded, flared rim, Sandwich style flute with
stippled interior design)

F52-90 P pedestal cake plate/stand (milk glass, round, 10 ¾” diameter, press molded,
sunburst design)

F52-91 P canning jar lid liner (milk glass, round, 2 ½” diameter, press molded, embossed
“CONSOLIDATED FRUIT JAR COMPANY / NEW YORK // G. 1.”, embossed
Mason emblem in center)

F52-92 P canning jar lid liner (milk glass, round, 2 ½” diameter, press molded, embossed
“CONSOLIDATED FRUIT JAR COMPANY / NEW YORK // G. 1.”, embossed
Mason emblem in center)

F52-93 P canning jar lid liner (milk glass, round, 2 ½” diameter, press molded, embossed
“CONSOLIDATED FRUIT JAR COMPANY / NEW YORK // G. 1.”, embossed
Mason emblem in center)

F52-94 P canning jar (aqua, round, 3 ¼” diameter base, 7” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold,
blow-over ground, threaded lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “MASON’S /
PATENT / NOV 30TH / 1858” with Consolidated Fruit Jar Company Cartouche,
[see Toulouse 1969:60] base embossed “O…H”, embossed Mason emblem, see
F52-91, embossed cartouche identical to F52-91, 92, &93)

F52-95 P canning jar (aqua, round, 3 ¼” diameter base, 7” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold,
blow-over ground, threaded lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “MASON’S /
PATENT / NOV 30TH / 1858”, with embossed Iron Cross [referred to by Toulouse
1969 as “Hero Cross”] base embossed “O…H”, embossed Mason emblem)

F52-96 P canning jar (aqua, round, 3 ¼” diameter base, 7” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold,
blow-over ground, threaded lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “MASON’S /
PATENT / NOV 30TH / 1858” with Consolidated Fruit Jar Company Cartouche,
[see Toulouse 1969:60], base embossed “711”, cartouche incorporating letters
“W. H. G.”)

F52-97 P canning jar (aqua, round, 3 ¼” diameter base, 7” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold,
blow-over ground, threaded lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “MASON’S /
PATENT / NOV 30TH / 1858” with Consolidated Fruit Jar Company Cartouche,
[see Toulouse 1969:60], base embossed “PAT NOV / 127 / 26 67”)

F52-98 P canning jar (aqua, round, 3 ¼” diameter base, 7” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold,
blow-over ground, threaded lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “MASON’S /
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PATENT / NOV 30TH / 1858”, with embossed Iron Cross [referred to by Toulouse
1969 as “Hero Cross”], base embossed “PAT / NOV / 127 / 26 67”)

F52-99 P canning jar (aqua, round, 3 ¼” diameter base, 7” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold,
blow-over ground, threaded lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “MASON’S /
PATENT / NOV 30TH / 1858” with Consolidated Fruit Jar Company Cartouche,
[see Toulouse 1969:60] base embossed “O…H”, embossed Mason emblem, see
F52-91, embossed cartouche identical to F52-91, 92, &93)

F52-100 P canning jar (aqua, round, 3 ¼” diameter base, 7” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold,
blow-over ground, threaded lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “MASON’S /
PATENT / NOV 30TH / 1858” with Consolidated Fruit Jar Company Cartouche,
[see Toulouse 1969:60], base embossed “PAT NOV / 127 / 26 67”)

F52-101 P canning jar (clear, round, 3 ¼” diameter base, 7” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold,
blow-over ground, threaded lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “MASON’S /
PATENT / NOV 30TH / 1858” with Consolidated Fruit Jar Company Cartouche,
[see Toulouse 1969:60], base embossed “PAT NOV / 127 / 26 67”)

F52-102 P canning jar (clear, round, 3 ¼” diameter base, 7” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold,
blow-over ground, threaded lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “MASON’S /
PATENT / NOV 30TH / 1858” with Consolidated Fruit Jar Company Cartouche,
[see Toulouse 1969:60], base embossed “PAT NOV / 127 / 26 67”)

F52-103 P canning jar (clear, round, 3 ¼” diameter base, 7” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold,
blow-over ground, threaded lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “MASON’S /
PATENT / NOV 30TH / 1858” with Consolidated Fruit Jar Company Cartouche,
[see Toulouse 1969:60], base embossed “PAT NOV / 127 / 26 67”)

F52-104 P food jar (aqua, round, 3 ¾” diameter base, 1 1/8” diameter lip, 8 ¾” tall, 3 piece
plate bottom mold, applied tool lip finish, unpontiled, base embossed “CB / 1”)

F52-105 P food jar (aqua, round, 3 ¾” x 4” diameter warped/misshapened base, 1 1/8”
diameter lip, 8 ¾” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold, applied tool lip finish,
unpontiled, base embossed “D”)

F52-106 P canning jar (aqua, round, 3 ¼” diameter base, 7” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold,
blow-over ground, threaded lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “MASON’S /
PATENT / NOV 30TH / 1858” with Consolidated Fruit Jar Company Cartouche,
[see Toulouse 1969:60], base embossed “PAT NOV / 127 / 26 67”)

F52-107 P canning jar (aqua, round, 3 ¼” diameter base, 7” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold,
blow-over ground, threaded lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “MASON’S /
PATENT / NOV 30TH / 1858” with Consolidated Fruit Jar Company Cartouche,
[see Toulouse 1969:60]

F52-108 P canning jar (aqua, round, 3 ¼” diameter base, 7” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold,
blow-over ground, threaded lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “MASON’S /
PATENT / NOV 30TH / 1858” with Consolidated Fruit Jar Company Cartouche,
[see Toulouse 1969:60], base embossed “PAT NOV / 127 / 26 67”)

F52-109 P food jar (aqua, round, 2 ¾” diameter base, minimally 5” tall, 3 piece plate bottom
mold, similar to vessels F52-104 & 105 but smaller sized)

F52-110 S food jar (aqua, round, applied tool lip finish, unpontiled, lip only, same as F52-
104 with smaller diameter)

F52-111 P ink well (aqua, round, 3 piece plate bottom mold, improved tool bead lip finish,
double collared neck, pyramidal shaped)
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F52-112 S lamp chimney (clear, 1 3/8” diameter straight rim, fire polished)
F52-113 S indeterminate vessel (clear, minimally 1 ¾” tall, hour-glass shape)
F52-114 S cruet? (clear, paneled body and neck, press molded, geometric pattern around lip,

ground lip)

Feature 54
F54-1 P wash basin (undecorated, whiteware, 13” diameter rim, 3 ¾” tall)
F54-2 P mixing bowl (Peoria glazed/Peoria glazed earthenware, jigger molded, 10 ½”

diameter rim, 4 5/8” tall)
F54-3 P ginger beer bottle (Bristol glazed stoneware, slipped top, 2 ¾” diameter base)
F54-4 S mixing bowl or jar (salt glazed stoneware, approximately 12” diameter base)
F54-5 S small plate (edge decorated, blue, whiteware)
F54-6 P flower pot (unglazed red paste earthenware, 3 ½” diameter base, hand turned)
F54-7 S saucer (relief decorated, whiteware, approximately 6 ½” diameter rim)
F54-8 P waterglass/goblet (clear, round, 3 ¼” diameter base, 5 ¾” tall, press molded,

bulbous stem)
F54-9 S bottle? (clear/lead, round, approximately 3” diameter base, pontiled, dip molded)
F54-10 S stemware (clear, round, approximately 3” diameter base)

Feature 55
F55-1 P serving bowl (printed, 2-color red/green, whiteware, 5” diameter base, 9 ¼”

diameter rim, 3 ½” tall, s-curve shape)
F55-2 P tumbler (clear, round, press molded, unfluted, interior design at rim)
F55-3 S saucer (yellow glazed and gilded rim, porcelain)
F55-4 S tumbler (clear, round, press molded, unfluted, interior design at rim)
F55-5 S tumbler (clear, polygonal/fluted, press molded)
F55-6 S saucer (printed, brown, gilded lined rim, whiteware)
F55-7 S lamp globe (milk glass)
F55-8 S indeterminate bottle [soda?] (aqua, crown lip finish, lip only)

Feature 57
F57-1 S saucer (relief decorated, ribbed pattern, whiteware)
F57-2 S jug (salt glazed stoneware, hand turned, approximately gallon sized)
F57-3 S plate (transfer printed, purple, whiteware)
F57-4 S wash basin (undecorated, whiteware) [early form]
F57-5 S lidded serving bowl/tureen (transfer printed, blue, whiteware, handled)
F57-6 P steamer (undecorated, whiteware, 5 1/8” diameter)
F57-7 S serving bowl (undecorated, ironstone)
F57-8 P chamber pot (undecorated, whiteware, applied ribbed handle)
F57-9 S plate? (transfer printed, purple, whiteware, scalloped edge)
F57-10 S saucer (undecorated, whiteware) [probably painted]
F57-11 S bowl/jar (redware) [base only]
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F57-12 P lidded serving bowl/tureen (relief decorated, Ogee and Scallop pattern, 7 ¾” x 9
½” bowl, 3 ¾” tall, impressed anchor backstamp, “DAVENPORT / IRONSTONE
CHINA / 44” and triangular registration mark for “1852”, Cambridge shape)
[Dierenger and Dierenger 2001:61]

F57-13 P soup plate (transfer printed, blue, whiteware, 10 1/8” diameter, backstamp,
“GRECIAN BORDER / STONE WARE / D”) [early foot style, scalloped edge]

F57-14 S cup (transfer printed, blue, whiteware, scalloped edge)
F57-15 P indeterminate “box” (undecorated, porcelain, 3” x 4” x 1 ½” tall, lid not present)

[jewelry box?]
F57-16 P saucer (transfer printed, purplish brown, painted polychrome highlights, floral

pattern, porcelain, 5 5/8” diameter, 1 3/8” tall, part of set)
F57-17 P dessert plate (transfer printed, purplish brown, painted polychrome highlights,

floral pattern porcelain, unknown size, part of a set)
F57-18 P cup (relief decorated, ribbed pattern, whiteware, 4” diameter rim, 1 ¾” diameter

base, 4” tall, handle less)
F57-19 P cup (relief decorated, ribbed pattern, whiteware, 4” diameter rim, 1 ¾” diameter

base, 4” tall, handle less)
F57-20 S saucer (undecorated, whiteware)
F57-21 P cup (transfer printed, purplish brown, painted polychrome highlights, floral

pattern, porcelain, 3 5/8” diameter rim, 1 ¾” diameter base, 2 3/8” tall, handled,
part of a set)

F57-22 P cup (transfer printed, purplish brown, painted polychrome highlights, floral
pattern, porcelain, 3 5/8” diameter rim, 1 ¾” diameter base, 2 3/8” tall, handled,
part of a set)

F57-23 P sugar bowl lid (transfer printed, purplish brown, painted polychrome highlights,
floral pattern, porcelain, 3” x 3 ¾”, 2” tall, part of a set)

F57-24 P tea pot (transfer printed, purplish brown, painted polychrome highlights, floral
pattern, porcelain, approximately 6 ¼” x 7” top, 6” tall, 11 ½” long with handle
and spout, part of a set)

F57-25 S cup (transfer printed, blue, whiteware)
F57-26 P pie plate/baker (undecorated, yellowware, 9” diameter rim, 6 7/8” diameter base,

1 ¼” tall, impressed backstamp, “AMERICAN / POTTERY CO. / JERSEY CITY,
N. J.”)

F57-27 P pie plate/baker (undecorated, yellowware, 9 ½” diameter rim, 6 ¾” diameter base,
1 1/8” tall)

F57-28 P baker (relief decorated, Sydenham-like pattern, 8 3/8” diameter rim, 5 5/8”
diameter base, 2 1/8” tall, impressed mark consisting of a cross in a square)

F57-29 S indeterminate vessel (relief decorated?, whiteware, handle only, serving vessel?)
F57-30 S mug/tankard (transfer printed, blue, whiteware)
F57-31 S waster bowl (annular decorated, worm mocha, whiteware)
F57-32 S plate (unpainted edge decorated, whiteware)
F57-33 S plate (edge decorated, blue, whiteware)
F57-34 S saucer (undecorated/painted, whiteware)
F57-35 P wine bottle (dark green/black, dip molded, applied tool String lip finish,

unpontiled)
F57-36 S vial (aqua, dip molded, pontiled, base only)
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F57-37 P chemical bottle (aqua, square, 15/16” x 15/16”, 2 7/8” tall, 2 piece mold, pontiled,
folded to interior rim finish, embossed, “BATCHELOR’S / LIQUID / HAIR DYE
/ NO 1”)

F57-38 S liquor bottle (dark green/black, dip molded, thick base, base only) [porter/ale
bottle?]

F57-39 S tumbler (clear/lead, rim only)
F57-40 P chemical bottle (aqua, square, ¾” x ¾”, 2 ¾” tall, 2 piece mold, pontiled, folded

to interior rim finish, embossed “BATCHELOR’S / LIQUID / HAIR DYE / NO

2”)
F57-41 P tumbler (clear/lead, polygonal/fluted, 3 ½” diameter rim, 2 ¼” diameter base, 3

½” tall, rough plunger scar)
F57-42 P tumbler (clear/lead, polygonal/fluted, 2 ¼” diameter base, 3 ¼” diameter rim, 3

½” tall, rough plunger scar, ground base)
F57-43 S tumbler (clear/lead, polygonal/fluted, rough plunger scar)
F57-44 P scent bottle (clear, round, 1 3/8” diameter base, 3-piece plate bottom, improved

tool Patent lip finish, with interior ground for stopper, embossed, “LUBI… /
PARFUMEU[R] / PARIS”, unpontiled)

F57-45 P condiment? bottle (aqua, round, 1 7/8” diameter base, dip molded, applied tool
Ring or Oil lip finish, long 2 3/8” neck, pontiled)

F57-46 S indeterminate bottle (clear/lead, round 2” diameter, dip molded, pontiled, base
only)

F57-47 P chemical bottle (clear/lead, round, 3 1/8” diameter base, dip molded, large
pontiled, improved Patent lip finish, interior ground for stopper, 7 ¼” tall)

F57-48 P stopper (clear/lead, molded)
F57-49 P liquor bottle (dark green/black, Rickett’s mold, improved tool Brandy lip finish,

round, 3” diameter base, embossed on shoulder, “PATENT”)
F57-50 P tumbler (clear/lead, polygonal/fluted, 2 ½” diameter base, 3 ¾” diameter rim, 4

¼” tall, unusual flute pattern with partially raised “bulls eye”, ground base and
ground pontil)

F57-51 S pie plate/baker (undecorated, yellowware, 9 ½” diameter rim, 6 ¾” diameter base,
1 1/8” tall)

F57-52 S chamber pot (undecorated, yellowware)

Feature 58
F58-1 S jug (salt glazed, stoneware, very small sized)
F58-2 S small plate (printed, brown, whiteware)
F58-3 S small pitcher (painted, blue-lined rim, whiteware)
F58-4 S cup (printed, dark blue, pearlware, London urn shape)
F58-5 P serving bowl (relief decorated, whiteware, ribbed pattern, Gothic shape, base

impress “BROUGHAM & MAYER / VIRGINIA SHAPE” with impressed
registration mark for 1855)[Godden 1964:108; 1853-1855]

F58-6 S plate (edge decorated, blue, whiteware)
F58-7 S saucer (undecorated porcelain)
F58-8 S jelly glass (clear, press molded)
F58-9 S vial (aqua, round, approximately ¾” diameter, folded interior lip finish, lip only)
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Feature 60
F60-1 S narrow mouthed jar (salt glazed, stoneware, hand turned, small sized)
F60-2 S narrow mouthed jar (salt glazed stoneware, hand turned, approximately 9”

diameter rim, large sized)
F60-3 S tumbler (clear, round, unfluted, approximately 2 ½” diameter base, ground pontil)
F60-4 S wash basin (undecorated, whiteware, “cut” foot)
F60-5 S saucer? (printed, red, whiteware, scalloped edge)
F60-6 S saucer (printed, red, whiteware, scalloped edge)
F60-7 S large pitcher (painted, monochrome blue, whiteware)
F60-8 S lidded serving vessel (printed, brown, whiteware)
F60-9 S waster bowl (annular decorated, worm mocha, whiteware)
F60-10 S bowl (redware, hand turned)
F60-11 S bowl (redware, hand turned)
F60-12 S bowl (redware, hand turned)
F60-13 S cup/child’s toy cup? (relief decorated, whiteware )[similar to Vessel F70-8]
F60-14 S saucer (printed, purple, whiteware, scalloped edge)

Feature 61
F61-1 P saucer (undecorated porcelain, gilded-lined rim, 5” diameter)
F61-2 P plate (undecorated whiteware, backstamp “IRONSTONE CHINA / FURNIVAL

& Co.” with British coat of arms)
F61-3 S cup (undecorated whiteware)
F61-4 S serving bowl (printed, purple, whiteware, scalloped edge)
F61-5 S indeterminate vessel (redware, base only, potential flower pot with central hole

punched through “after-the-fact”)
F61-6 P small plate (undecorated, whiteware, 8” diameter base, backstamp

“THOMA[S]… / TRADE [MARK] / ENGLA[ND]”)
F61-7 S bowl (redware, hand turned)
F61-8 S saucer (undecorated, whiteware)
F61-9 S flower pot (unglazed red paste earthenware, jigger molded, small “potty” size)
F61-10 S Ginger beer bottle (salt glazed stoneware, body only)
F61-11 S saucer (painted, polychrome, floral design, porcelain)
F61-12 S small pitcher (undecorated whiteware, base only, partial backstamp)
F61-13 S plate (printed, purple, whiteware, coal border-like pattern)
F61-14 S medicine/chemical bottle (clear, 3 piece plate bottom mold, round, approximately

1 ½” diameter base, improved tool patent lip finish, base embossed “…& Co. /
PPAT. JAN / 22 78 / C”)

F61-15 S medicine/chemical bottle (cobalt blue, round, approximately 3” diameter, applied
tool packer lip finish)

F61-16 P medicine bottle ( clear, 3 piece plate bottom mold, improved tool patent lip finish,
embossed “D. ALL…N / DRUGGIST / SPRINGFI[ELD]”, base embossed “H”)

F61-17 P lamp chimney (clear, straight base, hand crimped top)
F61-18 P medicine/chemical bottle (aqua, Blake Variant 1, 1” x 1 7/8” diameter base,

unknown height, improved tool packer lip finish)
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F61-19 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, 3 piece plate bottom mold, Philadelphia oval, 1”
x 1 7/8” x 4 1/8” tall, improved tool patent lip finish)

F61-20 P lamp globe (milk glass, painted)
F61-21 P lamp chimney (clear, straight base, hand crimped top)
F61-22 P lamp chimney (clear, straight base, hand crimped top)
F61-23 medicine/chemical bottle (clear, 5 piece mold, 2 ¾” diameter base, 7 ¾” tall,

improved tool prescription lip finish)
F61-24 P medicine bottle (aqua, Blake Variant 1, 3 piece plate bottom mold, 1” x 2” x 6

3/8” tall, improved tool double ring lip finish, embossed “HAMLIN’S / WIZARD
OIL”, base embossed with illegible numbers)

F61-25 P medicine bottle (aqua, 3 piece plate bottom mold, Blake Variant 1, 1” x 2 ¼” x 6
½” tall, improved tool patent lip finish, embossed “R. N. SEARLES /
ATHLOPHOROS”)

F61-26 P syringe (clear, 7/8” diameter, approximately 6-8” long)
F61-27 P chemical bottle (aqua, oval, 3 piece plate bottom mold, 1 ½” x 2 ¾” diameter

base, unknown height, improved tool packer lip finish, whiskey or Bluing style
bottle)

F61-28 P serving bowl (clear, press molded, polygonal shape, 2 1/8” x 5 ¾” x 8 7/8” tall,
ribbed sides with starburst base)

F61-29 P chemical bottle (clear, round 3 piece plate bottom mold, 2 ½” diameter base, 7”
tall, improved tool double ring lip finish, embossed “CITRATE OF
MAGNESIA”)

F61-30 P wine/water glass stemware (clear, press molded, geometric design)
F61-31 P pill/polish bottle (clear, round, 1 7/8” diameter, 3 piece plate bottom mold, 4 ¼”

tall, improved tool patent lip finish)
F61-32 P kerosene lamp (clear, press molded, pedestal base and front, 4 5/8” diameter base,

5” diameter font, 8” tall)
F61-33 S indeterminate vessel (rose colored glass, interior, “knobs” / bumps—hobknob?

style)

Feature 62
F62-1 S cup (relief decorated, whiteware)
F62-2 S saucer (painted, lined rim, porcelain, approximately 6” diameter)
F62-3 S bowl (Rockingham glazed yellowware)
F62-4 S teapot (Albany slipped stoneware)
F62-5 P large bowl/wash basin (undecorated, whiteware, approximately 14” diameter rim,

s-curve style)
F62-6 P spittoon (painted, polychrome, floral pattern, gilded highlighted relief, 6”

diameter base, 8” diameter rim, 5 ½” tall, printed backstamp “K. T. & A. /
CHINA”)

F62-7 S plate (undecorated whiteware)
F62-8 S saucer (undecorated, porcelain)
F62-9 S serving bowl (porcelain, reticulated rim)
F62-10 P plate (undecorated, whiteware, 8 ¾” diameter, backstamp “ROYAL

IRONSTONE CHINA / ALFRED MEAKIN. / ENGLAND.”)
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F62-11 P saucer (relief decorated, ironstone, 5 ¾” diameter, scalloped edge, backstamp
“ROYAL / SEMI-PORCELAIN / JOHNSON BROS / ENGLAND”)

F62-12 P cup (printed, black, whiteware, 3 ¼” diameter rim, 2 ¾” tall, handled, backstamp
“CHRYSANTHEMUM / ENGLAND”)

F62-13 P cup (undecorated, whiteware, 3 3/8” diameter rim, 3 1/8” tall, handle-less)
F62-14 S small plate (painted, lined rim, gilded, approximately 7” diameter)
F62-15 S cup (undecorated, whiteware, modified London urn shape?)
F62-16 S indeterminate vessel (relief decorated, ironstone, gothic shape)
F62-17 S saucer (relief decorated, porcelain, spray painted gilded edge, scalloped edge)
F62-18 S indeterminate hollowware (painted, polychrome, porcelain)[quality hard paste

Oriental porcelain)
F62-19 S lamp? (redware, hand turned font?)
F62-20 S mixing bowl (Albany slipped stoneware, jigger molded, approximately 12”

diameter rim)
F62-21 P salve jar (milk glass, round, 1 1/16” diameter base, 2” tall, machine made,

threaded lip, base embossed “MENTHOLATUM / REG / TRADE / MARK”)
F62-22 P shot glass (clear ,polygon, 1 1/8” diameter base, 1 ¾” tall, machine made, fluted

base, handled, mini-beer mug shape)
F62-23 P vial (clear, round, 5/8” diameter base, 2 ¼” tall, machine made, small kick up)
F62-24 P canning jar (aqua, round, 4 ¼” diameter base, approximately 2 ½” diameter rim,

approximately 7” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold, blow-over-mold threaded,
ground lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “MASON’S / PATNENT / NOV 20TH /
1858”, base embossed “67”)

F62-25 S medicine bottle (clear ,French square, 1 ¾” square base, unpontiled, base
embossed “H”)

F62-26 P medicine bottle (clear, Blake Variant 1, 1 ¼” x 2 ½” base, machine made,
unpontiled)

F62-27 P soda water bottle (aqua, round, approximately 2 ¼” diameter base, approximately
5” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold, improved tool blob top lip finish, unpontiled,
embossed “C. J. PE[TERSON] / [SPRIN]GFIEL[D] / [ILL]S,” base embossed
“P”)

F62-28 P liquor bottle (clear, round, 2 ¾” diameter base, 11 ¾” tall, Rickett’s mold,
improved tool Brandy lip finish, unpontiled, base embossed “109”)

F62-29 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, Blake Variant 1, 1 ¾” x 2 ¾” base, minimally 7”
tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold, unpontiled)

F62-30 P chemical bottle (clear, improved tool patent lip finish)
F62-31 P chemical bottle (clear, round, approximately 2 ¾” diameter base, minimally 7”

tall, improved tool double ring lip finish, unpontiled)[probably “citrate of
magnesia” bottle]

F62-32 P soda water bottle (aqua, round, approximately 2 ¼” diameter base, approximately
5” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold, improved tool blob top lip finish, unpontiled,
embossed “C. J. PE[TERSON] / [SPRIN]GFIEL[D] / [ILL]S,” base embossed
“P”)

F62-33 P soda water bottle (aqua, round, approximately 2 ¼” diameter base, approximately
5” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold, improved tool blob top lip finish, unpontiled,
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embossed “C. J. PE[TERSON] / [SPRIN]GFIEL[D] / [ILL]S,” base embossed
“P”)

F62-34 P soda water bottle (aqua, round, approximately 2 ¼” diameter base, approximately
5” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold, improved tool blob top lip finish, unpontiled,
embossed “C. J. PE[TERSON] / [SPRIN]GFIEL[D] / [ILL]S,” base embossed
“P”)

F62-35 P pill/medicine bottle (cobalt blue, round, 1” diameter base, 2 1/8” tall, 3 piece plate
bottom mold, improved tool bead lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “BROMO
SELTZER / EMERSON / DRUG CO / BALTIMORE, MD”, base embossed “8”)

F62-36 P pill/medicine bottle (cobalt blue, round, 1” diameter base, 2 1/8” tall, 3 piece plate
bottom mold, improved tool bead lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “BROMO
SELTZER / EMERSON / DRUG CO / BALTIMORE, MD”, base embossed
“11”)

F62-37 P pill/medicine bottle (cobalt blue, round, 1 5/8” diameter base, 3 5/8” tall, 3 piece
plate bottom mold, improved tool bead lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “BROMO
SELTZER / EMERSON / DRUG CO / BALTIMORE, MD”, base embossed “2”)

F62-38 S liquor/beer bottle (amber, round, 3 piece plate bottom mold, approximately 3”
diameter base, base embossed “1”)

F62-39 P cordial glass (clear, round, 1 5/8” diameter base, minimally 3” tall, press molded,
bulbous stem)

F62-40 P stemware (blue, round, 3” diameter rim, interior pressed honey comb pattern,
press molded)

F62-41 P indeterminate jar lid (clear, round, 1 5/8” diameter, machine made, 5/8” tall,
hexagon handle)

F62-42 P lamp globe (clear, flanged base, hand crimped rim, 2 3/8” diameter base, 2 ¼”
diameter rim)

F62-43 P serving bowl/apothecary jar lid (clear, round, approximately 5” diameter)
F62-44 P tumbler (clear, round, unfluted, approximately 2 ½” diameter base, minimally 4”

tall, wheel-engraved banded exterior press molded)
F62-45 P small pitcher (clear, press molded, repeated sunburst pattern, handled)
F62-46 P cordial glass (clear, round, 1 5/8” diameter base, straight stem, press molded)
F62-47 S medicine bottle (aqua, French square or Blake Variant 1, embossed “PITC…”)

Feature 63
F63-1 S small plate (relief decorated, ribbed pattern, whiteware, 7-8” diameter, Gothic

shape, backstamp “[IMPORT]ED / …FILLEY / …MO / [T. J. & J.]
MAY[ER]…”, with impressed “N. S.”)

F63-2 S saucer (relief decorated, ribbed pattern, gilded lined rim, porcelain, scalloped
edge)

F63-3 S mixing bowl (unglazed/Albany slipped earthenware, jigger molded, atypical
design/form)

F63-4 P bowl (redware, approximately 13” diameter rim, hand turned)
F63-5 P serving bowl? (printed with painted highlights, floral pattern, porcelain,

approximately 6” diameter base, base painted “S. 1192 / 26”)
F63-6 P saucer (undecorated, whiteware, 6 ½” diameter)
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F63-7 S plate (printed, red, unidentified pattern, probably “MORAL MAXIMS” pattern,
whiteware, beaded and scalloped edge, pattern incorporates words
“[KNOW]LEDGE…[KNO]WLEDGE IS THE TREASURE OF THE…”)

F63-8 S cup plate (painted, monochrome, brown, whiteware, banded edge, burned)
F63-9 S plate (printed, purple, whiteware, scalloped edge, printed backstamp with

impressed “propeller”, “[MILANESE / PAV]ILIONS / [J.] H. & CO.”
[manufactured by John Heath & Company]

F63-10 S saucer (printed, brown, unidentified pattern, whiteware)
F63-11 S serving bowl (printed, purple, whiteware, s-curve shape, printed backstamp with

impressed “propeller”, “[MILANESE / PAV]ILIONS / [J.] H. & CO.”
[manufactured by John Heath & Company]

F63-12 S plate (undecorated, whiteware, approximately 10” diameter)
F63-13 S bowl (redware, approximately 9” diameter rim, hand turned)
F63-14 S bowl? (salt/unglazed stoneware, base only, hand turned)
F63-15 S cup (relief decorated, whiteware, approximately 3 ½” diameter rim, impressed

mark “… / LILY SHAPE / E. CORN / BURSLEM”))
F63-16 S plate (printed, blue, whiteware)
F63-17 P cup (undecorated, whiteware, approximately 3 ½” diameter rim, footed base,

unique style/shape)
F63-18 S plate (edge decorated, blue, whiteware)
F63-19 S pitcher (undecorated, whiteware, older barrel style)
F63-20 S beer/liquor bottle (amber, round, improved tool brandy lip finish)
F63-21 S medicine bottle (aqua, round, applied tool patent lip finish)
F63-22 S medicine bottle (aqua, Blake Variant 1, 3 piece plate bottom mold)
F63-23 P polish jar (light aqua, round, 2” diameter base, minimally 4” tall, 3 piece plate

bottom mold, improved tool bead lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “ALMA /
POLSIH”, base embossed “G. & CO. / BOSTON”) [maybe C & Co][intrusive?]

F63-24 S tumbler (clear/lead, fluted body)
F63-25 P tumbler (clear/lead, polygonal, fluted, 2 ¼” diameter base, 3 ½” tall, press

molded, paneled body, ground pontil)
F63-26 P oil lamp (clear/lead, round, stemmed base, 2 1/8” diameter base, 3 ½” tall, free

blown, rough pontil)
F63-27 S tumbler (clear/lead, round, 2 ¾” diameter base, ground pontil, unfluted)
F63-28 S serving bowl? (clear/lead, fluted body, press molded)
F63-29 P shot glass (clear/lead, polygonal, 1 7/8” diameter base, 2 ½” tall, press molded,

fluted body, distinctive suction scar)
F63-30 P bird cage waterer (clear/lead, polygonal base, 1 ¾” diameter base, 4 ½” tall, press

molded, fluted body, ground front and top rims)

Feature 64 (See Feature 79)

Feature 65
F65-1 S small plate (printed, brown, whiteware)
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Feature 67
F67-1 P saucer (transfer printed, green, whiteware, 6” diameter, printed backstamp

“ATHOL / SEMI PORCELAIN / MELLOW TAYLOR & CO. / ENGLAND”)
F67-2 S saucer (relief decorated, porcelain, rim only)
F67-3 S plate (undecorated, whiteware, rim only)
F67-4 P flower pot (unglazed, red paste earthenware, approximately 6” diameter rim,

approximately 4” diameter base, minimally 7” tall, jigger molded)
F67-5 S serving bowl (transfer printed, green, whiteware, approximately 6” diameter rim)
F67-6 S cup (undecorated, whiteware, approximately 3” diameter rim)
F67-7 S saucer (undecorated, whiteware, approximately 6” diameter rim, heavy bodied)
F67-8 S sugar bowl (undecorated, whiteware, approximately 4” diameter rim, handled)
F67-9 S chamber pot (painted, monochrome, black fired, rim only)
F67-10 S waster bowl (annular decorated, whiteware, London Urn shape)
F67-11 S indeterminate serving vessel (approximately 5” diameter base, printed, dark blue,

pearlware)
F67-12 P miniature jug (Bristol glazed stoneware, 1 3/8” diameter base, 3” tall, molded

handled, impressed Union Shield stamp on shoulder “RICKSECKER’S /
COLOGNE / N.Y.”) [Cologne bottle?]

F67-13 S plate (undecorated, whiteware)
F67-14 P whiskey flask or medicine bottle? (clear, Philadelphia oval, 2 5/8” x 1 3/8” base, 7

1/8” tall, 3-piece plate bottom, improved tool Brandy lip finish, paneled front,
unpontiled) [ideal shape? with panel for paper label]

F67-15 P whiskey flask or medicine bottle? (clear, Philadelphia oval, 2 5/8” x 1 3/8” base, 7
1/8” tall, 3-piece plate bottom, improved tool Brandy lip finish, paneled front,
unpontiled) [ideal shape? with panel for paper label]

F67-16 P tumbler (clear, round, 2 ¼” diameter base, minimally 4” tall, press molded, wheel-
engraved floral design, ribbed bottom)

F67-17 P kerosene lamp (clear, round pedestal base, minimally 7 ¼” tall, 4 ¼” diameter
reservoir, molded)

F67-18 S canning jar (aqua, round)
F67-19 P beer bottle (aqua, round, 2 7/8” diameter base, 9 ½” tall, 3-piece plate bottom,

improved tool Crown lip finish, unpontiled, base embossed “AB / X5” [Anheiser-
Busch?]

F67-20 P beer bottle (aqua, round, 2 7/8” diameter base, 9 ½” tall, 3-piece plate bottom,
improved tool Crown lip finish, unpontiled, base embossed “AB / A12”
[Anheiser-Busch?]

F67-21 P beer bottle (aqua, round, 2 7/8” diameter base, 9 ½” tall, 3-piece plate bottom,
improved tool Crown lip finish, unpontiled, base embossed “AB / U12”
[Anheiser-Busch?]

F67-22 P beer bottle (aqua, round, 2 7/8” diameter base, 9 ½” tall, 3-piece plate bottom,
improved tool Crown lip finish, unpontiled, base embossed “AB / U12”
[Anheiser-Busch?]

F67-23 P beer bottle (aqua, round, 2 7/8” diameter base, 9 ½” tall, 3-piece plate bottom,
improved tool Crown lip finish, unpontiled, base embossed “A. B. G. M. CO. / A-
1” [Anheiser-Busch?]
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F67-24 P beer bottle (aqua, round, 2 7/8” diameter base, 9 ½” tall, 3-piece plate bottom,
improved tool Crown lip finish, unpontiled, base embossed “A. B. G. M. CO. /
Y28” [Anheiser-Busch?]

F67-25 P beer bottle (aqua, round, 2 3/8” diameter base, 9 ¼” tall, 3-piece plate bottom,
improved tool Crown lip finish, unpontiled, base embossed “1”)

F67-26 P beer bottle (aqua, round, 2 7/8” diameter base, 9 ½” tall, 3-piece plate bottom,
improved tool Crown lip finish, unpontiled, base embossed “ES” [Anheiser-
Busch?]

F67-27 P beer bottle (amber, round, 2 3/8” diameter base, 9 ¼” tall, 3-piece plate bottom,
improved tool Crown lip finish, unpontiled, base embossed “R. & CO. / 16”)

F67-28 P beer? bottle (amber, round, 2 7/8” diameter base, 8 ¼” tall, 3-piece plate bottom,
improved tool, embossed “M CAVOY BREW CO. / MALT MARROW /
CHICAGO, ILLS” on side and “M CAVOY BREWING CO. / CHICAGO, ILL /
TRADEMARK “on base”)

F67-29 P whiskey flask or medicine bottle? (clear, Philadelphia oval, 2 5/8” x 1 3/8” base, 7
1/8” tall, 3-piece plate bottom, improved tool Brandy lip finish, paneled front,
unpontiled) [ideal shape? with panel for paper label]

F67-30 P medicine bottle (clear, Plain oval, 2 ¼” x 1 ½” base, 6 ¾” tall, 3-piece plate
bottom, improved tool Prescription lip finish, unpontiled, base embossed “491”)

F67-31 P food jar/pill bottle (clear, rounded square base, 1 3/8” square base, 4 ½” tall,
machine bade?, wide mouth, threaded lip)

F67-32 P beer bottle (amber, round, 2 3/8” diameter base, 9 ¼” tall, 3-piece plate bottom,
improved tool Crown lip finish, unpontiled, base embossed “R. & CO. / 27”)

F67-33 P beer bottle (amber, round, 2 3/8” diameter base, 9 ¼” tall, 3-piece plate bottom,
improved tool Crown lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “REISCH BREWING CO.
/ SPRINGFIELD, ILL.,” base embossed “R”)

F67-34 P beer bottle (amber, round, 2 3/8” diameter base, 9 ¼” tall, 3-piece plate bottom,
improved tool Crown lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “REISCH BREWING CO.
/ SPRINGFIELD, ILL.,” base embossed “R”)

F67-35 P whiskey bottle (amber, round, 2 7/8” diameter base, 10 ¼” tall, 3-piece plate
bottom, improved tool Ring or Oil lip finish, ball neck, unpontiled, remnant of old
label “WHISKEY” partially legible) [MALT WHISKEY shape]

F67-36 P beer bottle (aqua, round, 2 ¼” diameter base, 9 3/8” tall, 3-piece plate bottom,
improved tool Crown lip finish, unpontiled, base embossed “AB / B3” [Anheiser-
Busch?]

F67-37 P beer bottle (aqua, round, 2 3/8” diameter base, 9 ¾” tall, 3-piece plate bottom,
improved tool Crown lip finish, unpontiled, base embossed “R” inside a circle)

F67-38 P beer bottle (aqua, round, 2 ½” diameter base, 9 ¼” tall, 3-piece plate bottom,
improved tool Blob top lip finish with interior shelf, embossed “F. REISCH &
BROS. / SPRINGFIELD, ILL.,” base embossed “R”, unpontiled)

F67-39 P whiskey flask or medicine bottle (clear, Philadelphia oval, 2 ½” x 1 3/8” base, 6
½” tall, 3-piece plate bottom, improved tool Brandy lip finish) [same as F67-14,
except for size]

F67-40 P whiskey flask or medicine bottle (clear, Philadelphia oval, 2 ½” x 1 3/8” base, 6
½” tall, 3-piece plate bottom, improved tool Brandy lip finish) [same as F67-14,
except for size]
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F67-41 P beer bottle (amber, round, 2 3/8” diameter base, 9 ¼” tall, 3-piece plate bottom,
improved tool Crown lip finish, unpontiled, base embossed “R. & CO. / 8”)

F67-42 P beer bottle (amber, round, 2 3/8” diameter base, 9 ¼” tall, 3-piece plate bottom,
improved tool Crown lip finish, unpontiled, base embossed “R. & CO. / 17”)

F67-43 P beer bottle (amber, round, 2 3/8” diameter base, 9 ¼” tall, 3-piece plate bottom,
improved tool Crown lip finish, unpontiled, base embossed “R. & CO. / 18”)

F67-44 P beer bottle (aqua, round, 2 7/8” diameter base, 9 ½” tall, 3-piece plate bottom,
improved tool Crown lip finish, unpontiled, base embossed “AB / T10”
[Anheiser-Busch?]

F67-45 P canning jar (aqua, round, 3 ¼” diameter base, 7” tall, Blow-over mold, ground lip
finish, unpontiled, embossed “MASON’S / PATENT / NOV. 30TH / 1858”, base
embossed “PAT. NOV. 26 67 / 336”)

F67-46 P beer bottle (amber, round, 2 ¼” diameter base, 9 ½” tall, 3-piece plate bottom,
improved tool Crown lip finish, unpontiled, base embossed “S. B. & G. CO.”)

F67-47 P medicine bottle (clear, Philadelphia oval, 1 7/8” x 1 1/8” base, 5” tall, 3-piece
plate bottom, improved tool Prescription lip finish, unpontiled)

F67-48 P pill bottle? (clear, clam shell-like base, 1 ¾” x 1 5/8” base, 3 ½” tall, 3-piece plate
bottom, white mouth, improved tool bend lip finish, unpontiled, base embossed
“4”)

F67-49 P beer bottle (aqua, round, 2 7/8” diameter base, 9 ½” tall, 3-piece plate bottom,
improved tool Crown lip finish, unpontiled, base embossed “A. B. G. M. CO. /
F3” [Anheiser-Busch?]

F67-50 P condiment bottle? (clear, round, 2 ¾” diameter base, 7 ¾” tall, machine made,
base embossed “3-522”)

F67-51 S beer bottle? (aqua, round, 2 ¼” diameter base, 3-piece plate bottom, base only)
F67-52 P vial (aqua, round, 7/8” diameter base, 5 1/8” tall, 2 piece mold, improved tool

Patent lip finish, unpontiled)
F67-53 S mineral water bottle (dark green/black, round, 3” diameter base, dip molded, base

embossed “C. OPPEL & CO. / FRIEDRICHSHALL”, base only)
F67-54 S tumbler/drinking glass (clear, round, rim only)
F67-55 P medicine bottle (clear, Philadelphia oval, 2” x 1 1/8” base, 5” tall, 3-piece plate

bottom, improved tool Prescription lip finish, unpontiled)
F67-56 S condiment bottle (clear, round, fire polished, threaded lip, lip only)
F67-57 P beer bottle (amber, round, 2 3/8” diameter base, 9 ¼” tall, 3-piece plate bottom,

improved tool Crown lip finish, unpontiled, base embossed “R. & CO. / 16”)
F67-58 P pill bottle (aqua, French Square, 1 5/8” square base, 3-piece plate bottom, applied

tool Patent lip finish, wide mouth, embossed “JETTINE / HOLDEN AND CO. /
CHICAGO”)

F67-59 S seltzer bottle (cobalt blue, round, embossed “BROMSO….”)
F67-60 P tumbler (clear, round, 2 1/8” diameter base, 3 ¾” tall, press molded, fluted bottom

half)
F67-61 S tumbler (clear, polygon, approximately 3” diameter rim, 3 ½” tall)
F67-62 P canning jar lid (milk glass, round, 2 ½” diameter)
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Feature 68
F68-1 S wash basin (undecorated, whiteware, approx. 14” diameter rim, printed backstamp

“…REEL…”)
F68-2 S small plate (undecorated, whiteware, approx. 7” diameter)
F68-3 S plate (relief decorated, gilded highlights, porcelain, approx. 8 ½” diameter)
F68-4 S small plate (relief decorated, beaded edge, whiteware, scalloped edge)
F68-5 S serving bowl (relief decorated, decal decorated, whiteware, approx. 5” diameter

rim, scalloped edge)
F68-6 S saucer (relief decorated edge, whiteware, rim only)
F68-7 S jar (salt/Albany sipped, stoneware, hand turned, handled)
F68-8 S flower pot pan (unglazed, buff paste earthenware, hand turned)
F68-9 S flower pot (unglazed, red paste earthenware, jigger molded)
F68-10 S crockery jar lid (Bristol-glazed, stoneware, approx. 11 ½” diameter)
F68-11 S plate (relief decorated, whiteware, approx. 8” diameter)
F68-12 P plate (relief decorated, painted highlights, whiteware, approx. 9” diameter,

scalloped edge)
F68-13 P serving bowl (undecorated, whiteware, approx. 6” diameter rim)
F68-14 P indeterminate large hollowware (transfer printed, blue, overglaze, whiteware)
F68-15 S jar (Albany/Albany slipped, stoneware, hand turned)
F68-16 S saucer (decal decorated, porcelain, scalloped edge, printed back stamp “C.T.”

with eagle emblem) [German/Austrian Eagle]
F68-17 S cup (transfer printed, brown, overglaze, whiteware)
F68-18 S plate (undecorated, whiteware, approx. 10” diameter)
F68-19 S jar (salt/Albany slipped, stoneware, approx. 7 ½” diameter base, hand turned)
F68-20 S flower pot (unglazed, buff paste earthenware, jigger molded, approx. 3 ½”

diameter rim)
F68-21 S saucer (line gilded edge, whiteware, approx. 6” diameter)
F68-22 S plate (transfer printed, Flow blue, whiteware, rim only)
F68-23 S medicine bottle (clear, machine made, patent-like lip finish, embossed

“[L]INIMEN[T]”)
F68-24 S canning jar (aqua, round)
F68-25 P soda water bottle (aqua, round, 2 ½” diameter base, minimally 6 ½” tall, 3-piece

plate bottom, presume improved tool blob top lip finish, unpontiled, “JOHNSON
& PETERSON / SPRINGFIELD / ILL”)

F68-26 S beer bottle (aqua, round, applied tool Brandy lip finish)
F68-27 S whiskey flask (clear, elixir, approx. 3” x 1 ½” base, 3-piece plate bottom, fire

polished, blow-over Brandy lip finish, ball neck)
F68-28 S medicine bottle (clear, elixir or oval, 3-piece plate bottom, improved tool Bead lip

finish)
F68-29 P stopper (opaque blue, bulb top)
F68-30 P canning jar (aqua, round, approx. 3” diameter, embossed “[MASON’S / PATENT

1858…]”)
F68-31 S jelly glass (clear, round, approx. 2” diameter base, bottom ½ interior ribbed,

sunburst design base)
F68-32 S jelly glass (clear, round, approx. 2” diameter base, ease embossed “3”)
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F68-33 S jelly glass (clear, round, approx. 2” diameter base)
F68-34 S serving bowl (clear, round, pressed glass)
F68-35 P soda/mineral water bottle (clear, round, 2 ¼” diameter base, 8 7/8” tall, machine

made with Owen’s scar, crown lip finish, base embossed “N / 5”) [potentially a
catsup bottle?]

F68-36 P condiment bottle (clear, polygon, 2” diameter base, 8” tall, machine made with
Owen’s scar, threaded lip, embossed “THE WILLIAMS BROS CO / FOOD /
PRODUCTS / DETROIT”)

F68-37 P indeterminate bottle (aqua, round, 2” diameter base, 3 ¾” tall, machine made,
Bead lip finish, wide mouth, base embossed “1”) [food or polish bottle]

F68-38 P medicine bottle (aqua, round, 1 5/8” diameter base, 4 ½” tall, 3-piece plate
bottom, improved tool Double Ring lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “HALL’S /
CATARAH / CURE”)

F68-39 S serving bowl (clear, pressed glass)
F68-40 P jelly glass (clear, round 2” diameter base, 3 ¾” tall, press molded)
F68-41 S soda water bottle (aqua, round, embossed “[THIS] BOT[TLE] / [NOT TO] BE

SOLD”)
F68-42 S medicine bottle (aqua, Blake variant 1, embossed “GROUP REMEDY”, paneled)
F68-43 P milk bottle (clear, round, 2 ¼” diameter rim, machine made)
F68-44 S lamp chimney (clear, approx. 1 ½” diameter base, flange base)
F68-45 S tumbler/drinking glass (clear, round, ribbed interior)
F68-46 S perfume bottle (clear, round, approx. 1 ¾” diameter base, embossed “[E]D

PINAUD / PARIS” with embossed crown)
F68-47 S perfume bottle (clear, round, approx. 2” diameter base, embossed “[E]D PINAUD

/ PARIS” with embossed crown)
F68-48 S indeterminate vessel (milk glass, molded, lighthouse design?)
F68-49 P whiskey flask (clear, Oblong prescription, 3 1/8” x 1 ¾” base, paneled front)
F68-50 S medicine bottle (clear, Salamander oval, base embossed “…TLAS”)
F68-51 S jelly glass (clear, round, approx. 2 ¼” diameter base)
F68-52 S cup (clear, round, approx. 2” diameter rim, press molded, handled)
F68-53 S indeterminate bottle (dark green/black, round, base only) [liquor]
F68-54 P soda/mineral water bottle (clear, round, 2 ¼” diameter base, 8 7/8” tall, machine

made with Owen’s scar, crown lip finish, base embossed “N / 2”) [possible
catsup]

F68-55 P soda/mineral water bottle (clear, round, 2” diameter base, 9 ¼” tall, machine
made, Crown lip finish, base embossed “199” inside Owen’s mark) [possible
catsup]

F68-56 S medicine bottle (clear, Crown oval, 2 3/8” x 1 3/8” base, base embossed “G. …”)
F68-57 S whiskey flask (cleare, Slender Handy, 2 ½” x 1 ¼” base, base embossed “W3”)
F68-58 S liquor bottle (clear, round, fluted shoulder, fire polished, blow-over Brady lip

finish, ball neck)
F68-59 S indeterminate vessel (aqua, scroll? design)
F68-60 P kerosene lamp (clear, square base, pedestal font, 2 3/8” diameter base, 1” diameter

rim, 2 ¼” tall, machine made, lip threaded at base)
F68-61 P ink well (clear, round, 2 3/8” diameter base, 1” diameter rim, 2 ¼” tall, machine

made, lip threaded at base)
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F68-62 P soda/mineral water bottle (clear, round, 2” diameter base, 9 ¼” tall, machine
made, Crown lip finish, Owen’s scar) [potential catsup bottle?]

F68-63 P medicine bottle (aqua, Blake variant 1, 2 ½” x 1 3/8” base, 8” tall, 3-piece plate
bottom, improved tool Double Ring lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “HAMLIN’S
/ WIZARD OIL”)

F68-64 P extract bottle (clear, Blake variant 1, 1 ¾” x 7/8” base, 4 ¾” tall, 3-piece plate
bottom, improved tool Patent lip finish, ball neck, unpontiled)

F68-65 P medicine bottle (clear, Philadelphia Oval, 1 ¾” x ¾” base, 4 ¼” tall, 3-piece plate
bottom, improved tool Patent lip finish, paneled front, unpontiled, base embossed
“F & F CO”)

F68-66 P medicine bottle (clear, Philadelphia Oval, 1 ¼” x 7/8” base, 2 ¾” tall, 3-piece
plate bottom, improved tool Patent lip finish, unpontiled)

F68-67 P medicine bottle (clear, excelsior, 2 ¼” x 1 3/8” base, minimally 5 ½” tall, 3-piece
plate bottom, improved tool Patent lip finish, unpontiled, base embossed “F & F
CO”)

F68-68 P condiment bottle (aqua, round, 2” diameter base, 8” tall, 3-piece plate bottom,
sheared blow-over Brandy lip finish, bulbous neck and body, unpontiled, base
embossed “HEINZ 14 / PAT MAR 14 82”) [catsup]

F68-69 P condiment bottle (aqua, round, 2” diameter base, 8” tall, 3-piece plate bottom,
sheared blow-over Brandy lip finish, bulbous neck and body, unpontiled, base
embossed “HEINZ 14 / PAT MAR 14 82”) [catsup]

F68-70 S indeterminate bottle (clear, round, 1 3/8” diameter base, base embossed “198”,
base only)

F68-71 S serving bowl (clear, round, approx. 4 ½” diameter, press molded)

Feature 69
F69-1 S saucer (transfer printed, purple, whiteware)
F69-2 S serving bowl (transfer printed, dark blue, pearlware, scalloped edge, Willow

pattern)
F69-3 S waster bowl (Annular decorated, whiteware)
F69-4 S saucer (transfer printed, brown, whiteware)
F69-5 S saucer (undecorated, porcelain)
F69-6 P platter (undecorated, whiteware, thick bodied, backstamp, “IRONSTO[NE]… / V

… / J. & G. MEAKIN / ENGLAND”)
F69-7 S indeterminate hollowware (painted, monochrome blue, large floral and lined rim)

[bowl?]
F69-8 S cup/mug (relief decorated, Corned Oats pattern, ironstone, handled)
F69-9 S mixing bowl (Albany slipped, earthenware, jigger molded)
F69-10 S jar (Albany slipped, stoneware, hand turned, gallon size?)
F69-11 S plate (undecorated, whiteware)
F69-12 S serving vessel/tureen (undecorated, ironstone, oval, lidded)
F69-13 S serving bowl (undecorated, whiteware, S-curve shape)
F69-14 P cup (undecorated, ironstone, burned)
F69-15 S serving vessel/tureen (relief decorated, unidentified lily of the valley pattern,

ironstone, lidded)
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F69-16 S jar (salt glazed, stoneware, hand turned)
F69-17 S mixing bowl (Albany slipped stoneware, jigger molded)
F69-18 S mixing bowl (salt glazed stoneware, jigger molded)
F69-19 S mixing bowl (salt glazed stoneware, jigger molded)
F69-20 S bottle (salt glazed stoneware, faceted body, body only)
F69-21 S serving vessel/tureen (undecorated, whiteware, lidded)
F69-22 S saucer (undecorated, porcelain)
F69-23 S serving bowl? (undecorated, whiteware, S-curve shape) [early vessel?]
F69-24 S saucer (undecorated, ironstone, impressed mark “J. CLIE… / IR… / CIT…”)
F69-25 S serving bowl (undecorated, whiteware, S-curve shape, early vessel)
F69-26 S saucer (transfer printed, red, whiteware, scalloped edge)
F69-27 S indeterminate flatware (undecorated, creamware?, scalloped edge, very early

ware)
F69-28 P saucer (undecorated, whiteware)
F69-29 S ink bottle (salt glazed stoneware, impressed “… / DERBY & … / NE… / P. & J.

ARNOLD / LONDON”)
F69-30 S indeterminate vessel (redware, base only, distinctive small hollowware vessel,

potentially tableware?)
F69-31 S bowl (redware, hand turned)
F69-32 P flower pot (unglazed, red paste earthenware, hand turned)
F69-33 P cup/mug (relief decorated, unidentified lily of the valley pattern, ironstone,

handled, 3” diameter base, 3 3/8” diameter rim, 3 1/8” tall)
F69-34 S serving vessel lid (relief decorated, lily of the valley pattern, ironstone,

rectangular)
F69-35 S saucer (relief decorated, ribbed, whiteware)
F69-36 S unidentified hollowware (undecorated, ironstone, potential chamber pot, base

only)
F69-37 P lamp (undecorated, porcelain, round base, 4 1/6” diameter base)
F69-38 P cup (relief decorated, corn and oats pattern, or corn on the cob shape, whiteware,

2” diameter base, 3 7/8” diameter rim, 3” tall, handled, registered 1863, D & D
2001: 132)

F69-39 P chamber pot lid (relief decorated, ironstone, 8 ½” diameter, unidentified wheat
and berry or grape pattern)

F69-40 S serving vessel (clear, press molded)
F69-41 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, round , 2” diameter base, Rickett’s mold,

improved tool Patent lip finish, 5 7/8” tall)
F69-42 S indeterminate bottle (aqua, applied tool Ring or Oil lip finish, lip only)
F69-43 S canning jar (aqua, 3-piece plate bottom, base only, probably embossed

“MASON’S”)
F69-44 S medicine bottle (aqua, paneled, body only, embossed “… RABIA … / …T

ONL… / …OD…”)
F69-45 S medicine bottle (clear, paneled)
F69-46 P tumbler (clear, polygonal/fluted, starburst base, 2 ½” diameter base, 3 ½” tall)
F69-47 P mustard jar (clear, blown in mold, base only, re-used with paint like material in

base)
F69-48 S whiskey flask (aqua, probably eagle style)
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F69-49 S tumbler (clear/lead, polygonal/fluted, ground base)
F69-50 P jelly glass? (clear, molded, base only)
F69-51 S lamp chimney (clear, flanged base, oval)
F69-52 S indeterminate bottle (clear, blow-over mold with ground lip, embossed “…R

D…”)
F69-53 P wine bottle (dark green/black, dip molded, 2 ¾” diameter base, applied tool string

lip finish)
F69-54 P wine bottle (dark green/black, dip molded, 2 ¾” diameter base, applied tool string

lip finish)
F69-55 S indeterminate bottle (citron, blown in mold, base only)
F69-56 P medicine bottle (aqua, round, 1 ¼” diameter base, 3 ¼” tall, 2 piece mold,

improved tool Patent lip finish, unpontiled)
F69-57 S bitters bottle (dark green/black, French Square, embossed “…AL GIN”)
F69-58 S wine bottle (dark green/black, dip molded, 2 ¾” diameter base, applied tool string

lip finish)
F69-59 P indeterminate bottle (aqua, Rickett’s mold, embossed shoulder “PATENT”)
F69-60 P lamp chimney (clear, flanged base, base only)
F69-61 P lamp (milk glass, base only)
F69-62 P lamp (milk glass, base only)
F69-63 P extract bottle (clear, Blake variant 1, ¾” x 1 ¾” base, 4 ¾” tall, 3-piece plate

bottom, ball neck, improved tool Patent lip finish)
F69-64 P extract bottle (clear, Blake variant 1, 1 ¼” x 2 3/8” base, 5 ¾” tall, 3-piece plate

bottom, ball neck, improved tool Patent lip finish)

Feature 70
F70-1 P small platter (undecorated whiteware, oval)
F70-2 S saucer (undecorated, whiteware, approximately 6” diameter)
F70-3 S serving bowl (undecorated, whiteware, s-curve shape?)
F70-4 S cup (undecorated, whiteware)
F70-5 S nappie/pie plate (undecorated, yellowware)
F70-6 S plate (relief decorated, potentially “Rolling Star” pattern, whiteware)[James

Edwards & Son, 1842-1851, Dieringer & Dieringer, 2001]
F70-7 S saucer (painted, gilded lined rim, porcelain)
F70-8 P child’s toy cup (relief decorated, indeterminate pattern, whiteware, 1 1/8”

diameter base, 2 ½” diameter rim, 1 ¾” tall)
F70-9 S indeterminate serving vessel (relief decorated, whiteware)[potential tureen handle]
F70-10 no vessel assigned
F70-11 P small plate (relief decorated, “scalloped decagon/Cambridge shape” pattern,

whiteware, 7 ¼” diameter, gothic shape, impressed backstamp “DAVENPORT /
IRONSTONE CHINA / 10”, with “5” and “3” each side of the anchor, and
registration stamp for year 1852)[registry mark for this design was shared by
Wedgwood and Davenport, who were related by marriage (Dieringer and
Dieringer, 2001:61)]

F70-12 P cup (relief decorated, fluted/ribbed pattern, ironstone, 3 ½” diameter rim, 3 1/8”
tall, handled)
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F70-13 P cup (undecorated, whiteware, 3 ½” diameter rim, 3 3/8” tall, handled)[St. Dennis
shape?]

F70-14 S saucer (undecorated, whiteware)
F70-15 S serving bowl (undecorated, whiteware, s-curve shape, small sized)
F70-16 S jar/jug? (salt glazed/salt glazed stoneware, approximately 5” diameter base)
F70-17 S saucer (undecorated, whiteware, approximately 6” diameter)
F70-18 S serving bowl (undecorated whiteware, small sized)
F70-19 S liquor bottle (dark green/black, round, 2 ¾” diameter base, dip molded small

mamelon)
F70-20 S tumbler (clear, fluted, 2 ½” diameter base, press molded)
F70-21 S beer bottle (aqua, round)
F70-22 S medicine bottle (aqua, round, embossed “…ORD // HAL…” on

shoulder)[potentially Dr. Hall’s?]
F70-23 S soda water bottle (aqua, round, 3 piece plate bottom mold, applied tool blob top

lip finish, small mamelon)
F70-24 S wine bottle (dark green/black, round, approximately 2 ¾” diameter base, dip

molded with mamelon)
F70-25 S tumbler (clear, round, press molded, non fluted with starburst-like pattern)
F70-26 S lamp chimney (clear, flanged base, straight and sheared top)
F70-27 no vessel assigned
F70-28 S condiment bottle (aqua, cathedral-Gothic style, small sized, body sherds only)
F70-29 S lamp chimney (clear, flanged base, 1 ¼” diameter base, straight and sheared rim,

1 ¼” diameter rim)
F70-30 S vial (clear, folded interior rim, rim only)
F70-31 S medicine bottle (milk glass, Blake Variant 1, 3 piece plate bottom mold, improved

tool patent lip finish, embossed “MAGNOLI[A] / BALM”)
F70-32 S stemware (clear, round, approximately 3 ¼” diameter base, press molded, base

only)
F70-33 S tumbler (clear, fluted, 2 ½” diameter bse, press molded, rough valve scar)
F70-34 S medicine bottle (aqua, round, approximately 1 ½” diameter base, 3 piece plate

bottom mold, embossed “SPRINGFIELD / ILL.”)[same bottle style as vessel F70-
35]

F70-35 S medicine bottle (clear, round, approximately 1 ½” diameter base, 3 piece plate
bottom mold, embossed “SPRINGFIELD / ILL.” and “MELVIN”)[same bottle
style as vessel F70-35]

F70-36 S food jar? (clear, round, lip only)
F70-37 P lamp (clear, round, 3 ¾” diameter base, press molded, ribbed exterior, ribbed

interior base)
F70-38 S medicine bottle (aqua, round, approximately 2” diameter base, 3 piece plate

bottom mold, shoulder embossed “…ORD / HA…”, body embossed “…UCE”,)
[Potentially Dr. Hall’s}

Feature 71
F71-1 P small plate (undecorated whiteware, 7” diameter)
F71-2 S small plate (relief decorated, whiteware, scalloped edge)
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F71-3 P saucer (decal and relief decorated, porcelain, approximate 5” diameter, scalloped
edged)

F71-4 S saucer (decal decorated, porcleain)
F71-5 S saucer (undecorated whiteware)
F71-6 P flower pot (unglazed red paste earthenware, 2 ¼” diameter base, handturned?)
F71-7 S child’s plate (painted, polychrome, relief decorated alphabet pattern, whiteware)
F71-8 S chamber pot lit (undecorated, whiteware)
F71-9 S saucer (undecorated, whiteware)
F71-10 S serving bowl (undecorated, yellowware, approximate 12” diameter rim, S-curve

shape)
F71-11 S bowl (redware, hand turned)
F71-12 S plate (transfer printed, flow blue, whiteware)
F71-13 S plate ? (transfer print, blue, whiteware)
F71-14 S cup (undecorated, whiteware, handled, handle only)
F71-15 S plate (undecorated, whiteware)
F71-16 S saucer (relief decorated, ribbed pattern, whiteware)
F71-17 S small plate (undecorated whiteware)
F71-18 S small plate (relief decorated, whiteware)
F71-19 S waster bowl (annular decorated, yellowware, approximate 6” diameter)
F71-20 S chamber pot (undecorated, yellowware)
F71-21 S plate (undecorated, whiteware, approximate 11” diameter)
F71-22 S chamber pot (undecorated, whiteware, approximate 10” diameter)
F71-23 S plate (transfer print, blue, approximate 10” diameter)
F71-24 S plate (transfer print, blue, approximate 8” diameter)
F71-25 S saucer (transfer print, red, scalloped edge)
F71-26 P plate (undecorated, whiteware, approximate 8 1/2” diameter)
F71-27 P cup (painted, gilded lined rim, porcelain, handled)
F71-28 P cup (undecorated, whiteware, 2 ½” diameter rim, 3 ½” tall, handled)
F71-29 P cup (undecorated, whiteware, 2 ½” diameter rim, 3 ½” tall, handled)
F71-30 P medicine bottle (clear, Monarch or Erie Oval, 1 ¾” x 1” base, minimally 4 ½” tall,

three-piece plate bottom mold, improved tool prescription lip finish, unpontied,
base embossed “REX”)

F71-31 S soda water bottle (aqua, round, improved tool blob top lip finish, lip only)
F71-32 S medicine bottle (clear, interior rolled lip finish, lip only)
F71-33 S serving bowl (clear, round press molded, oak leaf pattern)
F71-34 S jelly glass (clear, round, approximate 2 ½” diameter base, press molded)
F71-35 S liquor bottle (amber, round, improved tool brandy lip finish, lip only)
F71-36 number not assigned
F71-37 S serving bowl (clear/lead, press molded, scallope edge) [although pattern not

identified, appears to be early pressed glass]
F71-38 P whiskey bottle (clear, Union Oval base, 3 ¼” x 1 7/8” base, 8 ¾” tall, three-piece

plate bottom mold, fire polished blow-over-mold lip finish with threaded lip;
unpontiled, straight body shape)

F71-39 P whiskey bottle (clear, Union Oval base, 3 ¼” x 1 7/8” base, 8 ¾” tall, three-piece
plate bottom mold, improved tool brandy lip finish; unpontiled, straight body
shape)
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F71-40 P chemical bottle (clear, round 2 ¾” diameter base, 7 1/8” tall, three-piece plate
bottom mold, improved tool patent lip finish, unpontiled)

F71-41 P pill bottle (clear, Hopkin’s Square, 1 3/8” square base, 3 3/8” tall, three-piece
plate bottom mold, improved tool bead lip finish, wide-mouth, unpontiled,
embossed “WM R. WARNER & C0. / PHILADELPHIA / NEW YORK /
CHICAGO”)

F71-42 P whiskey flask (clear, Elixir base, 3” x 1 ½” base, 8” tall, three-piece plate bottom
mold, improved tool brandy lip finish, unpotiled, Coffin style)

F71-43 P whiskey bottle (clear, Union Oval base, 2 ¾” x 1 ½” base, 6 ¾” tall, three-piece
plate bottom mold, improved tool brandy lip finish, unpontiled)

F71-44 P whiskey bottle (clear, Union Oval base, 2 ¾” x 1 ½” base, 6 ¾” tall, three-piece
plate bottom mold, improved tool brandy lip finish, unpontiled; base embossed “I.
G. CO” inside diamond)

F71-45 P medicine bottle (clear, Philadelphia Oval base, 1 3/’4” x 1” base, 4 ¼” tall, three-
piece plate bottom mold, improved tool prescription lip finish, unpontiled)

F71-46 P chemical bottle (amber, Plain Oval, 3 ¼” x 2” base, 8” tall, three-piece plate
bottom mold, improved tool crown lip finish, unpontiled)

F71-47 P vial (clear, round 5/8” diameter base, 2 ¼” tall, dip molded, improved tool
prescription lip finish, unpontiled)

F71-48 S whiskey flask (aqua, applied tool string lip finish, lip only) [potentially represents
an eagle flask]

F71-49 P medicine bottle (clear, Golden Gate Oval, 1 5/8” x 1” base, approximately 4 ½”
tall, three-piece plate bottom mold, improved tool prescription lip finish,
unpontiled, embossed “BAUMANN BRO’S / PRESCRIPTION DRUGGISTS /
SPRINGFIELD, ILL.”; base embossed “W” inside diamond)

F71-50 P medicine bottle (clear, Philadelphia Oval, 2 1/8” x 1 ¼” base, 5 3/8” tall, three-
piece plate bottom mold, improved tool prescription lip finish, unpontiled, base
embossed “F & F CO”)

F71-51 P medicine bottle (clear, Blake Variant 2, 2 5/8” x 1 5/8” base, 7 ¼” tall, three-piece
plate bottom mold, improved tool prescription lip finish, unpontiled, embossed
“LEMON JUICE / ROCK & RYE”; base embossed “W. T. & CO / A / U.S.A.”)

F71-52 P soda water bottle (aqua, round, 2 3/8” diameter base, 7 ¼” tall, improved tool blob
top lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “JOHNSON & PETERSON /
SPRINGFIELD, ILLS.” and near base “D. O. C.”

F71-53 P ale/beer bottle (dark green/black, round 2 ¼” diameter base, 9 ½” tall, dip molded,
unpontiled with with small mamelon, base embossed “646”; improved tool brandy
lip finish)

F71-54 P vase (milk glass, hand blown, painted/enameled floral decoration, pontiled, 3 5/8”
diameter base, 4” diameter rim, 11 ¾” tall, classic Grecian shape with pie-crust
rim)

F71-55 S stemware/wine glass (clear, round, bulbous bowl, approximately 3 ¼” diameter
rim))

F71-56 S lamp globe/shade (clear/lead, frosted)
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Feature 72
F72-1 S bowl (salt glazed, stoneware, hand turned)
F72-2 S bowl (Albany slipped, stoneware, hand turned)

Feature 73
F73-1 S liquor bottle (clear, fire polished lip finish)
F73-2 P small footed pitcher (clear/lead, 3” diameter base, free blown, pontiled)
F73-3 S plate (unpainted, edge decorated whiteware)
F73-4 P cup plate (cobalt blue, lacy period pressed glass)
F73-5 S saucer (Chelsea-style appliqué, whiteware, burned)
F73-6 P small pitcher? (clear/lead, round, 3½” diameter base, pontiled, free-blown)
F73-7 S plate (printed, blue, whiteware)
F73-8 S ink bottle (salt glazed stoneware)

Feature 74
F74-1 P chamber pot (undecorated, whiteware, 9 ½” diameter rim, 5 ¾” tall, handled,

beaded handle)
F74-2 S serving bowl (relief decorated, ribbed pattern, whiteware, rectangular or Gothic

shape)
F74-3 S waster bowl (relief decorated, Sydenham-like pattern, whiteware, approximately

5” diameter rim)
F74-4 S salve jar (undecorated, whiteware, approximately 4” diameter rim)
F74-5 S chamber pot lid (undecorated, whiteware)
F74-6 S pitcher (relief decorated, Gothic panel & floral, ironstone, large water pitcher size)
F74-7 S saucer (undecorated, porcelain)
F74-8 S saucer (undecorated, whiteware)
F74-9 S jar (salt/salt glazed, stoneware, hand turned, small sized, less than one gallon?)
F74-10 S bowl (redware, hand turned)
F74-11 S flower pot pan (redware, hand turned)
F74-12 P saucer (undecorated, whiteware, 6” diameter, printed backstamp “STONE

CHINA / ANTHONY SHAW / BURSLEM,” lion & unicorn coat of arms)
F74-13 P cup (undecorated, ironstone, 3 5/8” diameter rim, 3” tall, Gothic style, handle

less)
F74-14 S platter (undecorated, whiteware)
F74-15 P saucer (transfer printed, blue, whiteware, 6 ¼” diameter, printed backstamp

“REGISTERED,” with Registration mark for 1845, Gothic shape)
F74-16 S serving vessel (transfer printed, blue, whiteware)
F74-17 P plate (relief decorated, ribbed pattern, whiteware, 9 ¼” diameter, Gothic style)
F74-18 P small plate (undecorated, whiteware, 7 ½” diameter, impressed “DAVENPORT”

with anchor and illegible date mark, early marley shape) [possibly 54?]
F74-19 P saucer (hand painted, overglaze, polychrome, sitting woman, porcelain, 5 ½”

diameter, lusterware)
F74-20 P small plate (line gilded edge, porcelain, 7” diameter)
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F74-21 P plate (relief decorated, ribbed pattern, whiteware, 9 3/8” diameter rim, Gothic
style)

F74-22 P plate (relief decorated, ribbed pattern, whiteware, 9” diameter, Gothic style,
impressed backstamp illegible, but possibly “J. & G. MEAKIN”)

F74-23 P wash basin (undecorated, whiteware, 12 ½” diameter rim, 4 ¾” tall, 6” diameter
“cut” base, impressed “ADAMS,” S-curve shape with simple scalloped rim)

F74-24 P cup (blue Applique decorated, soft paste porcelain, London Urn shape, Gothic
style, 3 ¾” diameter rim, 2 ½” tall, handled)

F74-25 S washbasin (undecorated, whiteware, S-curve shape)
F74-26 S small pitcher (annular decorated, red paste stoneware, lusterware, small sized

creamer)
F74-27 S chamber pot (undecorated, whiteware, beaded handle)
F74-28 P mixing bowl (salt/salt glazed, stoneware, 7” diameter base, 5 ¼” tall, hand turned,

8 ½” diameter rim)
F74-29 S bowl (redware, 7” diameter, base only, hand turned)
F74-30 S indeterminate hollowware (annular decorated, yellowware) [chamber pot or bowl]
F74-31 S indeterminate hollowware (Rockingham glazed, hard paste, ribbed, yellowware)

[bowl?]
F74-32 S saucer (transfer printed, green, whiteware)
F74-33 P small plate (relief decorated, ribbed pattern, whiteware, 7 ¼” diameter, Gothic

style)
F74-34 P wine bottle (dark green/black, round, 2 ½” base, 11 ¾” tall, dip molded, sheared

applied string lip finish, kick up)
F74-35 P liquor/bitters bottle (dark green/black, French Square, 2” square base, 7 7/8” tall,

2 piece mold, applied tool Ring or Oil lip finish, unpontiled, embossed
“UDOLPHO WOLFE’S / SCHIEDAM / AROMATIC SCHNAPPS”)

F74-36 P liquor/bitters bottle (dark green/black, French Square, 2” square base, 7” tall, 2
piece mold, applied tool Ring or Oil lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “UDOLPHO
WOLFE’S / SCHIEDAM / AROMATIC SCHNAPPS”)

F74-37 P whiskey flask (aqua, oval, 4” x 2” base, approximately 7 ½” tall, 2 piece mold,
unpontiled, Pike’s peak and Eagle design)

F74-38 S indeterminate bottle (aqua, round, approximately 2 ½” diameter base, long neck)
F74-39 S extract/chemical bottle (clear/lead, applied tool Patent lip finish, ball neck)
F74-40 S extract/chemical bottle (clear/lead, applied tool Patent lip finish, ball neck)
F74-41 S wine bottle (dark green/black, round, dip molded)
F74-42 S ink bottle (aqua, polygon, pyramidal shaped)
F74-43 S liquor bottle (amber, molded body only, Log Cabin style Bittery?)
F74-44 S indeterminate tableware (lead, round, approximately 3” diameter rim, heavy rim)
F74-45 P lamp chimney (clear, straight base, approximately 1 ¾” diameter base, 1”

diameter rim, straight rim)
F74-46 P lamp chimney (clear, flanged base, approximately 1 ½” diameter base, 1”

diameter rim, straight rim)
F74-47 P lamp chimney (clear, flanged base, 1 ¾” diameter base, 1 3/8” diameter rim,

straight rim)
F47-48 P lamp chimney (clear, flanged base, 2 ¾” diameter base, 1 3/8” diameter rim,

straight rim)
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F47-49 P medicine bottle (clear, oval, 2” x 1 ¼” base, 5 ½” tall, 3-piece plate bottom,
folded Fragile lip finish, unpontiled)

F47-50 P medicine bottle (aqua, Blake variant 2, 2 ½” x 1 ¾” base, 7” tall, 2 piece mold,
applied tool Ring or Oil lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “DR. D. JAYNE’S /
EXPECTORANT // PHILADA...”)

F47-51 P tumbler (clear/lead, polygon, fluted, 2 ½” diameter base, 3 ½” tall, press molded.
[square flute design identical to stemware in Feature 20]

F74-52 P tumbler (clear/lead, round/fluted, 2 ½” diameter base, approximately 4” tall, press
molded)

F74-53 P tumbler (clear/lead, polygon/fluted, 2 ½” diameter base, 4” tall, press molded)
F74-54 P miniature lamp chimney (clear/lead, 5/8” diameter straight rim)
F74-55 S lamp chimney (clear/lead, flanged base, 2 ¾” diameter base)
F74-56 P lamp chimney (clear/lead, straight base, approximately 2” diameter base, 1”

diameter rim, oval body, straight rim)
F74-57 P whiskey flask (aqua, irregular oval, 2” x 1 ¼” base, 5 ½” tall, 2 piece mold,

sheared fire polished lip finish, pontiled, Cornucopia design and Eagle design, ½
pint size)

F74-58 P ink bottle (aqua, polygon, 2 ¼” diameter base, 2” tall, 2 piece mold, rolled lip
finish, pontiled, embossed “HARRISON’S / COLUMBIAN / INK”)

F74-59 P ink bottle (aqua, polygon, 2 ¼” diameter base, 2 ¾” tall, 2 piece mold, rolled
interior lip finish, pontiled, pyramidal shape)

F74-60 S whiskey flask (clear/lead, fire polished, blow-over mold, Brandy lip finish)
[intrusive]

F74-61 P tumbler (clear/lead, polygon/fluted, 2” diameter, 3 ½” tall, press molded)
F74-62 S stemware (clear/lead, fluted stem, stem only)
F74-63 P lamp chimney (clear/lead, 1 1/8” diameter straight rim)
F74-64 P vial (aqua, round, dip molded, 1 5/8” diameter base, 3 ½” tall, folded Fragile lip

finish, pontiled)
F74-65 S chemical bottle (aqua, round, 2 piece mold, applied tool Patent lip finish)

Feature 75
F75-1 S plate (edge decorated, blue, whiteware, approx. 9” diameter)
F75-2 S chamber pot lid (relief decorated, unidentifiable floral pattern, whiteware, approx.

11” diameter)
F75-3 S large pitcher (relief decorated, unidentifiable floral pattern, whiteware)
F75-4 S saucer (undecorated, whiteware)
F75-5 S bowl/nappie (undecorated, yellowware)
F75-6 S bowl (salt glazed/Albany slipped, stoneware, approx. 11” diameter rim, hand

turned)
F75-7 S bowl/nappie (undecorated, yellowware)
F75-8 S medicine bottle (clear, Excelsior, 3-piece plate bottom, approx. 2” x 1” base,

paneled body, unpontiled)
F75-9 S indeterminate bottle/tumbler? (cobalt blue, fluted, approx. 2 ½” diameter base,

pontiled)
F75-10 S cruet/condiment bottle (aqua, fluted body, long neck)
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Feature 76
F76-1 P plate (edge decorated, blue, whiteware, 10” diameter)
F76-2 S jar (salt/Albany slipped, stoneware, approximately 8” diameter base, hand turned)
F76-3 S plate/platter (undecorated, whiteware, rim only)
F76-4 S saucer (undecorated, whiteware, rim only)
F76-5 S jar (salt/Albany slipped, stoneware, approximately 11 ½” diameter rim, hand

turned)
F76-6 no vessel assigned
F76-7 P soap dish lid? (relief decorated, porcelain, 3 ½” x 2 ½” rectangle, handled,

“strainer” holes present)
F76-8 P small bowl (relief decorated, oval, whiteware, approximately 5” x 3 ½” rim

diameter, 1 5/8” tall, embossed bird on a limb with feeder decoration) [bird
feeder?]

F76-9 P platter (undecorated, whiteware, oval)
F76-10 P ink well/bottle (salt/salt glazed, stoneware, 2 ¼” diameter base, 1” diameter rim,

3” tall, pyramidal shape)
F76-11 S serving bowl (salt/salt glazed, stoneware, footed, hand turned, unusual refined

tableware bowl)
F76-12 S plate (relief decorated, ribbed pattern, whiteware, Gothic shape, approximately 9”

diameter, rim only)
F76-13 P small plate (undecorated, whiteware, 7 ¼” diameter)
F76-14 S saucer (undecorated, whiteware, 6” diameter, scalloped edge)
F76-15 S salve jar lid (undecorated, whiteware, approximately 3 ½” diameter base)
F76-16 S bowl (undecorated, whiteware, approximately 3 ½” diameter base, footed)
F76-17 S chamber pot (undecorated, whiteware, handle only)
F76-18 no vessel assigned
F76-19 S indeterminate bottle (aqua, round, interior rolled lip finish)
F76-20 S medicine bottle (aqua, French Square or Blake variant 1, paneled sides)
F76-21 P tumbler (clear/lead fluted, 2 3/8” diameter base) [quality early glass]
F76-22 S serving bowl (clear/lead, press molded, scalloped edge, scroll design) [quality

early glass]
F76-23 S food bottle (aqua, French Square, approximately 3” square base, 2 piece mold,

unpontiled) [Gothic Cathedral shape?]
F76-24 S indeterminate jar (milk glass, round, 3 ½” diameter base, embossed base)
F76-25 P hygiene bottle (clear, Blake variant 1, 1 ¾” x 1” base, 5 ½” tall, 3-piece plate

bottom, applied tool Patent lip finish, ball neck, unpontiled, embossed “VAN
BUSKIRK’S / FRAGRANT / SOZODONT”)

F76-26 P pill bottle (aqua, French Square, 1 ¼” base, 2 ½” tall, 2 piece mold, rolled interior
lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “DR. S.A. / WEAVER’S // CERATE”)

F76-27 P tumbler (clear, round, 2 3/8” diameter base, press molded, rough pontil)
F76-28 P nursing bottle? (aqua, plain oval, 2 ½” x 1 ¾” base, 5 ¾” tall, 3-piece plate

bottom, applied tool Prescription lip finish, unpontiled, base embossed
“MORGAN BROTHERS / LONDON”)

F76-29 P shot glass/cruet (clear/lead, fluted, Gothic Arch flutes, 1 ½” diameter base,
minimally 2 1/8” tall, press molded, ground pontil?)

F76-30 S indeterminate bottle (clear, round, approximately 1 ½” diameter lip)
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F76-31 S medicine bottle (clear/lead, French Square or Blake variant 1, 3-piece plate
bottom, improved tool Patent lip finish)

F76-32 P food bottle/jar? (aqua, round, body only, large diameter, approximately 6 ½”-7”
diameter, minimally 10”-12” tall)

F76-33 P indeterminate bottle (aqua, round, approximately 3” diameter base, minimally 8
¾” tall, probably 3-piece plate bottom, applied tool Ring or Oil? lip finish) [odd
bottle]

F76-34 P lamp chimney (clear/lead, approximately 3” diameter base, 1” diameter rim,
flanged base, blow-over lip finish)

F76-35 P pill bottle (aqua, round, 1 3/8” diameter base, 1 ½” tall, 2 piece mold, rolled
interior lip finish, pontiled)

F76-36 P vial (aqua, round, 7/8” diameter base, minimally 2 ¼” tall, 2 piece mold, rolled
interior lip finish, pontiled)

F76-37 S indeterminate bottle (milk glass, French Square or Blake variant 1, embossed “…
OLIA … / … M”) [MAGNOLIA?]

F76-38 P soda water bottle (aqua, round, 2 ½” diameter base, 7 ½” tall, 3-piece plate
bottom, improved tool Blob top lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “J. JOHNSON &
CO. / SPRINGFIELD / ILL // F. A. & CO.”)

F76-39 S serving bowl (clear, pressed glass, raised diamond pattern)
F76-40 S tumbler (clear, fluted)
F76-41 S wine bottle (dark green/black, round)

Feature 78
F78-1 S bowl (salt/salt glazed, stoneware, approximately 10” diameter rim, hand turned)
F78-2 S plate (edge decorated, blue, unscalloped edge)
F78-3 P mineral water bottle (round, torpedo-shaped base, approximately 2” diameter

base, 9 ¾” tall, 2 piece mold, applied tool Brandy lip finish, unpontiled)
F78-4 S tumbler (clear, round, pontiled, non-fluted)
F78-5 S indeterminate bottle (aqua, French Square, 2 ¼” square base, unpontiled)
F78-6 S indeterminate tableware (clear, round, press molded)

Feature 79
F79-1 P saucer/cup plate (undecorated whiteware)
F79-2 S cup (undecorated whiteware, burned)
F79-3 S serving vessel/tureen (relief decorated?, ironstone, foot only)
F79-4 S plate (edge decorated, blue, whiteware)
F79-5 S cup (undecorated?, whiteware, base only)
F79-6 S flower pot (unglazed, red paste earthenware, hand turned, well made)
F79-7 S small plate (undecorated, whiteware)
F79-8 S plate (undecorated, whiteware)
F79-9 S saucer (undecorated, whiteware)
F79-10 S plate (undecorated, whiteware)
F79-11 S plate (undecorated, whiteware, thick bodied, hotel ware, burned)
F79-12 S saucer (relief decorated, floral pattern, ironstone)
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F79-13 S cup (undecorated, whiteware, handled)
F79-14 S saucer/cup plate (relief decorated, ribbed, porcelain)
F79-15 S knick knack/vase (gilded, porcelain)
F79-16 S cup (undecorated, whiteware)
F79-17 P pitcher (relief decorated, “compact scroll” pattern, ironstone, large sized, printed

backstamp) [Dieringer and Dieringer 2001: 142 indicates this was registered by
Lirseley and Davis of Hanley in circa 1880]

F79-18 S mixing bowl (Albany slipped earthenware, jigger molded)
F79-19 S jar (redware, straight sided, non-local ware, approximately 3 ½” diameter rim and

base, minimally 3 ½”-4” tall)
F79-20 S indeterminate vessel (relief decorated, basket weave pattern, porcelain)
F79-21 P chamber pot (relief decorated, unidentified geometric pattern, whiteware, 5”

diameter base, 9” rim, 5 ½” tall, no backstamp)
F79-22 S saucer (relief decorated, ribbed porcelain) [potentially a child’s plate for a tea set]

[pulled for toys]
F79-23 S bowl (redware, hand turned)
F79-24 S saucer (undecorated, whiteware)
F79-25 P plate (gilded, lined rim, porcelain, heavy bodied)
F79-26 P platter (undecorated, whiteware, oval, approximately 8” x 12”, backstamp

“IRONSTONE CHINA / W. & E. CORN / BURSLEM”)
F79-27 S cup (undecorated, whiteware, burned)
F79-28 P serving bowl lid (relief decorated, floral knob, porcelain, round)
F79-29 P plate (undecorated, whiteware, backstamp “IRON STONE CHINA / J. & G.

MEAKIN” with impressed mark “J. & G. MEAKIN”, 5” diameter base, 8 ¾”
diameter rim)

F79-30 P mixing bowl (Albany slipped, jigger molded, stoneware)
F79-31 P mixing bowl (Albany slipped and salt glazed, stoneware, jigger molded)
F79-32 P chamber pot (relief decorated, unidentified geometric pattern, whiteware, 5”

diameter base, 9” rim, 5 ½” tall, backstamp “GOODWIN BROS.”)
F79-33 P cup (undecorated, whiteware, handled, 2 ¼” diameter base, 3 ½” rim, 3 ¼” tall)
F79-34 P cup (undecorated, whiteware, handled)
F79-35 P cup (undecorated, whiteware, handled)
F79-36 P ginger beer bottle (salt glazed stoneware, faceted body, molded, base only)
F79-37 P serving bowl/teapot lid (undecorated, whiteware, acorn floral knob, 3 ½”

diameter, round)
F79-38 P sugar bowl (undecorated, ironstone, missing base, 4” diameter base, 4 ¼”

diameter rim, approximately 5-5 ½” tall)
F79-39 P teapot (relief decorated, Sharon arch or Erie shape, whiteware, 4 ½” diameter

base, 4 ¾” diameter rim, 7 ¼” tall, impressed mark “DAVENPORT /
IRONSTONE CHINA” with anchor mark and illegible impressed date by anchor,
also illegible triangular registration stamp) [Dieringer and Dieringer 2001: 136
state this pattern was registered by Davenport and Company April 1861]

F79-40 P serving bowl (undecorated, whiteware, round, approximately 5” diameter base,
10” diameter rim, 3 ½” tall, modified s-curve shape similar to larger wash basins;
potentially associated with backstamp, “IRONSTONE CHINA / FURNIVAL &
CO.” in British coat of arms. Also impressed mark “P. G. / 20”) [“PG” may refer
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to “Parisian Granite,” as used by Sampson Bridgewood & Son – See Goddan
1964: 102] [a post 1870 mark?]

F79-41 P serving bowl (relief decorated, oval, ironstone, base only)
F79-42 P saucer (gilded, lined edge, porcelain, 2 3/8” diameter base, 4 ½” diameter rim)
F79-43 P plate/soup plate (undecorated, porcelain, 5 ¼” diameter base, 9 ½” diameter rim, 1

½” tall, burned)
F79-44 P small serving bowl (undecorated, whiteware, oval, approximately 3” x 5”, 2” tall)
F79-45 P serving bowl/baker (undecorated, whiteware, round, 6 7/8” diameter base, 11 ½”

diameter rim, 2 ¾” tall, footed, typically yellowware form)
F79-46 P plate (undecorated, whiteware, 5 ¼” diameter base, 8 ¾” diameter rim, partial

illegible impressed mark)
F79-47 P cup (undecorated, whiteware, handled, 1 ¾” diameter base, 3 ½” diameter rim, 3

¼” tall)
F79-48 P cup (undecorated, whiteware, handled, 1 ¾” diameter base, 3 ½” diameter rim, 3

¼” tall)
F79-49 P small plate (undecorated, ironstone, 4 ½” diameter base, 6 3/8” diameter rim,

impressed mark, in large letters, “H. A. & CO.”) [potentially Harvey Adams and
Company, Henry Allock and Company, or H. Aynsley and Company; see Godden
1964: 198]

F79-50 P serving vessel (undecorated, ironstone, 4 ½” diameter base, base only, impressed
backstamp, “DAVENPORT / IRONSTONE CHINA” imcorporating an anchor.
Below anchor is a single digit “9”, no date marked by anchor. Impressed
triangular registration mark for 1861. Also impressed “2-65”) [same ware and
same set as teapot, F79-39, possibly represents a sugar bowl for this teapot]

F79-51 P pitcher (undecorated, ironstone, oval, 4 ¼” x 5 ¼” base, unknown height, large
sized, backstamp “WARRANTED BEST IRONSTONE CHINA / T. B. & CO.”
with British coat of arms) [probably Thomas Booth and Company, Burslem and
Tunstall, 1868-72; Godden 1964-85]

F79-52 S small plate (undecorated, ironstone) [probably P]
F79-53 S plate (relief decorated, ironstone, probably “wheat and hops” pattern, by J. & G.

MEAKIN, circa 1875; Dieringer and Dieringer 2001: 127) [probably P]
F79-54 P cup (undecorated, whiteware, 1 ¾” base, 3 3/8” rim, 3 1/8” tall)
F79-55 S serving bowl (relief decorated, ribbed, s-curve shape, scalloped rim, partial

backstamp “NO…”) [probably P]
F79-56 S saucer (undecorated, ironstone) [probably P]
F79-57 P platter (undecorated, ironstone, oval 9 ½” x approximately 14”, backstamp

ROYAL PATENT / IRONSTONE / BURGESS & GODDARD” with British coat
of arms)

F79-58 P sugar bowl? (undecorated, whiteware, 4 ½” diameter base, unknown height,
backstamp “IRONSTONE / CHINA / J. W. & SON”, and British coat of arms)
[not illustrated in Godden 1964; potentially John Wyllie and Son of East
Liverpool, Ohio. In operation from 1874-1891. Lehner (1988: 529) illustrates a
very American mark and not this British coat of arms]

F79-59 P child’s chamber pot (undecorated, whiteware, finely potted ware)
F79-60 P cup (undecorated, ironstone, 1 7/8” diameter base, 3 3/8” diameter rim, 3 1/8” tall,

handled)
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F79-61 S pitcher (undecorated, ironstone, 2 ¼” diameter base, unknown height, small sized)
F79-62 S tumbler (clear, round, unfluted, no base)
F79-63 S vial (aqua, polygonal, 2-piece mold, pontiled, base only)
F79-64 S medicine bottle (aqua, Blake variant 1, paneled, embossed “…LA”)
F79-65 S canning jar (aqua, round, 3-piece plate bottom, embossed with illegible cartouche)
F79-66 S medicine/chemical bottle (milk glass, Blake variant 1, 3-piece plate bottom,

improved tool Patent lip finish)
F79-67 P stemware/wine glass (clear, molded, 3 ¼” diameter base, faceted stem, honey

comb pattern)
F79-68 S serving bowl (clear, press molded, polygonal)
F79-69 P indeterminate vessel (clear, molded, D-shaped base, approximately 1 ½” x 1 ½”, 1

½” tall) [possibly a bird feeder?]
F79-70 S chemical bottle (aqua, oval, 1 1/8” x 2 1/8”, 2-piece mold, unknown height,

unpontiled) [probably a bluing bottle]
F79-71 S medicine bottle (clear, French Square, 3-piece plate bottom, improved tool patent

lip finish)
F79-72 P beer/liquor bottle (amber, round, 3 1/8” diameter base, 3-piece plate bottom, base

embossed “D. O. C. / 5”, approximately 11-12” tall, applied tool Brandy lip
finish)

F79-73 S soda water bottle (aqua, body only, embossed “… & PETERS…”)
F79-74 P smoke bill (milk glass with applied red edges)
F79-75 S chemical/medicine bottle (aqua, molded, applied tool patent lip finish, neck only)
F79-76 S serving bowl (clear, press molded, polygonal pattern)
F79-77 S lamp chimney (clear, hand crimped rim, rim only)
F79-78 no vessel assigned
F79-79 P medicine/chemical bottle (aqua, oval, 7/8” x 1 ½” base, 4 7/8” tall, 2-piece mold,

fragile lip, base of body embossed “PRESTON / BOSTON”)
F79-80 P wine glass/stemware (clear/lead, hand blown, 2-piece construction, rough pontil, 2

¾” diameter base, 5” tall, bulbous stem and bowl)
F79-81 P food jar (aqua, round, 2 3/8” diameter, 3-piece plate bottom, unknown height,

improved tool rolled rim, shoulder embossed ‘HORSFORD’S BAKING
POWDER”)

F79-82 P whiskey flask (clear, oval, approximately 1 3/8” x 3” base, unknown height,
sheared and fire polished lip finish, straight sided) [not primary deposits, upper
fill]

F79-83 P compote (clear/lead, molded, 2-piece construction, polygonal stem, scalloped rim,
thumb print pattern, approximately 7 ½” diameter top, 4 ¾” diameter base,
approximately 7” tall)

F79-84 P stemware/wine glass (clear, molded, 3 ¼” diameter rim, bulbous stem, base
missing, wheel engraved floral decoration on base, approximately 7” tall)

F79-85 P wine glass/stemware (clear/lead, hand blown, 2-piece construction, rough pontil, 2
¾” diameter base, 5” tall, bulbous stem and bowl)

F79-86 P wine glass/stemware (clear/lead, hand blown, 2-piece construction, probably
small pontil similar to vessel F79-123, 3 ¼” diameter base, 6” tall, 3 ½” diameter
bowl, bulbous stem and bowl)
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F79-87 P stemware/wine glass (clear, press molded, faceted stem, no base, 3 ¼” bowl,
approximately 6 ½-7” tall, press molded decoration in bowl in bowl consisting of
alternating clear and diamond flutes)

F79-88 P jelly glass/tumbler (clear/lead, press molded, 1 ¾” diameter base, approximately 3
1/8” diameter rim, 3” tall, decorative band 1” from base)

F79-89 P jelly glass/tumbler (clear/lead, press molded, 1 ¾” diameter base, approximately 3
1/8” diameter rim, 3” tall, decorative band 1” from base)

F79-90 P jelly glass/tumbler (clear/lead, press molded, 1 ¾” diameter base, approximately 3
1/8” diameter rim, 3” tall, decorative band 1” from base)

F79-91 S tumbler (clear/lead, polygonal with flutes, rim only)
F79-92 P wine bottle (amber, dip molded, applied tool string lip finish, long neck/Hoch

wine, neck only)
F79-93 P vial/bottle (aqua, dip molded, round, 1 7/8” diameter base, substantial kick up,

applied tool ring/oil lip finish, long neck)
F79-94 S whiskey flask (aqua, molded, applied tool string lip finish, probably and eagle

flask, small sized, lip only)
F79-95 P liquor bottle (aqua, round, 2 7/8” diameter base, Rickett’s mold, 8” tall body, long

neck, missing majority of neck, no kick up or pontil)
F79-96 P medicine bottle (aqua, round, 1 ¼” diameter base, 5” tall, 3-piece plate bottom,

improved tool bead lip finish, embossed “MRS. WINSLOW’S / SOOTHING
SYRUP / CURTIS & PERKINS / PROPRIETORS”)

F79-97 P medicine bottle (clear, French Square, 1 5/8” x 1 5/8”, 5” tall, 3-piece plate
bottom, improved tool Prescription lip finish, embossed, “GLIDDEN & CO.
SPRINGFIELD, ILL / DRUGGISTS” in a belt/garter with cartouche)

F79-98 P medicine bottle (clear, French Square, 1 1/8” x 1 1/8”, 3 ¼” tall, 3-piece plate
bottom, improved tool Prescription lip finish, base embossed, “M CC”)

F79-99 P medicine bottle (clear, French Square, 1 1/8” x 1 1/8”, 3 ¼” tall, 3-piece plate
bottom, improved tool Prescription lip finish, base embossed, “M CC”, base
missing)

F79-100 P whiskey flask (clear, irregular polygon base, 3-piece plate bottom, missing lip,
coffin shape, small sized)

F79-101 P medicine bottle (clear, French Square, 1 3/8” x 1 3/8”, unknown height, base
missing, improved tool Prescription lip finish)

F79-102 P indeterminate vessel (clear/lead, round, 4” diameter base, height only about 2”
tall, blown in mold, missing rim) [potentially a lamp font?]

F79-103 S indeterminate bottle (clear, molded, round, 2 ¼” diameter base, base only)
F79-104 S serving bowl (clear, press molded, round/oval, rim only)
F79-105 P vase (dark purple, round, 3” diameter base, unknown height, free blown, pontiled)
F79-106 P lamp chimney (clear, straight base, straight fire polished top)
F79-107 P lamp chimney (clear, unknown base, hand crimped top)
F79-108 S wine glass/stemware (clear/lead, hand blown, 2-piece construction, probably

small pontil similar to vessel F79-123, 3 ¼” diameter base, 6” tall, 3 ½” diameter
bowl, bulbous stem and bowl)

F79-109 P lid? (clear/lead, 2 ¼” diameter, molded)
F79-110 P tumbler (clear, irregular base, fluted, 2 ½” diameter base, starburst on base)
F79-111 P tumbler (clear, round, 2” diameter base, interior “flutes”, unknown height)
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F79-112 P beer mug (clear/lead, round, 2 ¾” diameter base, unknown height, applied handle
ground base)

F79-113 P medicine bottle (clear, French Square, 1 ½” x 1 ½”, 4 ¼” tall, 3-piece plate
bottom, improved tool Prescription lip finish, base embossed, “M CC”)

F79-114 P medicine bottle (clear, French Square, 1 ½” x 1 ½”, 4 ¼” tall, 3-piece plate
bottom, improved tool Prescription lip finish, base embossed, “M CC”)

F79-115 P lamp chimney (clear, unknown base, hand crimped top)
F79-116 P medicine bottle (clear, French Square, 1 ½” x 1 ½”, 4 ¼” tall, 3-piece plate

bottom, improved tool Prescription lip finish, base embossed, “M CC”)
F79-117 P cordial glass/stemware (clear, round, 2 1/8” diameter base, 4” tall, round stem,

molded with flutes on body)
F79-118 P whiskey flask (aqua, oval, 2” x 4” base, unknown height, eagle with embossed

“PITTSBURGH, PA” in oval on one side, stick figure and “OLD RYE” in oval on
opposite side; words ‘FOR PIKE’S PEAK” missing, unpontiled, lip and upper
half missing)

F79-119 P medicine/chemical bottle (aqua, round, 1 7/8” diameter base, 5” tall, 4-piece
mold, base is similar to a 2-piece mold, cross between Rickett’s mold and 2-piece
mold, unpontiled, applied tool Patent lip finish)

F79-120 P indeterminate bottle (clear, round, 1 ¼” diameter base, 2” tall, 3-piece plate
bottom, folded/fragile lip finish) [scent bottle?]

F79-121 P wine glass/stemware (clear/lead, round, 3 ¼” diameter base, 3 3/8” diameter rim,
6”tall, tall straight sided bowl, ground pontil, bulbous stem, 2-piece construction,
part of a set)

F79-122 P wine bottle (dark green/black, round, 2 7/8” diameter base, 9 7/8” tall, turn
molded, large kick up, applied string lip finish, small sized wine bottle)

F79-123 P wine glass/stemware (clear/lead, hand blown, 2-piece construction, ground pontil,
similar to vessel F79-123, 3 ¼” diameter base, 6” tall, 3 ½” diameter bowl,
bulbous stem and bowl)

F79-124 P tumbler (clear, polygonal with flutes)
F79-125 S tumbler (clear, polygonal with ridged flutes)
F79-126 P wine glass/stemware (clear, molded, similar style as vessel 123 except molded

and not free blown)
F79-127 S food/canning jar (aqua, round, approximately 3 ½” diameter base, 3-piece plate

bottom)
F79-128 S wine glass/stemware (clear, molded, faceted stem, 3 ¼” diameter base, base only)
F79-129 P medicine bottle (clear, French Square, 1 1/8” x 1 1/8”, 3 ¼” tall, 3-piece plate

bottom, improved tool Prescription lip finish, base embossed, “M CC”)
F79-130 P wine glass/stemware (clear/lead, round, 3 ¼” diameter base, 3 3/8” diameter rim,

6”tall, tall straight sided bowl, ground pontil, bulbous stem, 2-piece construction,
part of a set)

Feature 81
F81-1 P tureen (undecorated, whiteware, 3 ¾” x 5 3/8” base, impressed back stamp

“HAVRE”, base also impressed “17”, backstamp “PORCELAINE DE TERRE /
TRADEMARK / JOHN EDWARDS”)
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F81-2 P tureen (undecorated whiteware, approximately 5 ½” x 7 ½” rim, 4 ¼” x 5 ¾’ base,
2 7/8” tall, printed backstamp “ROYAL. PATENT. / IRONSTONE. / BURGESS
& GODDARD”)

F81-3 P serving bowl (relief decorated, fluted pattern, round, whiteware, approximately 8”
diameter rim, scalloped edge, heavy-bodied)

F82-4 P plate (undecorated, whiteware, approximately 9” diameter, printed backstamp
“ROYAL. PATENT. / IRONSTONE. / BURGESS & GODDARD”, heavy-
bodied)

F82-5 P plate (undecorated, whiteware, approximately 10” diameter, illegible printed
backstamp)

F82-6 P jar (salt/salt glazed, stoneware, approximately 6 ½” diameter base)
F82-7 S cup (painted, polychrome, small floral, whiteware, approximately 3 ¾” diameter

rim)
F82-8 P saucer (undecorated, whiteware, approximately 6” diameter)
F82-9 P salve jar (printed, brown, pearlware, embossed “BO… …RAIT DE VIAN… / DE

LA PLATA / L. M. & CIE 75” with image of a bull)
F82-10 P apothecary jar? (undecorated, whiteware, 3 ¾” diameter base)
F82-11 S platter (undecorated, whiteware)
F82-12 P large pitcher (relief decorated, ironstone, approximately 4 ½” diameter base,

minimally 5 ½” tall, handled)
F82-13 P large pitcher (relief decorated, whiteware, 4” diameter base, minimally 5” tall,

handled)
F82-14 P medicine bottle (clear, round, 1 ½” diameter base, 4 1/8” tall, 3 piece plate bottom

mold, improved tool prescription lip finish, unpontiled, base embossed “G. W.”)

Feature 83 (Old Feature 100)
F100-1 P saucer (undecorated, whiteware, 6” diameter, printed backstamp “IRON STONE

CHINA / GEO. S. HARKER / AND / COMPANY,” coat of arms encircling an
eagle’s head)

F100-2 P deep saucer (undecorated, whiteware, 4 ¾” diameter rim, 1 ¼” tall, printed
backstamp “DRESDEN,” lion & unicorn coat of arms, with cartouche of “PC” for
Pottery Cooperative of East Liverpool, Ohio)

F100-3 S saucer (undecorated, whiteware)
F100-4 P cup (undecorated, whiteware, approximately 3” diameter rim, handled)
F100-5 S platter (undecorated, oval, whiteware)
F100-6 S platter (undecorated, whiteware)
F100-7 S saucer (relief decorated, floral motif, whiteware
F100-8 S saucer (undecorated, whiteware)
F100-9 S pitcher (undecorated, whiteware, same handle design as Feature 100-72)
F100-10 number not assigned
F100-11 S small chamber pot (undecorated, whiteware)
F100-12 P plate (undecorated, whiteware, 9 ¼” diameter, backstamp “STONE CHINA / T.

P. C. C.O / DRESDEN,” with English-style Coat of Arms) [Gates and Ormerod
1982: 221-212; Potter’s Co-operation Company. 1882-ca.1895 (figure 191a)]

F100-13 P saucer (undecorated, whiteware, approximately 6” diameter base)
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F100-14 P chamber pot (undecorated, whiteware)
F100-15 no vessel number assigned
F100-16 P wash basin (painted, polychrome, red & black lined, whiteware, 14 ½” diameter

rim, 4 ½” tall) [same pattern as chamber pot F100-56]
F110-17 S plate (undecorated, whiteware, 10” diameter, printed backstamp “TRADEMARK

/ THOMAS HUGHES / ENGLAND,” crown on shield with lion)
F100-18 P cup (undecorated, whiteware, approximately 3” diameter rim, approximately 3 ¼”

tall, handled)
F100-19 S cup (undecorated, whiteware, handled?)
F100-20 P mixing bowl (relief decorated, whiteware, 10 3/8” diameter rim, 4 ½” tall, arched

panel with rope border, jigger molded)
F100-21 P tureen lid (undecorated, ironstone, oval, 9” x 6 ¾” rim, handled)
F100-22 P chamber pot lid (painted, polychrome, lined rim, whiteware, 8 7/8” diameter)

[same pattern as F100-16 & F100-56]
F100-23 P cup (undecorated, whiteware, 3 ¼” rim, 3 ¼” tall, handled)
F100-24 P saucer (undecorated, whiteware, 6” diameter, printed backstamp “OPAQUE

STONE CHINA / TRADEMARK / ANTHONY SHAW & SON / ENGLAND,”
crown coat of arms)

F100-25 P saucer (undecorated, whiteware, 6” diameter, printed backstamp “IRON STONE
CHINA / GEO. S. HARKER / AND / COMPANY,” coat of arms encircling
eagle’s head)

F100-26 P saucer (painted, overglaze, polychrome, porcelain, approximately 6 ½” diameter)
F100-27 P plate (undecorated, whiteware, 8 ¾” diameter, printed backstamp “STONE

CHINA / J. W. PANKHURST & CO. HANLEY,” lion & unicorn coat of arms)
F100-28 P plate (undecorated, whiteware, 8 ¾” diameter, printed backstamp “ROYAL

PREMIUM IRONSTONE / BOOTE & CO. / ENGLAND,” lion & unicorn coat of
arms)

F100-29 P saucer (undecorated, whiteware)
F100-30 P jar (salt glazed/Albany slipped, stoneware, hand turned, 11 ¼” diameter base, 11

½” tall, handled, hand drawn cobalt blue “4” with arrows and dots) [4-gallon size]
F100-31 P mixing bowl (Albany/Albany slipped, stoneware, jigger molded)
F100-32 P chamber pot (undecorated, whiteware, 8 ¼” diameter rim, 5” tall, handled, printed

backstamp “THOMAS FURNWAL & SONS / TRADEMARK / ENGLAND,”
lion & unicorn coat of arms)

F100-33 P chamber pot (undecorated, whiteware, 8 ¼” diameter rim, 5” tall, handled, printed
backstamp “IRONSTONE CHINA / J. & G. MEAKIN,” lion & unicorn coat of
arms)

F100-34 P small child’s chamber pot (annular decorated, yellowware, 3 ¾” diameter base, 4
¼” tall, handled)

F100-35 P pitcher (undecorated, whiteware, oval base, 5 ½” x 4 ½” base, 10 ½” tall, handled,
backstamp “TRADE MARK / IRONSTONE CHINA / G. & F.,” with eagle)
[Goodwin and Flentke (Gates and Ormerod, 1972: 46) 1878-80]

F100-36 P wash basin (undecorated, whiteware, 13” diameter rim, 5” tall, impressed
backstamp “J. & G. MEAKIN,” printed backstamp “IRONSTONE CHINA / J. &
G. MEAKIN,” lion & unicorn coat of arms)
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F100-37 P platter (undecorated, whiteware, 13” x 9 ½”, printed backstamp “STONE CHINA
/ T. P. C. CO,” lion and unicorn coat of arms)

F100-38 P serving bowl (undecorated, whiteware, oval, approximately 11 ¼” x 8”, printed
backstamp “GEO. S. HARKER & CO. / TRADEMARK / E. LIVERPOOL /
IRON STONE CHINA,” criss-crossed American flags in a circle)

F100-39 P serving bowl (undecorated, whiteware, 8” diameter rim, 2 ¾” tall, scalloped edge,
printed backstamp “TRADEMARK / IRONSTONE CHINA / G. & F.,” with
eagle and laurel branch) [Goodwin and Fleutke]

F100-40 P small plate (undecorated, whiteware, 8 1/8” diameter, printed backstamp “W-F /
IRON STONE CHINA,” 2 lions & crown coat of arms)

F100-41 P plate (undecorated, whiteware)
F100-42 P saucer (undecorated, whiteware, 6” diameter)
F100-43 P saucer (undecorated, whiteware, 6” diameter, printed backstamp “W-F / IRON

STONE CHINA,” lion and unicorn coat of arms)
F100-44 P saucer (undecorated, whiteware, 6” diameter, printed backstamp British coat of

arms and “W-F”)
F100-45 P cup (undecorated, whiteware, 3 ¼” diameter rim, 3 ¼” tall, handled)
F100-46 P cup (undecorated, whiteware, 3 ¼” diameter rim, 3 ¼” tall, handled)
F100-47 P cup (undecorated, whiteware, 3 ¼” diameter rim, 3” tall, handled)
F100-48 P cup (undecorated, whiteware, 3 ¼” diameter rim, 3” tall, handled)
F100-49 P cup (undecorated, whiteware, 3 ¼” diameter rim, 3 ¼” tall, handled)
F100-50 P cup (undecorated, whiteware, 3 ¼” diameter rim, 3 ¼” tall, handled)
F100-51 no vessel assigned
F100-52 P pitcher (relief decorated, floral pattern, tin glazed earthenware, 4” diameter base,

7 ¼” tall, handled) [Majolica]
F100-53 P mixing bowl (unglazed/Albany slipped, stoneware, jigger molded, 8 ¼” diameter

rim, 4 ½” tall, impressed “PAT SET… / … ODINE”) [maybe says “Sept 21, 1880
/ PODINE,” but not sure]

F100-54 P flower pot pan (unglazed, buff paste earthenware, jigger molded)
F100-55 P serving bowl (undecorated, whiteware, 8” diameter rim, 2 ¾” tall, scalloped edge,

printed backstamp “W-F / IRON STONE CHINA,” 2 lions and a crown coat of
arms)

F100-56 P chamber pot (painted, polychrome, black & red lined, 8 ½” diameter rim, 5 ¾”
tall, backstamp “M. & CO. / IRON STONE CHINA,”) [Morley & Company 1879-
84, (Gates and Ormerod 1982: 199)]

F100-57 P chamber pot lid (undecorated, whiteware, 9” diameter, handled)
F100-58 P small plate (undecorated, whiteware, 8 1/8” diameter, printed backstamp “W-F /

IRON STONE CHINA,” 2 lion & crown coat of arms)
F100-59 P saucer (undecorated, whiteware, 6 ¼” diameter, printed backstamp “GEO. S.

HARKER & CO. / TRADEMARK / E. LIVERPOOL / IRON STONE CHINA,”
criss-crossed American flags within a circle)

F100-60 no vessel assigned
F100-61 no vessel assigned
F100-62 P cup (undecorated, whiteware, 3 ¼” diameter rim, 3 ¼” tall, handled)
F100-63 P cup (undecorated, whiteware, 3 ¼” diameter rim, 3 ¼” tall, handled)
F100-64 no vessel assigned
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F100-65 P jar (salt glazed/Albany slipped, stoneware, 9 ½” diameter rim, 11” tall, hand
turned, approximately 3 gallon size?)

F100-66 no vessel assigned
F100-67 S saucer (undecorated, whiteware, 6” diameter, printed backstamp British coat of

arms and “W-F”)
F100-68 P saucer (undecorated, whiteware, 6” diameter, partial backstamp “H. ALC[OCK] /

ENGL[AND]”)
F100-69 P saucer (undecorated, whiteware, 6 ¼” diameter, printed backstamp “GEO. S.

HARKER & CO. / TRADEMARK / E. LIVERPOOL / IRON STONE CHINA,”
criss-crossed flags within a circle) [Gates and Ormerod 1982:79-82; 1879-1890]

F100-70 P saucer (undecorated, whiteware, 6” diameter, printed backstamp “GEO. S.
HARKER & CO. / TRADEMARK / E. LIVERPOOL / IRON STONE CHINA,”
criss-crossed flags within a circle) [Gates and Ormerod 1982:79-82; 1879-1890]

F100-71 P cup (undecorated, whiteware, 3 3/8” diameter rim, 3” tall, handled, base
impressed “85”)

F100-72 P pitcher (undecorated, whiteware, 4” diameter base, 11” tall, backstamp “IRON
STONE CHINA / WILLIAM FLENTKE,” with eagle) [Gates & Ormerod 1982:
46; 1882-86]

F100-73 P saucer (undecorated, whiteware, 5 ¾” diameter, printed backstamp “W-F / IRON
STONE CHINA,” 2 lions and crown coat of arms)

F100-74 P cup (undecorated, whiteware, 3 ¼” diameter rim, 3 ¼” tall, handled)
F100-75 S jar (salt/Albany slipped, stoneware, hand turned)
F100-76 S mixing bowl (Albany slipped, stoneware, jigger molded, small sized)
F100-77 S bowl (redware, hand turned)
F100-78 S bowl (redware, hand turned)
F100-79 S churn/shouldered jar (salt/Albany slipped, stoneware, handled, interior shelf on

rim, hand turned)
F100-80 S saucer (transfer printed, red, beaded and scalloped edge)
F100-81 P wash basin (undecorated, whiteware, 13” diameter rim, 4” tall, backstamp “IRON

STONE CHINA / TRADEMARK / WILLIAM FLENTKE,”)
F100-82 S wash basin (undecorated, whiteware, s-curve shape)
F100-83 P saucer (undecorated, whiteware, 6” diameter, printed backstamp “IRON STONE

CHINA / J. & G. MEAKIN / HANLEY / ENGLAND,” lion & unicorn coat of
arms) [Godden 1964: 427; ca. 1890+]

F100-84 P small plate (undecorated, whiteware, 8 1/8” diameter, printed backstamp “W-F /
IRON STONE CHINA,” 2 lions & crown coat of arms)

F100-85 P small plate (undecorated, whiteware, 8 1/8” diameter, printed backstamp “W-F /
IRON STONE CHINA,” 2 lions & crown coat of arms)

F100-86 P small plate (undecorated, whiteware, 8 1/8” diameter, printed backstamp “W-F /
IRON STONE CHINA,” 2 lions & crown coat of arms)

F100-87 P plate (undecorated, whiteware, 9 ½” diameter, printed backstamp “IRON STONE
CHINA / J. ?..,” lion & unicorn coat of arms, impressed backstamp
“FURN[IVAL]”) [potentially “J. B.,” see Godden 1964: 723]

F100-88 S spittoon? (unglazed/Albany slipped, stoneware, hand turned)
F100-89 P jar (redware, 3 ½” diameter base)
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F100-90 P extract bottle (clear, Blake variant 1, 1 7/8” x 1” base, 6” tall, 3-piece plate
bottom, improved tool Patent lip finish, ball neck, unpontiled)

F100-91 P extract bottle (clear, Blake variant 1, 1 5/8” x ¾” base, 5 ¾” tall, 3-piece plate
bottom, improved tool Patent lip finish, ball neck, unpontiled, base embossed “T”)

F100-92 P extract bottle (clear, Blake variant 1, 1 5/8” x ¾” base, 5 ¾” tall, 3-piece plate
bottom, improved tool Patent lip finish, ball neck, unpontiled, base embossed “T”)

F100-93 S medicine bottle (clear, improved tool Prescription lip finish)
F100-94 S medicine bottle (clear, plain oval, 2 ¼” x 1 ½” base, 3-piece plate bottom,

improved tool Prescription lip finish, unpontiled, base embossed “3 / PAT’D
6/25/89 / CGC? CO”)

F100-95 S whiskey flask (clear, fire polished, sheared, Brandy lip finish)
F100-96 S seltzer water bottle? (clear, round, approximately 3 ½” diameter base, ground

base, thick bodied)
F100-97 P vial (aqua, round, 1 ¼” diameter base, 6 ¼” tall, 3-piece plate bottom, improved

tool Double Ring lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “ST. JAKOBS OEL / THE
CHARLES A. VOGELLER COMPANY / BALTIMORE, MD. U.S.A.”)

F100-98 P soda water bottle (aqua, round, 2 ½” diameter base, 6 ¾” tall, 3-piece plate
bottom, improved tool Blob top lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “JOHNSON &
PETERSON / SPRINGFIELD / ILL”)

F100-99 P mineral water/bitters bottle (dark green/black, round, 3” base diameter, minimally
7” tall, dip molded, improved tool Blob lip finish, unpontiled, base embossed
“BITT… HNE / HUNYAD / JA[NUS”])

F100-100 S tumbler (clear, round, approximately 3” diameter rim, rim only)
F100-101 S indeterminate bottle (aqua, round, approximately 2 ½” base diameter)
F100-102 S tumbler/jelly glass (clear, small base fragment only)
F100-103 S medicine bottle (aqua, French Square or Blake variant 1)
F100-104 S stemware (clear, fluted stem, press molded)
F100-105 S medicine bottle (clear, round, embossed “DOUGLAS PHARMACY / COR.

MAIN & ADAMS STR[EET] / [PEO]RIA, ILL.,” body fragments only)
F100-106 P large condiment bottle (clear, round, approximately 3 ½” diameter base,

minimally 11” tall, Rickett’s mold, sheared ground, blow over mold, threaded lip
finish, ball neck, base embossed “[MEYER BA]IN MFG. CO. / ST. LO[UIS]”)

F100-107 P wine bottle (dark green/black, round, 2 7/8” diameter base, minimally 9” tall, dip
molded, concave base with small mamelon)

F100-108 P stemware (clear, round, 3” diameter base, minimally 6 ½” tall, press molded,
fluted body & stem)

F100-109 P tumbler (clear, round, 2 ¼” diameter base, minimally 3 ½” tall, press molded,
Sunburst design on base)

F100-110 P wine bottle (aqua, round, 2 ¾” diameter base, 8 ¼” tall, 3-piece plate bottom,
improved tool Ring or oil lip finish, unpontiled, base embossed “K”, Chianti-style
bottle)

F100-111 P condiment bottle (clear, round, 2 ¼” diameter base, 7 ¼” tall, 3-piece plate
bottom, improved tool Ring or oil lip finish, ball neck, base embossed “MEYER
BAIN MFG. CO. / ST LOUIS”)

F100-112 P medicine bottle (clear, French Square, 1 ¼” square base, 3-piece plate bottom,
unpontiled)
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F100-113 P stemware (blue, lead glass, round, 1 7/8” diameter base, minimally 3 ¾” tall, press
molded)

F100-114 S condiment bottle (clear, ground blow over-mold, threaded lip finish)
F100-115 S wine bottle (clear, round, improved tool Ring or oil lip finish, Chianti-style bottle)
F100-116 P tumbler (clear, polygon, fluted, 2 ¼” diameter base, minimally 3 ½” tall, press

molded, Sunburst design on base, short flutes)
F100-117 P tumbler (clear, polygon, 2 ¼” diameter base, 3 ¾” tall, press molded, rough base,

short flutes)
F100-118 P ink well (aqua, round, 2 ½” diameter base, 2 ½” tall, 3-piece plate bottom,

improved tool Bead lip finish, unpontiled, base embossed “1”, pyramidal shape)
F100-119 P medicine bottle (aqua, Blake variant 1, 2” x 1 1/8” base, 7” tall, 3-piece plate

bottom, improved tool Ring or oil lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “J. W.
BULL’S / COUGH SYRUP / BALTIMORE”)

F100-120 P condiment bottle (clear, round, 2 ¼” diameter base, 7 ¼” tall, 3-piece plate
bottom, improved tool Ring or oil lip finish, ball neck, base embossed “MEYER
BAIN MFG. CO. / ST LOUIS”)

F100-121 P condiment bottle (clear, round, 2 ½” diameter base, 9 ½” tall, 3-piece plate
bottom, improved tool Ring or oil lip finish, ball neck, cross-hatched bands at
base & top of body, unpontiled) [same style as F100-111, except with cross hatch
bands]

F100-122 P condiment bottle (clear, round, 2 ½” diameter base, 9 ½” tall, 3-piece plate
bottom, improved tool Ring or oil lip finish, ball neck, base embossed “MEYER
BAIN MFG. CO. / ST. LOUIS,” unpontiled)

F100-123 P condiment bottle (aqua, round, 2 1/8” diameter base, 7” tall, 3-piece plate bottom,
improved tool Double Ring lip finish, unpontiled, embossed
“WORCESTERSHIRE SAUCE / LEA & PERRINS,” base embossed “JD / 6 / S”,
stopper finish)

F100-124 P beer bottle (amber, round, 2 7/8” diameter base, 11 ¾” tall, 3-piece plate bottom,
lightening stopper lip finish, unpontiled, base embossed “4 / DOC”)

F100-125 P beer bottle (amber, round, 2 7/8” diameter base, 11 ¾” tall, 3-piece plate bottom,
lightening stopper lip finish, unpontiled, base embossed “4 / DOC”)

F100-126- P beer bottle (amber, round, 2 7/8” diameter base, 11 ¾” tall, 3-piece plate bottom,
lightening stopper lip finish, unpontiled, base embossed “4 / DOC”)

F100-127 P beer bottle (amber, round, 2 7/8” diameter base, 11 ¾” tall, 3-piece plate bottom,
lightening stopper lip finish, unpontiled, base embossed “4 / DOC”)

F100-128 P beer bottle (amber, round, 2 7/8” diameter base, 11 ¾” tall, 3-piece plate bottom,
lightening stopper lip finish, unpontiled, base embossed “4 / DOC”)

F100-129 P beer bottle (amber, round, 2 7/8” diameter base, 11 ¾” tall, 3-piece plate bottom,
lightening stopper lip finish, unpontiled, base embossed “4 / DOC”)

F100-130 P beer bottle (amber, round, 2 7/8” diameter base, 11 ¾” tall, 3-piece plate bottom,
lightening stopper lip finish, unpontiled, base embossed “4 / DOC”)

F100-131 P wine bottle (dark green/black, round, 2 7/8” diameter base, minimally 9” tall, dip
molded, concave base with small mamelon)

F100-132 P scent/cologne bottle (aqua, round, 2 1/8” diameter base, minimally 6 ½” tall, 3-
piece plate bottom, unpontiled, embossed “FLORIDA WATER / MURRAY &
LANMAN / DRUGGISTS / NEW YORK,” base embossed “43”)
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F100-133 P scent/cologne bottle (aqua, round, 2 1/8” diameter base, minimally 6 ½” tall, 3-
piece plate bottom, unpontiled, embossed “FLORIDA WATER / MURRAY &
LANMAN / DRUGGISTS / NEW YORK,” base embossed “43”)

F100-134 S condiment bottle (aqua, round, 2 ½” diameter base, 7” tall, 3-piece plate bottom,
improved tool Double Ring lip finish, unpontiled, embossed
“WORCESTERSHIRE SAUCE / LEA & PERRINS,” base embossed “JD / 6 / S”,
stopper finish)

F100-135 P chemical bottle (clear, Blake variant 1, 2” x 1” base, 5 ¾” tall, 3-piece plate
bottom, improved tool Patent lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “GILLET’S /
CHEMICAL WORKS / CHICAGO”)

F100-136 S condiment bottle (clear, round, 2 ½” diameter base, 9 ½” tall, 3-piece plate
bottom, improved tool Ring or oil lip finish, ball neck, cross-hatched bands at
base & top of body, unpontiled) [same style as F100-111, except with cross hatch
bands]

F100-137 P stemware (clear, round, 3 ¼” diameter base, 5 ¾” tall, press molded, bulbous
stem)

F100-138 P tumbler (clear, polygon, fluted, 2 ¼” diameter base, 3 ¼” tall, press molded,
Sunburst design on base)

F100-139 P tumbler (clear, polygon, fluted, 2 ¼” diameter base, 3 ¼” tall, press molded,
Sunburst design on base)

F100-140 P tumbler (clear, round, 2 5/8” diameter base, 3 7/8” tall, press molded, concave
base)

F100-141 P footed bowl (clear, round, approximately 3 ½” diameter rim, bowl 1” tall, missing
foot)

F100-142 P vase (opaque, white, minimally 6” tall, painted, polychrome, floral Bud vase
style)

F100-143 S indeterminate vessel (clear, approximately 3 ½” diameter, domed shape, possible
clock face?)

F100-144 S lamp globe (milk glass, approximately 6” diameter rim, painted edge, scalloped
edge)

F100-145 S liquor bottle (dark green/black, round, embossed “crown/coat of arms inside laurel
wreath, possibly rum bottle?)

F100-146 P food jar (aqua, polygon, 3 5/8” diameter base, 7 ¾” tall, 3-piece plate bottom,
ground blow-over mold, threaded lip finish, unpontiled, base embossed “8”,
Gothic style) [specialized screw cap]

F100-147 P food jar (aqua, round, 3 ¼” diameter base, 7 ¼” tall, 3-piece plate bottom, applied
tool wax seed lip finish, unpontiled, base embossed “W.M. FRANK & SONS /
PITTS.”)

F100-148 P extract bottle (clear, Blake variant 1, 1 ¾” x 7/8” base, 4 ¾” tall, 3-piece plate
bottom, improved tool Patent lip finish, ball neck, unpontiled)

F100-149 S beer bottle (amber, round, 2 7/8” diameter base, 11 ¾” tall, 3-piece plate bottom,
Lightening stopper lip finish, unpontiled, base embossed “4 / DOC”)

F100-150 S tumbler? (clear, round, approximately 3” diameter rim, unusual thick bodied)
[may not be a tumbler]
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F100-151 P canning jar (aqua, round, 3 ½” diameter base, 7” tall, 3-piece plate bottom,
sheared ground threaded lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “[MASON’S] /
[PA]TE[N]T / NOV 30TH / 1858”)

F100-152 P wine bottle (dark green/black, round, 2 ¾” diameter base, 11” tall, dip molded,
blow-over applied tool string lip finish, kick-up, unpontiled)

F100-153 P tumbler (clear, polygon, fluted, 2 ¼” diameter base, 3 ¼” tall, press molded,
Sunburst design on base)

F100-154 P tumbler (clear, polygon, 2 ¼” diameter base, 3 ¾” tall, press molded, rough base,
short flutes)

F100-155 P lamp globe (milk glass, similar to vessel 144 except no painting)
F100-156 P wine bottle (dark green/black, round, 2 ¾” diameter base, 11” tall, dip molded,

blow-over applied tool string lip finish, concave base, unpontiled)
F100-157 P tumbler (clear, round, 2 5/8” diameter base, 3 7/8” tall, press molded, concave

base)
F100-158 P tumbler (clear, round, 2 5/8” diameter base, 3 7/8” tall, press molded, concave

base)
F100-159 P condiment bottle (aqua, round, 2 1/8” diameter base, 7” tall, 3-piece plate bottom,

improved tool Double Ring lip finish, unpontiled, embossed
“WORCESTERSHIRE SAUCE / LEA & PERRINS,” base embossed “JD / 6 / S”,
stopper finish)

F100-160 P scent/cologne bottle (aqua, round, 2 1/8” diameter base, 9 1/8” tall, 3-piece plate
bottom, improved tool Ring or oil lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “FLORIDA
WATER / MURRAY & LANMAN / DRUGGISTS / NEW YORK,” base
embossed “43”)

F100-161 P pickle jar (aqua, French Square, 2 1/8” square, 7 ¼” tall, 3-piece plate bottom,
improved tool Patent lip finish, ball neck, unpontiled, simplified Cathedral Gothic
shape)

F100-162 S scent/cologne bottle (aqua, round, 2 1/8” diameter base, minimally 6 ½” tall, 3-
piece plate bottom, unpontiled, embossed “FLORIDA WATER / MURRAY &
LANMAN / DRUGGISTS / NEW YORK,” base embossed “43”)

Feature 84 (Old Feature 101)
F101-1 S waster bowl (annular decorated, whiteware, approximately 5” diameter rim,

London Urn shape) [looks like waster bowl, but small size similar to a cup]
F101-2 S bowl (salt/salt glazed, stoneware, hand turned)
F101-3 P serving bowl/tureen lid (relief decorated, whiteware, oval, 8 5/8” x 7”, handled,

printed backstamp “PRIZE MEDALION & / T.J. & J. MAYER / DALE HALL
POTTERY / LONG PORT / IMPROVED BERLIN IRONSTONE” with
registration mark for either 1847(“F”) or 1851(“P”) – probably the latter)

F101-4 S indeterminate vessel (relief decorated, whiteware, Gothic shape) [very small
fragment of rim]

F101-5 S plate (transfer printed, purple, whiteware, approximately 9” diameter, scalloped
edge)

F101-6 S saucer/small plate (undecorated, whiteware)
F101-7 S chamber pot lid (undecorated, whiteware, approximately 10” diameter)
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F101-8 S saucer (transfer printed, brown, whiteware) [same pattern as F102-11]
F101-9 P lamp globe (clear/lead, approximately 3” diameter, fire polished rim, 3 5/8”

diameter flanged base, wheel-engraved floral design)
F101-10 P whiskey flask (aqua, Plain oval, 2 ½” x 1 ¾” base, 7 1/8” tall, 2 piece mold, blow-

over lip finish, Scroll design, pontiled)
F101-11 P shot glass (clear/lead, polygon, 1 ¼” diameter base, 2 ¼” tall, press molded, fluted

exterior, unpontiled)
F101-12 P medicine bottle (aqua, Blake variant 1, 2 1/8” x 1 1/8” base, 6 1/8” tall, 2 piece

mold, applied tool Ring or Oil lip finish, embossed “BARRY’S /
TRICOPHEROUS / FOR THE SKIN / AND HAIR // NEW YORK //
DIRECTIONS IN THE PAMPHLET”)

F101-13 S tumbler (clear/lead, polygon, press molded, flutes)
F101-14 no vessel assigned
F101-15 S lamp chimney (clear, flanged base)
F101-16 S indeterminate vessel (clear, handled) [intrusive]
F101-17 P medicine bottle (aqua, Blake variant 1, 3 3/8” x 2 ¼” base, 9 7/8” tall, 3-piece

plate bottom, applied tool Double Ring lip finish, pontiled, embossed “SANDS’ /
SARSAPARILLA // GENUINE // NEW YORK”)

F101-18 P tumbler (clear/lead, polygon, 2 ¼” diameter rim, 3” tall, fluted press molded,
pontiled)

Feature 85 (Old Feature 102)
F102-1 S cup/bowl (transfer printed, blue, whiteware, London Urn shape) [very small]
F102-2 S saucer (undecorated, porcelain)
F102-3 S jar/bowl/jug? (salt/salt decorated, stoneware, hand turned, base only)
F102-4 P platter (transfer printed, blue, Sirius pattern, whiteware, 12 ¼” x 9 ¼” rim, Gothic

shape)
F102-5 P chamber pot (undecorated, whiteware, plain handle) [cream colored ware]
F102-6 S saucer/cup plate (transfer printed, brown, whiteware, scalloped edge)
F102-7 S saucer (transfer printed, blue, whiteware)
F102-8 S saucer (relief decorated, whiteware, simple ribbed pattern, 6” diameter)
F102-9 S saucer (painted? overglaze, porcelain, 5” diameter rim) [painting worn off]
F102-10 S cup/bowl (transfer printed, brown, whiteware)
F102-11 S plate (transfer printed, brown, whiteware, approximately 9” diameter)
F102-12 S small plate (transfer printed, dark blue, pearlware, approximately 7” diameter)
F102-13 P vial (aqua, round, ¾” diameter base, 4” tall, dip molded, fold over Fragile lip

finish, pontiled)
F102-14 P vial (aqua, round, 1 1/8” diameter base, unknown height, dip molded, fold over

Fragile lip finish)
F102-15 S indeterminate bottle (aqua, round, 2” diameter base, pontiled)
F102-16 P vial (aqua, round, ¾” diameter base, 4” tall, dip molded, fold over Fragile lip

finish, pontiled)
F102-17 P ink bottle (aqua, polygon, 2” diameter base, 2 3/8” tall, 2 piece mold, interior

folded lip finish, paneled body, pontiled, embossed “BUTLERS INK /
CINCINNATI”) [misspelled, needs two T’s)
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F102-18 P vial (aqua, round, 1 ¼” diameter base, 5 ¾” tall, dip molded, fold over Fragile lip
finish, pontiled)

F102-19 P whiskey flask (aqua, approximately 3” x 1 ½” base, 9” tall, 2 piece mold, Eagle
pattern, pontiled, pint size)

F102-20 P large bottle/small demijohn (aqua, round, 5 ½” diameter base, 8” tall, hand blown,
exterior rolled lip finish, pontiled, bulbous)

F102-21 P vial (bottle, aqua, round, 1 5/8” diameter base, 6 3/8” tall, dip molded, folded
Fragile lip finish, pontiled)

F102-22 S chamber pot (undecorated, whiteware, handle only) [cream colored ware]

Feature 103
F103-1 S plate (undecorated, ironstone, burned/melted)
F103-2 S soap dish/serving vessel (undecorated, whiteware)
F103-3 S saucer (undecorated, whiteware)
F103-4 S cup (transfer printed, red, whiteware, approximately 3 ¼” rim, handled) [late

pattern]
F103-5 P tumbler (clear, round, 2 ¼” diameter base, 3 5/8” tall, press molded, Sunburst

design base)
F103-6 P tumbler (clear, round, 2 ¼” diameter base, 3 ½” tall, press molded, Sunburst

design base)
F103-7 P whiskey flask (clear, Philadelphia oval, approximately 3” x 1 ½” base, 3-piece

plate bottom)
F103-8 S flatware bowl/serving plate (clear/lead, round, pressed, plain/no design)
F103-9 S indeterminate vessel (milk glass, press molded)

Feature 104
F104-1 S serving bowl (relief decorated, whiteware)
F104-2 S bowl (salt glazed, stoneware, hand turned)

Feature 89 (Old Feature 106)
F106-1 S saucer (transfer printed, purple, whiteware, scalloped edge)
F106-2 S cup (undecorated, whiteware, approximately 3” diameter rim)
F106-3 S jelly glass (clear, polygon, approximately 2 ½” diameter base, pressed glass,

Sunburst design base)

Feature 110
F110-1 S small plate (undecorated, whiteware, approximately 9” diameter)
F110-2 S small plate (transfer printed, bicolor, yellow &brown, scalloped edge) [similar to

wares uncovered at the Museum Project area]
F110-3 S tumbler (clear, fluted, 2 ½” diameter base, Sunburst design base, press molded)
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